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INTRODUCTION

Aristotle's neologism, ἐνέργεια, which occurs in almost all his writings, from the very earliest to the very latest, appears often in the writings of such Hellenistic philosophers as the Epicureans, the Stoics and, especially, Plotinus. Our present study aims to discover how the last named, who is the founder of the Neoplatonic school, accommodates the Aristotelian doctrine of energeia to his own distinctive metaphysics.

That this is a worthwhile project would seem evident given the numerous instances of energeia in the Enneads. Indeed, Plotinus employs the term more often than Aristotle himself. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that at least one prominent scholar of Neoplatonism doubts the significance of energeia in Plotinus' system. According to Philip Merlan


3Aristotle uses energeia 537 times (according to Blair, "The Meaning of 'Energeia' and 'Entelecheia' in Aristotle," p. 103) compared with Plotinus' 768 times, which we record below.
in The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy, "Plotinus does not have much use for either of the two concepts of actuality and potentiality." Merlan bases this conclusion on the assumption that, since the dynamis/energeia distinction originates out of the peculiar demands of Aristotle's philosophy of becoming and matter, it has little value in a philosophy developed mainly along Platonic lines. While we may protest even here that such a view underestimates the synthetic power of Plotinus' acute mind, we will withhold final judgment on the extent of Plotinus' commitment to energéia until our study is complete. In other words, in examining how energéia is operative in Plotinus, one of our chief aims will be to answer whether, contrary to Merlan, energéia is a central doctrine in Plotinian metaphysics.

In addition to testing the truth of Merlan's view, this study is demanded in the face of the absence of any other thorough study on the subject in Plotinus. This is confirmed by a survey of secondary literature on Plotinus. The three primary bibliographical sources, Bert Marien's "Bibliografia Critica degli Studi Plotiniani" (which records studies up to 1949), L'année philologique and Bulletin Signaletique (both of which list studies form 1949 to the present), disclose an absence of careful studies of energéia in Plotinus. There has been no book primarily


5For the most part throughout this study I will merely transliterate energéia. The preferred translation or translations of the term will be clarified and emphasized in the final chapter of this book.

devoted to *energeia* in Plotinus. Some books on other subjects have
touched on the topic in passing but insufficiently. Chapter four of
Rene Arnou's 1921 study, *Le désir de Dieu dans la philosophie de Plotin*,
gives a mere six pages to the issue, based on a small sampling of texts,
and fails to investigate whether the doctrine develops from Plotinus'
early to late treatises. Serious limitations are also apparent in Hans
Buchner's 1940 volume, *Plotins Möglicherlehrle*. Buchner provides no
separate chapter on *energeia*, offers no thorough study of the important
texts and mainly treats the subject only to illumine dynamis in Plotinus.

Only four articles merit attention. Two of them, one by G. Bruni,
"Note di polemica neoplatonica contro l'uso e il significato del termine
entelecheia," published in 1960, and another by G. Verbeke, "Les cri­
tiques de Plotin contra l'entelechisme d'Aristote: Essai d'interprétation
de l'Enneads, IV, 7, 8, 5," published in 1971, are helpful but only of
peripheral importance. They only consider Plotinus' polemic against
Aristotle's doctrine of entelecheia, which (as we shall see in Text A)
Plotinus rejects, believing that it pertains only to Aristotle's theory

7Rene Arnou, *Le désir de Dieu dans la philosophie de Plotin*,


9G. Bruni, "Note di polemica neoplatonica contro l'uso e il signi­
cificato del termine entelecheia," *Giornale Critico della Filosofia* 39
(1960), 205-236.

10G. Verbeke, "Les critiques de Plotin contra l'entelechisme
d'Aristote: Essai d'interprétation de l'Enneads, IV, 7, 8, 5," in
of soul and that it is in no way synonymous with, or even related to, energetia. A third and very brief article, "La doctrine des deux actes dans la philosophie de Plotin," published by C. Rutten in 1956, relies basically upon only two treatises (V, 4 and II, 5) and yet tries to give a definitive statement about energetia with questionable results. For example, Rutten seems to reduce energetia solely to activity and then refuses to consider Plotinus as a monist. Finally, there is Andrew Smith's intelligent article published in 1981, "Potentiality and the Problem of Plurality in the Intelligible World." This article is accurate and carefully constructed. However, with its focus on dynamis rather than energetia and with its brevity (eight pages) it does not diminish in any way the need for our study. None of these scholars provides adequate information on energetia, but I will consult them (and of course others) when relevant.

Before investigating energetia in Plotinus, let us first briefly consider how various scholars interpret energetia in Aristotle. A survey of secondary literature uncovers a prevailing opinion: energetia signifies eidos, which is ousia in the most basic sense. The words of Joseph Owens typify this interpretation: "'Entity' [ousia] and 'form' [eidos]


13Metaphysics Eta 3, 1043 a 29-1043 b 18; also Zeta 3, 1029 a 29-30; Theta 8, 1049 b 5-1051 a 3. See ahead to Text A, notes 15-21.
are equated. Act is prior in Entity or form because it is itself form; potency is not form, but has form only through its act."\textsuperscript{14} The remarks of C. H. Chen we may add for emphasis:

Since the form is 'that precisely in virtue of which a thing is called a this,' it is itself determined as 'a this,' i.e., it is actually 'a this.' Aristotle then goes a step beyond matter's being potentially 'a this' and form's being actually 'a this,' to call the former expressly 'potentiality' and the latter 'actuality,' in order to stress their distinction.\textsuperscript{15}

It is important to note that basic to this interpretation is the view that prime matter is only passive \textit{dynamis} and of itself powerless to effect perfection, form or \textit{energeia}. Prime matter can acquire form or \textit{energeia} only through the agency of another which already possesses form or \textit{energeia}. In other words, \textit{energeia} is really distinct from prime matter, and it is for this reason that "pure act" is altogether dissociated from matter.

\textsuperscript{14}Joseph Owens, The Doctrine of Being in the Aristotelian Metaphysics, 2nd ed. (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1963), p. 254. Owens says elsewhere in the same work that "the priority of act assures the absolutely dominant role of form, for Aristotelian act and form are understood to coincide" (p. 255).

In essence, the above scholars argue that *energeia* primarily signifies form as a reality distinct from, but superior to, matter. However, at least two scholars, namely, J. H. Randall and his student G. A. Blair, dissent from the prevailing view. According to them, *energeia* should be translated as "activity" because *energeia* belongs primarily to motion. So understood, *energeia* is "the operation or functioning of powers (dynamicis) in a process of change". The most basic of these "powers" is, of course, prime matter itself: matter is the power for form or *ousia* and form is what *energeia* (understood as "activity") signifies. In a word, for Randall and Blair, form is the "activity" of matter.

We may here ask about the application of *energeia* to eternal *ousiai*. If *energeia* is the "activity" of sensible matter, how can we describe as *energeiai* those entities which always are and never become? Randall and Peter Geach, *Three Philosophers*, essay on Aristotle (chapter one) by Anscombe, pp. 54-55 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1973).


17Randall and Blair give primacy to the following quotation from the Metaphysics (Theta 5, 1047 a 30-32): "The word *energeia*, which is associated with the word entelecheia, has been transferred to other things from motions, to which it is especially applicable. For motion above all things seems to be *energeia*." They take this statement to command the interpretation that every *energeia* must be a kind of operation or functioning analogous to the outcomes of motions or processes. One wonders how Randall and Blair might explain away Aristotle's comment at Metaphysics Theta 1, 1046 a 1-4.


19For some critical remarks regarding Randall's and Blair's translation of the *dynamis* of matter as "power" see C. H. Chen's *Sophia: The Science Aristotle Sought*, chs. 25 and 26; see ahead to Text A, n. 10.
insists that energeia, still understood as "activity," applies to eternal objects analogically. Eternal entities "are not 'outcomes of processes'; they are just 'outcomes'." 20 Such ousiai are "activities" of their own appropriate matter:

ousia is to matter as activity (energeia), even when that activity is not strictly the outcome of a motion or process of change, but is only the functioning—perhaps, as in the case of the stars, the eternal and unchanging functioning of the powers of that matter. 21

Furthermore, one may wonder how this interpretation reconciles with Aristotle's conception of the Separate Intelligence, which is "pure energeia." Randall responds that the First Reality is a myth, a remnant from Aristotle's Platonic adolescence, and is incoherent with Aristotle's overall metaphysics. Nonetheless, as a myth the doctrine of the Separate Intelligence may conform roughly to the doctrine of energeia conceived as "activity" or functioning, since the Separate Intelligence is the idealized projection of man's own supreme operation or functioning—namely, contemplation. 22

In sum, while most Aristotelian scholars agree that energeia basically denotes form, some deny that form or energeia is something really distinct from the operation, functioning or "activity" of matter. This disagreement forces us to consider Aristotle's conception to be problematic until we have clarified his position by studying and contrasting it with Plotinus.

This we shall do by isolating all instances of energeia in the Enneads, selecting the most important for detailed investigation. These

20 J. H. Randall, Aristotle, p. 130.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid, pp. 140-142.
important instances constitute the "key texts" or key passages revealing the nature of *energeia* in Plotinus' system.

To insure that our examination is clear and exegetically sound, I have established the following methodology. First, we shall take up each key text in the chronological sequence of the treatises. Thereby, we shall be in a position to eventually judge whether Plotinus modifies his views on *energeia* over the course of his fifty-four treatises. Secondly, we shall prepare for an examination of each key text by commenting on the precise context of that treatise within Plotinus' *Enneads* as a whole. In particular, the precise relationship of the key text to the treatises that immediately precede and follow it shall be identified. Thirdly, the key text itself shall be translated in as exact a fashion as possible, even at the price of a certain inelegance in English. A translation of Plotinus, if truly accurate, forbids elegant English because Plotinus writes inelegant Greek.²³ Fourthly, since Plotinus' texts are often abstruse and elliptical, it shall be helpful to show the movement of thought for each key text. By "movement of thought" I mean simply the separate steps comprising the overall argument of a key text. Fifthly, we shall subject the important issues manifest in each key text to a careful and thorough commentary, the results of which shall be immediately summarized. After all key texts have been analyzed, our study shall end with

---

²³For this reason my own translations will rely heavily on Marsilius Ficinus' Latin translation of the Enneads (*Plotini Eneades cum Marsili Ficini Interpretatione Castigata*, F. Creuzer and G. H. Moser, eds. [Oxford: Typographicum Academicum, 1835]). Even four centuries after its composition, Ficinus' translation is of considerable value for its prizing the literal over the elegant. The work has the special virtue of taking few liberties with the Greek terms (i.e., Ficinus employs common Latin words whenever possible) and of remaining relatively faithful to the original Greek syntax.
a chapter summarizing all our findings and reaching ultimate conclusions.

Before attempting to identify our key texts, let us isolate all instances of *energeia* in the Enneads. The following table lists all occurrences according to the chronological order of the treatises. The rubric for the following table is as follows. Each entry states first the Ennead and the particular treatise within it. The next number contained in parentheses indicates the place of the treatise in the chronological order. Next come the numbers for the chapter of the treatise and the line(s) wherein *energeia* occurs. An additional number sometimes occurs in brackets to signify how many instances of *energeia* occur on a single line of a chapter.24

---

24In this study I have primarily followed the Greek text as found in Paul Henry and H. R. Schwyzer, *Plotini Opera*, Vols. 1-3 (the so-called "editio maior"); (Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1959-1973). The translations of Plotinus in this book are my own, but I acknowledge a special debt to Leo Sweeney, S.J., David Hassel, S.J. and Dr. Francis Catania for their recommendations. The following editions and translations of Plotinus' Greek text have further assisted me:
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From the above texts we have selected five which contain significant information regarding *energeia* and which are our key texts. These we shall take up in the following order:

- **Text A:** IV, 7 (2), 82, 83 and 85
- **Text B:** V, 4 (7), 2
- **Text C:** II, 5 (25), 1-5
- **Text D:** VI, 7 (38), 13, 17-18, 37 and 40
- **Text E:** VI, 2 (43), 7-8, 14-15

Let us now examine each of these key texts, aiming ultimately at determining how they fit into Plotinus' philosophy as a whole.
The key text that we will presently examine consists of chapters 8\textsuperscript{2}, 8\textsuperscript{3} and 8\textsuperscript{5} of IV, 7.\textsuperscript{1} Before examining this text, we should briefly note the place of treatise IV, 7 in Plotinus' writings and make evident the immediate context within which the key text occurs.

According to Porphyry, IV, 7, "On the Immortality of the Soul," is the second treatise that Plotinus wrote.\textsuperscript{2} In this treatise Plotinus defends the Platonic view of the soul's immortality by exposing weaknesses in opposing theories. Seven chapters precede the first occurrence of energeia in the treatise.\textsuperscript{3} In those chapters Plotinus attacks the materialism of the Epicureans and Stoics.\textsuperscript{4} He advances a host of arguments

\textsuperscript{1} Chapter 8 of IV 7 is subdivided into 6 subordinate chapters, 8, 8\textsuperscript{1}, 8\textsuperscript{2} - 8\textsuperscript{5}. Some historical facts relating to how the manuscript of chapter 8 was transmitted from ancient to modern times explain its curious structure. The archetype of IV 7 contains a lacuna, which fortunately can be filled by Eusebius' quotations of Plotinus in the Preparatio Evangelica XV 22, 49-67 (which supplies 8-8\textsuperscript{4}) and XV 10, 1-9 (which furnishes 8\textsuperscript{5}). Ficinus also divided chapter 8 into subordinate chapters, apparently convinced the text fell into 6 distinct sections. For further information, see Henry-Schwyzer, Tome I, pp. ix-xxv and Tome II, pp. ix-xxvi.


\textsuperscript{3} If chapter 8 is considered as 6 chapters rather than one large chapter with 6 parts, then the first instance of energeia follows 9 chapters, because it first occurs in 8\textsuperscript{2}.

\textsuperscript{4} Emile Brehier has described IV 7 as "le plus élémentaire et pour ainsi dire le plus scolaire qu'ait écrit Plotin: l'on y trouve de nombreux résumés des commentateurs utilisés par Plotin." Plotin Enneades, (Paris: "Les Belle Lettres," 1924-28), Vol. IV, p. 179. He adds that
to show that soul cannot be reduced to matter and hence is incorruptible. The initial portions (#1-#8) of the key text consist of such arguments and its last portion (#9-#10) is a criticism of Aristotle's position on the soul.

Key Text

"[1] If the soul were a body it would penetrate every part. And if this penetration occurs, it must accord with other kinds of mixture of bodies. But if there is a mixture of bodies, none of the mixed components remains in act. Hence the soul would no longer be in act if penetrating the bodies; it would be in potency only and thus would lose its being."

82, 1-5:

"Ετε εἷς σώμα οὐσα ἡ ψυχή διήλθε διὰ πάντος, καὶ κραθεῖσα είη, ὅν τρόπον τοῖς ἄλλοις σώμασιν ἡ κράσις. Εἰ δὲ ἡ τῶν σωμάτων κράσις οὐδὲν ἐνεργεῖα εἶ ἐναι τῶν κραθεῖνων, οὐδ' ἐν ἡ ψυχή ἐτι ἐνεργεῖα ἐνείη τοῖς σώμασιν, ἀλλὰ δυνάμει μόνον ἀπολέσασα τὸ εἶναι ψυχήν.

"[2] [If bodies completely interpenetrated there would be no part of the one, however minute, to which the other was not present.]"  

Alexander of Aphrodisias and Albinus furnish arguments for Plotinus' assault on the Stoics and Epicureans, p. 183.

5Plotinus depends on Aristotle for a number of these arguments as Brehier remarks: "Pour la critique du matérialisme stoicien et épicurien, Plotin utilise des arguments traditionnels, arguments d'école qui ont très peu à voir avec la philosophie platonicienne, et qui se rattachent pour l'essentiel, aux chapitres II et V du livre I du traité d'Aristote Sur l'âme."

6This sentence is a condensation of line 5-15.
Thus if [soul were a body] it would be divisible into parts, but that is impossible: because it would thus entail division ad infinitum and thus infinity would be in act and not just in potency.\(^7\)

82, 16–20:

","[4] [The soul cannot be just vital breath—a kind of body according to the Stoics—]\(^8\) ... a nature which becomes soul because of external circumstances. For that nature or breath, which is inferior, would be prior to Soul, which is superior, and Intelligence would be even more posterior. [5] But no, the order should be reversed: if Intelligence comes first, the Soul follows; then, in general, what is lower always comes after what is higher, according to the natural order. [6] Therefore, if their god qua intelligence is later and is generated and has intellection only acquired from without, the result would be that [in Plotinus' interpretation of their position] neither Soul nor Intelligence nor God exists: if a being in potency [as would be Soul, Intelligence or God if

---

\(^7\)Plotinus is apparently convinced that the Stoics hold that the parts of the body (and therefore of the soul) are infinite in act.

\(^8\)In my translation of this part of the key text (#4–#8) I have shifted between using capital and lower case letters for God, Intelligence and Soul. When capitalized these terms refer to Plotinus' hypostases; otherwise, they refer to the Stoic principles. That these terms signify different things for Plotinus and the Stoics will become clearer in my comments below. In general, I capitalize the first letter of Soul only when it refers to the hypostasis, as is customary. Hence, I do not capitalize soul when Plotinus is speaking of the human soul.
posterior] should come about, it could not pass into act [and thus come about] if a being in act were not prior as is Intelligence. For what will thus bring it to act if there were not another prior being? [7] For if it will bring itself into act (which is absurd), this will only happen by its gazing upon that which is not in potency but in act. Nevertheless, that which always remains itself, even if it were in potency, could desire to bring itself into act by itself and this will be better than to be only in potency. [8] What is prior is superior to and has a nature other than body and is a being always in act. Hence both Intelligence and Soul are prior to Nature and thus Soul is not breath or body. Other reasons have been given by others why Soul could not be a body, but the above reasons are enough.

83, 6-25:

&la; all' oYn phai' ge proter'qan phvq
ψυχήσ είναι κατά συντρίβας τάς έξω γιγνομένην. Συμβαίνει
οὖν αὐτοῖς τὸ χείρον πρῶτον ποιεῖν καὶ πρὸ τούτου ἄλλο
ἐλαττόν, ἂν λέγουσιν έξιν, ὃ δὲ νοῦς ἄστατος ἀπὸ τῆς ψυχῆς
δηλοῦτι γενόμενος. Ἡ εἰ πρὸ πάντων νοῦς, ἐφεξής ἐδει
ψυχήν ποιεῖν, εἰς φύσιν, καὶ αἰεὶ τὸ ύστερον χείρον, ἔπερ
πέφυκεν. Εἰ οὖν καὶ ὁ θεῶς αὐτοῖς κατά τοῦ νοοῦ ύστερος
καὶ ψυχής καὶ ἐπεκτὸν τὸ νοεῖν ἐχων, ἐνδέχετο ἂν μηδὲ
ψυχήν μηδὲ νοῦν μηδὲ θεῶν είναι. Εἰ τὸ δυνάμει, μὴ δυντὸς
πρῶτον τοῦ ενέργεια καὶ νοῦ, γένοιτο, οὐδὲ ἦξει εἰς ενέρ-
γειαν. Τί γὰρ ἔσται τὸ ἄγον μὴ δυντός ἔτερον παρ' αὐτὸ
πρῶτον; Εἰ δ' αὐτὸ ἔξει εἰς ενέργειαν, ἔπερ ἄτοπον, ἄλλα
βλέπων γε πρὸς τί ἔξει, δ' οὐ δυνάμει, ενέργεια δὲ ἐσται.

9Since the Nous becomes energēia and ousia by gazing on the One, would it not follow that the One, since it is the source of the nature of Nous, is itself energēia and ousia? Perhaps, but I will argue later in this chapter that energēia and ousia are aligned and therefore the One by transcending ousia transcends energēia.

10Bre/hier brackets the Greek of this sentence (to which he adds a negative) and considers it to be a gloss. But I follow Henry-Schwyzer and take it to be a portion of Plotinus' own text.
Chapter 84 bridges the two parts of our key text. In this chapter Plotinus, following Plato, rejects the Pythagorean doctrine of the soul as a "harmony" or right proportion of bodily parts. In chapter 85 Plotinus considers whether the soul is the entelecheia of this body, as Aristotle said. According to that theory the soul is the form of the body. After making several ingenious objections against

11Plato discusses the Pythagorean theory in the Phaedo 85c-86e and again at 92a-95a. Simmias speaks for the Pythagoreans, arguing that the soul may not be anything in its own right, but may simply be the tenuous product of the body's parts and functions; hence, it is something that disappears once the organism degenerates. The soul is likened to a lyre, which plays well so long as it is finely tuned and so long as its parts are sound; once worn or damaged, it is a lyre in name only.

Plotinus basically echoes in chapter 84 the criticisms Plato brings against this position. These arguments are really three: (1) that the harmony theory of soul is incompatible with the doctrine of anamnesis and pre-existence of soul (which even Simmias admits is reasonable); (2) that the theory has unacceptable ethical consequences; (3) that the theory cannot explain the control of soul over body.

12In the second book of De Anima, ch. 1, 412 a-413 b 10, Aristotle argues that soul and body are two aspects of a living thing, standing to one another in the relation of form to matter. His analysis of soul rests on the teleological character of his philosophy, which holds that all things exist for an end. Now the body must exist for the soul and not vice-versa. If soul existed for body, the superior would exist for the inferior. It is, then, for the good of the soul that it is united to body; the body is necessary for the perfection of the soul. Hence, it is only natural that soul is united to body.

Since the soul is the body's form, it is not, therefore, a separable or independent existent, as in Plato's philosophy. This contrast with Plato explains why he endeavors to make clear that the soul is nothing apart from body. The soul may be described, accordingly, as virtually a
Aristotle, Plotinus states the following: [10] [But if the soul is not the entelecheia of the body,] what is the ousia of soul? If soul is neither body nor any property of body but is rather a doing and making and contains multiplicity and is the source of multiplicity, what sort of mere aspect of matter or of potency, almost an epiphenomenon of a kind of body.

After describing the soul as the form (eidos) of the body, Aristotle goes on to define it as "the entelecheia of a natural body endowed with the capacity for life" or as "the first entelecheia of a natural organic body." (De Anima Beta 1, 412 a 27 b: ἔστιν ἐν τῷ ἐντελεχεῖα ἐπὶ πρώτη συμμετρήσει φύσεως δυνατεῖ ἐνυπή ἐκτός τεκνοτον δ' ὅ ἄν ἑραμοκν.)

This term entelecheia is important because Aristotle uses it throughout his writings as a synonym for energeia. Literally it means "having the end within" and hence refers to the eidos of the thing (in the case of a living thing, the soul) because the eidos is both the formal and final cause of a thing; that is to say, both its nature and own standard of perfection. It is synonymous with energeia, for we will discover later that energeia denotes the reality of every existent, which is its eidos (and also its ousia or to ti en einai).

The distribution of these terms, energeia and entelecheia, in Aristotle's writings has been presented by George A. Blair in his article, "The Meaning of Energeia and Entelecheia in Aristotle," International Philosophical Quarterly, VII (1967), 101-117. According to Blair the term energeia is the older of the two, originating as far back as Aristotle's dialogues. Energeia is also more common in Aristotle's corpus, occurring 537 times to 116 times for entelecheia.

Blair also attempts to argue that energeia/entelecheia do not refer to the basic reality of every existent. Accordingly, the best translation of these terms is not "act", but "activity," the form of a thing, in fact, being a kind of activity. His account of energeia is the consequence of some mistaken notions about Aristotle's use of the word dynamis as signifying mainly "power." For a helpful criticism of Blair's position, and a defense of my understanding of energeia in Aristotle, see C.-H. Chen, Sophia: The Science Aristotle Sought (New York: Georg Olms Verlag Hildesheim, 1976), chs. 25 and 26.

13Breherier summarizes these arguments as follows: "1. Un membre mutilé devrait emporter avec lui une partie de l'ame (7.9); 2. Le sommeil serait inexplicable (9-11); 3. La théorie ne peut expliquer l'opposition de la raison au désir (12-14); 4. ni l'existence de la pensée indépendante du corps (14-18); 5. ni la conservation d'images indépendantes des choses sensibles (19-23); 6. ni la direction du désir vers un objet non corporel (23-25); 7. ni la propagation de l'ame végétative d'une plante à une autre (25-35); 8. de plus l'ame serait divisible, si elle est enteleche d'un corps qui est divisible (35-38); 9. enfin on ne peut expliquer comment des animaux se changent en d'autres animaux." (Breherier, Plotin Ennéades, Vol. IV, p. 183.)
ousia is it in contrast with bodies? Evidently, it is what we call a true ousia. Since everything which would be termed corporeal is a becoming and not an ousia (for whatever becomes and perishes is not a true ousia), the soul is conserved only through participation in being and to the extent it does participate in being."

85, 43-50:

"Τίς οὖν οὐσία αὐτῆς; Εἰ δὲ μὴτε σῶμα, μὴτε πάθος σώματος, πράξις δὲ καὶ ποιήσις, καὶ πολλά καὶ ἐν αὐτῇ καὶ εἰς αὐτῆς, οὐσία παρὰ τὰ σώματα οὕσα ποία τίς ἐστιν; ᾴ δὲν λοι τὴν φαμεν ὄντως οὐσίαν εἶναι. Τὸ μὲν γὰρ γένεσις, ἄλλα οὐκ οὐσία, πάν τὸ σωματικὸν εἶναι λέγοιτ' ἂν, γνεόμενον καὶ ἀπολλύμενον, ὄντως δὲ οὐδέποτε ὅν, μεταλήψει δὲ τοῦ ὄντος σωζόμενον, καθόσον ἂν αὐτοῦ μεταλαμβάνῃ.

Comments

The first step in analyzing our key text is to show the sequence of its principal arguments, i.e., its movement of thought. This is as follows:

a. If the soul is a body, it penetrates every part [as the Stoics argue]. In this case soul would not be in act but in potency and, therefore, would be without its einai (#1).

[Therefore the soul's einai is to be in act, not in potency. In chapters 11 and 12 of IV, 7 this will be reasserted by describing soul as a nature which is alive and in act.]

b. [Again according to the Stoics] if soul is a body, it is present to all bodies (#2).
c. Therefore soul is divisible ad infinitum. This would entail an actual infinity. But this is impossible. There is only a potential infinity [as Aristotle has shown] (#3).

d. Moreover, soul is not breath or the sort of nature which arises from external sources. [Why? Because then that external source or nature would be prior to Soul, which would then be posterior and inferior to its external source and yet would be prior to Intelligence (#4).]

e. No, here is the order: Intelligence is followed by Soul. It is only natural that the higher is before the lower, [for the higher is the cause of the lower (#5)].

f. But if Plotinus were to follow the Stoic position (where god-nous is posterior and is thereby itself caused [and therefore itself is a being in potency], then Plotinian Soul and Intelligence and God [=the One] do not exist. Why? Soul and Intelligence and God are in potency and could come into act only if a being in act were prior [but what being in act could be prior to God? None, and a fortiori Intelligence and Soul would not be.] For causing a being-in potency to be in act only results from a prior being in act (#6).

g. [But suppose someone should object:] "God or Intelligence or Soul could reduce itself from potency to act" (#7).

This is an absurdity but let us grant it for the moment. This reduction could only occur by God or Intelligence or Soul contemplating that which is prior to each in act [and no such object of contemplation could exist as prior in the current supposition and therefore God or Intelligence or Soul cannot reduce itself from potency to act].

[Plotinus has refuted the Stoics. But he does grant them this:] if that which is in potency is eternal and immutable, then it might have as
the object of its desire the goal of bringing itself into act and this is at least better than to be in potency [without such a desire].

h. [But Plotinus brushes aside even that concession by stating the general conclusion:] the prior is superior to and is other than body. Therefore intelligence and soul [because superior] are prior to nature and bodies. And therefore [Intelligence and] Soul are not bodies (#8).

i. [After rejecting in chapter 84 the Pythagorean view of soul as a harmony of bodily parts (#9), Plotinus in the initial sections of chapter 85 refuses to accept Aristotle's theory of soul as the entelecheia of the body. In its final lines he asks:] What is the ousia of soul which is neither a body nor the form or entelecheia of body? His answer: ousia authentically is that which transcends body, as well as generation and corruption, and is that which is [in act—see above #a and #f]. But soul is that which is productive power. It is the container and source of multiplicity and is other than body [is in act, see #e and #f above] and thus it is ousia by participating in a higher being [in act, which is Intelligence—and which, in turn, participates in God] (#10).

Having shown the movement of thought, we must now clarify several important issues in order to understand energeia in the key text: first, that the components of a mixture are not in act (#1); secondly, that an actual infinity is impossible (#2-#3); thirdly, that the priority of the superior to the inferior is a basic principle of Plotinus' philosophy (#4-#6) and is explained through the doctrines of logos and contemplation (#7-#8); fourthly, that the soul is not an entelecheia of the body (#9) but is an authentic ousia, which of its nature exists separately from the body and participates (metaλαμβάνειν) in true being (#10).
The Components Of A Mixture Are Not In Act

The argument with which Plotinus opens the key text (#1) and which contains the first instance of *energeia* in the *Enneads* is aimed against the Stoics. They had explained the relation of soul and body as a mixture of two material principles, the one completely interpenetrating the other. Plotinus objects by arguing that when things are mixed together they are altered in such a way that they are no longer in act but in potency. Plotinus here is obviously following Aristotle, as the following quotation demonstrates:

Since some things are in potency while others are in act, the ingredients of a compound can be in one sense and yet not be in another sense. The compound may be in act other than the ingredients from which it has resulted;

14A few words on the Stoic theory of soul are necessary. The Stoics' doctrine of soul is intimately connected with their physics, according to which reality is one substance, having two principles or aspects, one active (ἐν ρούει) and the other passive (ἐν πασχον). (See *Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta*, [hereafter referred to as SVF] ed. H. von Arnim [Stuttgart, 1964], I, 85, 86; II, 299-303).

The active principle, the cosmic *pneuma*, is the source of all life, order and goodness; hence, it is at once Soul, Intelligence and God. The passive principle is of the same stuff but differs by being less refined and by having less cohesion. It represents the material universe as unformed or devoid of qualities. The cosmic *pneuma* performs the same function in the cosmos as the human soul does in the body.

The fundamentals of Stoic cosmology were developed by the early Stoics and accepted by the later Stoics without much modification; this is due in large part to the fact that after Posidonius cosmological questions ceased to interest the Stoics. (See Michael Lapidge, "Stoic Cosmology," *The Stoics*, ed. J. M. Rist, [Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 1978], pp. 162, 168.) Chrysippus seems to be the primary formulator of the *pneuma* doctrine (SVF II, 439-462). Plotinus must not have thought that individual differences among the Stoics were noteworthy, for he never refers to any Stoic by name. He seems to regard all their views as of one piece; i.e., each Stoic is recognized as a faithful representative of the whole school. (See Andreas Graeser, *Plotinus and the Stoics*, [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1972], pp. 1-9.) Plotinus studies Stoic cosmology and considers several aporiai which pertain to their notion of mixture in II, 7 (37).
nevertheless each of the ingredients may still be in potency what it was before they combined.15

De Gen. I, 10, 327 b 22-26:

It is uncertain what kind of mixture or compound Aristotle has in mind in this passage, but it seems to be something like a chemical compound, say bronze, in which the result of the combination of components is qualitatively different from each of them.16 Aristotle employs energēia to express this difference. What he seems to be saying is this: since only that which is in act (energēia) genuinely is (einaî), and since only a separate or independent thing, whose nature is not absorbed or altered by another, is in act, then components of a mixture are only in potency.

15 It is possible that Plotinus had this precise text in mind when wrote #1. We know he had read Alexander's De Mixtione, which refers to this passage in Aristotle (see Graeser, ibid., pp. 1-9).

16 Aristotle insists that a true mixture should be homogeneous. "If mixing has taken place, the mixture ought to be uniform throughout and just as any part of water is water, so it should be with mixture" (De Gen. 32 a 10-13). A gathering of grains of barley and wheat would clearly be an inferior type of mixture (synthesis) for it would lack homogeneity. In some mixtures there is not mutual assimilation. If one component is predominant in bulk, there will not be a mutual assimilation but a change of the lesser component into the greater. "A drop of wine does not mix with ten thousand measures of water, for its form (eidos) is dissolved and changes so as to become part of the total volume of water" (ibid., 328 a 27-29).

The insistence on homogeneity shows why he uses energēia/dynamis to explain the alteration of the natures of components in a mixture so as to constitute the nature of the mixture.
Only when separated out of the mixture are the components in act. Keeping this text and similar passages in mind, we can understand more precisely what Aristotle means by *energeia*: it denotes whatever genuinely is or is real. In Aristotle this means an independent existent with a determinate nature, i.e., an *ousia*.

This last term is often translated "substance," but it is better rendered in English as "entity," since "substance," as that word is generally understood, is only one sense of *ousia* for Aristotle. Now *ousia* may denote either the entity

The Stoics would object to this idea of mixture, preferring a different kind of mixture called *krasis*, in which every component remains in act. In such a mixture each component penetrates every other, regardless of the volume of the mixture or the greater bulk of any component. This interpenetration is complete, down to the minutest parts, each of which is occupied jointly by every other. Hereby, the nature of each component is unaltered.


17Metaphysics, Gamma 2, 1003 b 25-27.

18*Ousia* signifies being per se or in the primary sense. Aristotle uses it both logically and ontologically. Logically, *ousia* refers to that which is the subject of predication. This may be primary logical *ousia*, which is the individual thing (*tode ti*), the logical substrate (*to hypokeimenon*) serving as the subject of a proposition. Then again, *ousia* may be used in a secondary logical sense, referring to the genus or species ascribed to a thing. Also ontologically *ousia* has a primary and a secondary sense. Primary ontological *ousia* is the individual thing, denoting at once the *eidos* and the whole complex thing (*tode ti*), including its accidental forms. Secondary *ousia* is called *ousia* only by extrinsic denomination; i.e., not because it is an entity (*tode ti*) but because it is a real component of an entity and can be abstractly considered as separate. It refers to either the ontological "substrate," which may be prime matter (substrate of substantial form) or substance (substrate of accidental form). It is only in this latter secondary sense that *ousia* should be translated "substance."

itself, a concretized or individuated nature, or that by which it is an entity, namely, its form (eidos)\textsuperscript{19} or essence (\textit{to ti en einai}).\textsuperscript{20} Hence we find Aristotle ascribing \textit{energeia} not only to a concrete individual but also to \textit{eidos}\textsuperscript{21} and to \textit{to ti en einai}\.\textsuperscript{22} In each case \textit{energeia} denotes whatever is real or causes something to be real. \textit{Energeia}, then, for Aristotle means the reality of every existent.\textsuperscript{23}

Plotinus' appeal to Aristotle here is remarkably informative. For he indicates in his early writings both a familiarity with Aristotle's doctrine of \textit{energeia} and a willingness to use it for his own philosophical purposes.

But Plotinus has not accepted Aristotle's understanding of \textit{energeia} without qualification, and this caution is due to his different account of the nature of reality. He can accept that \textit{energeia} signifies \textit{ousia}, but if he is consistent with the rest of his metaphysics, he cannot apply it to the reality of every existent, e.g., the One. Why? Because in Plotinus' metaphysics not everything that is real is a being. Plotinus' metaphysics is not an ontology, where to be real is to be, but an henology, where to be real is to be one. In other words, reality is unity, not being. In an ontology such as Aristotle's, where to be real is to be and to be is primarily \textit{ousia}, then \textit{energeia} will apply to every existent, to anything real and most especially to his God, the Separate Intelligence.

\textsuperscript{19}Metaphysics, Zeta 3, 1029 a 29-30.
\textsuperscript{20}Ibid., Zeta 7, 1017 b 21-22
\textsuperscript{21}Ibid., Theta 8, 1050 b 2-3.
\textsuperscript{22}Ibid., Eta 3, 1043 b 1.
\textsuperscript{23}Ibid., Theta 3, 1047 a 1-2.
who is subsistent energeia. The following famous passage from the Metaphysics prove this:

If, then, the manner of God's being is as good as ours sometimes is, but eternally, then this is marvelous; and if it is better, this is still more marvelous; and the latter is the case. And life belongs to God, for the energeia of the intellect is life, and He is energeia; and His energeia is in virtue of itself a life which is the best and which is eternal. We say that God is living, eternal and the best; so life and constant duration and eternity belong to God, for this is God.

Meta. Lambda 7, 1072 b 25-30

But in Plotinus, when energeia signifies ousia, it will have a limited application, for beings (ousiai) occupy only part of reality.

24 Being presupposes form and determination. But the One, pure unity, is without form or determination. He transcends being. Hence, being is only part of reality. It signifies a partial falling away from reality because it is no longer sheer unity, but unity-in-multiplicity. The following sampling of texts stresses the primacy of unity in Plotinus' thought. In VI, 9, 1, 1, even being is based on unity, for what could be if it was not one? An army, flock, house and ship are each one and cease to be if they suffer disunity. In V, 5, 5, 11, as quantity must participate in number to exist, so being must share in unity. Being is a trace of the One. Indeed, it is probable that the word, "being" (to einai), is derived from the word, "one" (to hen). In VI, 6, 1, 1, evil is proportionate to multiplicity, with infinity being completely evil. In ibid., line 19, the universe is beautiful not because it has extension but because it has unity and, thus, does not fall away into infinity. See also VI, 2, 11, 17. (See also Leo Sweeney, S. J., "Basic Principles in Plotinus's Philosophy," Gregorianum 42 [1961], 506-516, esp., n. 17.)
An Actual Infinity is Impossible

In pointing to another difficulty with the Stoic theory of soul, Plotinus again draws on Aristotle (#2-#3). Plotinus argues that the Stoic theory of complete interpenetration of soul and body entails an absurd consequence, an actual infinity. By rejecting the possibility of such a result he clearly follows the tradition of Aristotle, whose view on the matter is stated in the Metaphysics:

But also the infinite and the void and all similar things are said to exist in potency and in act in a different sense from that which applies to many other things, e.g., to that which sees or walks or is seen. For of the latter class these predicates can at some time be also truly asserted without qualification; for the seen is sometimes thus named because it is being seen. But the infinite does not exist potentially in the sense that it will ever have separate existence; it exists potentially only for knowledge. For the fact that the process of dividing never comes to an end ensures that the activity exists potentially, but not that the infinite exists separately.

Meta. Theta 6, 1048 b 9-17:

25Plotinus realizes a Stoic would protest against his argument (see above, #1) based on mixture (on grounds that the kind of mixture they speak of is krasis, the components of which remain in act) and therefore he takes up the possibility of complete interpenetration of soul and body in this next portion of the key text (#2-#3). He commonly writes as though in dialogue with an imaginary interlocutor, first addressing an issue, then following up with replies to likely objections. This type of question-and-answer dialogue is particularly noticeable in III, 8 (30) and VI, 7 (38). For an interesting discussion of Plotinus' style of writing, see R. T. Wallis, Neoplatonism (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972), pp. 42-43. Also see below, n. 42.
In the *Physics* Aristotle again elaborates on the question of infinity at length and makes clear his reasons for denying that it can be actual. I will briefly summarize his reasoning.

According to Aristotle, infinity can be a characteristic of quantity, motion and time. It belongs to the latter two, though, because of their relationship with the former: motion is infinite if the magnitude covered is somehow infinite and time is infinite only as a measure of an infinite motion. What, then, is *apeiria* when found in quantity? Basically it has to do with certain conditions of a line. Let AO be an actual line of definite length.

---

Points terminate it at beginning and end and, thus, such a line is finite. Because of its definite dimensions, it can be measured, known and described. Its extension is related to the terminating points in somewhat the same way as matter to form, and the line is itself a composite, so to speak, of matter and form. Since perfection and actuality, no less than intelligibility, arise from the presence of form, AO is not only knowable but is perfect and actual as well. Consequently, the condition of finiteness in AO arises from its possession of definite dimensions and is aligned with perfection, actuality and knowledge.
But how is AO infinite? If AO is finite in so far as it has definite dimensions because of its initial and final terminating points, it is infinite inasmuch as it can be conceived without one or other of those terminations. Thus AO is infinite with respect to increase inasmuch as, no matter what its actual length may be, one can always imagine it as without its final point and thus as extending further. AO is also infinite with respect to decrease under certain conditions. Thus, no matter how small it actually becomes by its initial point receding towards its final one, one can always conceive it as smaller, provided that the recession through subtraction of parts takes place according to a fixed ratio. Thus, let AO be divided at B, C, D, etc. so that AB=1/2 BO, CD=1/2 CO and so on.

\[ \begin{align*}
A & \quad B \quad C \quad D \quad O
\end{align*} \]

The subtraction of AB, BC, etc. from AO can go on forever and some of AO will always be left. No matter how small that remaining part becomes one can conceive of it as still smaller because it too is similarly divisible. Consequently, AO is infinite with respect to decrease when viewed without the initial point it actually has.

With what characteristics is such infinity connected? Finitude is, as previously suggested, lined with intelligibility, actuality and perfection because extension in a finite line is related to its terminal points as matter and form. Thus form is the source of knowableness, actuality and perfection. In contrast infinity is lined with a state of unintelligibility, mere potentiality and imperfection. An infinite line, precisely as infinite, is unknowable because it lacks definite dimensions and, thus, cannot be measured or described. Its infinity is merely a
potential condition since every line is actually finite because of its
definite length, though it can be considered as subjected to an endless
process of addition or division because of the very nature of quantity.
An infinite line is imperfect when viewed as lacking the determinate
dimensions it should and actually does have.26

If the above is Aristotle's view of infinity, we are not surprised
to find it agreeable to Plotinus, who holds that intelligibility pre-
supposes form. Hence, Plotinus too must deny an actual infinity, at
least for the realm of being.27 Certainly throughout the rest of the
Enneads he insists that quantity is only potentially infinite.28

Plotinus is aware that the Stoics also accept Aristotle's view of
infinity and, therefore, he knows that his argument against them is
effective. They clearly could not tolerate such a serious charge of
inconsistency.

The Priority Of The Superior To The Inferior As A Basic Principle Of
Plotinus' Philosophy.

Plotinus continues his assault on the Stoics (#4-#7). He here

26This explanation of Aristotle on infinity has been drawn from L.
Sweeney, S.J., *Infinity in the Presocratics: A Bibliographical Study*

27Here we are clearly referring to the universe of being, where
there is form and intelligibility. It may be that the One, which trans-
cends being, is infinite. For discussion of whether the One is infinite
see: L. Sweeney, S. J., "Infinity in Plotinus," *Gregorianum* 38 (1957),
521-535 and 713-732. For a contrary view, see W. Norris Clarke, S.J.,
"Infinity in Plotinus: A Reply," *Gregorianum* 40 (1959), 75-98. For
Sweeney's reply and reassessment, see "Plotinus Revisited," *ibid.*, 40
(1959), 327-331; and "Another Interpretation of Enneads VI, 7, 32, "The

28See especially, VI, 6, 17, 1-3; 18, 1 ff.
takes up their doctrine on the generation of soul—that soul is the cosmic pneuma having undergone a certain change. One of the most striking features about his portion of the key text is Plotinus' constant shifting from the Stoics' position to his own interpretation of their position. By presupposing his own position as the basis of his interpretation he could be charged with an unfair practice in his criticism. But the text is still valuable for our purposes because Plotinus again furnishes information on energeia.

His criticism of the Stoics is basically this: they ask us to believe something absurd—namely, that the inferior (the cosmic pneuma) can produce the superior (psyche). This belief violates a basic truth about the relation of cause and effect. For something to produce another it must have all the perfections, in some way or other, which it transmits to its product. To deny this is to admit the possibility of something coming from nothing. This conviction about the superiority of cause to effect is essential to Plotinus' entire explanation of reality. It is, in fact, the third basic principle of his philosophy, and proceeds from prior principles.

What are these principles? The first we have already mentioned: "whatever is real is one." That is to say, to be real is to be one. Any

29 See n. 6a above.

30 The Stoics could argue that, because they subscribe to a materialist monism, every product of reality can be understood as not really distinct from its cause but as just a modification of it. Since every product is indistinct from its cause, the cause cannot be said to be superior or inferior.

31 According to the Stoics, pneuma brings about both physis (the souls of plants) and psyche (the souls of animals). See above, n. 9.
item is real because of its unity. A fall into multiplicity is likewise a fall into unreality. So true is this that the more unified something is, the more real it is, with the result that what is totally simple is also the Primal Reality, namely, the One, the absolutely first and highest hypostasis.

The second principle inserts a dynamic aspect into Plotinus' universe, since it implies that whatever is genuinely real must by that very fact cause subsequent realities, which turn back to their source out of dependence upon it and desire for it. This principle, then, issues into his doctrines of procession (prohodos) and of reversion (epistrophe).

How can this second principle be formulated? Perhaps something like this: "Whatever is one, also is good." Obviously, this is an immediate sequel to his principle concerning unity, for that which is one not only is real but also is perfect and powerful. Now whatever is perfect and powerful automatically overflows and thereby produces another (but lesser) reality, which depends upon and tends back to its cause in love. Such is the twofold status which "good" signifies when predicated of an item—a reality and a unity in so far as it is both the source of subsequents and the term of their love and tendency.\footnote{Plotinus frequently makes the following two points both in one and the same text and yet also separately: (1) what is perfect gives rise to products inevitably, spontaneously, automatically by reason of its very perfection and power and (2) each product turns back to its source because of desire and love. The following list includes examples of both kinds of texts: V, 4,(7), 1, 20s; V, 1, (10), 76, 5s; V, 2 (11), 1, 1s; II, 9 (33) 8, 10s; V, 3 (49), 11, 1s. Also see V, 1, (10), 1, 1s; V, 5 (32), 12, 1s: Desire for beauty is always conscious in humans; however, everything desires and aspires to the Good by a natural tendency and innate desire. Hence, the Good is prior to Beauty. Also: V, 7 (38), 20, 16s. and \textit{ibid.}, 21, 1s: The Good is also prior to Intelligence because everything seeks the Good and Intelligence is desirable only as a good. (See L. Sweeney, S.J., "Basic Principles in Plotinus' Philosophy," n. 18.)} Further, the more
unified something is, the more perfect and the more powerful it is, and the more aptly it can be designated as good. The result is that what is totally simple is also the Supreme Good. For as the ultimate source of absolutely all else and as the universal goal of all appetition, the One is also the Good.

Whatever is one, then, is also good—good to others by producing them automatically and necessarily, good for others as the object of their seeking.

If Plotinus' second basic principle grows out of his first, his third closely follows upon the second, since it is concerned with determining what relationships exist between the Good and its products or, more generally, between cause and effect or, even more generally, between what is prior and what is subsequent. How can it be expressed? Perhaps as follows: "Whatever is prior is of greater reality than that which is subsequent." That is to say, the relationship of prior/subsequent is simultaneously a relationship of higher/lower in actual values. For example, that which is prior is more unified, that which is subsequent is less so. What is prior is more perfect and powerful, what is subsequent is less so. The prior is independent, the subsequent is dependent. Accordingly, that which is absolutely first is also pure unity, total perfection and power, complete autonomy. This is the highest hypostasis, the One and Good.

33For instance, see II, 8 (30), 5, 13s; II, 6 (17), 1, 56s; V, 9 (5), 9, 13-14; VI, 9, (9), 6, 16s; V, 2 (11) 2, 1s.

34In this discussion of the three basic principles in Plotinus' philosophy I have relied on Fr. Sweeney's article, "Basic Principles in Plotinus's Philosophy," pp. 511-512.
It is this third principle which according to Plotinus the Stoics violate. Hence, the portion #4-#7 of the key text is important because Plotinus here expresses the third principle as it is applied to the

A few words on the term "hypostasis" should also be added here. To understand what Plotinus means by "hypostasis" it is helpful to consult v, 1 (10) which Porphyry entitled, "On the Three Hypostases." There Plotinus discusses the Soul, the Intelligence and the One as hypostases. In this treatise it is clear that "hypostasis" refers to an existent which is the ground or source of its own reality because of its great unity and therefore is the ground and source of its own great perfection and power. In his article, "Some Logical Aspects of the Concept Hypostasis in Plotinus," The Review of Metaphysics 31 (1978), p. 258, n. 2, John Anton has identified four basic features of an hypostasis: (1) as power an hypostasis is infinite and non-spatial (VI 3, 8, 35 ff.; VI, 9, 6, 10-12); (2) as unaffected by what it produces an hypostasis is "undiminished giving," suffering no diminution in its reality (III, 8, 8, 46-48 and 10, 1-19); (3) as independent an hypostasis produces without inclination, will or movement (V, 1, 6, 25-27; V, 3, 12, 20-29); (4) as transcendent an hypostasis has no knowledge of its products; the One as hypostasis transcends knowledge altogether (VI, 7, 39, 19-33); the lower hypostases know only the causal principles they contain within themselves (IV, 4, 9, 16-18; V, 8, 3, 26-27). For more information on the meaning and history of the term see Heinrich Dörrie, "Hypostasis: Wort und Bedeutungsgeschichte," Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen (1955), pp. 35-92, esp., pp. 68-74. Also see R. T. Wallis, Neoplatonism, pp. 62-63.

As to the exact number of the hypostases some scholars have argued that there are more than three. A. H. Armstrong, for example, in his Architecture of the Intelligible World in the Philosophy of Plotinus (Cambridge University Press, 1940), p. 102, maintains that there are five hypostases: One, Intelligence, Soul, Logos and Nature. But most scholars, e.g., Rist, Deck, Anton and Wallis, deny that Nature and Logos are hypostases. They refuse Nature mainly on grounds that it is not mentioned in either V, 1 or II, 9, where Plotinus devotes special attention to the hypostases. As for Logos the consensus follows Wallis, who, relying on II, 9, 1, 57-63, concludes: "Logos is not a separate Hypostasis but expresses the relation of an Hypostasis to its source, its products, or both" (Neoplatonism, p. 68). In this study I accept Wallis' judgment to Logos but hold that Nature is an hypostasis. Despite its omission from V, I and II, 9 Nature manifests those attributes defining a hypostasis tabulated by Anton above. In several treatises, especially, III, 8 (30), Nature is described as an eternal and productive ousia, undiminished in production; for this reason it may be counted among the hypostases.

Anton (art. cit., p. 259 ff.) insists that the One is an hypostasis—indeed, the hypostasis par excellence, proté hypostasis (VI, 8, 15, 30). But Deck, in his book, Nature, Contemplation and the One: A Study in the Philosophy of Plotinus (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967), takes exception arguing that labeling the One an hypostasis too rigidly
order of beings, in terms of *energeia/dynamis*; whatever is in potency (capable of being produced) requires something in act (something already a being) to produce it (bring it into act). His formulation of this principle of the priority of act to potency follows perfectly Aristotle's *Metaphysics*.36

The priority of higher to lower in Plotinus' philosophy can generally be explained by his doctrines of *logos* and of contemplation.

What is a *logos*? The word appears many times in Plotinus' writings but it is never adequately described.37 He seems to mean this: *logos* describes Him in terms of being. Deck's caution is understandable. But as long as one does not identify hypostasis or productive reality purely with the productivity of *ousia*, it seems permissible to judge the One an hypostasis. This seems especially sound given that the One satisfies perfectly the four characteristics of an hypostasis outlined by Anton.

35Strictly speaking, when Plotinus formulates this third principle in Text A in terms of act and potency, he formulates it only as it applies to the order of beings. In other words, he probably does not mean to say that the ultimate or first principle of all reality is *energeia*, only that what is first in *being* is *energeia*. We elaborate on this point below.

36*Metaphysics*, Theta 8. In this chapter Aristotle identifies several ways in which *energeia* is prior to *dynamis*. It is prior logically since "being capable of something" is more complex than "being something." But it is also prior ontologically. Something is in potency only if it can become something in act, but this it can do only if something in act, something already real, is there to bring it to act.

The remainder of book Theta makes it clear that the science of metaphysics depends on the priority of act to potency in order to understand the relationship of all beings to their ultimate causes: e.g., the realtionship of matter to *form* and the sensible universe of motion to the eternal and separate Intelligences. This priority is essential to Aristotle's teleological view of reality, in which the ultimate explanation of things lies in the ends which they subserve, i.e., their final causes. But *energeia* is the end to which *dynamis* points, and not the converse.

37Donald Gelpl, in his article, "The Plotinian *Logos* doctrine," *Modern Schoolman* 37 (1959-60), p. 315, has tried to remedy this deficiency. He defines *logos* as "an active power identical with the being of the hypostasis in which it exists and ordered to the production of some reality lower than itself." Furthermore, "the lower reality which it
a higher hypostasis present on a lower level. For example, the Intelligence is the One as present on a lower level and hence is the logos of the One. The Soul is the Intelligence on a lower level and thus is the logos of the Intelligence. Nature is the Soul on a lower level and therefore is the logos of the soul. Accordingly, every logos relates to two levels of reality. The Soul relates to Nature below (Nature is the logos of Soul) and to Intelligence above (Soul is the logos of Intelligence); Nature to Soul above and to sensible things below; Intelligence to the One above and to Soul below.

Obviously, the relationship of the higher to the lower is in terms of logos. But this relationship is further clarified by Plotinus' position on contemplation—a doctrine which is suggested in the text (#7-#8) when he refers to the need of the inferior (the produced) to "gaze upon" (contemplate) the superior or source (that which is in act).

The Intelligence is brought into being by the overflowing of the Perfect One. In the first moment of this procession, the Intelligence is unformed, indeterminate and dynamis, but it turns back out of desire produces will always be another logos of an inferior nature, except in the case of the final logoi. The final logoi are the logoi of sensible form. Since sensible form does not produce any other being, the logoi of sensible form terminate the process of universal emanation."

38The following are informative texts on logos: I, 6, 2, 15-28; IV, 7, 3, 31-32; 4, 14-22; III, 1, 7, 1-4; V, 9, 3, 11-37; 5, 23-26; IV, 8, 6, 1-16; V, 1, 3, 4-16.

(To isolate these text I have consulted two works on Plotinus: The first, J. H. Sleeman and Gilbert Pollet, Lexicon Plotinianum, [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1980], pp. 601-613; and the second Donald Gelpi, Logos as a Cosmological Principle in Plotinus, [Unpublished Master's Thesis, St. Louis University, 1958], pp. 28-30.)

39This indeterminate stage is also called "Intelligible Matter" by Plotinus (see II, 4, 5, 24-37; III, 8, 11, 1-8). R. T. Wallis briefly explains this analogous use of the term "matter": "His [Plotinus']
for the Good and is formed, determinate and energeia (#7). The Intelligence is unable to apprehend the One in the latter's full perfection; it therefore fragments its understanding of the One into a world of forms, which are the objects of its own consciousness. Hence, the Intelligence contemplates the One by also contemplating itself. It is both knower and known. But Intelligence is also superabundant in perfection; it too overflows. This overflow also is unformed, indeterminate and dynamis and, by turning back to gaze upon the Intelligence, the overflow becomes formed, determinate and is energeia. This overflow is the Soul. The emergence of energeia out of dynamis through contemplation is repeated again and again as beings overflow until at last being and perfection are exhausted.40

justification lies in Aristotle's description of the soul's cognitive powers as 'matter' for the forms they receive (though the term 'intelligible matter' had already been used by Aristotle in quite another sense; cf. Met. Z, 10, 1036 a 9-10; Z, 11, 1037 a 4-5; H, 6, 1045 a 34-6). Why matter must be postulated in the Intelligible world is explained in the early chapters of the treatise II, 4, where Plotinus is careful to stress that it is free from the imperfections of its sensible counterpart; while both constitute the principle of indeterminacy within their respective worlds, Intelligible Matter does not share sensible matter's unsubstantiality and, of course, should not be regarded as evil (II, 4, 5, 12-23; 15, 1728; II, 5, 3, 8-19)" (Neoplatonism), p. 66).

40The dynamic relationship of the contemplated and the contemplator in regard to the hypostases is expressed in V, 2 (II), 1, 5-22:

Because nothing is in [the One], everything comes from It. And so that being may be produced, It is itself not a being. And This is the first producer of being. For being perfect, searching after nothing, lacking nothing, needing nothing, It overflows and Its overflow makes another. And this product turns back to It and is filled and is Its contemplator and this is Intelligence. Since it halts and turns toward the One that it may see, it becomes at once Intelligence and Being. Since, therefore, [the Intelligence] is in this relation to the One, in order to know the One Intelligence
One final comment on chapter 83 (§4–§8). To what extent does Plotinus’ commitment to the Aristotelian doctrine of the priority of act to potency affect his view of the One? It would appear that Plotinus

is produced and is the same as being. This [Intelligence], then, is like the One and produces in the same way, pouring out much and powerfully—and from this comes forth a form—which in turn overflows as did the prior. And this product out of being is the act of Soul, which remains as a being itself.

The Intelligence in remaining itself is the prior producer. But the Soul makes [something] without remaining fixed, but it makes an image by moving. And since by contemplating Soul was produced, so it overflows bringing forth from its movement another, and this product is an image of it and is sensible and is Nature.

Further discussion of contemplation as a kind of production will occur in Texts B and D.
does not intend to apply energeia to the absolutely first principle. In other words; the priority of energeia to dynamis correctly applies only to the order of beings. This, of course, accords perfectly with our prior conclusion that energeia signifies ousia or being. In the case of Aristotle, where to be real is the same as to be, there is no difficulty in ascribing energeia to every existent. Energeia would apply especially to God, who is the supreme being, perfect ousia. But in Plotinus, where to be real is to be one, energeia has a limited application. It should not be used to describe the One (=God), for He is supremely real but not a being (epekeina tes ousias). Of course, these remarks assume that Plotinus' use of energeia is consistent with the rest of his philosophy, but we can only be certain of such consistency upon completing this study.

The Soul Is Not An Entelecheia Of The Body But Is An Ousia

In chapter 84 (#9) Plotinus reminds us (by recapitulating Plato's arguments against the Pythagoreans) that it is the Platonic theory of soul which he aims to defend in the treatise. Even though he has used Aristotle's arguments occasionally in the treatise, he is satisfied only with Plato's theory. Chapter 84 prepares us for 85 in which Aristotle's theory of soul is explicitly criticized.

The first 40 lines of chapter 85 are a series of arguments against

---

41 Platon, Republic, 509 b; Plotinus, V, 4, 9-10.

42 Certain treatises appear contradictory about whether energeia should be ascribed to the One. In I, 7 (54) Plotinus says the One transcends energeia; in VI, 8 (39), V, 3 (49) and perhaps (implicitly) V, 4 (7), the One is energeia. We will postpone discussion of this question until we take up these treatises.
Aristotle's view of the soul as the entelecheia or form of the body. These criticisms reveal something very important: Plotinus does not regard energeia and entelecheia as synonyms. He clearly conceives entelecheia as exclusively connected with Aristotle's theory of soul and not to be confused with energeia, which, Plotinus believes, applies more generally to all philosophy and is a basically satisfactory doctrine.43

Against Aristotle, Plotinus defends a Platonic theory of soul, in which soul is an independent existent, transcending all things physical. For Plotinus soul is a true ousia and thus is unlike the soul of Aristotle's philosophy. The human soul is a true ousia by virtue of its ultimate dependence on and identity with the hypostasis Soul. Aristotle's soul is ousia only in a limited sense. Both Plotinus and Aristotle agree in calling soul ousia and, hence, energeia, but the former denies that the soul is in act only as the form of the body. No, soul is an independent being without need of body. The human soul is the manifestation of and logos of the hypostasis Soul, which, as Plotinus says later, "is one nature which lives in act" (IV, 7, 11, 17-18: ἀλλὰ γάρ ἐστὶν μία φύσις ἐνέργεια ὑπόσωσιν.

43 Only once does Plotinus use entelecheia in a way synonymous with energeia: IV, 2, (4), 1, 3. He appears consciously to avoid using entelecheia at all in later treatises. For a detailed discussion of Plotinus' criticism of the Aristotelian doctrine of entelecheia and of his aversion to the term in his own writings, see G. Bruni, "Note di polemica neoplatonica contro l'uso e il significato del termine entelecheia," Giornale Critico della Filosofia Italiana, 39 (1960), 205-236; and G. Verbeke, "Les Critiques de Plotin contre l'entéléchisme d'Aristote: Essai d'interprétation de l'Enneads, IV, 7, 8, 5," in Philomathes, Studies and Essays in Memory of Philip Merlan (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1971), pp. 194-222.
Plotinus' final words in the key text invoke again his logos doctrine (§10) and thus explain his fuller meaning for ousia, energeia and Soul. By being a logos of Intelligence, Soul is a kind of being, since it is a one-in-many; i.e., Soul is Intelligence (with which the whole universe of being is really identical) as present on a lower level. Yet the Soul must overflow so as to produce subsequent beings; hence, it too contains the universe of being in its own way; it is just a lower instance of the multiplicity-in-unity of Intelligence.44

By being the Intelligence on a lower level, Soul participates in being and thus in Intelligence; it is the logos of Intelligence. Here we have a case of Plotinus taking over an important Platonic doctrine and adapting it to his own purposes. But his is a more literal sense of participation. A lower reality participates in a higher not because it has or shares in the higher reality's perfection, but because it really is that higher reality on a lower level.45

44In III, 7 (45), 11, Plotinus contrasts Intelligence and Soul in terms of eternity and time:

Instead of being [an unbounded] eternal whole, [the Soul] is a continuous unbounded succession, and instead of [being] a whole all together, a whole which always will be, it comes into being part by part. For this is the way it will imitate that which is already a whole, already all together and unbounded, by intending to be always making an increase in its being, for this is how its being will imitate the being of the intelligible world (lines 54–58).

45Plato's theory of participation, certainly as presented in the Phaedo 100 b-102 d, is based on three principles or factors: (1) the Form itself, e.g., Tallness or Beauty; (2) the perfection immanent in a thing, e.g., tallness or beauty; (3) the thing or participant itself. The second factor, which may be called the "immanent" or "participated perfection," is very important since its mediation between the Form and the participant enables the Form itself to remain unaffected. This view
By participating in being, by being Intelligence on a lower level, soul is an authentic ousia, and, most importantly, an energeia.

**Summary and Conclusions**

We will now summarize the information Plotinus conveys on energeia in our first key text. The opening passage (#1), in which he criticizes the Stoic view that soul is mixed with body, is especially fruitful, for it indicates what he intends energeia primarily to signify. This meaning is implied in his discussion of the alteration of the nature of a component in a mixture. If a component loses its einai, i.e., what it is and should be, then it is no longer in act. By being linked with einai, energeia must denote an individual determinate nature, in a word, an entity (ousia).

He next shows (#2-#3) that the Stoic doctrine of complete interpenetration of soul and body entails an actual infinity. He is apparently convinced that if the soul completely interpenetrated the body, it would be present simultaneously to an infinity of bodily parts; hence, soul would be actually infinite. His denial of an actual infinity no doubt follows from the conviction (which he shares with Plato and Aristotle) that being (form or determinateness) implies limit.

Thirdly, Plotinus employs energeia in formulating for the order of beings the third of his three basic metaphysical principles, namely that something posterior in reality or perfection depends on another which is already perfected, i.e., which has its own nature (einai: see line 18 of...

of participation is based on a dualism between a world of transcendent forms and sensible particulars. Plotinus' doctrine differs because it is adapted to a monism, where reality is one and participation is used to explain how this One nonetheless pluralized itself on diminishing levels of reality.
Accordingly, since *energeia* denotes the perfected nature of a being, then the priority of the superior to the inferior among the universe of beings is the priority of something in act to something in potency. Thus, the priority of *energeia* to *dynamis* is central to Plotinus' account of the dynamic relationship between posterior, imperfect beings and the ultimate beings. We must, of course, forbid that Plotinus intends the priority of *energeia* to apply to every level of reality, for, it would appear, that the One, by transcending being (*ousia*), transcends *energeia*, and thus could be called *energeia* only by extrinsic denomination.

Fourthly, Plotinus' rejection of Aristotle's theory of soul implies that he separated *entelecheia* from the doctrine of *energeia*. In Aristotle the value of the term *entelecheia* is totally dependent on the worth of his psychology; hence, it is to be dismissed with that psychology. For Plotinus *energeia* is a doctrine having a far wider application than just the soul.

Fifthly, from the fact that *energeia* refers to a complete, perfected nature, which is also an *ousia*, we can infer that Plotinus intends Soul to be an *energeia*. The Soul warrants this description by virtue of its participating in the highest *ousia*, the Intelligence—that being which is itself identical with all being. Hence, by participating in Intelligence, the Soul is the Intelligence, but on a more imperfect (less unified) level of reality.

What should we say by way of some final reflections? Our most important finding has been that Plotinus in IV, 7 implicitly agrees with Aristotle on certain basic matters pertaining to *energeia*. The precise extent of this agreement is difficult to determine because Plotinus uses *energeia* for mainly negative or polemical purposes in Text A. It will be
easier in later treatises, where he addresses the issue formally and explicitly (especially in II, 5, which is Text C), to ascertain the depth of his commitment to Aristotle on energeia. But regardless of the limitations of this present text, it is evident that he concurs with Aristotle at least on the following points: (1) that energeia designates ousia (#1); (2) that an actual infinity is impossible (#2-#3); (3) that act is prior to potency (#6-#7); (4) that soul is act (even though Plotinus denies it is entelecheia; #9-#10).

But even at this early stage in our study, it is clear on two counts that Plotinus certainly does not follow Aristotle blindly or after the fashion of a disciple. First, if he did accept Aristotle uncritically, he would accept entelecheia as equivalent to energeia. Secondly, he exhibits a willingness even in this largely polemical treatise to fashion and adapt energeia to his own philosophical position. For example, we find him using energeia (#4-#8) to explain the priority of supreme realities, not because motion of lower realities requires such priority but because the imperfections of lower realities require prior and more perfect existents. Despite his debt to Aristotle on energeia, then, Plotinus is not simply an Aristotelian metaphysician. He relates to Aristotle just as he does to Plato on countless other issues. He respects their views because he esteems the philosophical tradition, but mainly as an inspiration, rather than as a substitute, for his own philosophy.46

46A. H. Armstrong expresses well the sincerity and honesty which characterize the Plotinian philosophy: "He starts by reflecting on his experience and trying to clarify it. In doing this his respect for tradition leads him naturally to seek help from the ancient philosophers, but he is never satisfied simply to repeat their statements; they are for him helps to further reflection leading to clearer understanding" (Plotinus, Vol. III, pp. 296-297, n. 1).
Our next key text is taken from the seventh treatise that Plotinus wrote and is entitled "How That which is after the First comes from the first; and about the One." In order to introduce this text, let us briefly note the treatises between our preceding key text (IV, 7 [2]) and V, 4, 2. After taking up the question of the Soul's immortality in IV, 7, Plotinus next investigates Destiny (III, 1 [3]). The subsequent treatise (IV, 2 [4]) concentrates exclusively on Soul: "On the Essence of the Soul." Treatise five is entitled "On Intellect, the Forms and Being" (V, 9 [5]). In this latter, an important treatise, he discusses the nature of the Intelligence and its relation to the lower hypostasis, Soul. Here he describes the Intelligence as a one-in-many, a universe of Forms, each of which is identical with every other, each a knower and an object known. In the last of the intervening treatises, Plotinus treats of the relation of Soul to the physical world: "On the Descent of the Soul into Bodies" (IV, 8 [6]).

Treatise V, 4 (7), which contains our key text, is divided into two chapters. Chapter One makes the following relevant points. The One is the first and the source of all else (line 8). The very reality of the One is to be one. Yet the One transcends being (ousia) and therefore transcends language and knowledge (lines 9-10). Because He is the Primal Reality, the One is necessarily simple (lines 12-15). He is unique and by no means a body (lines 16-21). The product of this First Existent is a one-in-many and is produced out of necessity, not chance (line 21-26).
The One is all-perfect and all-powerful (panton ton onton dynatoton; lines 23-26).

Plotinus next proceeds inductively by turning to the world of sensibles. Whenever sensible things achieve perfection, he notes, they produce others (lines 27-34). How much more, then, should the One produce others out of His perfection (lines 34-36). He produces because He is without jealousy and is all-powerful. Because He is perfect, He must produce (lines 36-39). His first product, the second of all existents, is, like the One, perfect and powerful; nonetheless, this second of all existents is less powerful than the One, although it is more so than all subsequent realities (lines 39-41).

Chapter Two, which is our key text, opens with an objection: if the Intelligence (the second existent) has such great perfection, why is not its Producer Himself an Intelligence? Plotinus answers in the remainder of the key text.

Key Text

"[1] If therefore the producer were itself intelligence, that which comes after would be inferior to intelligence, but it ought to be linked with intelligence and be like intelligence. But since the producer is beyond intelligence, its product must be Intelligence.

1Plotinus undoubtedly has the Timaeus (29 e) in mind here, where Plato describes the maker of the world as good and therefore free of envy:

"Αγαθός ή, ἀγαθός δὲ οὐδές,
περὶ οὐδένος οὐδέποτε ἐγγὺς τες φθάνος· τούτου δὲ ἄκτος
δὲ πάντα ὑπὲρ μαλακὴ ἐσοφθήνη γενέσθαι παραπλήσια
δεατό.

"Agathos he, agathos de oudees,
peri oudenos oudeites engysetai phaunos· toutou de aktos
de panea hyper malakhe esofthe na genesteai parapluosi
deato.
"[2] But why is the producer not intelligence, whose energéia is intellection? Intellection looks at the Intelligible which is the One as contemplated and turns toward it and, itself indeterminate (because it is like a seeing), it is (so to speak) perfected and is made determined by the Intelligible. [3] Consequently, it has been said the 'Forms and numbers are constituted by the indefinite dyad and the One,' which Forms and numbers are the Intelligence.

"[4] Accordingly, Intelligence is not simple but is a many and manifests composition; it is indeed an intelligible but is already a vision of multiplicity. Hence, it is itself an intelligible, but it is also intellection. Hence, it is by nature twofold. (There is another intelligible after it, too.)"

V, 4, 2, 1-12:

Εἰ μὲν οὖν αὐτὸ νοῦς ἢ τὸ γεννᾶν, νοῦς ἐνδεέστερον, προσεχέστερον δὲ νῦν καὶ ὁμοιών δεῖ εἶναι· ἐπεὶ δὲ ἐπέκεινα νοῦ τὸ γεννᾶν, νοῦν εἶναι ἀνάγκη. Διὰ τί δὲ οὐ νοῦς, οὐ ἐνέργεια ἐστὶ νόησις; Νόησις δὲ τὸ νοητὸν ὀρῶσα καὶ πρὸς τοῦτο ἐπιστραφέατα καὶ ἀπ’ ἐκεῖνου οἷον ἀποτελομένη καὶ τελευομένη ἀόριστος μέν αὕτη ὡσπερ ὄψις, ὀριζομένη δὲ ὑπὸ τοῦ νοητοῦ. Διὸ καὶ εἴρηται· ἐκ τῆς ἀορίστου δύνασι καὶ του ἐνός τα ἔδη καὶ οἱ ἀριθμοὶ· τοῦτο γὰρ ὁ νοῦς. Διὸ οὐχ ἀπλοῦς, ἀλλὰ πολλά, σύνθεσιν τε ἐμφαίνων, νοητήν μέντοι, καὶ πολλά ὀρῶν ἐδη. "Εστι μὲν οὖν καὶ αὐτὸς νοητόν, ἀλλὰ καὶ νοῶν· διὸ δύο ἔδη. "Εστι δὲ καὶ ἄλλο τῷ μετ’ αὐτῷ νοητόν.
"[5] But how does this Intelligence come from the Intelligible [=the One]? [In this way:] the Intelligible remains in Itself and is not in want, as is that which sees and thinks [=the Intelligence]—that which thinks is in want as related to the Intelligible. [6] The Intelligible [the One] is not in such a way as to be without perception but It has everything in and with Itself, while totally discerning Itself: life is in It, as well as everything [else], and its katanoësis of Itself by a sort of synaisthësis [a kind of self-perception through, with or by means of another] is Itself and consists in an eternal repose and intellection other than that of the Intelligence [i.e., an intellection which is not entirely reducible to or equivalent to the contents of the noësis of the second hypostasis]."2

2 Since the precise meanings of the terms katanoësis and synaisthësis are difficult to discern in this passage, I have chosen to merely transliterate them, indicating in brackets and in our comments later what the expressions may mean.
"[7] Accordingly, if a product occurs while It [the One as intelligible] remains in repose within Itself, the product is generated from the One whenever It [the One] has to the highest degree what the product is. Hence, the product comes out of It [the One as Intelligible] when the Latter retains Its own proper character; because It remains true to Itself, the product occurs. When It remains the intelligible, the product becomes intellection.

"[8] Since the product is intellection and since it is an intellection of its source (for it has no other source), the Intelligence comes to be and is different to some extent from the intelligible [the One], and yet to some extent is that intelligible and is Its likeness and image."

2, 19-26:

Εἴ τι οὖν μένουτος αὐτοῦ ἐν αὐτῷ γίνεται, ἀπ' αὐτοῦ τοῦτο γίνεται, διὰν ἐκεῖνον μάλιστα ἢ δ' ἐστι. Μένουτος οὖν αὐτοῦ ἐν τῷ οἰκείῳ ήθει εἰς αὐτοῦ μὲν τὸ γενόμενον γίνεται, μένουτος δὲ γίνεται. Ἐπεὶ οὖν ἐκεῖνο μένει νοητὸν, τὸ γενόμενον γίνεται νόησις· νόησις δὲ οὐσία καὶ νοοῦσα ὅπ' οὗ ἐγένετο — ἄλλο γὰρ οὐκ ἔχει — νοῦς γίγνεται, ἄλλο οὖν νοητόν καὶ οἷον ἐκεῖνο καὶ μίμημα καὶ εἰδωλὸν ἐκείνου.

"[9] But how does it arise if That remains immobile? It arises as an energēia. Now energēia is either that 'of' an entity or that 'from' an entity. The energēia which is 'of' an entity is that which each entity itself is as energēia. The energēia which is 'from' that entity and which must, in every case, follow necessarily from the entity is other than it. [10] Take fire as an example: there is a heat which constitutes the entity of fire and a heat which comes immediately from the fire because the fire acts according to the nature of its entity by retaining its constitution as fire.
"[11] The same situation is found There. [The One] remains in His own proper nature even more forcefully [than does fire], but from the perfection which is in Him and from the energeia which is present to Him [with and through the Intelligence] an energeia comes about which achieves an hypostasis [=the Intelligence], which thereby achieves being and entity from a power which is great—indeed, the greatest of all—and all else is Its effect. [12] If all existents are this [namely, an effect of the One], That is beyond all and thus is beyond entity. Indeed, if all existents are Its product, the One is prior to all and has no equal among all those existents and for that reason It is beyond the very being of entity."4

3This energeia, which in the couplet-language of Text B (see #9) is equivalent to the energeia "of" the entity, cannot be found in the One Himself, who is above being and entity (#12) and is thereby above energeia. (See below our comments on katanoësis and synaisthesis and our comments on the two kinds of energeia.)

4The remainder of V, 4, 2 contains no remarks particularly relevant to energeia. Hence, we omit them from our translation.
Comments

Let us observe the procedure we followed in studying Text A and outline the movement of thought in our present key text.

Why, Plotinus asks at the beginning of Text B, is the Producer Himself not an Intelligence? His answer begins with the third line of the Text.

a. If the Producer were the Intelligence, His product could not be an intelligence, which would thus be too imperfect to be the first product and the second existent. No, the Producer transcends Intelligence and its product can accordingly be Intelligence (#1).

b. But someone might still object: the *energeia* of Intelligence is so great that the Producer should also be an Intelligence. [Plotinus refuses to concede but begins to explain what Intelligence really involves:] Even though intellection is the *energeia* of Intelligence, the second hypostasis is subordinated to the One which serves as the Intelligible to which the Intelligence turns and which it contemplates. Thereby, its original state of indetermination becomes determined and it is perfected by the One and becomes Intelligence (#2); the latter's content is the Forms and Numbers which, as Plato is supposed to have said, "are constituted by the indefinite dyad and the One" (#3). Hence, the Intelligence is not simple but entails multiplicity and composition [which also is an object of its knowledge and thus] it itself is an intelligible as well as an intelligence. Hence, Intelligence by nature involves duality (#4).

c. The One is absolutely simple [see V, 4, 1, paraphrased above in the context to this key text], but He has a kind of knowledge with and
through the Intelligence, which is knowing per se. Accordingly, the One has knowledge through "mediation," i.e., through the knowledge of His first product, the Nous. Since the Nous is the universe of life and everything else, the One can be said to encompass life and everything through "mediation," i.e., through His producing and conserving the powers and energeiai of Nous. The One's knowledge is a katanoésis or synaisthésis, a knowledge through or with or by means of another, namely, His logos, the Nous. While the One's knowledge is through or by means of the Nous, its knowledge and eternal repose is distinct from that of the Intelligence, for the noésis of the latter, i.e., Nous as thinking independently and not as instrument of the One, does not involve the One's self-perception (#6).

d. But how does the Intelligence come from the Intelligible which is the One? In this way: the One lacks nothing (although the Intelligence is in partial need because of its way of thinking; #5) and produces simply by remaining at rest with Himself, by retaining His own proper characteristics and reality. Consequently, the One persists as an intelligible and His product comes about as an intellection (#7). As intellection and as contemplating the One (see #2), the product became Intelligence, which to some degree differs from and yet is the One and His likeness and image (#6).

e. [Having rooted the origin of the Intelligence in the One's immutability and self-persistence, Plotinus now inquires how, since production appears to connote change in the producer,] Intelligence can arise if the One remains immobile. The answer: because the Intelligence is an energeia (see #2). Now, energeia is of two sorts: that constitutive "of" entity as act; secondly, that issuing "form" an entity and constitu-
tive of some other entity (#9). For example, the heat of fire itself is an *energeia* constituting that fire; whereas the heat [of the water in the pan on the flame] which the fire of itself naturally gives off is an *energeia*, and yet the fire persists as fire (#10).

f. Production out of the One may be said to involve a similar twofold *energeia*. The One may even be described as an *energeia* "of" an ousia, provided that one understands such *energeia* to be ascribed through "mediation". Accordingly, the *energeia* "from" the One, that is the single *energeia* which constitutes the entity of the Intelligence, may also be described as though it were in fact the *energeia* of the One, an *energeia* the One would have if it did not transcend being. Thus, the *energeia* "of" the ousia, which belongs to the One through mediation, is the same as the *energeia* "from" the ousia, which is the completed second hypostasis, the universe of einai and ousia (#11).

g. Intelligence and all other subsequent existents (see #2) are products of the One, because they are *energeiai* from Him (#11). The One thereby transcends all of them (none of which is its equal) and thus transcends being also. In fact, the One is beyond the very being of entity (#12).

The following issues in this key text require clarification and comments: the *energeia* of the Intelligence (i.e., its noēsis; #2); the Intelligence fashioning itself by turning back and gazing on the One (its overflow is in two moments: in the first the overflow is indeterminate and is equivalent to the Indefinite Dyad of Plato's "Unwritten Doctrines"; in the second it is determined and perfected by the One—i.e., the overflow acquires content: the Forms and Numbers of Plato; #2-#3); the One's self-knowledge: katanoēsis or synaisthēsis (#6); the nature of production
The Energeia of the Intelligence

In Text B Plotinus states (#2) that the Intelligence (=Nous) is perfect being, the energeia of which is intellction (noēsis). This description of Nous is important because it implies certain details pertaining to the essential structure of the Intelligence and to its relationship to the One.

If our conclusion to Text A is correct--namely, that energeia primarily refers to whatever makes an entity be what it is (i.e., a certain kind of ousia)--Plotinus in Text B is saying that intellction is the very nature of the Intelligence. Other beings, such as the Soul and Nature, may have intelligence but only one being authentically is Intelligence. In fact, Soul and Nature have intelligence only because they participate in that which is Intelligence.

Plotinus does not elaborate on the energeia of the Intelligence in the present text, but we need only draw on earlier treatises, especially V, 9 (5), to supply sufficient details on the subject.

---

5That Soul and Nature are intelligent is explained throughout III, 8 (30). Lesser intelligences, including man, are there described as contemplators and logoi of the Nous.

6Plotinus has given some attention to the nature of the Intelligence even in his very first treatise; see I, 6, especially chapters 6 and 9.

7V, 9 offers sufficient information on energeia to justifiably qualify as a key text in its right, but because it focuses mainly on the energeia of the Intelligence, I prefer to use it in my comments on V, 4.
If noësis is the essential act of the Intelligence, then the Intelligence is perfect as a knower or mind. For a being whose nature is to know does not have merely the power to know; it is knowing per se. In other words, noësis is its energeia, not its dynamis. Furthermore, it is eternal, for only a potential knower is in time. 8

In relation to all other beings, Intelligence is superior, for other beings obtain knowledge through becoming and time. They are not knowers absolutely or essentially. As potential intellects they ultimately depend on the Intelligence itself to achieve energeia. 9

8See V, 9, 5, 1-4: "The Intelligence . . . must not be in potency and become Intelligence after unintelligence. If this were the case, then we would have to discover another prior Intelligence; instead it is in act and eternally Intelligence."

9Plotinus identifies the Soul as a potential intellect in the following informative passage (V, 9, 4, 1-12): "Why then must there be something higher than Soul, unless the Soul itself were prior? Rather the Intelligence is prior and other than Soul, and better—better, indeed, in nature. For it is not the case as some think, that Soul, once perfected, produces Intelligence. For how would that potency be in act, if there were not a cause to bring it to act? For if this happened according to chance, it would not come to act. For the first realities are necessarily posited in act, self-contemplating and complete. The later incomplete things are generated by these prior things and completed by them; and they are matter to the prior producing existent and are completed by being formed."
Since the Intelligence is an eternal act, depending on nothing else for its knowledge, it is its own intellectual object. It is at once subject (Nous) and object (noētēn). Transcending time and becoming, it is a purely intuitive knower, for discursive reasoning is the condition of a being in potency for knowledge. On this account the Intelligence is comparable to Aristotle's Separate Intelligence, Self-Thinking Thought (noësis noësēs). This is the limit of the comparison, however, because Plotinus goes ahead to develop an elaborate explanation of the Divine Mind.

Διὰ τι οὖν δει·ἐπὶ ψυχῇ ἀνίεναι, ἀλλ' οὐκ αὐτήν εἶναι τίθεσθαι τὸ πρῶτον; Ἡ πρῶτον μὲν νοῦς ψυχῆς ἔτερον καὶ κρείττον τοῦ δὲ κρείττον φύσει πρῶτον. Οὐ γὰρ δὴ, ὡς οἴονται, ψυχῇ ναῦν τελεωθεῖσα γεννᾷ· πόθεν γὰρ τὸ δυνάμει ἐνεργεῖα ἐσται, μὴ τοῦ εἰς ἐνέργειαν ἁγιοτός αἰτίων ὄντος; Εἰ γὰρ κατὰ τύχην, ἐνδέχεται μὴ ἐλθεῖν εἰς ἐνέργειαν. Διὸ δεῖ τὰ πρῶτα ἐνεργεῖα τίθεσθαι καὶ ἀπροσδεί καὶ τέλεια· τὰ δὲ ἀτελῆ ὑστερα ἀπ' ἐκείνων, τελειούμενα δὲ παρ' αὐτῶν τῶν γεγεννηκότων δίκην πατέ·

10See V, 9, 5, 4-7: "If it [=the Intelligence] has a wisdom not borrowed [from without], if it knows something, it knows [it] of itself, and if it has something, it has [it] of itself. If it knows out of itself, it is itself what it knows."

εἰ δὲ μὴ ἐπακτῶν
tὸ φρονεῖν ἄχει, εἰ τι νοεῖ, παρ' αὐτῷ νοεῖ, καί εἰ τι ἄχει,
par' αὐτῷ ἄχει. εἰ δὲ παρ' αὐτῷ καὶ εἰς αὐτῷ νοεῖ,
αὐτὸς ἐστιν α νοεῖ.

11See Aristotle, Metaphysics Lambda, ch. 7, 1072 b 20-25. Plotinus implicitly acknowledges that the Intelligence is comparable to Aristotle's Separate Intelligence in his criticism of the Stagirite in V, 1 (10), 9. (Also consult V, 3 [49], 11-14; V, 6 [24]; and VI, 7 [38], 35-37.) For an interesting discussion of how Plotinus and Aristotle differ on the Intelligence see J. M. Rist, "The One of Plotinus and the God of Aristotle," Review of Metaphysics 27 (1973), 75-87.
along mainly Platonic lines. He combines with Aristotle's description of self-Thinking Thought the Platonic doctrine of a world of perfect Forms to arrive at a remarkable and detailed conception of the intelligible world. In this synthesis the Forms actually become the contents of the Intelligence. In V, 9, 5, 7-16, Plotinus justifies this coupling of Forms and the Intelligence by arguing that its objects must be inseparable from its nature.

For if its ousia were different from the objects it contemplates, that same ousia would itself be unintelligent and in potency rather than in act. These two [=Nous and noeton] are not separable, then, from each other. But our custom makes us separate these intelligible items from one another. What, then, is the act and what is the intellection, in order that we may posit that these are the same as what the Intelligence knows? Clearly the truly existing Intelligence contemplates the beings [=the Forms] and posits them. It [=the Intelligence] is these beings. For it contemplates them either elsewhere or in itself as its very self. But


In spite of such authorities as Philo and Albinus, the Issue of whether the Forms should be inside Nous was controversial even in Plotinus' day, as is indicated by the fact that his colleague Longinus held that the Forms were separate from the Intelligence. For a discussion on the contrast between Plotinus and Longinus on the question of the content of Nous see A. H. Armstrong, "The Background of the Doctrine 'That the Intelligibles are not Outside the Intellect,'" Entretiens sur L'Antiquité Classique, V: Les Sources de Plotin (Genève: Foundation Hardt, 1960), pp. 391 sqq.
elsewhere is impossible. For where is "elsewhere" there? They are then itself and in itself.

If the Intelligence is the universe of Forms, it is also (we may add) the universe of being, since the Forms are the determinate natures of all beings and ultimately every being is a logos of the Intelligence. In the final analysis think and being are the same, and Parmenides in his famous fragment is essentially correct.13

Plotinus appeals to the later Platonic dialogues to give authority to his conclusion that the Forms constitute the Intelligence. In the Sophist (248 e-249 a) Plato admits life and intelligence into the world of the Forms.14 Additionally, in the Timaeus (30 c 3-7) he conceives the

---

13 See fragment 3: "For it is the same thing to think and to be" (translated by Kathleen Freeman, Ancilla to the Presocratic Philosophers [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971], p. 42). Plotinus cites this fragment several times: III, 8 (30), 8, 6-8; I, 4 (46), 10, 9; V, 1 (10), 8, 17-23, attributing it explicitly in this last instance to Parmenides. For a valuable commentary on the fragment see Leo Sweeney, Infinity in the Presocratics, p. 109.

14 We must not (Plato says) "be easily convinced that change, life, soul, understanding have no place in that which is perfectly real—that it has neither life nor thought but stands immutable in solemn aloofness, devoid of intelligence" (Cornford's translation; ὡς ἄληχως κίνειν καὶ γωνίν καὶ γυνήν καὶ φίλην ἡ βεβής ἡ βεβής...
world of Forms as a single entity, the eternal "Living Being." From such passages Plotinus draws a conclusion which helps demonstrate the great unity that belongs to the Intelligence: the Forms, the noëta of the Intelligence, are not just lifeless objects of contemplation but are themselves intelligences. Each Form, then, is an intelligible and an intelligence. Accordingly, Plotinus is able to reply to those who would object that introducing Forms into the Intelligence makes it pluralistic and imperfect. Its perfection is preserved because now the Intelligence is a unity, a universe of knowers, each of which is known by and knows every other. Each Form is a unique entity which through itself expresses the whole intelligible cosmos. He also relies on energeia and dynamis to explain the relationship of each Form to the All: each is itself in act but is all others in potency.

```
πειρασμένα τώ παντελῶς ὄντε μὴ παρείναι, μηδὲ ζην αὐτὸ μηδὲ φρονεῖν, ἀλλὰ σεμνὸν καὶ ἁγιον, νοῦν οὐκ ἕκοι, ἀκίνητον ἐστὸς εἶναι;
```

This characterization of the world of Forms as a unified whole is echoed when Plotinus refers to the Intelligence as "the All" (to pan; e.g., III, 8 10, 16-17).

15See VI, 2 (43), 20; VI, 7 (38), 9, 31-38. As an instance of a test prior to V, 4, let us quote IV, 8 (6), 3, 14-16: "In the Intelligence there is present the Intelligence itself—a great living being potentially everything and beings which themselves are in act but which in another sense are in potency."

```
Kai γὰρ ἔκει ἐν τῷ νῷ τὸ μὲν νοῦς περιέχων δύναμεν τάλλα ολον ζῷον μέγα, τὰ δὲ ἐνεργείᾳ ἑκαστον, ἀ δύναμεν περιέχει θάτερον
```
Plotinus realizes that this intelligible order, in which each part is really indistinct from ever other, is not easy for the limited human intellect to comprehend. He therefore assists us with several analogies, the most noteworthy of which is the parallel between the Intelligence and "a self-contained deductive science, like Euclidean geometry, where each theorem has its own specific content, but contains by implication the whole of the science in question." 17 Since each theorem is the foundation for all later conclusions, it contains potentially the entire science. Of course, as R. T. Wallis has noted, "the unity binding Intelligence is closer than the analogy suggests, since the sciences familiar to us belong to the level of discursive thought." 18 Despite this limitation, however, such an analogy 19 is helpful in emphasizing that the Intelligence is a unity and that its elements are only logically and not really distinct.

A final and important conclusion follows from Plotinus' characterization of the Intelligence as the act of noesis: it cannot be the First Existent (#1). As a being the Intelligence is perfect, but it is being nonetheless and therefore is a composite (#4). Intelligence, at the very least, is analyzable into the duality of subject and object. It is a unity of logically distinguishable items. As a one-in-many the Intelligence is dependent and thus is not absolutely first in reality. Only pure unity can be self-sufficient and unlimited and therefore be First.

17 R. T. Wallis, Neoplatonism, pp. 54-55.
18 Ibid., p. 55.
19 Other analogies include that of individuals within a species and of separate species under the genus itself (V, 9, 6, 9-10); also that of the seed (V, 9, 6, 10-11), which contains in potency everything that will constitute the fully grown plant.
That the Intelligence is not the Supreme Reality contradicts a common assumption in Greek thought. The great cosmological and metaphysical systems of classical Greece had agreed that perfection consists in form (eidos) and limit (peras); accordingly, the Intelligence would satisfy traditional standards of perfection. Plotinus does not appear to be insensitive to this tradition, as is evident in the question with which he prefaces the key text: why does not the Intelligence suffice as the Producer? Text B may be taken as a response to this traditional view and shows that Plotinus both accepts and rejects the tradition. He accepts it as an ontologist. He admits that the Intelligence is ens perfectissimum, even ens realissimum (where ens signifies only being). But he denies it as an henologist. For if to be real is to be one, the perfect reality must be without multiplicity. Hence the Intelligence may be ens perfectissimum, but only something else can be res perfectissima (where res means reality).

Plotinus is not without some precedent in breaking with tradition. He appears to regard his conclusion that true perfection belongs

20The Being of Parmenides is a perfect form, a sphere definite and limited, "for powerful Necessity holds it in the bonds of Limit, which constrains it round about, because it is decreed by divine law that Being shall not be without boundary. For it is not lacking; but if it were [spatially infinite], it would be lacking everything" (fragment 8, translated by Kathleen Freeman, Ancilla to the Presocratic Philosophers, p. 44).

The elements of form and limit are clearly presupposed as the standards of metaphysical perfection in Plato. In the Philebus (16 c-d; 23 c-26 d) he concurs with the Pythagoreans that reality, including the Platonic Forms, consists of two principles, the Limited and the Unlimited, the former of which brings form and order to the latter.

Aristotle clearly shares in this tradition by making eidos the very reality of an existent; eidos causes something to be a certain kind of being and therefore determines and limits it. See our earlier discussion of Aristotle on infinity in Text A.
to a transcendent Unity as a refinement of Plato's intuition that the supreme perfection (the Good) lies beyond being.\textsuperscript{21} Apparently, he also is indebted to the Middle Platonists who believed that a reality is above the Intelligence, which for this reason is one among several Intermediaries between man and God.\textsuperscript{22} But undoubtedly Plotinus is the first to transform these glimpses of a transcendent reality into a fully developed vision.

In conclusion we may say that the very energeia of the Intelligence condemns it to multiplicity, which necessarily carries some measure of imperfection. As a result, while the Intelligence is a self-contained, perfect ousia in its nature as the energeia of noësis, it is nonetheless dependent on another reality for its emergence into being. How this generation takes place is the primary subject of V, 4. To begin to understand this process, let us first consider how it is expressed in the rather obscure doctrine attributed to Plato in ancient times (§3).

**Indefinite Dyad as First Moment of Nous**

In discussing Text A we quoted V, 2 (11),\textsuperscript{23} where Plotinus distinguishes two moments in the generation of the Intelligence: procession (prohodos), in which the product is indeterminate and dynamis, and revert-

\textsuperscript{21}He specifically interprets Plato's Good as the transcendent source of the Nous at V, 1 (10), 8.


\textsuperscript{23}See Text A, n. 37a.
sion (epistrophe), in which the Intelligence is determinate (acquires forms) and energeia. These two moments are implicit in our present key text (#2-#3; #5-#10), where Plotinus describes a process whereby the Intelligence of its own power becomes energeia. This is particularly implied when he likens the Intelligence to a kind of sight (opsis; #2), for the Intelligence is in its first moment only a power, as is a man with his eyes shut, but in its second moment of contemplating its object (namely, the Intelligible, the One) it is determined and brought into act, just as sight is actuated by its object. In its first moment, the Intelligence is only a proclivity (epeisis) or power for contemplating; i.e., it is only the dynamis or noesis.24

In the next portion of the key text (#3) Plotinus draws on the "Unwritten Doctrines" (agraphe dogmata),25 which Aristotle and others

24See V, 3 (49), 12.

25This exact phrase occurs at Physics Delta, ch. 2, 209 b 14. In general Aristotle attributes to Plato an explanation about the origin and the status of the world of Forms that many scholars believe conflicts with the content of the dialogues. Essentially, Aristotle says that according to Plato's oral teachings the Forms are Idea/Numbers having their source in the One and the Indefinite Dyad of the Great/Small (See especially, Meta. Alpha, ch. 6; Phys. Delta, ch. 2, 209 b; Meta Mu and Nu). For Aristotle Plato's explanation of Forms is a development of "the arche-philosophies" of Parmenides and the Pythagoreans. The One of Parmenides becomes a separate cause that works on the Indeterminate Dyad of the Pythagoreans to fashion the Forms and the phenomenal world.

The Unwritten Doctrines have generated significant controversy in recent years. Scholars have debated whether they are genuinely Plato's views. Some of the most impressive Greek scholars are represented on both sides of the controversy. Among notable defenders are Leon Robin, La Théorie platonicienne des idées et des nombres d'après Aristote (Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1963); Cornelia de Vogel, Philosophia, Part I: Studies in Greek Philosophy (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1970); W. D. Ross, Plato's Theory of Ideas (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951); H. J. Kramer, Ariste bei Platon und Aristoteles (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1959); K. Gaiser, Platon ungeschriebene Lehre (Stuttgart: Ernst Klett, 1968); J. N. Findlay, Plato: The Written and Unwritten Doctrines (New York: Humanities Press, 1972).
attribute to Plato, in order to explain the cause and moments in the production of Intelligence. He identifies the three factors in such Doctrines—(1) the One, (2) the Forms/Numbers and (3) the Indefinite Dyad (aoristos dyas)—and equates them with elements in his own metaphysics.


The arguments in support of this interpretation of Plato are legion and the limits of our present study prohibit any detailed evaluation of the Unwritten Doctrines, but I should briefly mention a few of the more common arguments.

(1) The Authority of Aristotle. Many argue that is is unreasonable to doubt Aristotle's testimony, since a thinker of his acuteness, who studied with Plato personally for many years, would probably not misrepresent so basic a teaching of his Master's as the theory of Forms. Against this conclusion scholars, such as Guthrie and Cherniss, have questioned Aristotle's reliability because of his peculiar ways of interpreting the history of Greek philosophy. "Aristotle is an invaluable source of information on his predecessors provided that allowances are made for his known habits of mind. One of these is a tendency to regard earlier philosophers as forming a linear progression, trying one after the other to solve the same problems on such the same basic assumptions. A striking example is Phys. 189b 8-16, where he equates a physical contrariety of the Presocratics like dense and rare with the later doctrine of the One and excess—defect as universal archai. He himself inherited far more of the old Ionian spirit than did Plato" (Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, Vol. V, p. 421).

(2) The testimony of Aristoxenus. Supporters of the Unwritten Doctrines claim that Aristoxenus' report (Elementa Harmonica 2, Meiborn, 122 Macran, P. 30) of a lecture which Plato delivered in approximately 359 B.C., entitled, "On the Good," is an instance of the tradition of oral teaching that prevailed in the Academy—teaching which was mainly for the benefit of his most intimate followers and which had precedence over his written teaching. But far from supporting an oral tradition, objectors argue, it supports nothing more than the occurrence of an actual lecture. In fact, it would seem to discredit the significance of an oral legacy in the Academy, for Aristoxenus reports that the lecture was attended by ordinary Athenians, who were upset that Plato would lecture to them on a highly technical philosophical subject—an indication that his lectures were not given just for selected intimates. Moreover, this particular incident appears to be unconnected with routine Academy discussions and, hence, is unlikely to ground any conclusions.
The One and the Forms of course become respectively the One (the transcendental cause of being) and the perfected Intelligence. However, it is more difficult to show precisely how he incorporates the Dyad into his position. This question deserves considerable attention because it bears on the status of dynamis in the intelligible world.  

(3) **Support of the Seventh Letter.** In this letter (341b-342a), Plato expresses a preference for the spoken over the written word. Hence, the Unwritten Doctrines, since presumably based on his oral teaching, supporters argue, more representative of Plato's true views than the dialogues. In reply, Vlastos and others argue that an ancient philosopher's preference for oral over written teaching (which is not in the least surprising for a Greek philosopher steeped in religious and mystical traditions) does not imply that the former would in content differ from the latter, particularly in light of the fact that the dialogues show the care and work of a lifetime.  

(4) **Evidence from the Dialogues.** The more enthusiastic proponents of the Unwritten Doctrines (e.g., Devogel and Findlay) insist that the dialogues themselves intimate, however obliquely, the esoteric doctrines. These scholars refer commonly to the Philebus (16d), where Plato holds τῶν ἀριστερῶν αὐτῶν [i.e., τῶν πληρώσων τῶν ἱδέων].  

τὸν μετατέθευ τοῦ ἀπειρον καὶ τοῦ ἐνός,  

a comparison of 16c with 14e, 18a and 19a in the same dialogue is thought to indicate that peras and apeiron are the constituents not only of all sensibles but also of the Forms. Parmenides 157 ff, presumably supports the view that the Forms are constituted from the One and Plurality. "By comparing Theatetus 176e with Republic 506a and the Parmenides, the Good is identified with the One. By extending the comparison to include passages in the Gorgias, the Symposium and the Phaedrus we may conclude that ἐν and ἀπειρον (πελάν) are the ἀπακβεν αὐτὸ and the κακον αὐτο of the Unwritten Doctrines" (Vlastos, "On Plato's Oral Doctrine," 642).  

But most objectors including Vlastos, insist that these texts at best only prove that some of the expressions in the dialogues may bear some similarity to terms in the Unwritten Doctrines (e.g., apeiron being similar to the Indefinite Dyad).  

While the final judgment on the controversy is probably many years away, I suspect more and more scholars will come to doubt that the Unwritten Doctrines are faithful to Plato because mainly "it seems an odd perversity to reject or to depreciate a philosopher's ipseisima verba in favour of obscure and contradictory second or third hand reports of what he possibly might have said" (E. N. Tigerstedt, Interpreting Plato [Stockholm: Almquist and Widsell, 1977], p. 83).  

We will take up the subject of the Dyad again in our next key text, II, 5, which in treating act and potency discusses intelligible matter.
In order to fit it into his own metaphysics Plotinus modifies Aristotle's conception of the Indefinite Dyad in the Unwritten Doctrines, particularly in regard to its nature as unlimited (aoristos) and as potency. In Aristotle's account the Dyad is indefinite and in potency with reference to what the One produces out of it, but the Dyad still has some measure of determinacy insofar as it is the first plurality of two things: the Great and the Small (mega kai mikron). The function of the Dyad as a potency is to receive form and to pluralize it in such a way as to make it double. For this reason Aristotle refers to the Dyad as a duopoion.

In the case of Plotinus, however, the Indefinite Dyad is thoroughly indeterminate. It is not plurality but the potency or, rather, power (the active ground or condition) of plurality, which is the finished Intelligence. Hence, the Dyad is not a duopoion but a posopoion, the potency for any and every determinate plurality.

For Aristotle the Dyad appears to have a purely passive function, but for Plotinus it is an active rather than a passive potency. While

27 Metaphysics Nu, ch. 4, 1091 b 30 sqq.

28 E.g., ibid., Nu, ch. 7, 1082 a 15; ch. 8, 1083 b 36.

29 For a handling of Plotinus' account of the Dyad see J. M. Rist, "The Indefinite Dyad and Intelligible Matter in Plotinus," Classical Quarterly 12 (1956), esp. 100-101. The Dyad may be called a kind of "matter" because it is indeterminate and receptive of form. We will discuss both intelligible and sensible matter in Text C, II, 5 (25).

30 Rist notices this difference in Aristotle's own text (1083 a 13) and argues that this is the sense which Plotinus gives to the Dyad ("The Indefinite Dyad and Intelligible Matter in Plotinus," p. 100).

31 The distinction between active dynamis and passive dynamis occurs in Aristotle. He speaks of dynamis to produce change in another and dynamis to be changed by another in the following texts: Meta. Delta, ch. 12, 1019 a 15-1020 a 6; Theta, ch. 1, 1045 b 35-1046 a 11; ch. 6,
it may be indefinite, it is not inert, since the Dyad desires to return to its source and through this *ephesis* initiates of itself the stage of reversion. To some extent, then, it causes its own determination. The comparison to sight (*opsis*) in the key text (#2) reinforces this interpretation, for the faculty of vision partly makes possible its own determination. An object alone is not sufficient for vision to occur. The faculty, the active power, must be operable as an efficient cause.

These remarks on the Indefinite Dyad bring us to one final observation: *dynamis* appears to be significantly prior to *energeia* in the intelligible world, for in addition to the *dynamis* of the Dyad, there is the infinite *dynamis* of the One. A twofold *dynamis*, then, is ground of all beings, all *energeiai*. The perfection of indeterminate *dynamaeis* is the source of all subsequent realit"es, which happen to be determinate *energeiai*. If the relationship of *dynamis* and *energeia* is basic to the genesis of all hypostases posterior to the One, this relationship clearly requires further elaboration, which we will supply in our comments on the nature of production below and in our comments on the nature of intelligible matter in Text C.

**The One's Knowledge: katanoēsis or synaisthēsis**

We have already discussed Plotinus' definition of the Intelligence as an eternal act of *noēsis*. Let us turn now to a later portion of Text B (#6) in which he apparently states that the One possesses a kind of knowledge (*synaisthēsis; katanoēsis*). We may be surprised at his willingness to affirm knowledge of the One, because he persistently maintains, 1048 a 25-b 4. The distinction is also implied in his example of knowledge at De Anima Beta, ch. 5, 417 a 21-29.
even in Text B itself (#12) and in the chapter preceding it (V, 4, 1, 9-10), that the One transcends ousia, description and therefore intellec-
tion.

Is Plotinus inconsistent or is there a way to interpret Text B (#6) so that his commitment to the radical transcendence of the 'One is unaffected?

It would seem that there are three possible interpretations of #6, only one of which is acceptable. The first interpretation is simply that Plotinus here ascribes knowledge to the One through intrinsic denomina-
tion, i.e., the One in His intrinsic nature is a knower. This inter-
pretation, however, should be accepted only if no other plausible explana-
tion of the Text is available, for ascribing knowledge to the One in this way contradicts Text E itself (#12), as we noted above, as well as Plotinus' general philosophy of the One.

The second interpretation is that Plotinus ascribes knowledge to the One through extrinsic denomination. Accordingly, the One does not have knowledge intrinsically but may nonetheless be called a knower because He is the cause of all knowledge.32 As the cause of all perfec-

32Extrinsic denomination (also called analogy of attribution) con-
sists in attributing something to an object not because it belongs to that object intrinsically but because the object has a relationship to another which has the attribute intrinsically. For example, the wind may be called "cold" not because it is capable of experiencing cold, but because it is the cause of cold in animals. In Plotinus the One is not formally ousia but may be extrinsically "denominated" such because It is the cause of ousia. In several places Plotinus implies that we can form some concept of the deity by His effects (V, 3 [49], 14, 7-8; VI, 7 [38], 36, 6-8; VI, 8 [39], 8, 1 sqq.). In every case of analogy there is something similar and something diverse. In extrinsic denomination the subjects are really diverse but some name or term is attributed to both of them. In other words, in name they are similar but in reality differ-
ent.
tions, including knowledge, the One has all perfections virtually; i.e., He has all perfections in a transcendent and indeterminate sense because He is the supreme power necessary to produce them. While this interpretation is an improvement over the first, it is still less convincing than the third, which is more specific and addresses the peculiar language (katanoësis; synaisthēsis) of #6.

The interpretation we endorse here is this: the One is a knower through mediation; that is to say, the One has self-awareness by means of the Intelligence. Accordingly, the One knows Himself not through His own intellection, for He is beyond intellection, but through the intellection of His logos, the Nous, whose nature is intellection. This interpretation explains the difference between noēsis and katanoēsis according to whether the Intelligence acts independently as a knower or as an instrument. Likewise Plotinus' selection of the word synaisthēsis, rather than the simple aisthēsis, indicates that the One has experience or awareness through the Nous, on which level aisthēsis properly belongs.

To suggest that other kinds of analogy, e.g., eminence and proportionality, can be present in Plotinus' system seems mistaken. For if, as we have argued, his thought is a monism, then it cannot accept a strict theory of analogy. Analogy requires similarity and diversity, but in a monism there is only identity and negation (reality and unreality).


33We should note that, strictly speaking, "mediation" is a kind of extrinsic denomination, since it attributes a perfection to something, not because it has it intrinsically, but because another, which has the perfection intrinsically, is related to it. But for the sake of clarity and emphasis I have considered "mediation" separately, for it expresses a specific type of predication by relation: that of instrumentality. The Nous "mediates" as an instrument between the One and His self-knowledge.
such an account of these terms katanoēsis and synaisthēsis is in harmony with Liddell-Scott, which identifies possible usage for both kata- and syn- as "through" and/or "with another." 34

Hence, the Nous as it knows itself is the act of noēsis. The One as It knows Itself through and with the Intelligence is katanoēsis or synaisthēsis. This interpretation has the virtue of agreeing with the central objective of Text B: to explicate the relationship of the second hypostasis to the First. Furthermore, it enables Plotinus to respond to opponents who would insist that the First Reality has intellection. Plotinus surely has such an objection in mind in Text B, since his emphasis on the One's transcendence contradicts the traditional Greek view that ousia, eidos, peras, energeia and noēsis must belong to the supremely real. Plotinus' careful use of qualified language, through the terms katanoēsis and synaisthēsis, suggests that he wants to concede something (namely, that the One with qualification is a knower) to the Greek tradition without compromising his negative theology, which presumes the absolute transcendence of God. 35

The Nature of Production

Let us now examine how production originates from the One in order to understand more precisely the generation of the Intelligence, since

34H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925), see Vol. I, p. 883, esp. entry B, IV; see Vol. II, p. 1690, esp. entry A, #7. In addition to these prefixes the Liddell-Scott lists the separate terms κατανοεῖν and συναισθάνομαι as well. They define the latter terms as to "perceive simultaneously" or to "share in perception," definitions which give further credence to our interpretation.

35See our comments above on the "energeia" of the Intelligence, especially n. 20.
the mode of this generation is the principal concern of the key text (especially #1; #5-#10).

For Plotinus productivity is the necessary consequence of perfection, which is identical with unity. Unity should also, then, entail production. That it does so is clear from the basic principle of Plotinus' philosophy which we have already identified. To him it is inconceivable that a perfect existent (pure unity) would not communicate its goodness outside itself, a view the Schoolmen would later express by the words, "Bonum est diffusivum sui." Consequently, production is not a matter of will but of necessity. Any perfection is productive, and this is certainly true of the Good, whose perfection is unlimited. As Armstrong observes, Plotinus turns Plato's moral rule, "being good means doing good," into a law of the cosmos. Experience itself confirms that good begets good. Living beings reproduce themselves. Even inanimate objects impart something of themselves (V, 4, 1, 30), e.g., fire heats and snow gives off cold. If such imperfect beings strive to transmit their excellence, how could the One who is wholly perfect remain unproductive (V, 4, 1, 34-36)?

Does the One lose any perfection in producing another? Plotinus answers negatively (#7), introducing the Neoplatonic theory of "undimin-

36 See comments on Text A.

37 It is true that in VI, 8 (39) Plotinus does assign will to the One, but as we will show later (in setting up the context to Text E) VI, 8 is written for exceptional reasons and is not representative of Plotinus' position regarding the One.

ished giving." The one is infinite in power (V, 4, 1, 23-26) and therefore is unaffected when He produces. In fact, this is true of every hypostasis. Each can produce interminably and without diminution of its perfection. Otherwise it would not be necessarily and eternally what it is.40

Production of the Intelligence occurs, as we have seen, in two moments: procession and reversion. These two moments are not temporal but eternal. The One produces the second existent without "before" or "after" since the two moments of the Nous express the manner in which it is eternally dependent on the One (Unity and Reality), a dependency which is present because the Nous is composite. Despite this dependency the stage of reversion enables the Intelligence to become an eternal ousia and hypostasis, thereby sharing (as much as any being can) in the One's reality.

Both key texts studied thus far indicate that contemplation is involved in the two levels of production. In Text A the Soul attains determination and becomes an ousia as it turns to "gaze upon" (blepon; #7) its immediate source, the Intelligence. In the current key text (especially #2, #4, #5, #8) the Intelligence is at first only like undertermined sight until it turns to contemplate the One and is actuated.

In the first moment of an hypostasis there is only a proclivity (ephesis) for contemplation, an active dynamis to revert back to and be informed by an intelligible. As Rist says of the Dyad, the first moment in the formation of the second hypostasis,

---

39See III, 8 (30), 3, 46-48; 10, 1-19; see also V, 5 (32), 5, 2-7.
40See IV, 3 (27), 8, 35 sqq.; cf. VI, 9 (9), 6, 10-12.
this proclivity may be compared with what Plotinus elsewhere describes as unconscious contemplation. In the eighth treatise of Ennead 3 he asserts that all things, even down to the vegetable world, are striving (the word is ἐφεσος which brings us back to ἐφεσος) after contemplation. If such an urge is the symbol of existence even among inferior beings of the world of sense, it would be foolish to deny it to the substrate (τὸ ἐποκελευόν) of the Second Hypostasis. The likelihood is that the Dyad or Matter betrays in its ἐφεσος towards the One that symbol of existence shared by all things with the smallest claim to reality.

In the light of Rist's conclusion production is a transition from power or "unconscious contemplation" to a stage of act or realized contemplation. The stage of perfection or act must (because perfection is productive) give rise to another existent, a logos, which itself is a power that contemplates its source and brings about another entity; this cycle of production must continue until perfection is exhausted.

Aware that the human intellect is not truly capable of grasping precisely how metaphysical production occurs, Plotinus turns to the world of physical production for assistance. He relies on the image of "emanation," comparing the outflow of light from the sun to the emergence of being out of the One. This is an impressive and helpful metaphor, and quite natural for a mystic like Plotinus, who respects the limits of denotative language.

The metaphor of emanation has special meaning because of Plotinus' conception of light, which has a kinship with the intelligible world by

---


42Once perfection is exhausted, emanation ends. This would seem to imply that sensible matter, since it is perfectionless and unreal, is not the result of emanation. At times, however, Plotinus seems to say that matter is the last of all emanations (see III, 4 [15], 1). Whether matter is not emanated but is the eternal contrary to reality or whether it is the terminus of the whole sequence of emanations is a question we will take up in Text C.
reason of the fact that light is not a product of body (and here he disagrees with the Stoics). As far as Plotinus is concerned, to describe production through the metaphor of light is to draw upon the most perfect image available to man.

Emanation illustrates production in essentially two ways. First, it depicts the dependence of the intelligible world on the One: just as the sun causes physical objects to be perceptible, the One causes the supreme beings to be intelligible. Secondly, emanation illustrates the gradual exhaustion of reality in production: just as light radiating from the sun decreases in intensity the further it goes until at last it terminates in total darkness, so the effects of the One diminish in reality until they end against the total unreality of matter. This second point about production follows from the basic principle of Plotinian philosophy (which we cited in treating Text A) that the prior existent is always more real than the posterior. Since Plotinus is a monist, this principle reminds us of another basic principle in Plotinus: unity is perfection. But because the product must necessarily be less perfect than its source, the first effect on the One must involve multiplicity

43The Stoics had argued that light was an outflow from a material body, the Sun (SVF, II, 650). But in spite of Plotinus' strong objection to the materialism of the Stoics, he is very much indebted to their work on emanation, especially to Posidonius, who even conceived of "undiminished giving." In the end, however, the Stoics are presenting mainly a doctrine of emanation that is cosmological, whereas Plotinus' doctrine is metaphysical. Two helpful articles contrasting Plotinus and the Stoics on emanation are R. E. Witt's "Plotinus and Posidonius," Classical Quarterly 24 (1930), 198-207, and A. H. Armstrong's "'Emanation' in Plotinus," Mind 46 (1937), 61-66. For texts in Plotinus see IV, 5 (29), 6-7; cf. II, 1 (40), 7, 26-30.

44See Text A, passages between notes 30 and 32.

45Again, see Text A.
(#4), which introduces imperfection, i.e., unreality. If this is the case, reality is in fact one. Nothing can be truly and adequately distinct from the One if it is real. Everything is real only to the extent it is the One, but it is distinguishable from its source by virtue of its unreality and multiplicity. The effects of the One are distinct from it as the unreal differs from the real. Plotinus' account of production, then, since based on the primary principles of his philosophy, reveals that his thought is a monism. There is one central reality to which unreality is attached because multiplicity is the necessary consequence of the One's overflow.

So far, we have explained production as the formation of energeia from metaphysically prior dynamis: namely, that which constitutes the first, indeterminate moment of the hypostasis and the One Himself, the greatest dynamis of all (#12). In the next section of our comments we will consider in what way Plotinus explains production as the formation of energeia from energeia.

The Two Kinds of Energeia

In the key text (#9 and #11) Plotinus introduces energeia in order to explain production. He distinguishes two types of energeia, one of which refers to a being which emanates, the other to its effect. The

---

46 We must not assume, after the fashion of Aristotle's theory of change, that production for Plotinus is a transition from a less perfect to a more perfect stage of reality. Production is from a prior moment of dynamis to a posterior moment of energeia, but the dynamis, while indeterminate, is not imperfect. The One Himself is indeterminate but absolutely perfect. The indeterminacy of sensible matter does imply imperfection but the indeterminacy of intelligible matter does not. See ahead to our treatment of intelligible matter in Text C, notes 45-47.
first kind of energéia is that "of" an ousia: the second is that "from" an ousia. The former is that which makes an entity be what it is, its essence. Such is the meaning of energéia uncovered in Text A and indeed appears to be what the word primarily signifies. However, Plotinus now introduces a second energéia: that which follows from the ousia. Identifying this second kind of energéia has value for his account of production because the energéia "from" the ousia is not just an ephiphenomenon or accidental effluence of the primary energéia but a necessary emanation from it.

We have seen that production is the outpouring of an hypostasis, which as a self-sufficient existent, infinite in power and undiminished in giving necessarily diffuses itself. The perfection which is the source of production Plotinus calls the energéia "of" an ousia, the intrinsic act of an entity. This intrinsic perfection gives rise to another act, the energéia "from" an ousia, which, although generated from and dependent on a prior perfection, is itself an ousia. There is the energéia of Nous (§2) which, since a perfection is productive of another energéia, which is the Soul. Just as the Nous produces an act that is the Soul, this latter hypostasis generates an act that is Nature, which next generates its own diverse logoi.

What makes these two kinds of energéia relevant to emanation is the necessary association between them. The act which follows from the ousia does so necessarily. To invoke again the metaphor of emanation: there is a necessary connection between the sun and its light. The sun simply

---

47See John Anton, "Some Logical Aspects of the Concept Hypostasis in Plotinus," p. 258, n. 2. (See Text A, n. 32.)
would not be what it is without its necessary effect or property, light.48 Where there is the second act, there must be the first. By virtue of the intrinsic perfection of the ousia, another act or perfection emanates. As long as there are ousiai, emanation will continue and will be exhausted only when ousiai no longer diffuse themselves, when production ends and all that is left is the utter formlessness and negativity of matter.

Unless one reads Text B carefully he is likely to conclude that Plotinus intends this relationship of the two kinds of energeia to also involve the One. Such a conclusion, however, would seem mistaken, since, as we have noted repeatedly, especially in our discussion of katanoēsis, Plotinus states in V, 4 that the One is beyond being and hence beyond energeia. This refusal to attribute energeia to the One also respects our conclusion in Text A that energeia, by virtue of signifying eidos and ousia, belongs only to Nous and its logoi.

The correct interpretation of this portion (#9–#11) of Text B would seem to parallel the interpretation we offered for the earlier passage (#6) concerning the One's knowledge. There we explained that the One may be described as a knower, provided one understands that that ascription comes through "mediation" (a specific type of extrinsic denomination) and not through intrinsic denomination. The One "knows" because He employs the Nous, which is knowing per se, as His means or instrument. The same case would seem to apply regarding the apparent implication at #11 that the One is the first energeia "of" an entity, producing the first energeia "from" an entity, the Intelligence. The couplet energeia τέσ ουσιας vs.

48The closing lines of I, 7 (54), 1 support this statement. Also see IV, 5 (29), 7.
energeia ek tēs ousias belongs on all levels of reality except the One, where there is no energeia because there is no ousia. Yet there is a way in which the One may be said to possess energeia: through the relationship of the Intelligence to the One. It appears to be on this basis that Text B suggests that the One is the first energeia "of" an ousia. The dependence of the Nous, pure energeia, on the One makes it possible to ascribe energeia itself to the One: He is said to have energeia present to Him (synouses energeias) because the perfection in Him (ek tēs en auto teleiotētos) emanates an energeia tēs ousias, which is the second hypostasis. Through mediation this energeia tēs ousias is applicable to the One as though He is an energeia productive of the energeia of Nous. In sum the first energeia "of" an ousia is the same as the first energeia "from" an ousia, namely, the Divine Intelligence. But the One, because of the relationship of the Nous to Him, may be called the first energeia "of" an ousia, an energeia which the One would intrinsically possess if it did not transcend ousia.

Based on the above interpretation we can admit that Plotinus describes the one as energeia (specifically, energeia tēs ousias) in Text B without admitting energeia into His intrinsic nature. Thereby we preserve the consistency of Plotinus' general philosophy of the First Reality.49

49 We might note another reason for denying that the One is energeia tēs ousias except through mediation. If the One were such, then (in order for Plotinus to be consistent) He would also have to be energeia ek tēs ousias, meaning that another reality would be superior as His cause. Perhaps it is because of difficult texts of this kind, and their apparent implication, that drove later Neoplatonists, especially Iamblicus and Damascius, to posit realities higher than the One.
Fire as an Illustration of Production and of energeiai

I have chosen to devote some space to Plotinus’ example of fire (§10-§11) to illustrate how production occurs generally and how the two kinds of act relate to one another. Fire is not just one among many examples to illustrate emanation. Plotinus has a special conception of fire, as is clear from the earliest treatise, I, 6.

Fire is itself more beautiful than all other bodies, because it has the rank of form in relation to the other elements; it is above them in place and is the subtlest of all bodies, being close to the immaterial. It alone does not admit the others; but the others admit it: it warms them but is not itself cooled.

I, 6, 3, 19-24:

"Othen kai to puro autò parà tà alla swmate
kalon, óti taìw eidous pròs tà alla stoicheia exei, anw
mén tìn thesi, lepetóstaton de tòn allòn swmàtwn, òs èggôs
òn touto aswmaton, mnòn de autò ouk eisdechomenon tà
allà. tâ tì allà deixetai autò. Thermaíntetai gar ekeîna,
ou psuchetai de touto"

Here he describes fire as having an affinity to the intelligible world, because regardless of its circumstances, it remains more perfectly what it is, being unaffected by other things even while it affects them. Things are altered by fire because of its heat. This property is necessarily connected with fire. In this respect it is like a Form, a perfect ousia, for a Form and what is associated with it are connected by necessity. Because of the intimate connection of fire and heat, physical fire is the best image of the interrelationships of intelligible Forms. Physical fire is a participant of the perfect Form of Fire which subsists in the intelligible world. Because There Heat has an intrinsic, unique
and essential connection with Fire, so in the physical world heat and fire are necessarily associated. Rist, in an interpretation of II, 6 (17), 3, 14 sqq., concludes that

in other things, that is in warm objects, heat is merely a trace, a shadow and an image of its real nature, but in the Form of fire that real nature is not merely a quality but a Form and an activity which is essentially and necessarily associated with fire.50

We may interpret II, 6 (17) in light of the two types of energesia previously discussed concerning production: what appear as accidental qualities in this world in fact have an intrinsic connection with one another in the intelligible world, for what appear here as really distinct exist There as really united; and this is to say that qualities here are simply energesia suffering greater fragmentation and disunity than the energesia There (the eternal Forms) which they image. Nonetheless, in some physical existents, especially fire, there are still evident interconnections of energesia testifying to their profound participation in the perfect interconnections found in their archetypes. Fire is an energesia "of" an ousia producing necessarily an energesia "from" its ousia, namely, heat. By so doing it mirrors better than any other physical existent the necessary connections of energesia in the intelligible world.

Rist sees the influence of Plato behind Plotinus' account of fire and the two types of energesia. "The connection of the Phaedo with Plotinus' view of 'emanation' of heat from fire and thus ultimately of the hypostases of the intelligible universe each from a higher principle

50I would prefer the word "act" in this quotation instead of "activity," because the latter suggests praxis, which according to Plotinus is a property of inferior and physical being. See III, 8 (30), 5-6. The quotation is from J. M. Rist, Plotinus: The Road to Reality, pp. 68-69.
has apparently passed unnoticed." In particular Rist is thinking of the Phaedo, 103 a-105 a, part of which Hackforth translates as follows:

"Do you speak of 'hot' and 'cold'?" "I do."
"Meaning by them the same as 'snow' and 'fire'?"
"Why no, of course not." "That is to say, the hot is different from fire, and the cold from snow." "Yes." "But I think you would agree that what starts as snow cannot ever, as we were saying just now, admit the hot and still be what it was: still be snow and also hot; on the approach of the hot it will either withdraw or perish." "Quite so." 52

103 c 10-103 d 8:

εφη, ει δρα συνομολογήσεις.

Than Plotinus is aware of this passage is historically likely and is especially indicated by his use of dechomai in the above quoted text from I, 6 (1). He builds on Plato's theory of Forms in the Phaedo to suit his own creative purpose, which is to explain the production of being. In the Phaedo (103 a-105 a) Plato makes a significant statement about the nature of Forms: they intrinsically must remain themselves or

51 Ibid., p. 69.

not be at all, and their necessary effects, like heat from fire, demonstrate their intrinsic natures. Plotinus agrees but adds that this explains the generation of beings from prior ousiai. In other words, Plato's remarks are more than just a statement about the fixed, absolute world of Forms. The truth of the Phaedo can (for Plotinus) be interpreted in the light of the distinction between the energeia "of" the Form or ousia and the energeia "from" the Form or ousia to arrive at a Neoplatonic theory of production of the universe. This shows how rich a carefully selected image, such as fire, can be in the writings of Plotinus.

The Meaning of epekeina einai tes ousias

In the closing passage of the key text (#12) Plotinus speaks again of the transcendence of the One. Here he is again expressing what he said earlier in the treatise (ch. 1, line 10) that the One is beyond entity (epekeina ousias). But the present text is noteworthy because of its emphasis. The One is not merely above entity but above the very being of entity (epekeina einai tes ousias). With the addition of the word einai Plotinus implies why the One must be beyond the realm of Nous and ousia. The very being or constitution of entity is form and limit. The Nous is a realm of diversity and division, a one-in-many. But according to the principles of Plotinus' philosophy diversity and plurality are aligned with unreality. To be real—indeed to be the sole reality—the One must be free of limit and ousia.

Moreover, the association of ousia with energeia and the identification of Intelligence with the first ousia and the first energeia make ousia and energeia inapplicable to the One. If Plotinus' philosophy is consistent, he cannot ascribe energeia and ousia to the One through
intrinsic denomination. Fortunately, Text B itself protects Plotinus from inconsistency, since such passages as #6 and #11-#12 indicate that he attributes ousia and energeia to the One through mediation.

Summary and Conclusions

Text B has added valuable information to our study of energeia. In particular it makes possible a deeper understanding of energeia in the intelligible world than does Text A with its limited concentration on the Soul.

Early in Text B (#2) Plotinus defines the Intelligence as a being whose energeia is noesis. This brief statement implies a wealth of information. First, the Intelligence is a distinct ousia whose life consists in eternal contemplation. In this respect it resembles Aristotle's Separate Intelligence (noesis noeseos). Secondly, it contains the entire universe of being, constituted by the eternal Platonic Forms, each of which is itself an all comprehending Intelligence. Each is unique in act (because it is a self-complete, perfect ousia), but each is every other Form in potency (because each knows, i.e., possesses cognitively, every other Form). Thirdly, the Intelligence appears to satisfy classical standards of perfection, since it is a universe of form and limit, and yet because a composite it is not ultimate reality.

Plotinus' reference to the Unwritten Doctrines of Plato (#3) suggests something about the role of dynamis in the intelligible world. Here Plotinus adopts the elements of the Unwritten Doctrines as factors in his own account of the generation of Nous. The Intelligence emerges from a prior condition of dynamis (which Plotinus equates with the Indefinite Dyad) by contemplating the One so as to become perfected and in
energeia. The Dyad is an active dynamis, which turns back to contemplate the Good, and in so doing is perfected so as to become the completed second hypostasis. The dyad does not remain itself but is an eternally prior aspect of the Intelligence, which expresses the latter's dependence on the One (#1).

The very perfection of the Intelligence, the energeia of noesis, apparently compels Plotinus to recognize that the One involves some kind of knowledge. But he is still careful to qualify this knowledge, because the One transcends ousia and thus transcends the contents (eide or noeta) of noesis. For this reason Plotinus attributes to the One katanoeisis rather than noesis, the former term signifying a kind of knowledge suitable for an existent transcending Intelligence.

What specifically does Plotinus convey by the term katanoeisis? We isolate three possible interpretations. The first is that the One is a knower in His own intrinsic nature. According to this view the One has a knowledge so perfect that the mere term noesis is inadequate to convey it. Hence, Text B supplies the modified term katanoeisis. This interpretation, however, we reject on grounds that it contradicts Plotinus' general position on the transcendence of the One (V, 4, 1, 9-10 and a portion of Text B itself [#12]).

The second interpretation is that katanoeisis describes the One as a knower through extrinsic denomination. But we reject this interpretation because it does not address the motive behind Plotinus' selection of the unique prefixes kata- and syn- in his expressions, katanoeisis and synaisthesis, for the One's knowledge.

The correct interpretation appears to be a third one: the One possesses knowledge with or through (hence synaisthesis and kata-noesis)
the Intelligence, which is knowing per se. This interpretation not only saves Plotinus from inconsistency but also accords with the chief objective of Text B: to elucidate the relationship of Nous to its Source and Object, the One. In the case of katanôsis the relationship may be expressed as one of "mediation." Through the agency of His logos, whose very energeia is noesis, the One possesses a kind of knowledge.

Production is the process by which the unlimited dynamis (#12) of the One overflows into greater and greater levels of multiplicity, which can obversely be described as entailing less and less reality. Production is described through the metaphor of emanation. Every reality is a perfection which, according to the basic principles of Plotinus' philosophy, must give off effects.

Associated with the account of production is Plotinus' distinction between two type of energeia (#9-#10). The first is energeia as we discovered in Text A: energeia as ousia, the intrinsic form of a being. The second kind of energeia is contributed by Text B. This type of energeia does not refer primarily to the energeia of a being (an ousia) but to that which is produced out of it. Text B connects these distinctions with production in the following way: the very perfection of a prior being (the energeia "of" its ousia) emanates a second act (the energeia "from" its ousia), which as a distinct ousia in its own right (an energeia "of" an ousia) generates a subsequent ousia. Production, then, continues so long as there is perfection (concentrated in ousiai) sufficient to emanate further perfection (energeiai "from" ousiai); where the emanation ends, the perfectionless being-in-potency (to dynamai on)53

53This technical expression Plotinus employs in II, 5 (25) to denote the sheer receptivity (passive potency) of sensible matter. This
of matter begins.

In the passage (11) on the two kinds of energēia Plotinus appears to apply energēia to the One. But we conclude that the couplet "energēia 'from'/energēia 'of' the ousia" belongs on every level of reality except the One, who must transcend energēia since He is not ousia. Nevertheless, there is an energēia from the One, which is the Nous, the energēia of noēsis. By virtue of the dependent connection of this product with the One, the First Existent is said to have an energēia itself. In other words, energēia belongs to the One through mediation: energēia is present to or with It (synoused energēias) but does not constitute It. In this unique case the energēia from the One, which constitutes the energēia of the Nous, is attributed to the One as though it could properly belong to the First Existent. In a word, the Nous is the energēia that the One would have if It did not transcend ousia.

Plotinus' words at 11 are very elliptical, but attention to linguistic subtleties (e.g., synoused) indicates attribution through mediation (as with katanōēsis and synaisthēsis) rather than through intrinsic denomination and saves Plotinus again from serious inconsistency.

These two types of energēia ("of" and "from" ousia) are admirably demonstrated by the example of fire, which of all physical bodies Plotinus believes is closest to the immaterial world. Fire and its property, heat, are connected by necessity and thus illustrate well the nature of production, for the generation of subsequent from prior beings is the term and its correlate will be discussed in Text C, which encompasses every chapter of II, 5.
generation of energeiai which proceed from prior energeiai. Because fire is what it is, fire is act (the energeia "of" its ousia); from this perfection there necessarily emanates a second act, heat (the energeia "from" its ousia). Fire simply would not be what it is without its essential property heat.

Finally, it is difficult to exaggerate the importance of the closing passage of Text B, which declares not only that the One transcends entity but that He transcends the very being of entity. This brief remark supports our conclusion in Text A that the One transcends energeia because He transcends ousia. It also supports our interpretations in Text B regarding katanoesís and energeia as inapplicable to the One: rather such terms can apply to Him only through mediation, a specific kind of extrinsic denomination.

Some additional remarks may be made in finally assessing Text B. Plotinus is faithful to Aristotle in his use of energeia both here and in Text A. But in both passages he is using Aristotle's central conception of energeia to explicate his own Neoplatonic philosophy. In Text A this is mainly to illumine the Soul. In the present Text it is to grasp better the intelligible world itself and the production of being. This amplification of his use of energeia to intelligibles makes it clear that energeia is at the heart of his metaphysics. It is not merely a notion that he borrows from Aristotle. Energeia contributes to his own unique explanation of reality and therefore deserves considerable attention, which Plotinus explicitly gives it in our next key text.
The importance of our present key text is indisputable. It is an explicit study of energeia and entitled "On What is in Potency and in Act." It is the twenty-fifth treatise that Plotinus wrote, belonging to his "middle period," in which, according to Porphyry, he wrote works of the highest quality.¹

Although Text C may be of high quality, it has several dimensions which make its exegesis difficult. It presupposes more than a passing acquaintance with Aristotle's conception of how energeia and dynamis apply to the physical universe and, more precisely, to prime matter. Secondly, it restricts our attention almost entirely to sensible and intelligible matter in Plotinus. Accordingly, nothing is said of whether energeia is applicable to the One and relatively little is directly said of energeia with reference to the Nous itself. Moreover, Plotinus proceeds in a technical and abstruse manner² and the result is a series of highly condensed and elliptical pages.

Finally, II, 5 seems to have little or no connection with treatises


²The language Plotinus uses in II, 5 is very austere and lacks some of the lyrical flourishes of other treatises from Plotinus' middle-period— for example III, 8 (30), 10, where the Source of reality is likened to an inexhaustible spring and to the roots of a tree. Another notable example of figurative language is the image of the dance, which he employs even in the early Enneads (VI, 9 [9], 8 and 9). In several middle treatises, IV, 4 (28), 33-35; VI, 7 (38), 7, the procession of being from the One is itself compared to the movement of a dance; and in III, 6 (26), 2, Plotinus compares the parts of the soul to assigned parts in a dance.
which chronologically precede it. V, 6 (24) deals with the One as transcending noesis, Intelligence and Soul. VI, 4 (22) and VI, 5 (23) are concerned with the omnipresence of Soul. In IV, 1 (21) Plotinus speaks of Soul as intermediate between Intelligence and the physical world. In treatises which are directly prior to IV, 1 he takes up disparate topics, many of which seem to be unrelated to the core of his metaphysics—e.g., I, 3 (20), which is on dialectics; I, 2 (19), on virtues; V, 7 (18), on whether there are Forms of individual existents; II, 6 (17), on quality; 3 I, 9 (16), on a soul's departure from the body in death; III, 4 (15), on daimones; II, 2 (14), on circular motion; III, 9 (13) which is a collection of notes on miscellaneous topics.

An exception is II, 4 (12), which concentrates on both sensible and intelligible matter. Manifestly, it thereby is relevant to Text C and is directly adjacent to it in Porphyry's arrangement of the treatises. Hence, let us use II, 4 in setting up the context of our present key text. 4

The treatise opens (II, 4 ch. 1, 1-10) with Plotinus' observation that for Aristotle matter is a "substrate" (hypokeimenon) and for Plato it is a "receptacle" (hypodochē) of form, but that they disagree when describing the nature of matter and its relationship to the physical

---

3This treatise, which we cited in discussing fire in Text B, does contain some helpful information on energeia but it is more suitable to examine it with reference to quality in Text E (VI, 2).

4Like Text C II, 4 is a rather technical treatise which addresses Aristotelian concepts. "The treatise is a good example of Plotinus' method of work at its most professional and technical, a close and critical discussion of the views of the Stoics and of Aristotle. As often, he is particularly concerned to carry through a critical rethinking of Aristotle's doctrine designed to adapt it to Platonism as he understood it" (A. H. Armstrong, Plotinus, Vol. II, p. 104).
and intelligible worlds. At the close of chapter one (lines 15-19) Plotinus introduces the question of whether there is intelligible matter. In chapter two he assumes the role of an imaginary adversary who objects as follows: "If the being of matter must be undefined and shapeless and if there is nothing undefined or shapeless among the excellent beings There, matter is not There" (lines 2-5). Also the fact that the intelligibles are simple and eternal makes matter unnecessary (ibid., lines 5-8).5

He replies to these objections in chapter three. First of all, the indeterminate and shapeless can be There if it is open to determination and formation from prior and more perfect realities. For example, Soul is open to such a perfective process from the Intelligence and the logos (lines 1-6). Secondly, realities in the intelligible realm are composite but in a different way from existents in the sensible world. Logoi There are composites of matter and form, of potency and act, and by their act they make Nature itself be composite as it actuates and forms lower things.6 In such sensible existents matter is always receiving different forms successively as one form pushes another out. As a result nothing lasts and matter is constantly changing. But in the eternal realities matter always remains the same and always has the same form. In fact,

5The adversary amplifies this last objection with the following criticisms (lines 7-12): (1) that which becomes requires matter but not that which always is what it is; (2) it is unreasonable to posit matter There either as produced or as eternal; for if produced, what would produce it; and if eternal, it would be among the primals and what is to prevent us from allowing that they all exist by chance if matter exists There? (3) also would not intelligible composites be bodies if matter unites with form There?

6This statement seems to anticipate III, 8 (30), 3-4, where Nature causes and forms all vegetal life.
There has all the forms at once and thus cannot change. Consequently, matter is never without form inasmuch as it contains all forms. Indeed, matter here is never without form either, although it has forms only successively (ibid., lines 6-18).

Plotinus continues to discuss intelligible and sensible matter in chapters four and five, which make the following important points. Intelligible matter is that which the Forms have in common and which, as their substrate, receives morphai and thus differentiates them (ch. 4, lines 2-7). Matter is the unity in which the many Forms constituting intelligible reality exist and which thereby becomes varied and multiply shaped. Yet of itself it is shapeless and undefined and is none of the things that are on it and in it, as one discovers by mentally abstracting from intelligible matter its variety, shapes, logos and intelligibilities (ibid., lines 14-20).

Someone can become aware, Plotinus continues, that both sensible and intelligible matters are somewhat similar. If one advances into a corporeal thing until he comes to its depth and darkness, there he reaches matter, whereas the light in such a thing is its form and logos (ch. 5, lines 4-12). Likewise, an intelligible reality also entails both form and matter. This last is a darkness, which receives a defined and intelligent life from the form. In contrast, sensible matter is defined.

7The intelligible world is not just sheer plurality but is unity-in-diversity. Intelligible matter makes it possible for the separate Forms to belong to a common universe. In III, 8 (30), 10 Plotinus says that anything at all must have a unity. Intelligible matter is the perfection that provides unity for the intelligibles.

8The Indefinite Dyad (i.e., intelligible matter in the first moment of production from the One) is not yet an Intelligence but is alive as a desire and a formless sight (opsis). It wills its formation and energeia by turning to behold its Source (see V, 3 [49], 11).
but is not alive or thinking and is, indeed, a decorated corpse (ch. 5, lines 4-12).

Intelligible matter is a true substrate because shape there is true shape, whereas sensible matter is only an image of a substrate because the shape it receives is also only an image. Matter there by underlying form is ousia. Rather, matter there, together with Form imposed on it, makes a whole which is an illuminated ousia (ibid., lines 12-23).

Such chapters in II, 4 furnish the context of our current key text. Before taking up that text, let us summarize the information on intelligible matter which these chapters have provided.

First, intelligible matter

(a) is indeterminate and undefined because it is open to determination and form from high realities;

(b) is a component in intelligible realities or logoi;

(c) always has the same Form and, in fact, possesses all Forms; it is never without Form and therefore never changes (ch. 3).

Secondly, intelligible matter

(d) is the substrate which Forms have in common;

(e) is the oneness in which these Forms exist and remain; it is a oneness which is of itself shapeless and undefined despite the Forms in and on it (ch. 4).

The inferiority of sensible form seems to be reasserted later in the treatise (ch. 12, line 1 sq.). Form is doomed to become size because matter is so unstable. The chapters on sensible matter (6-19) peak in 14-16, where Plotinus identifies matter with privation and evil. Ultimately, the sense-world is a "phantom on a phantom" (III, 6 [26], 7, 24) and both matter and the whole sense-world have the being of non-being. "The being of these is the being of things that are not" (III, 6, 6, 32-33). This judgment, of course, follows from Plotinus' Platonic conviction that the sense-world is only an image of the intelligible.
Finally, matter in the intelligible realm

(f) is darkness itself, and yet together with Form it is a part of a living and intelligent reality;

(g) is a genuine substrate and not merely a phantom and once informed comes close to being an ousia by helping constitute an illuminated ousia (ch. 5).

Such then in summary is the context which II, 4 provides and now let us turn to II, 5, which is our key text and which will view matter explicitly in the light of energeia and dynamis.10

Key Text

[1] "One speaks of being in potency and being in act; and one speaks of act as something within real beings. We must consider then what is being in potency and what is being in act [and what is simply act and what is simply potency]. [2] Is to be in act the same as act, and if something is act, is this in act, or is each ['act' and 'being in act'] different or is it not necessary for being in act to be act?

II, 5, 1, 1-6:

\[ \text{Légetai tò mév dunámei, tò de ènergeía einai. Légetai dé tì kai ènergeía eí̂n tois oûsi. Sképtéon oûn tì tò dunámei kai tì tò ènergeía. Ape tò autò tò ènergeía einai hé ènergeía, kai ei tì èstw ènergeía, toûto kai ènergeía, hé èteron èkateron kai tò ènergeía òn oûk ánagkê kai ènergeían einai; } \]

10There are three main reasons for my choosing the entire treatise as the key text. (1) Each chapter contains important and new information on energeia; (2) the treatise is brief enough to make presenting it as a whole possible; (3) by presenting the entire treatise I can make clear how each chapter builds organically on the one before it.
[3] That there is being in potency in sensible things is evident, but we must consider if it is in intelligible realities. [4] Now only being in act is There. And if being in potency could be There, it would always only be in potency, and if it were eternal, it would in no way come to act because [it is prevented] from coming into act by not being in time.11

1, 6-10:

"Оτι μεν οὖν ἐν τοῖς αἰσθητοῖς τὸ δυνάμει, δηλοῦν εἰ δὲ καὶ ἐν τοῖς νοητοῖς, ακεπτέον. "Η ἐκεί τὸ ἐνεργεία μόνων καὶ εἰ ἐστὶ τὸ δυνάμει, τὸ δυνάμει μόνων ἄει, κἂν ἀεὶ ὃ, οὐδέποτε ἂν ἐλθοἱ εἰς ἐνέργειαν τῷ όὐ χρόνῳ ἐξείργεσθαι.

[5] But first what do we say being in potency is, if indeed [as is the case] being in potency ought not be spoken of [There] simply at all? For there is no being in potency without its being potency of something. [6] For instance, bronze is in potency a statue. For if nothing would come from it or upon it and if it did not become something after what it was

11The following translations have assisted me in translating this passage. Harder-Theiler: "Und was das Potentielle angeht, so ist klar, daß in der Sinnenwelt vorkommt; ob es aber auch in der geistigen Welt ist, muß geprüft werden. Nun, es gibt dort wohl allein das Aktuelle; und wenn es dort das Potentielle geben sollte, so wäre es ewig potentiell; und wenn es weig ware, so kame es nie zur Aktualität, weil es durch die Nicht-Ziet davon fern gehalten wird." (Plotins Schriften, Band II [Hamburg: Felix Weiner, 1962], p. 89.) Bréhier: "Il est clair que des êtres en puissance se trouvent dans les choses sensibles. Y en a-ti-il aussi dans les choses intelligibles, ou celles-ci ne contiennent-elles que des êtres en acte? Si elles contenaient un être en puissance, il resterait toujours, seulement en puissance; il ne passerait jamais à l'acte, puisque, là-bas, aucune operation ne s'effectue dans le temps. (Plotin Ennéades, II, p. 76.) Ficinus: "neque unoquam procedat in actum propterea quam minime peragatur." (In Creuzer and Moser, eds. Plotini Enneades cum Marsilii Ficini Interpretatione Castigata [Oxford: Typographicum Academicum, 1835], p. 82.)
and it could not receive anything, it would be solely what it was. [7] But what it was, was already present [There] and not going to be. What other, then, could it have been after what was already present? Such a thing would not be in potency at all. [8] One must then speak of something in potency as being able to become another after what it already is, either remaining along with its production of the other or giving itself over to that which it could be and being destroyed itself. [9] For the bronze is in potency a statue in one sense, and in another sense water is in potency bronze and air is in potency fire.

1, 10-21:

'Alla tì èsti to ðynàmèi pròton lektéon, ei ðè to ðynàmèi déi ìkh após lègeodhai ou gàr èsti to ðynàmèi mηèdènís eìnaì. Oìon ðynàmèi ándriàs ò ñèlùkòs: ei gàr mìðèn ìk àvtò ìkhò èpì àvtòv ìkhò èmèlì mìðèn èseodhai meò ò ÷ì ìkhò èneìdèxeto géneodhai, ÷ì ìnv ò ÷ì ìkhò ìnvòvòv. "Ò de ÷ì, ñòèì paraìv kai ìnv èmèlì: tì ìnv èdùnato állo metà to paròv àvtò; Óì toìnòv ÷ì ìnv ðynàmèi. Dei toìnòv to ðynàmèi tì ìnv állo ñòèì tòv tì kai állo met' àvtò èdùnàto, ÷òò ìnvòvòv metà tòv èkeìvo poièìv ò ñaðrhòv àvtò èkeìsìv ò ðynàmèi lè- geodhai állos gàr to 'ðynàmèi ándriàs ò ñèlùkòs', állos tò ìdùr ðynàmèi ñèlùkòs kai ò ìhì pòr.

[10] "If being in potency is of such a nature, then can it be called the potency to what it will become; for example, is bronze the potency of the statue? [11] Well, if potency is taken according to production [=an operative power], certainly not. [12] For potency, if taken in the productive sense, would not be said to be in potency. [13] But if being in potency is said to pertain not only to being in act but also to act, then potency would be in potency. [14] But it is better and clearer to speak of being in potency with reference to being in act, and potency in reference to act.
Being in potency understood in such a sense is like something which is a substrate to affections, shapes and forms, which it is going to receive by its nature. And indeed it strives to come to them and receives some for the best and some for the worse and [these latter] spoil them [i.e., the things which are constituted by that substrate and the affections, shapes, etc. it receives and] each of which is in act and is other [than the substrate].

12 "Affections" is my translation of the Greek παθη. Admittedly, this is not wholly satisfactory because of the emotional connotations of the word but it still seems the least defective among such alternatives as "influences," "passivities" and "experiences." Also: the term ὑποκείμενον is a participle which I translate as a noun, "substrate," in order to make clearer what Plotinus means by the term.

13 My translation here is based on Brehier: "ou qu'il s'efforce de saisir en lui, visant tantôt à la forme la meilleure pour lui, tantôt à des formes inférieures qui le détruiront, mais dont chacune est en acte et différente de lui" (Plotin Ennéades, II, p. 77).
[16] "We must consider [sensible] matter: whether it is being in potency to the things which are formed [and simultaneously] is something else in act, or is nothing in act. [17] And in general do those other things which we say are in potency themselves remain when receiving the form and come to be in act, or is 'being in act' predicated of the statue, 'the statue in act' being opposed only to 'the statue in potency.' But 'being in act' will not be attributed to that of which 'the statue in potency' was used. [18] If this is so, being in potency does not become being in act, but out of the former, being in potency, comes the latter, being in act. [19] Being in act is neither matter nor the form imposed upon it, but is the composite. [20] And this is so if a different entity would come into being, for example, a statue from bronze. For the statue is another entity because it is the composite. [21] But in the case of those things of which nothing remains [e.g., water when it becomes bronze—see #9 above], what was in potency was altogether different.

2, 1-15:

Περὶ δὲ τῆς ὑλῆς σκέπτεόν, εἰ ἐτερὸν τι οὐσά ύπερεγεία δυνάμει ἐστὶ πρὸς ἀ μορφοῦται, ἢ οὐδὲν ἑνεργεία, καὶ ὅλως καὶ τὰ ἄλλα ἀ λέγομεν δυνάμει λαβόντα τὸ εἰδὸς καὶ μένουτα αὐτὰ ἑνεργεῖα γίνεται, ἢ τὸ ἑνεργεία κατὰ τοῦ ἀνδριῶτος λεχθῆται: ἀντιτιθέμενον μόνον τοῦ ἑνεργεία ἀνδριάντος πρὸς τὸν δυνάμει ἀνδριάντα, ἀλλ' οὐ τοῦ ἑνεργεία κατηγορούμενον κατ' ἑκείνου, καθ' οὐ τὸ δυνάμει ἀνδριάς ἔλεγεντο. Εἴ δὲ οὕτως, οὐ τὸ δυνάμει γίνεται ἑνεργεία, ἀλλ' εἰ τὸν δυνάμει ὄντος πρότερον ἐγένετο τὸ ἑνεργεία ύπερον. Καὶ γὰρ αὐτὸ τὸ ἑνεργεία ὅν τὸ συμμορφότερον, οὐχ ἢ ὑλή, τὸ δὲ εἰδὸς τὸ ἐπ' αὐτῆ. Καὶ τοῦτο μέτ', εἰ ἐτέρα γίγνοιτο οὐσία, οἶνον ἐκ χαλκοῦ ἀνδριάς. ἀλλὴ γὰρ οὐσία ὡς τὸ συμμορφότερον ὁ ἀνδριάς. Ἐπὶ δὲ τῶν ὅλως οὐ μενόντων φανερόν, ὡς τὸ δυνάμει παντότεραι ἐπεραὶ ἦν.
[22] "But when the grammarian in potency becomes so in act, then is not being in potency somehow the same as being in act? For Socrates is the same when wise in potency or wise in act. [23] Accordingly, is it the same when the ignorant man becomes knowledgeable? For he was knowledgeable in potency. [24] It is only by accident that the ignorant man becomes knowledgeable. For he was in potency knowledgeable not in so far as he was ignorant (his being ignorant was accidental to him) [but by reason of his soul] and the soul having itself the right disposition was in potency and thereby became knowledgeable. [25] Well, then, does he remain in potency, [i.e.,] is he in potency a grammarian when already a grammarian [in act]? Nothing prevents this and let us present it differently: there [at first] he is only in potency, at a later time the potency has the form.

2, 15-26:

'Αλλ' δ'ταν ὁ δυνάμει γραμματικός ἑνεργεία γένηται, ἐνταῦθα τὸ δυνάμει πῶς οὐ καὶ ἑνεργεία τὸ αὐτὸ; 'Ο γὰρ δυνάμει Σωκράτης ὁ αὐτὸς καὶ ἑνεργεία σοφὸς. 'Ἄρ' οὖν καὶ ὁ ἀνεπιστήμων ἐπιστήμων; Δυνάμει γὰρ ἦν ἐπιστήμων. 'Η κατὰ συμβεβηκός ὁ ἀμαθὴς ἐπιστήμων. Οὐ γὰρ ἦ ἀμαθὴς δυνάμει ἐπιστήμων, ἀλλὰ συμβεβηκέ: αὐτῶ ἀμαθεί εἶναι, ἡ δὲ ψυχὴ καθ' ἀυτὴν ἐπιτηδείως ἔχουσα τὸ δυνάμει ἦν ἕπερ καὶ ἐπιστήμων. 'Ετι οὖν σφίζει τὸ δυνάμει, καὶ δυνάμει γραμματικὸς ἐκεῖ γραμματικὸς ἄν. 'Η οὐδὲν κωλύει καὶ ἄλλον τρόπον· ἕκει μὲν δυνάμει μόνων, ἐνταῦθα δὲ τῆς δυνάμεως ἐχούσης τὸ εἴδος.

[26] "If then being in potency is the substrate and being in act is the composite, the statue, what should the form imposed on the bronze be called? [27] It is not a mistake to call the shape and the form the act, by which the statue is in act and not merely in potency; the shape and form are not act simply [and subsistently], but the act of this thing.
[28] But we should perhaps more properly speak of yet another act, the act opposed to the potency [or power] that brings it about. [29] For being in potency has being in act through another [the bronze becomes an actual statue through the sculptor], but for the potency [operative power] what it can do by itself is its act. [30] For instance, [the act of one's moral power] is his moral habit and the activity named after it—e.g., courage and courageous deeds [are the act of a moral person].

These things then are such.

2, 26-36:

Εἴ οὖν ἐστι τὸ μὲν δυνάμει τὸ ὑποκείμενον, τὸ δ' ἐνέργεια τὸ συναμβότερον, ὁ ἀνδριας, τὸ εἴδος τὸ ἐπὶ τοῦ χαλκοῦ τί ἄν λέγοιτο; Ἡ οὐκ ἄτοπον τὴν ἐνέργειαν, καθ' ἂν ἐνέργειαν ἐστὶ καὶ οὐ μόνον δυνάμει, τὴν μορφὴν καὶ τὸ εἴδος λέγειν, οὐχ ἀπλῶς ἐνέργειαν, ἀλλὰ τοιδε ἐνέργειαν ἐπεὶ καὶ ἄλλην ἐνέργειαν τάχα κυριώτερον ἄν λέγοιμεν, τὴν ἀντίθετον τῇ δυνάμει τῇ ἐπαγούσῃ ἐνέργειαν. Τὸ μὲν γὰρ δυνάμει τὸ ἐνέργεια ἔχειν παρ' ἄλλου, τῇ δὲ δυνάμει δὲ δύναται παρ' αὐτῆς ἢ ἐνέργειαν οἶον ἔξις καὶ ἡ κατ' αὐτὴν λεγομένη ἐνέργεια, ἀνδρία καὶ τὸ ἀνατίτλεσθαι. Ταῦτα μὲν οὖν οὕτως.

[31] "Now we must speak on the topic in preparation for which we have discussed these previous matters: in what way there is being in act in the intelligible existents and whether each intelligible is only in act or is act and if act is all and if being in potency is There also. [32] If indeed matter is not There, in which being in potency could be, or if nothing is There which is going to be other than what it already is, of if nothing is There which by changing into another and remaining

14If we may also use the illustration of the sculptor, his act is his artistic talents, which are also his operative powers. It is these powers which make possible the perfections and shapes in the statue but which themselves are recipients of perfections from the operations of the sculptor. See comments below.
itself generates something else, or proceeding out of itself gives being to another in place of itself, then among those beings that are eternal and not in time there is nothing There in which being in potency can be.

3, 1-8:

Οὐ δὲ ἑνεκὰ ταῦτα προείρηται, νῦν λεκτέων, ἐν τοῖς νομίμοις ποὺς ποτὲ τὸ ἐνεργεῖον λέγεται καὶ εἰ ἐνεργεῖον μόνον ἡ καὶ ἐνεργεία ἐκατστῶν καὶ εἰ ἐνεργεία πιάτται καὶ εἰ ἐν τῇ δυνάμει κυκλεῖ. Μὴ δὴ μὴ μὴ ἐκεῖ ὑπὸ τοῦ δυνάμει, μὴ το μέλλει τῶν ἐκεί, ο μὴ ἱδίον ἐστὶ, μηδὲ ἐπὶ μεταβάλλουν εἰς ἄλλον ἡ μέσων ἐπερῶν τι γεννᾷ ἡ ἐξιστάμενον ἐνυπό ἐδωκεν ἄλλων ἀντ᾽ αὐτοῦ εἶναι, οὐκ ἄν εἰ ἐκεῖ τοῦ δυνάμει ἐν ὧν ἔστι, τῶν ὀντῶν καὶ αἰῶνα, οὐ χρόνον ἐχούντων.

[33] "If then someone were to ask those who place matter There among the intelligible existents, whether being in potency is not There too in regard to the matter There—for even if matter There is of a different sort, there will nonetheless be in each thing something like matter, something like form and the composite—what will they say? The something like matter There is form, since even the soul which is form could be matter to another. [34] Then is it in potency to that other? Certainly not; for that [other] would be its form and form would not afterwards come to it separated except by thought; and thus soul has matter [and Form is there all along] inasmuch as it is thought of as a duality, but both are one nature, just as Aristotle says the fifth element is immaterial.15

15Armstrong remarks in a footnote to his translation that "Aristotle never actually says this: it may perhaps be taken as implicit in De Caeo A. 3. 270 a-b, where he argues that the celestial substance 'the body that moves in a circle' must be ageless, impassible, without any sort of quantitative or qualitative change. Possibly Plotinus depends
"But how are we to speak of the soul? For it is in potency living whenever it does not yet exist but will be, and it is in potency musical, and is other things that it is not always but will become; hence there is being in potency in the intelligibles. But should we conclude that there is being in potency in the intelligible world? No. The soul is not these things in potency but is the potency of these things.

3, 8-22:

Εἰ
tis ouv kai epit twon nosotwn tous tisemévous kakēi òlhn érouso, eι μη kakēi to dunamei kata tin òlhn tin ékei —
kai gar eι allon prōton òlhn, òll' éstai eφ' ékastou to
mēn òws òlhn, to dē òws eidōs, to de sunamphōteron —
ti érouso; 'H kai to òws òlhn ékei eidōs ésthn, épeī kai ÷̈
ψυχη' eidōs òn prōs éteteron òn eίπη òlhn. Oukou prōs
ékei Nó kai dunamei; 'H ouv' eidōs gár òn autēs kai ouk eis
ústeron dē to éidōs kai ou χωρίζetai dē òll' ÷̈ lógw, kai
outws òlhn échon, òws diplōuν νουμένων, àμéfov òe mia
φύσiΣ; ouv kai 'Aristotélls fείμε τi pēmpthn σωμι òwlon
eíwai. Peri dē ÷̈ ψυχῆς pòs éroumen; Dunamei gár òwν, òtan μυηώ,
μέλη dē, kai μουςìκη dunamei kai tâ òlla
òsa gínetai ouk òei oussà òste kai òn nosotòs to dunamei.
'H ouv dunamei tauta, òllâ dunamei ÷̈ ψυχη' toutwn.

"But how is being in act? Is it like the statue is in act, namely, a compound of both matter and form, because each intelligible reality has already received form? Rather we should say because each is a form and is perfectly what it is. [37] For Intelligence does not come from a [passive] potency to think to the act of thinking— for otherwise it would need something before it not in potency [i.e., it would need pure

here on some Peripatetic commentator on this passage, who drew the conclusion that Aristotle thought that the quintessence was without matter because he states so clearly that it is absolutely unchanging, and there is therefore no need to postulate any matter in it to be the substrate of change" (Plotinus, Vol. II, pp. 162-63). Aristotle explicitly states that his fifth element has matter in Meta., Theta, 8, 1050 b 22.
or eternal act before it] —but the All is [already and permanently] in it. For something in potency desires to be brought into act by another, in order that it become something in act. But that which has itself of itself so as to be eternal, would be act. [38] So all the primals are act. For each has what it needs just from itself and eternally, and this is true of the soul which is not in matter but in the intelligible. And the soul in matter is an act of another sort—such as a plant-soul, for this is act, [i.e.,] what it is.

[39] "But even though all things There are in act, are they all also act? Why not? If indeed it is well said that the nature There is sleepless and life and the best life, then, the noblest acts would be There. And all beings There are in act and are act and all are lives and that place is the place of life and that place is the origin and spring of true soul and Intelligence.

3, 22-40:

Τὸ δὲ ἐνεργεῖα πῶς ἦκει; Ἄρα ὡς ὁ ἄνδριας τὸ συναμφότερον ἐνεργεῖα, ὅτι τὸ εἶδος ἐκατον ἀπειληφθεν; Ἡ δ' ὁτι εἶδος ἐκατον καὶ τέλειον ὢ ἐστί. Νοῦς γὰρ οὐκ ἐκ δυνάμεως τῆς κατὰ τὸ οἴλου τε νοεῖν εἰς ἐνεργείαν τοῦ νοεῖν — ἁλλ' ἐν αὑτῷ τὸ πᾶν. Τὸ γὰρ δυνάμει βουλεῖται ἐνεργείαν εἰς ἐνεργείαν ἀγεσθαι, ἵνα ἐνεργεία γίνηται τι, τὸ δ' αὑτῷ παρ' αὐτῷ τὸ δεῖ οὕτως ἔχει, τοῦτο ἐνεργεία ἂν εἰη. Πάντα οὖν τὰ πρώτα ἐνεργεία: ἔχει γὰρ ὁ δεῖ ἔχει καὶ παρ' αὐτῷ καὶ δεῖ καὶ ψυχὴ δῆ οὕτως ἢ μὴ ἐν ὑλῇ, ἀλλ' ἐν τῷ νοετῷ.

Καὶ ἢ ἐν ὑλῇ δὲ ἄλλη ἐνεργεία: οἷον ἡ φυσική ἐνεργεία γὰρ καὶ αὕτη ὢ ἐστιν. Ἀλλ' ἐνεργεία μὲν πάντα καὶ οὕτως, ἐνεργεία δὲ πάντα; Ἡ πῶς; Εἰ δ' ὁ καλὸς εἰρηται ἐκεὶνῃ ἡ φύσις ἀγρυπνος εἰναι καὶ ζωὴ καὶ ψυχὴ ἐνεργή, αἱ καλλισται ἂν εἰεν ἐκεὶ ἐνεργείαι. Καὶ ἐνεργεία ἡρα καὶ ἐνεργεία τὰ πάντα καὶ ζωῆς τὰ πάντα καὶ ὁ τόπος ὁ ἐκεί τόπος ἐστὶ ζωῆς καὶ ἀρχή καὶ πραγματεῖα ἄληθες ἑπικής τε καὶ νοῦ.
"All other things, then, each of which is something in potency, that is, which already is but is said to be in potency to another, has being in act as something else. But when we speak of [sensible] matter, which we say is in potency all beings, how is it we can say it is something in act in real existents? For if so, it would not be all beings in potency. If then it is not a factor in beings, it itself necessarily cannot be. How then could it be something in act and not be a factor in beings? But though it might not be a factor of the beings which come about on it, nothing prevents it from being something else, if all beings need not be in matter.

4, 1-10: Τὰ μὲν οὖν ἄλλα πάντα, ὅσα δυνάμει τί ἐστιν, ἕχει καὶ τὸ ἐνεργεῖα εἶναι ἄλλο τι, ὅ ἐστι δὲν πρὸς ἄλλο δυνάμει εἶναι λέγεται περὶ δὲ τῆς λεγομένης εἶναι ὅλης, ἢν πάντα δυνάμει λέγομεν τὰ ὄντα, πῶς ἐστιν εἰπεῖν ἐνεργεῖα τι τῶν ὄντων εἶναι; Ἡδὲ γὰρ οὐ πάντα τὰ ὄντα δυνάμει ἄν εἰπ. Εἰ οὖν μηδὲν τῶν ὄντων, ἀνάγκη μηδὲν ὄν αὐτὴν εἶναι. Πῶς οὖν ἄν εἰπεῖν τι εἰς μηδὲν τῶν ὄντων οὐσα; Ἀλλ' οὐδὲν τῶν ὄντων ἄν εἰς τούτων, ἡ γίνεται ἐπ' αὐτῆς, ἄλλο δὲ τι οὐδέν κωλύει εἶναι, εἰπερ μηδέ πάντα τὰ ὄντα ἐπὶ τῇ ὅλῃ.

[44] "Because it is none of these things on it, and these are beings, it is not a being. [45] But certainly it would not be a form, since it is imagined as something without a form. So then it could not be numbered in them [i.e., among the Forms]. So it will not be in this way also. If then it is not in both these ways, then it will not be all the more. [46] If then it has escaped the nature of true beings and cannot attain to those which are said to be falsely, because it is not even a phantom of logos as these are, in what kind of being can we know it? And if in no sort of being, what would it be in act? 4, 10-18:
"Hi μὲν δὴ οὐδὲν ἐστὶ τούτων τῶν ἐπ' αὐτῇ, ταύτα δὲ δυτικα. Μὴ δὲν ἂν εἶη. Οὐ μὲν δὴ ἀνείδειον τι φανταζόμενη εἴδος ἂν εἶη. Οὐ τοιοῦν οὐδ' εἴν ἐκεῖνοι ἄν ἀρματενέν, Μὴ δὲν ἄρα καὶ ταύτη ἐσται.'Ἐπ' ἀμφῳ ἄρα μὴ δὲν οὖσα πλεώνως μὴ ὑπὲρ ἐσται. Εἰ δὴ πέφυγε μὲν τὴν τῶν ὃς ἀληθῶς ὄντων φύσιν, οὐ δύναται δὲ ἑφικεόσται ὑπὲρ τῶν ψευδῶς λεγομένων εἶναι, ὅτι μηδὲ ἴδιον Λόγου ἐστὶν ὃς ταύτα, ἐν τινὶ τῷ εἶναι ἂν ἄλοιπες; Εἰ δὲ ἐν μηδενὶ τῷ εἶναι, τί ἂν ἑνεχεία εἶη;

[47] "How, then, do we speak of it? How is it the matter of beings? Because [it is they] in potency. Then because [it is they] already in potency, is it already what it is going to be? [48] But its being is only an announcement of what it is going to be. 16 It is as though its

16In III 6 (26), 7, 16-27, after describing matter as non-being, Plotinus describes it also as an "announcement": "It always presents opposite appearances on its surface, small and great, less and more, deficient and superabundant, a phantom, which does not remain and cannot get away either, for it has no strength for this, since it has not received strength from intellect but is lacking in all being. Whatever announcement it makes, therefore, is a lie, and if it appears great, it is small, if more, it is less; its apparent being is not real, but a sort of fleeting frivolity; hence the things which seem to come to be on it are frivolities, nothing but phantoms on a phantom, like something in a mirror which really exists in one place but is reflected in another; it seems to be filled, and holds nothing, it is all seeming." (Except for a few changes I follow Armstrong's translation, Plotinus, II, 241-43.)

καὶ τὰ ἑνεχεῖα ἀεὶ ἐφ' ἑαυτοῦ

φανταζόμενον, μικρὸν καὶ μέγα καὶ ἦττον καὶ μᾶλλον,

ἐλλείπον τε καὶ ύπερέχον, εἶδωλον οὐ μένον οὐδ' αὐ φεύγεις

δυνάμενον' οὐδὲ γὰρ οὐδὲ τοῦτο ἵσχυε ἢτε μὴ ἵσχυν παρὰ

νὸς λαβὼν, ἀλλ' ἐν ἐλλείψει τοῦ ὄντος παντὸς γενόμενον.

Διὸ πάν ὃ ἂν ἐπάγγελληται ψεύδεται, καὶ μέγα φαντασθῇ,

μικρὸν ἐστί, καὶ μᾶλλον, ἦττον ἐστί, καὶ τὸ ἂν αὐτοῦ ἐν

φαντάσει οὐκ ἂν ἐστὶ, οἷον παῖνον φεύγουν ὅθεν καὶ τὰ

ἐν αὐτῷ ἐγγίζεισθαι δοκοῦντα πάντα, εἶδωλα ἐν εἰδὼλῳ

ἀπεκτῆε, ὡς ἂν καταστρω τὸ ἄλλακοι ἐδραμένον ἄλλακοι

φανταζόμενον καὶ πατράμενον, ὡς δοκεῖ, καὶ ἔχον οὐδὲν καὶ

δοκοῦν τὰ πάντα.
being were postponed for that which it will be. [49] So its being in potency is not to be something, but is to be in potency all things. [50] And being nothing of itself but what it is, matter, it is not in act at all. For if it will be something in act, it will be what it is in act, and thus will not be matter. Accordingly, it would not be matter absolutely but only as in the way bronze is. [51] Accordingly, this would be non-being, not something other than being, like motion. [52] The latter rides on being, as if coming from it and yet being in it; but the matter is as if cast out and completely separated from being and unable to change itself; but matter is always as it was from the beginning—non-being. For it has not been able to take even a tinge of color from the things that wanted to slip into it. But remaining directed to something else, it is in potency to what comes next.

5, 1-17:

Πῶς οὖν λέγομεν περὶ αὐτῆς; Πῶς δὲ τῶν ὄντων ὑλή; Ἡ δὲ δυνάμει. Οὐκούν, ὅτι ἡ δυνάμει, ἡ δὴ οὖν ἦστι καθὼς μέλλει; Ἀλλὰ τὸ εἶναι αὐτὴ μόνον τὸ μέλλον ἐπαγγελλόμενον· οἶον τὸ εἶναι αὐτῇ εἰς ἐκεῖνον ἀναβάλλεται, ὁ ἦσται. Τὸ τούτων δυνάμει σὺ τι, ἄλλα δυνάμει πάντα· μηδὲν δὲ ὃν καθ' αὐτὸ, ἄλλ' ὁ ἦστιν ὕλη ὅν, οὐδὲ ἐνέργεια ἢστων. Εἰ γὰρ ἦστα τι ἐνέργεια, ἐκεῖνο δὲ ἦστιν ἐνέργεια, οὐχ ἡ ὕλη ἦσται. οὐ πάντῃ οὖν ὑλή, ἄλλα οἶον ὁ χαλκός.

Intelligible matter is also an "announcement" but of eternity and perfect being (III, 7 [45], 3, 25).

17 Motion (kinesis) and Otherness (heterotes) are properties of intelligible matter. (See II, 4, 5, 28-29, which we quote below in our comments on intelligible matter.) Sensible matter is also other than the source of being but is not a motion, for motion in the sensible world is caused by Soul.
[53] When the realities had come to an end, matter appeared, and was caught by the things that came into being with it, and took its place as the last of these. [54] So, being caught by both [the sensible and the intelligible], it could belong in act to neither class of realities; it is only left for it to be in potency, a sort of weak and dim phantom unable to receive shape. So it is in act a phantom; so it is in act a falsity; this is the same as 'that which is truly false'; this is 'what is really unreal.'

If then it is non-being in act, it especially is not being; it is really non-being. [55] That, then which has its truth in nonbeing is very far from being in act among beings, for if you are dealing with things which exist as falsity and if you take away their falsity, you have taken away their entity; and if you bring things to act which have their being and entity in potency, you have destroyed the cause of their being, since their being was in their potency. [56] If then we

18 See above n. 16 and n. 9.

19 I base my translation of this sentence on Ficinus: "si ergo in actu non ens, magis itaque non ens: atque non ens enter" (Creuzer and Moser, eds., Plotini Enneades cum Marsilii Ficini Interpretatione Castigata, p. 85). Also see Harder-Theiler, Plotins Schriften, Band II, pp. 99-101: "Ist sie also aktuell ein Nichtseiendes, so ist sie in umso hoherem Grade nichtseiend, und also wahrhaft nichtseiend."
must keep matter as indestructible, we must keep it as matter. One must say it would seem only that it is in potency in order that it may be what it is, or else one must refute these arguments."

5, 17-36:

In order to comment intelligently on Text C, let us first trace its movement of thought. II, 5 consists essentially of three parts, in the first of which (chapters 1 and 2) Plotinus works out the meaning of four crucial notions (being in potency [τὸ δυνάμει ὑν] vs. being in act [τὸ ἐνέργειᾳ ὑν], potency [ἡ δυνάμει] vs. act [ἡ ἐνέργειᾳ]). In the second part (chapter 3) he applies that fourfold conception to the intelligible realm and, finally (chapters 4-5), to sensible matter. Now we shall take up each part in detail.
Part One:

a. Plotinus beings by announcing (#1) that he aims at studying the four conceptions: being in potency vs. being in act; potency itself vs. act itself.

b. This study he initiates through several questions—e.g., is being in act the same as act or are they different (#2)? is being in potency found in the intelligible realm (#3)?

c. There are several reasons why one should answer the latter questions negatively. Being in potency There could never come into act (#4). It would need to be the potency of something (to take an example from the sensible world, bronze is in potency to the statue cast from it), which would have to become something other than what it was (#5-#6). But this is impossible There, because becoming cannot occur in the intelligible world (#7) no matter whether what is in potency remains as part of the new product (e.g., bronze remains in the statue) or disappears and loses its own nature (e.g., water ceases to be water in bronze, and air in fire; #8-#9).

c. Plotinus next inquires whether being in potency may be called potency (e.g., is bronze, which is the statue in potency, the potency of the statue? #10). The answer is "no" if dynamis refers to an operative power (literally: he dynamis kata to poiein; #11-#12) but "yes" if it refers to a passive potency and if being in potency pertains not only to being in act but also to act itself (#13). But it is preferable to keep the original contrast: being in potency vs. being in act; potency vs. act (#14).

d. When being in potency has reference to being in act, then it is like something underlying and naturally receiving pathē, shapes and forms,
which it even strives to obtain and which constitute, together with it, a
being in act. This last can be good or deficient depending on whether the
forms received are good or harmful (#15).

e. In order to clarify further his four crucial notions (see above, #a) he investigates matter in the sensible world. [Prime] matter is
being in potency to the things which, together with the forms received,
it constitutes. But of itself is matter being in act (#16)? More gener­
ally, does such [secondary] matter as bronze, which is the statue in
potency, remain in act when the statue comes to be and is in act (#17)?
No, being in potency does not become being in act but is that from which
the being in act (e.g., statue) comes (#18). Being in act is neither
matter nor form but is their compound (#19), which is different from each
component and yet either contains them (e.g., the statue has both bronze
and shape; #20) or absorbs them (e.g., the bronze absorbs or destroys
water; fire absorbs air; (#21).

f. Plotinus next focuses the question of whether being in potency
also is being in act in the finished product upon the case of the grammar-
ian or, more generally, upon the case of anyone passing from ignorance to
knowledge (#22-#23). When an ignorant person becomes knowledgeable, that
by which he was in potency is his soul (#24). Yet the latter remains in
potency [to knowledge other than grammar through its operative powers and
to writing and speaking grammatically through its operative habit of
grammar; (#25)].

g. Having studied being in potency and being in act, Plotinus now
turns to act and potency as such. The form or shape which causes the
bronze to be a statue is act—not act in an absolute or subsistent sense
but as immanent in some particular thing (#26-#27). Such an immanent act
has come about by that which is other than (par' allou) both the being in potency (e.g., the bronze) and the being in act (the statue)—[namely, by the sculptor, who through his operative powers of intelligence and artistic talents reduces the potency in the bronze to act (the form of the statue)]. But "act" can also signify the operation, as well as the operative habits, which an operative power (dynamis) produces of and in itself (par' autes) [e.g., the actual casting of the bronze by the sculptor through his operative powers, which thereby acquire artistic habits, which in turn perfect those powers]. Or, again, in the case of a moral agent acting courageously, his energetai are his courageous conduct [which issues from his practical intellect and will] and the virtue of courage [which he acquires through such conduct; (#28-#30)].

Part Two:

h. Chapters one and two (#1-#30) have prepared us for chapter three, which is the second and most important part of the treatise, for here Plotinus inquires how the four basic notions (see #a, above) apply to the intelligible realm (#31).

i. He beings by considering whether being in potency applies to the intelligible realm. One must answer negatively whether one posits matter in the intelligible realm or not. If one denies that matter is in the intelligible world [and certainly sensible matter is not there], then being in potency cannot be there, because intelligible existents are eternally what they are; hence it is a universe without change or becoming, in which one thing does not become another (#32; see also #3-#4 and also #c, above). But even if one admits [as Plotinus does] matter into the intelligible world [not sensible matter but matter of a different sort—so-called "intelligible matter"], there will still be no being in potency
There. This is the case even though at first sight one would seem to find in each intelligible thing something like matter, something like form and something like the composite. Being in potency, however, is not there because the something like matter there is really the active power of the intelligible nature seeking to acquire further perfections. For example, the Soul is one formal nature but has matter to the extent that it can acquire further energeta (#33).

Is soul then in potency to those perfections which are distinguishable from it? No. If soul were in potency to them they would be its form, but soul is already form and such perfections are distinct from it only by abstraction. The soul and its perfections [are really one nature and] are only mentally separable (#34).

j. At this point Plotinus considers potency in the relationship between the intelligible world and the human soul. Before the human soul exists, it is only in potency alive, is merely in potency musical and is solely in potency to other such attributes before it has attained them (#35). Do such potential situations introduce being in potency into the intelligible realm? No. The soul is not in potency to such perfections as life and music but is the potency (=operative power) of acquiring such things (#35): it acquires such perfections through itself—i.e., par' autes (See above, #29 and #3).

k. Plotinus next considers how being in act is there. Intelligible existents are in act but not in the same manner as are sensible existents, for a sensible existent is an obvious compound of matter and form (e.g., the bronze statue), whereas an intelligible existent [is a perfect union of two components, it] is truly one form [or nature] and is perfectly what it is [a true ousia]. For example, the Intelligence is perfect
and eternal and not dependent on a being in act to bring it to knowledge, for it is itself always knowing and is always in act (#36-#37).

m. Next he asks: are intelligible beings not only in act but also acts? Yes, because each is eternal and perfect. And this is true also of soul—both souls in matter (e.g., a plant-soul is act by being what it is) and, especially, souls outside of matter, which are self-sufficient and eternal (#38). The intelligible realm constituted by Intellect is a place of supreme life and noblest acts. Everything There is in act (#39).

Part Three:

n. Having explained how the four crucial expressions apply to the intelligible world, Plotinus returns to the sensible world and, specifically, to sensible matter. He observes that a being in potency, since it already exists, has being in act as something else [although it still can become another] (#40). Some beings in potency are in act because they already exist as something definite, but they are in potency nonetheless because even though they are already something in act, they still can become another (e.g., bronze is already in act as bronze [a determinate being] but it is in potency to becoming a statue). Is this also true of prime matter in the sensible world? Can it be in potency all things and also be something in and of itself, i.e., something in act (#40-#41)? No, because if it were in act or even in genuine factor in real beings, it would in fact belong to the class of real beings and not be in potency all of them (#41).

o. If it is not in real beings and not in act, how can it be at all (#41-#42)? If we admit that not everything that exists is in the class of beings that come to be on matter, then we may say that matter
still in a way exists (#43). But it is still true to say matter is not a being because neither is it one of the things that come to be on it nor is it a form (#44-#45). And since the beings that come upon it are themselves only images or shadows of true from and logos, we have all the more reason to declare that matter is very remote from being (#46).

p. But if matter is not a being, how can we speak of it? We speak of it [as having "being" only in a very limited or weak sense—] as in potency to beings: it is the matter and potentiality for all beings. But this brings us back to our earlier question (#41; see also #m, above): is matter of itself something [in act] in addition to being in potency all things (#47)?

Again we should reply negatively, for matter [unlike bronze which is already something in act before being in potency in relation to another] is not already something but always is only what it will be (#48); matter is always to be in potency—in potency in an absolute sense (#49). Hence, matter is not in act at all (#50).

q. Matter, then, is non-being but not in the way that motion is not being. Motion is merely other than being because it is a mode of being, but matter is non-being in the sense of being the opposite of being (#51). It is impossible for matter to be any of the beings that come upon it and it is totally unaffected by them [because non-being can have no relationship with being] (#52).

r. Matter itself exists below the eternal intelligible existents and even the mutable sensible existents. It could be considered the least real of the latter class of things, but in reality it belongs to neither class of things, since it is only a dim phantom of reality (#53-#54). We speak of matter and posit it in reality, but it is ultimately
not a being and not real. We may express it paradoxically: matter is truly false and really unreal. It has reality only in the minimal sense that it is in potency all things; the very entity of matter is to be in potency and if you take this away from it, you take away what little being it has (#55-#56).

The following issues must be clarified and discussed in detail in order to grasp the full importance of this complex treatise: the meaning of the four key notions: being in potency vs. being in act and potency vs. act; the application of these four expressions to the intelligible world; the nature of intelligible matter; the nature of sensible matter.

The Meaning of the Four Basic Notions

One of the most important features of Text C is that it does not treat simply of ἐνέργεια and δύναμις but, in the interest of a more subtle and complete analysis, adds to these the notions τοῦ ἐνέργεια και τοῦ δύναμιν. It is also significant that Plotinus separates these expressions into two sets: the dynamis as the correlate of the energia; τοῦ δύναμιν on of τοῦ ἐνέργεια on. By insisting that this order be respected (#14), Plotinus indicates that each term has a distinct and technical meaning. Indeed, his use of these terms is obviously careful throughout the treatise. Before we study to what philosophic purpose Plotinus puts these terms, let us uncover the meaning of each.

(1) Being in potency (τὸ δύναμιν on). Early in the text (#5-#6) Plotinus defines being in potency: something which can become something else after what it already is. For example, bronze being in potency because it can become something else—say, a statue; so, too, is water because it can become something else such as air or even bronze (#6-#9).
In the first instance bronze retains its essence but acquires additional form through an extrinsic agent (the sculptor); in the second, water actually loses its nature, acquiring from outside another essence (#8-#9). From these helpful examples we may infer that something is in potency when it can receive either accidental or substantial form from an extrinsic cause. Hence, being in potency is obviously *dynamis* in the passive sense—the capacity to be formed by another (par' allou; #29), i.e., to receive perfection purely by the agency of another and to be a substrate (#15).20

That Plotinus follows Aristotle in this description of being in potency is indicated on several counts. First, the Greek expression to *dynamai on* is the precise phrase which occurs in Aristotle in his frequent remarks on passive *dynamis*.21 Secondly, Plotinus' repeated comments on bronze (#6-#9; #17; #20-#21; #26-#27; #50) echo Aristotle's common use of *chalkos* and *andrias* to illustrate being in potency.22 Thirdly, Plotinus' comment early in the text (#3-#5) that being in potency cannot belong to the intelligible world on grounds that no change occurs there, coupled

20Of course, in the case of water becoming bronze or air, i.e., in substantial change, the nature of the thing is lost in the change (#8) and, therefore, prime matter remains as the substrate and not the thing itself.

21The following texts are instances of *to dynamai on* in Aristotle.

De Gen. Gamma, 317 b 16; Meta. Beta, 6, 1002 b 33; Gamma, 4, 1007 b 28; Theta, 8, 1050 b 8; Lambda, 6, 1071 b 19, Nu, 2, 1089 a 28; in this last text *to dynamai on* is explicitly identified as the principle of change. Aristotle does not use the expression as formally as Plotinus, however, because occasionally it expresses active potency in his writings: see Meta. Theta, 3, 1047 a 25; Delta, 7, 1017 b 1-10.

with his examples of substantial and accidental change in bronze and water (#8–#9), signals that being in potency functions as the principle of change for his philosophy just as it does for Aristotle's. Being in potency is the basis for change because it can acquire form successively. Fourthly, Plotinus' account of sensible matter as being in potency par excellence has its basis in Aristotle's theory of prime matter, although they differ on a few central points (see below our comments on sensible matter). Finally, Aristotle's distinction between prime and second matter also appears in Ennead II, 5, when Plotinus separates prime matter from other kinds of being in potency (#16–#17; #50). Matter, for Plotinus, because it has of itself no form but is in potency all forms (#41), is being in potency in an absolute sense, but other existents, such as bronze, are in potency in a relative sense: while already formed existents, they may acquire further perfections from an extrinsic cause. Because they are like matter in their receptivity for form, being in potency in the relative sense may be called "the matter" of

23 Here I am thinking of substantial or accidental change, and in the latter case of either qualitative or quantitative change. Movement, another kind of accidental change, is change in place but not of form.

24 Aristotle does hold that prime matter is pure receptive potency but he also maintains, unlike Plotinus, that it is real. He allows that it unites with form to comprise one nature, whereas Plotinus prefers a dualism of matter and form to Aristotle's hylomorphism.

25 Prime matter is formless and incorporeal being in potency, whereas second matter is a corporeal, sensible thing which can still be shaped. Aristotle separates the two kinds by the expressions protē hyle and hyle eschatē: Meta. Theta, 7, 1049 a 26; Delta, 4, 1015 a 7; Eta. 4, 1044 a 16–23; Delta, 3, 1014 b 32; Phys. Beta, 1, 193 a 29; and especially, Meta. Lambda, 3, 1059 b 35–1070 a 2. Plotinus does not use the expression eschata hyle, his references to second matter, such as bronze, being implicit and determined by the context of his discussion, but he does refer to protē hyle at II, 4 (12), 6, 14 and VI, 5 (23), 11, 37.
the forms that perfect them. This is not prime, but "second", matter.26

(2) Being in act (to energete on). Being in act is the contrary of being in potency (#14). While being in potency refers to any existent disposed to receive form through the agency of another, being in act signifies any existent completed by form (#17). Plotinus, however, is careful to demarcate being in act from the completing form itself (#19). The form is a component of being in act. The latter is constituted of matter or substrate (which in the sensible world is being in potency) and of form. Hence, unlike its contrary, being in act describes not only sensible things but intelligibles as well, for existents There are also composites. They differ from sensible composites, however, because their components unite so intimately as to constitute one complete and perfect nature; in fact, it is only through metaphysical thinking that one can distinguish separate elements in the intelligible world (#33-#34).

With the exception of prime matter, being in potency is already being in act but is in potency to what it may yet become (#40; #50). This is why earlier we divided absolute (prime matter) from relative (second matter) being in potency. Bronze is an instance of being in act

26 Even intelligible beings (although they are not beings in potency, as we shall discover), because they may receive perfections from prior realities, are called "matter" (#33).

27 Since being in act exists in the intelligible world, where no being in potency exists, one may question why Plotinus insists (#14) that being in act is, properly speaking, the contrary to being in potency. It should just as reasonably be set down as opposite potency itself (he dynamis). But there is no real difficulty in making being in act the opposite of both potency and being in potency; it is Plotinus' inductive approach in the treatise that leads him to stress that being in act is contrary primarily to being in potency, for he begins his study with the sensible world where being in act results from form and a substrate, which is being in potency.
which is also in potency. Bronze qua bronze is a definite thing (being
in act), but it is also in potency because a sculptor may shape it so it
will acquire additional (and accidental) form (#6, #20; #29).

The relationship of an entity to what it can become—i.e., the re-
lationship of being in potency to being in act—compels Plotinus to ask
the following important question. In the transition from being in potency
to being in act does the former become the latter or is the resulting be-
ing in act different from the prior being in potency? Does the former
truly become the latter or does the latter merely come out of the former
and become an altogether different being (#17–#18)?

Plotinus' answer requires some careful distinctions. First, he
answers in regard to second matter. If the original being is considered
in and of itself, i.e., as a being in act, then, it is necessarily
different from the product it is said to become. Why? Because every
being in act differs from every other since each is a unique product of
matter and form. But if the prior existent is considered not in and of
itself but relatively to that form it will acquire, i.e., as being in
potency, it is partly identical with the resulting composite. In this
sense it is correct to say the prior becomes the latter, for it remains
as the substrate, which, together with its new form, constitutes the com-
posite. The exception to this would be those cases in which the nature
of the being in potency is totally lost in the change from being in
potency to being in act (i.e., in substantial change of water into bronze;
#8–#9; #21).28

28Although the prime matter of the prior being, Plotinus would
agree, remains as the ultimate substrate of the being in act.
Secondly, he suggests an answer with regard to prime matter. Like matter prime matter is both different from and partly identical with the resulting being in act, depending on one's point of view. From the standpoint of its nature matter is certainly altogether different from the composite and, indeed, from anything in act because it is never in act as anything (#50) but is purely and eternally in potency all things (#41). But insofar as it is the substrate on which forms may exist, it remains in the product as a component (see below on the nature of sensible matter).

Again, Plotinus appears to follow Aristotle. To energeia on is a frequent expression in Aristotle.29 In addition, Plotinus' implied reference to accidental and substantial change in explaining whether and in what sense being in potency remains after change indicates that he is working consciously under the influence of Aristotle's philosophy of change.30

29De Gen. An. Beta, 1, 734 b 21; Meta. Eta, 6, 1045 b 21; Theta, 6, 1048 b 8; De Gen. Alpha, 10, 327 b 23; De Gen. An. Alpha, 22, 730 b 21. Plotinus' careful separation of to energeia on from he energeia could be based on Aristotle's conception of ousia. Aristotle holds that ousia in the strict sense applies to the composite of form and matter—form and matter being ousial in less preferred senses. Respecting Aristotle's distinctions Plotinus may have designated ousia in the proper sense with the expression to energeia on and may have reserved he energeia for secondary ousia or eidos—the component of to energeia on. (See Aristotle's Meta. Delta, 8, 1017 b 10-25; Eta, 1, 1042 a 24-33.

30Aristotle maintains that in every change something changes and something else remains the same. In substantial change the substantial form is lost and replaced by another while the prime matter of the original thing remains. In accidental change (specifically, quantitative and qualitative causes) an accidental form or shape is lost (e.g., growth and change of shape) and replaced by another while the substantial form remains. In motion, the third type of accidental change, an entity remains the same but changes in place. See Phys. Alpha, 7, 190 a 30–190 b 10.
(3) Act (ἡ ἐνεργεία).\textsuperscript{31} Plotinus tells us that act designates form (§27). This accords with our findings as early as Text A, where act denoted ousia or eidos. As we confirmed also in Text A the identification of act with eidos agrees with Aristotle's use of ἐνεργεία.\textsuperscript{32}

It will help us better prepare for ἡ κίνησις if we briefly summarize how act relates to being in potency and being in act. Act is that which being in potency receives and for which it is substratum. In its relationship to act being in potency qua being in potency is really (and perhaps ironically) impotent to acquire act. Act comes to being in potency extrinsically (παρ' ἄλλου; §29) and this will prove important when next we consider how act relates to potency itself.

Act unites with the substratum and thereby produces a composite, a being in act. Being in act differs from act as whole differs from component part. Nevertheless, at times Plotinus, focusing apparently on the formal unity of an intelligible being in act, uses ἡ ἐνεργεία and to ἐνεργεία on interchangeably (§31–§39).

In addition to ἡ ἐνεργεία standing for form, the key text suggests that in certain cases it also means activity. Our comments on ἡ κίνησις will explain why and where Text C uses ἡ ἐνεργεία as activity.

(4) Potency (ἡ κίνησις). Potency, the correlate of act (ἡ ἐνεργεία), is a very important notion in Text C. On the one hand,

\textsuperscript{31}Since it is helpful to understand act in II, 5 before treating the more complex notion of potency, my remarks on act precede those on potency.

\textsuperscript{32}Because ἐνεργεία denotes form and ousia, to study ontology is to study ἐνεργεία. This explains why any discussion of the One is omitted from II, 5, for since Ὁ ἐκτεῖνεται ousia, He is excluded from any formal discussion of ἐνεργεία.
being in potency is passive *dynamis*, i.e., that which is formed by another (par' allou; #29); on the other, potency itself is active *dynamis*, the capacity of an existent by virtue of its own perfection (par' autes; #29) to produce and to receive act. The difference between being in potency and potency itself is expressed in a few elliptical and cryptic sentences in the key text (#28-#30; #35-#37), but these brief remarks are fundamental for understanding the entire treatise.

We can grasp more precisely the meaning of potency through the following analysis. Being in potency receives form from an agent that is not in potency but is (operative) potency since the agent has the perfection and power to impart form to another. Now if we reflect carefully on what an agent can produce, it is evident that the agent's powers are not in every case aimed at the production of a being in act from a being in potency. The agent's powers may generate operations that also perfect these powers themselves. An agent's acts or activities (depending on whether the agent is a sensible or an intelligible existent)33 may terminate not only in an extrinsic product but also in an intrinsic one. In other words, the operation of the agent not only effects a new form in an external object but also is a new form in the operative power of the agent. The difference may be expressed in terms of an agent's *transient* and *immanent* operations. In the first case the agent's operation terminates in an extrinsic object because it makes a transition from the agent to another (a being in potency) and thus is called *transient*. In the second

---

33The word "activity", with its suggestion of praxis, should not be applied to intelligible being according to what Plotinus tells us in III, 8 (30), 4-6. Here he explains how in human affairs praxis is really *theoria* but of a very dim and weak sort. *Theoria* is the only appropriate perfection attributable to Nous, since praxis is relegated to the sensible order only.
case the same act of the agent originates and terminates in the agent's own operative powers. Rather than communicating act merely extrinsically the agent's powers also intrinsically or **immanently** affect themselves.34

Plotinus assists us in understanding potency in a passing and implicit allusion to the sculptor (*kata to poiein; #10-#11*). The sculptor has an active **dynamis** to act so as to perfect (1) an extrinsic object, the bronze; or (2) an intrinsic object, himself. In both instances his talents and artistic judgment are the active powers which bring about act. But in the latter instance (2) they are also the recipients of perfections or **energeias** because the active powers belong to the sculptor who is perfected by these acts. One and the same agent is both the origin of act (active **dynamis**) and the terminus of act (**energeia**). This observation is important, for it explains how intelligibles may receive perfections and yet not be in potency. Instead, they are active powers able to perfect themselves further in act (#34; #35; #37; see below our next section of comments).

Plotinus' additional examples of knowledge (#22-#25)35 and moral

34Leo Sweeney, S.J., in *A Metaphysics of Authentic Existentialism*, explains transient and **immanent** operations in connection with efficient causality: "Carving is such an activity as to perfect something which is other than the agent itself, and hence is called 'transient' activity. But other activities (for example, assimilation of food, thinking) perfect the agent himself and are called 'immanent'. Efficient causality involves both sorts, since even the latter produce something new (for example, increase of size, concepts and propositions), although this is within the agent," p. 288, n. 12; also see p. 233, n. 24. Of course, it is also important to recognize that a transient activity from another point of view may be called immanent. This is important for our interpretation of the key text in which the sculptor himself is perfected by the exercise of his talents and artistics skills, which also perfect the extrinsic object, the statue.

35In this passage of the key text Plotinus uses ὑπάρχειν until line 25 where ὑπάρχειν appears. The shift in expressions may suggest that being in potency can apply to such an entity as soul only if
conduct (#30) further explain how one and the same agent is both source and recipient of act. Knowledge is a perfection of an agent, the human soul (#24). As the soul, an active power, acts to acquire knowledge, its power as a knowing agent acquires content and is perfected. The active power for knowledge and the act of knowledge both belong to the soul.

Finally, there is the example of moral conduct. Moral habit is an operative power (kata to poiein) for particular operations or moral activities (#30). As moral acts perfect and give content to moral habit, the agent's moral power becomes strengthened. By being both power and recipient of moral act, the moral agent is a good example of how the source of active dynamis is also ultimately the recipient of the energeia of immanent operations.

In summary, he dynamis is the active power of a living agent. A living agent is the meeting-place of both active dynamis and the energeis that follow from them. For example, the sculptor through his talents and the moral agent through his habits are the producers (kata to poiein; #11) of specific operations (activities) but are also the recipients of specific perfections (acts) that result from those operations. In essence, the agent has energeia through his own active power. In our next section of comments we will show how this convergence of he dynamis and he energeia used in the stipulated sense (pointed out earlier in the Text, #10-#14) in which it is the contrary of act and really equivalent to potency (he dynamis). So the change may be intentional on Plotinus' part, and is perhaps a way to prepare us for chapter three (#33-#37) where he makes it clear being in potency cannot in the strict sense apply to intelligibles.

36It is important to note that really there are two sets of acts involved in moral conduct. First, there is the activity which is brought about by the active power; and, secondly, the perfection or act (=habitus) the agent receives from its activity.
in one and the same agent has important consequences for Plotinus' explanation of production in the intelligible world.

**Application of the four expressions to the intelligible world.**

In chapter three of II, 5 (§31-§39) Plotinus leaves off studying the meanings of the four expressions themselves and considers whether and how they apply to the intelligible world. Hence, the initial two chapters (#1-#30) have been preparatory for the remaining three, which study matter, first, in the intelligible world (chapter three) and, secondly, in the sensible world (chapters four and five; #40-#56). Chapters one and two have studied potency and act inductively by drawing on examples from the sensible world. Thus, they prepare us for the heart of the treatise, chapter three, which shows how the four key notions apply to the intelligibles.

1. **Being in potency (to dynamei on).** Plotinus concurs with Aristotle that being in potency has no place in the intelligible world. Chapter three of II, 5 (§33-§34) simply reiterates what Plotinus says in the first chapter (§3-§5) since being in potency is the principle of change, it could serve no purpose and therefore has no place in the immutable world of intelligible beings. At one point (§33) Plotinus' imaginary objector protests that since one intelligible being may receive form from another (e.g., Soul from Nous) and since therefore this intelligible being is matter to that other, then being in potency must also belong to the intelligible world. In answering this objection Plotinus differenti-

37Meta. Theta, 8, 1050 b 8.
ates potency from being in potency. Intelligible matter receives perfection but solely because it is operative power to cause and to receive it. For example, Soul, in that metaphysically prior moment to being formed by Nous, is still an urge, an active power, to revert back to its source.\textsuperscript{38} Soul in its relations to its source is "matter" (§33; §36) but not inert or powerless. Potency but not being in potency belongs to intelligibles. Being in potency is limited to the sensible world because it explains how beings which lack perfection and power depend wholly on the agency of others to acquire form. Thereby, being in potency explains how becoming occurs.

(2) \textbf{Being in act (to energēia on).} Being in act refers to a composite of matter and form and since composites here are really only images or phantoms of composites there,\textsuperscript{39} being in act certainly applies to the intelligibles. Intelligible beings are composites because matter and Form constitute them. But the matter there, while a substrate for Forms, is an active power and not a principle of change (see below on intelligible matter). Moreover, intelligible matter genuinely unites with Form and, thereby, constitutes a single, perfect nature (§34).\textsuperscript{40} A sensible composite, on the other hand, is only a poor image of the intelligible because the impassible nature of sensible matter makes the composite's components unable to truly unite (see below on sensible

\textsuperscript{38}See V, 2 (11), 1, 7, 1 (10), 3; III, 7 (45), 11, 1-20; III, 3 (48), 21; II, 3 (52), 17, 15; I, 7 (54), 2, 6.

\textsuperscript{39}II, 4 (12), 5; also 15.

\textsuperscript{40}We may recall II, 4, 5 where intelligible matter helps constitute an "illuminated ousia."
We know that in sensibles matter and form are really distinct. Matter repels form and never in any constitutive way unites with form. But the key text states clearly that intelligible matter and form are not really distinct. This is the intent of Plotinus' words that "the matter There is really form" (#33).

Hence, intelligibles are composites only in a logical and not a real sense. That aspect of them which is intelligible matter is really identical with the whole, the intelligible ousia or form. Further, it is distinguishable from the form only by philosophical analysis.

Accordingly, as being in act, intelligibles differ in two important respects from sensibles: (1) intelligibles are not composites of being in potency and of act, but only of potency (active power) and of act; (2) the components of intelligibles are logically, not really, distinguishable. It follows, finally, that Plotinus does not hold an Aristotelian hylomorphic theory, for sensible existents reflect a Platonic dualism of form and matter (where matter actually repels form and is as non-being to being) and intelligible existents are unitary ousiai without really

---

111, 6 (26), 9, 35-37: "So that if anything is affected, it cannot be matter but must be a composite ... " Ἀνάγκη τούτων, εἰ τι πάσχαι, μὴ ἔλην, ἀλλά τι συναμφότερον ἡ ὅλως πολλά ἀμοῦ εἴναι. ibid., ch. 11, 29-31: "so that its participation would not be, as people think, by being affected, but of another kind, so that it only seems affected" ὡστε οὕχ οὗτος ἡ μετὰ λήμας οὐς εἰσέλθη. παθούσης, ἀλλ' ἐτερος τρότος οἰον δοκεῖσθε; ibid., ch. 14, 29: "matter remains and receives nothing, but checks the approach as a repellent base" ἀλλ' ἐμενεν ἡ αὐτῇ οὐδέν δεξαμένη, ἀλλ' ἐπισκόπια τὴν πρόσδον ὡς ἔσχα αὐτημελέτη πῶς; ibid., ch. 10, 25-27: "for matter is existing precisely as matter, it is not possible for it to be altered in so far as it is matter, but it must stay as it is" ἐπειδή τὸ εἶναι τῇ ὑλῇ ἐστὶ τὸ εἶναι τῇ ὑλῇ, οὐκ ἐστὶν αὐτῇ ἀλλοκοῦσθαι καθ' ὅ τι ὑλῇ ἐστίν, ἀλλὰ μένειν. (See below our comments on sensible matter.)
distinct constitutive principles.

(3) Act (*he energeia*). Every intelligible is an act because determined and defined by a perfect Form (#36; #38-#39). This realm of pure act is the universe of Nous and is Plotinus’ equivalent to Plato’s world of Forms and to Aristotle’s Separate Intelligence. This is the universe of true being and, therefore, of true act. What is act There is more perfect than what is act here (#39; #46). Act here is a logos and a phantom of intelligible act. The difference between perfect intelligible acts and imperfect sensible acts rests mainly on Platonic rather than Aristotelian reasons. In other words, Plotinus does not separate the two realms because the one requires the other in order to be in motion. Yet, for Plotinus sensible *energeial* in their very reality are inferior to and dependent on intelligible acts.

(4) Potency (*he dynamis*). The key text admits potency to the intelligible world while refusing to admit being in potency (#33-#37). The reason is that intelligible beings are able of their own power to act and to receive act. This explanation is basic to Plotinus’ account of the emergence of hypostases.

We have already seen this to be true in Text B where Plotinus identifies the One as the supreme *Dynamis* of all reality and conceives the Indefinite Dyad as an active *dynamis* which, by its disposition to receive form, makes the production of being possible. Now we shall see how Text C helps us to better appreciate in what way *dynamis* is operative in Plotinian metaphysics.

Specifically, when, through the examples of sculptor, knowledge and moral conduct, Plotinus’ explanation of potency in chapter two (#16-#30) is connected with his observation on the same subject in chapter
three, we can apprehend more securely his theory of production and his general account of the relationships which intelligible realities have to higher ones.

In our earlier comments we discovered that an agent is really both active power and energēia, because he is the source of operations that perfect himself.42 In other words, the agent is the origin and the term of certain types of operations. For instance, the moral agent's habits are powers which acquire content (energeia) through activities (another sense of energēia) that follow from these powers. The fact that dynamis and energēia belong to the same agent has important consequences for an analysis of production of realities, for this production consists in an active dynamis reverting back in contemplation to its source so as to acquire determination or content and thereby becoming energēia. In ontogonic and cosmogonic production every reality insofar as it is an active power emanates another reality. This other reality is the manifestation of the prior existent's operation, although this other reality is better expressed as an operative state.43 This operative state is itself an active power (i.e., the dynamis of intelligible matter), which, through the act of reversion acquires content or energēia by

42See comments on potency (he dynamis) when discussing the meaning of the four basic notions. The situation is really more complex than stated here. For instance, the active powers (will and habits) of a moral agent which cause operations, which are energēiai, are also themselves energēiai. But for our purposes it suffices to speak of them here solely in reference to their operations, and thus we can set up a parallel between them and the operative power which overflows from the One and the Nous.

43The word "operation" suggests "activity" or "praxis" and thus should not be ascribed to the stages of intellection in production. Cf. n. 32a.
contemplating its source. Of course, as happens in this sort of pro-
duction, this content or energia, which is itself an active power,
overflows and produces still another operative state. In this last state
we have also the two types of energia set apart in Text B. The produc-
tive reality is that energia "of" the ousia; because this energia is
also an active power, it generates still another energia (that "from"
the ousia). This latter in its first and indeterminate moment is an
active dynamis but then becomes, in its second moment, an energia. This
entire procession continues until content is exhausted, until all that
remains below is the pure passivity of matter.

In sum, II, 5 is important because behind its brief remarks on the
dynamis is a complex doctrine of act and potency which explains the
procession and reversion of intelligible existents.

**The Nature of Intelligible Matter**

Some attention to intelligible matter is necessary if we are to
grasp the importance of chapter three of II, 5 (#32-#39). We already
have touched on this topic when in Text B we treated the Indefinite Dyad
and when in our remarks on II, 4 (12), 1-5 we set up the context of our
present key text.

From these earlier discussions we know generally that intelligible
matter is an active dynamis. Undefined and shapeless in the first moment
of its existence (as the Indefinite Dyad), it receives shape and form by
turning to contemplate its Source and remains as the substrate of these
realities.\(^{44}\) As a dynamis it acquires content or Forms and truly unites

\(^{44}\)Here we are obviously thinking of the intelligible matter of
with these energeiai so as to form a single nature.

Unlike sensible matter, which is in the final analysis unreal (see below our comments on sensible matter), intelligible matter qualifies as a genuine reality, since it is, in fact, the first product of the One. In fact, as that which in the first moment of production emanates from the One, it may claim status as the most real of all existents subsequent to the One. Its indeterminacy, rather than denoting imperfection as does the indeterminacy of sensible matter, may signify kinship to the perfection which transcends being.

Intelligible Matter, the first effluence from the One, possesses by its very indeterminacy a kinship with the One which the Forms do not possess. As we read in Enn. 2.4.3, Matter "there" is everything at the same time. It has nothing into which it can change, for it already possesses everything. This indeterminacy which can, on its return to its Source, yield any one of the eternal Forms, has of itself something more akin to the One than have these later determinations. The Forms are perfectly what they are; they are perfect being. Intelligible Matter has a shadow of the superiority of τὸ ἐπίκειται in its potential of becoming all Real Beings.

Nous. All intelligibles, such as Soul and Nature, have intelligible matter but the Indefinite Dyad seems restricted to the first moment of Nous alone. This restriction is no doubt due to the tradition from which Plotinus acquires the concept of the Indefinite Dyad and which proposed it as contrary to the One. Therefore, in Plotinus' philosophy it should belong on the level of the first emanation.

The indeterminacy of sensible matter is the result of its contrariety to perfection and being. It is impotent and imperfect and not one among forms; in fact, it is alien to form. It is an outcast (ekritheisa; #51) of reality, the emptiness or sterility where being gives out.

This will, of course, seem peculiar to a philosopher whose metaphysics embraces only ontology. But it is quite acceptable to an arkhology, where to have perfection something need not be determinate but only have unity.

J. M. Rist, "The Indefinite Dyad and Intelligible Matter in
Granting the unique nature of intelligible matter, we may ask why Plotinus posits this reality in the first place. Why is he convinced that intelligible matter is necessary for his metaphysics? One answer is found in II, 4, where he says that if there are Forms, each must have a characteristic distinguishing it from every other and each must have something in common with every other.48 Rist mentions this and a few additional reasons in an informative statement.

The distinguishing characteristic is, says Plotinus, the feature of shape (Μορφή). And if they have shape, he continues, there must be something to receive the shape--plainly this is the common element mentioned above--and this 'something' must be matter or substrate. The conclusion is backed up by a second argument which suggests that, since the world of sense is an image of the Intelligible World and is based on matter, there must be matter in the Intelligible likewise. A third argument holds that an ordered system involves both Form and a place wherein Form may be lodged, while a fourth--most relevant to the present discussion--adds that, since in a sense the Intelligible World is diversified, there must be a basic shapelessness which can be the 'unity' which accepts diversification, and that this 'unity' must be Matter.49

Another very important reason for intelligible matter has been identified by John Fielder in his article, "Chorismos and Emanation in the Philosophy of Plotinus."50 For Fielder intelligible matter is necessary for the production of diversity, division and limit in reality. Whether we are thinking of intelligible matter in the production of Nous or of Soul, this matter is a necessary precondition for the generation of a different

---

48II, 4 (12), 4, 7-8.


level of reality. Indeed, the same is true of sensible matter. Its contrariety to the reality of Nature makes possible the generation of logoi which it receives (for example, plant and animal natures). Matter, whether sensible or intelligible, is characterized by Otherness and Movement since it is other than and moves away from prior realities. Plotinus mentions how Otherness and Movement pertain to intelligible matter in II, 4.

For Otherness There is always and that which produces [intelligible] matter; for this is the principle of matter, and it is the first Movement. For this reason Movement, too, was called Otherness, because Movement and Otherness came about together. The Movement and Otherness which came from the First are indeterminate and need It to determine them; and they are determined when they turn to it. But before the turning matter, too, was undefined and the Other... and unilluminated from the First. For if light comes from the First, then that which receives the light before it receives it has everlastingly no light; but it has light as other than itself, since the light comes to it from something else.52

51Ibid., p. 114.

This "otherness" which characterizes all beings,\textsuperscript{53} is what differentiates every hypostasis from its source. Otherness is a movement away from the source but is also a movement back toward its source, in which it receives diversity and produces, thereby, the plurality of beings. Without this otherness there would be multiplicity, no unity-in-diversity, no unreality associated with reality. As Deck remarks if intelligible matter were not present the Nous would be the One.\textsuperscript{54} Because it is Otherness, intelligible matter in its first moment is aptly identified with the Indefinite Dyad, which was, according to the Platonic Unwritten Doctrines, contrary to the One and necessary for production.

It is noteworthy that Plotinus speaks of intelligible matter in two ways: first, as the "Indefinite Dyad," and, secondly, as "intelligible matter" proper. The Dyad is intelligible matter in the first moment of production—i.e., not as substratum of forms but as active dynamis which proceeds out of the One in order to revert back to Him and be completed. Plotinus uses "intelligible matter" proper to express the active potency that remains after the stage of reversion in the Nous and every other hypostasis. This is the intelligible matter that occupies his attention in II, 5. Whereas the Indefinite Dyad applies strictly to the first moment of the overflow of Intelligence, intelligible matter may apply to the receptivity of any hypostasis. In other words, Soul and Nature also

\textsuperscript{53}In a comment on II, 4, 16, Rist explains how otherness describes matter both here and There. "All beings, that is, everything associated with any kind of matter, possess 'otherness'; intelligible matter is 'other' than the One, that is than what is 'beyond Being', matter 'here' is other than Being" ("Plotinus on Matter and Evil," Phronesis, 6 [1951], 155-156).

have intelligible matter. 55

As we have already shown Plotinus weaves into his doctrine of intelligible matter an intricate theory of act and potency. Intelligible matter is a substrate unlike sensible matter; both are characterized by otherness and are necessary for the generation of being but intelligible matter is an active dynamis that becomes a living act. The role of dynamis in the intelligible realm is explained by intelligible matter, which, therefore, has an important place in Text C.

The Nature of Sensible Matter

The final two chapters of II, 5 (#40-#56) are considerably helpful for understanding one of the most elusive subjects in Plotinus' philosophy: sensible matter. In these passages "he conceives of matter in the sense-world as a potentiality which never can be actualized, an essential negation, 'that which is really unreal'; this paradoxical conception is stated more clearly, perhaps, in the last chapter of this treatise than anywhere else in the Enneads." 56 A few words on matter will help us appreciate its paradoxical nature and its status as a being in potency, which makes it especially relevant for our study of energeia.

Text C tells us essentially that prime matter is in potency all things (#41; #49) and yet is nothing in and of itself (#41; #44; #50; #54). If prime matter is in potency everything, then it cannot be, for

55There is no mention of the Dyad in II, 5 because Plotinus is mainly interested not in the One, nor in the first moment of emanation, but in the fully formed Nous, the Soul and physical existents. In other words, he is mainly interested in the emanations to the extent they are acts and not potencies.

once it becomes something (defined and determinate) it no longer is everything in potency—even, it is no longer prime matter (§41; §50). As the potency for all forms prime matter cannot be, for to be is to be form (§45); i.e., prime matter must be eternally different from form to be able to receive all forms (§52). Moreover, because form denotes act, matter is not act and because it is never a complete or composite entity matter is never in act (§45; §50; §52). It is also true that matter is not potency as active *dynamis* because it does not acquire perfection through its own power (*parautes*), for it has nothing in and of itself. Consequently, prime matter may only be described as being in potency—and this in the perfect sense: an everlasting capacity to receive form without itself ever being a form.

Prime matter is in potency all things and therefore is the principle of change. Change follows upon its nature because, unlike intelligible matter, sensible matter does not have all forms at once but only successively. Forms come to and depart from matter while it remains (§52). Hence, Plotinus' matter, like Aristotle's, is the ultimate substratum which is permanent in change. We must be careful, however, not to exaggerate the similarity between the two thinkers. Plotinus accepts that prime matter is absolute being in potency and the principle of change but rejects Aristotle's position that this matter is real (§54—§55). Consequently, he must also disagree with Aristotle that matter

57 In II, 4 (12), 8, 9-11 he describes matter as something completely without qualities and in the same chapter (lines 23-26) says that anything at all which matter may have comes through form.

58 II, 4, 3, 6-18.

59 Physics Alpha, 9, 192 a 25-33.
unites with form to comprise a true ousia. Plotinus prefers a Platonic to an Aristotelian view of matter when assessing the relationship of matter to form. Form and matter differ as do being and a phantom of being (#46). Matter is an outcast (ekritheisa; #51) of reality and is separated from the perfection of being (choristheisa; #51). As a result it can never unite with form, for how can the unreal add anything to the real? Plotinus' theory of matter reflects a dualism between matter and form and is alien to Aristotelian hylomorphism.

Although matter is forever separate from form and being, it still has a kind of nature which is its otherness, its separation from being. In Rist's words:

This "otherness" is its nature (ϕύσις), a nature which is not essentially quantified but continually admits a flux of changing qualities. Plotinus finds no difficulty in the idea of entities being unqualified, for he says "Is not Quality itself unqualified?" (2, 4, 13). If this is so—and nobody disputes the existence and discussability of Quality—then the mere absence of qualities does not rule out the potential "existence" of matter, or prevent its "possession" of a nature.

Matter is, then, a paradoxical existent which must be reckoned with in any successful philosophy, and yet it is not among the beings which are the object of the philosopher's method, for prime matter is and is not.

In this paradoxical view of matter Plato appears to have influenced Plotinus. In the Sophist Plato distinguishes between two kinds of negation, concluding that "not being something" is not the same as non-

---

60Metaphysics Zeta, 3, 1032 a 34-35; 1033 b 18-19.

existence. To say that something is non-being may mean that it is simply other than being, and not that it absolutely is not. In other words, matter has no being but still has some kind of existence.

Matter's nature as non-being makes it a unique existent and difficult for the philosopher to understand, for if he treats matter as another being (i.e., as a form) he will never grasp it. The philosopher must prepare his mind for non-being rather than being. To do this he must abandon ordinary reasoning and adopt the "bastard reasoning" to which Plato referred in the Timaeus. This thinking does not originate in the intellect but comes about in an illogical and mysterious way. One must employ "another intellect which is not intellect," an intellect that is devoid of all form and being. Intellect must leave its own light, as it were, and go outside "to experience something contrary to itself." It must deny itself and become intellectless in order to see matter which

---

62 See Sophist 257 b: "When we speak of 'that which is not', it seems that we do not mean something contrary to what exists but only something that is different . . . So, when it is asserted that a negation signifies a contrary, we shall not agree, but admit no more than this—that the prefix 'not' indicates something different from the words that follow or rather from the things designated by the words pronounced after the negative" (F. M. Cornford translation).

63 8 (51), 5, 8 ff.

64 Plotinus implies in II, 7 (37) that the Stoics fail to understand matter because they regard it as an authentic being, and, in fact, as the only being.

65 For Plotinus' comments on the "bastard reasoning" of Plato's Timaeus, see II, 4 (12), 12, 34-35: "that which wants to be a thought about matter will not be a thought but a sort of thoughtlessness; or rather the mental representation of it will be spurious and not genuine, compounded of an unreal part and with the diverse kind of reasoning. It was perhaps because he had observed this that Plato said matter was apprehended by a 'spurious reasoning'." (See Timaeus 52 b 2.)
This description of matter as non-being brings to mind an interesting and important question. If matter receives form, does it not attain to being by this association? Plotinus answers negatively. To understand why he answers thus, we need to examine how matter relates to form.

Matter retains its nature as non-being, despite its connection with form, because it is impassible (apatheis). Plotinus actually says that matter has contact (ephaptomene) with form and participates (metalambanein) in form but is unaffected by this contact or participation. "It was not anything in act from the beginning, since it stood apart from all beings nor did it become. For it has not been able to take even a touch of color from the things that wanted to come into it, but remaining directed to something else it is in potency to what comes next" (#52). Plotinus' doctrine of impassibility is his philosophic explanation of the eternal dualism between matter and form. Matter never admits and actually repels form and for this reason, if one speaks correctly, form is not in matter (ἐν ἐλη) but on it (ἐπὶ ἐλη).

---

66I, 8 (51), 9.

67The impassibility of soul and matter is the subject of III, 6 (26). On Plotinus' objective in this treatise, R. T. Wallis writes that "his aim here is to preserve the soul from substantial change and emotional disturbance in answer both to the Sceptics' charge that a being subject to these cannot be immortal (I. 1. 2. 9-13, III. 6. 1. 28-30) and the Gnostics' admission of sin and ignorance into the spiritual world" (Neoplatonism, p. 74). Of course, in order to accomplish these aims Plotinus must first discuss the impassibility of matter; this is why the chapters on matter in III, 5 precede those on soul.

68VI, 5 (23), 8, 15-22.

69III, 6 (26), 14, 29-35.

70An example of ἐπὶ ἐλη is found in V, 9, 5, 2, 13-14. "The beauty of bodies are acquired, they are in them as the forms are on matter ..."
Plotinus commonly uses the analogy of the mirror to illustrate the way in which matter receives and yet repels form. The mirror relates to its image in much the same way as matter relates to form. The mirror receives its image but does not unite with it. The mirror and image are not identical; the image is merely on the mirror and not in it. The same is true of matter and form; they do not unite; form is merely reflected on matter.

The nature of matter brings to mind the question of its origin. Basically, there are two alternative answers to this question, as Brehier explains: either "it is a term distinct from the realities which proceed progressively from the One, and it may set itself against these realities" or "it is the last term in the procession of the realities, that is to say, the sterile stage in which the productive force which has proceeded from the One at last dies out." There is no simple answer as to which of these views Plotinus accepts. It appears that he accepts each of them at different times in the development of the Enneads. For example, in the following early text, III, 4 (15), 1, matter under the guise of absolute indefiniteness is

---

71 That matter receives and repels form is one way to express the paradox of matter. Other ways are that it is real and unreal (#54); everything (in potency) but nothing (in act; #52).

72 The analogy of matter as a mirror occurs in several places in the Enneads; see especially, III, 6 (25), 7, 22-23; IV, 3 (27), 11, 6-14.


74 This judgment, of course, may offend those who deny that Plotinus' writings, because written after he had become 49 years of age, and presumably, had reached philosophical maturity, do not significantly develop (e.g., A. H. Armstrong, Plotinus, Vol. I, p. vii; R. T. Wallis, Neoplatonism pp. 44-45).
explicitly linked with the chain of emanations which has its source ultimately in the One.

The expressions of some realities came into existence while the realities themselves remain unmoved, but soul was already said to be in motion when it generates the sense-perception which is its expressed form and the power of growth which extends also to plants. For the soul has the power of growth when it exists in us, too, but it dominates because it has, so to speak, become isolated. Does this power of growth, then, produce nothing? It produces a thing altogether different from itself; for after it there is no more life but what it produces is lifeless. What is it then?

According to this text, then, matter is the last emanation of reality; it

75Matter is not alive and is, therefore, separate from the effects of Nous, which we saw are living thoughts. Matter is not thought and life and, therefore, contributes nothing to reality. This is why in II, 4 (12), 5, 4-12 he calls the corporeal world a "decorated corpse." Even though it is nothing more than a decorated corpse the sensible world is the best possible image of the intelligible and, therefore, is still to be appreciated (II, 9 [33], 4, 22-23). The sensible world is still beautiful (V, 8 [31], 8, 7-23); even the plants here are the fairest image of the Plants There (VI, 7 [37], 11, 6-17).

76III, 4 (15), 1, 1-12:

Τῶν μὲν αἱ ύποστάσεις γίνονται μενόντων ἐκείνων, ἡ δὲ ψυχὴ εκωμένη ἐλέγετο γεννᾶν καὶ αἰσθῆσαι τὴν ἐν ύποστάσει καὶ φῶνα καὶ μέχρι φυτῶν. Καὶ γὰρ ἔχει αὐτὴν καὶ ἐν ἡμῖν οὕσα, κρατεῖ δὲ μέρος οὕσα· ὅταν δὲ ἐν φυτοῖς γένηται, αὐτὴ κρατεῖ οἷον μόνη γενομένη. Αὐτὴ μὲν οὖν οἷον γενεά; Γεννᾶ πάντα ἐπερόι αὐτῆς· οὐκέτι γὰρ ξωὴ μετὰ πατήρ, ἀλλὰ τὸ γεννώμενον ζωήν. Τί οὖν; "Ἡ, ὦτερ πάντως ἄτοι τῷ πρὸ τοῦτο ἐγεννᾶτο, ἀμορφωτὸν ἐγεννᾶτο, εἰδοποιεῖτο δέ τῷ ἐπιστρέφεσθαι πρὸς τὸ γεννήσαν οἷον ἐκτρέψεις, οὕτω δὴ καὶ ἐνταῦθα τὸ γεννήθην οὐ ψυχῆς ἢ τί ἐδος — οὐ γὰρ ἔτι ζῇ — ἀλλ' ἀφοσιαίν εἶναι παντελῆ.
is the end of perfection and the level of sheer imperfection.

Plotinus never explicitly states that matter is posited eternally as the contrary to the perfections which proceed from the One, but certain texts imply as much. For example, in the very late treatise, I, 8 (51), he describes matter as evil, and because it is evil (i.e., the opposite of the Good), it would itself not seem to qualify as one among those things that have their source in the Good.

The intellect is the first act of the Good and the first ousia; the Good stays still in Himself, but intellect moves about Him in its act, as also it lives around Him. And Soul dances round Intelligence outside, and looks to it, and in contemplating its interior sees God through it. "This is the life of the gods," without sorrow and blessed; evil is nowhere here, and if things had stopped here there would not have been any evil, only a First and a second and a third goods.

Evil, then, is non-being; it is outside of being, and yet not like the One which is supra-being, but as infra-being. Evil is non-being in the sense of a privation. Evil exists as the absence of something (a particular form) that ought to be in a particular place. Something is evil, then, accidentally—not because of what it is but because of what it ought to be but is not. But if evil is an accident, it still makes sense to

771, 8 (51), 2, 21-28:

Καὶ ἐστι πρῶτη ἐνέργεια ἐκείνου καὶ πρῶτη
ουσία ἐκείνου μένοντος ἐν ἑαυτῷ ἐνέργεια μέντοι περὶ ἐκείνου οἶνον περὶ ἐκεῖνου ζῶν. Ἡ δὲ ἐξωθείν περὶ τοῦτον χορεύουσα ψυχὴ ἐπὶ αὐτῶν βλέπωσα καὶ τὸ εἰσόω αὐτοῦ θεωμένη τὸν θεόν δὴ αὐτοῦ βλέπει. Καὶ οὖτος θεῶν ἀπῆμων καὶ μακάριος βίος καὶ τὸ κακῶν οὐδαμοῦ ἐνταῦθα καὶ εἰ ἐνταῦθα ἔστη, κακῶν οὐδὲν ἢν ἤν, ἀλλὰ πρῶτον καὶ δεύτερα τάμαθα καὶ τρίτα.
say it is something—something which must exist in the first place so as to exist in another. In spite of its status as a privation it is still a something—an accident but not an ousia.

For if evil occurs accidentally in something else, it must be something itself first, even if it is not ousia. Just as there is absolute good and good as a quality, so there must be absolute evil and the evil derived from it which inheres in something else... So that which underlies figures and forms and shapes and measures and limits, decked out with an adornment which belongs to something else, having no good of its own, only a shadow in comparison to real being, is the ousia of evil (if there really can be ousia of evil); this is what our argument discovers to be primal evil.\(^7^8\)

\(^7^8\)Ibid., ch. 3, 23-40:
So if there is an absolute good that is the cause of all good things, there must be an absolute evil that explains all evil things. The insistent contrast of evil to the One and the identification of matter with evil would seem to support the conclusion that matter does not emanate from the One. This view appears supported by texts from Plotinus' middle period, such as III, 6 (25), 14, 29-35, when he describes matter as repellent of form.

The most plausible conclusion concerning the origin of matter is that Plotinus was constantly reassessing his position throughout his writings. Support for either alternative stated by Brehier may be found in the Enneads.79

Plotinus is more definite on his view of the nature of matter. It is non-being; pure passive potency; without form and without a determinate nature; privation; impassible; evil; nothing in and of itself, only a phantom and an announcement of what it may become.

Summary and Conclusions

Obviously, II, 5 is at the heart of our study because it formally examines energeia and explains, although abstrusely and elliptically, how it applies to Plotinus' entire ontology.

First, the treatise illuminates energeia by contrasting it with three related expressions: dynamis, to dynamei on and to energeia on. Energeia here primarily means form or ousia, which corroborates what we

79 My comments on sensible matter rely heavily on William J. Carroll, Plotinus on the Origin of Matter (M. A. Thesis, Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C., 1973), which is a definitive study of matter with an extensive bibliography.
concluded in Texts A (IV, 7) and B (V, 4). This is not, however, the only sense of energeia in Text C. II, 5 indicates that energeia may sometimes mean "activity." This is implied in Plotinus' brief remarks on moral conduct (#30): energeia may refer (1) to the content or character received from such conduct (this is energeia in the sense of form, perfection or ousia) or (2) to the operation or "activity" or the moral agent whereby he attains energeia in the first sense.

What do the three other expressions mean? Dynamis is active power—the capacity of an existent by itself to produce and receive act. To energeia on refers not to that component of something which is act, i.e., form, but to the whole being—the composite of matter and form. The matter of an intelligible composite is a dynamis which has perfected itself and, thus, has acquired energeia. The substrate or matter of a sensible composite, however, is not dynamis but to dynamei on, which I have translated "being in potency." This is passive potency—the capacity of an existent to be formed by an extrinsic agent. Passive potency in the purest sense is prime matter, which never truly admits act but is eternally in potency and always other than form.

Text C proceeds inductively, first drawing on instances from the sensible world to explain the meanings of the four expressions. The examples of the sculptor, of knowledge and of moral conduct illustrate he dynamis and he energeia; bronze and water illustrate to dynamei on and to energeia on. This concentration on the sensible world is preparatory for chapter three (#31-#39), in which Plotinus considers how the four expressions describe the intelligible order.

Since Plotinus' reasoning in II, 5 is elliptical and oblique, we have relied principally on our comments to make clear how chapter three
builds on the prior chapters. The instances of the sculptor, as well as of the human soul in knowledge and moral conduct, show that the same agent is sometimes the source and the term of operations, for he can exercise active powers so as to receive acts. In other words, an agent by his own powers is perfected immanently when he receives act from those powers. He perfects another (a being in potency) when his operations are transient—i.e., when he imparts act from himself to another. Plotinus' examples of sensible agents serve to explain, I have argued, how on the metaphysical level an agent's active dynamis (intelligible matter) brings about through reversion its own emereges.

Intelligible matter is an otherness (heterotes) and motion (kinēsis) away from its source (e.g., the Indefinite Dyad from the One). Sensible matter is also an otherness but is ultimately unreal. In the case of either intelligible or sensible matter, the otherness therein is necessary for the production of some subsequent level of reality.

Unlike sensible matter, intelligible matter is real, although inferior to its source. Indeed, in the case of the Indefinite Dyad, intelligible matter is perhaps more real, i.e., more like the One, than any subsequent reality.

As active power intelligible matter is an authentic reality that unites with form to comprise an "Illuminated ousia." In this respect it differs profoundly from sensible matter, which, because impassible, never unites with form. Consequently, the entire sensible world is really only a phantom of the true ousia! There and is ultimately "a decorated corpse."

Sensible matter is excluded from the processions of lives and thoughts from the Intelligence. The intelligible realm is pure act and,
hence, is the realm of life. It is being at its most complete. Like sensible matter the One is not life. But unlike sensible matter, the One is distinct from life because It is the source of life and not because it is the receptacle of life. The Intelligence is life in the truest sense because it is thought that comprehends all being in a single eternal moment. The Soul is life in an inferior sense because it manifests its life successively or in time.

Sensible matter is separate from life and being but still has a nature. Indeed, if the philosopher fails to grasp its nature, his system will contain grievous errors. The nature of matter is non-being; it is the being in potency of that which can receive all forms (successively) but never by itself any form. Thus, prime matter is eternally in potency because impassible—i.e., incapable of being affected by form or being.

Prime matter is privation, sterility, non-being and ultimately the same as evil. Because it is the principle of evil it is likely that Plotinus prefers that it not be connected with the chain of emanations from the One but that It be simply posited as the eternal opposite to the emanating perfections of reality. It is, then, the darkness upon which the light of emanation finally plays out. On this question of the origin of matter, however, Plotinus suggests varying views and his thought appears to change throughout his writings.

In conclusion Ennead II, 5 is an important treatise which discloses how energeia is important for Plotinus’ metaphysics. The treatise also shows how dynamis is significant if we are to properly understand energeia. Dynamis explains how an agent acquires energeia and this is crucial in explaining the network of dynamis and energeiai in the intelligible world.

It is in his view of dynamis that Plotinus departs from Aristotle
Aristotle does not apply *dynamis* to the intelligible world and certainly not to any theory of ontogeny and cosmogony. Plotinus, on the other hand, must adapt *dynamis* to his own philosophic vision of reality. He makes *dynamis* central to the intelligibles though he follows Aristotle by insisting, at the same time, that intelligibles are acts.

One final observation: the One is absent from Text C. Plotinus tells us something significant by so omitting the First Reality. The One, we may assume, has no place in a treatise on *energeia* if, as we have concluded earlier, He transcends form, *ousia*, being, that is, *energeia*. The One is not mentioned in Text C because the One is necessarily excluded from any metaphysics describing the world of *energeia*.

Our next key text studies the One closely, however. It will help us appreciate the complex way in which Plotinus relates the One to *energeia* in his philosophy while maintaining that the One transcends *energeia*. 
We take our next key text from the long and complex treatise which Porphyry entitled "How the Multitude of the Forms came into being and On the Good." This work centers mainly on the nature of the Intelligence (chs. 1-14) and its relationship to the transcendent Good (chs. 15-42). It is rich in its use of "energeia", the word (or some form of it) occurring 44 times.

VI, 7 belongs, like Text C (II, 5 [25]), to Plotinus' middle period, although chronologically it occurs thirteen treatises later. The treatises between II, 5 and VI, 7 do not add significantly to our knowledge of energeia and therefore deserve only brief attention before we take up Text D.

III, 6 (26) immediately follows II, 5 chronologically and is entitled "On the Impassibility of Things without Body." We referred to this treatise several times in Text C because it contributes to Plotinus' theory of sensible matter. III, 6 uses the term energeia often but adds no new information on the subject, reiterating that energeia signifies eidos and ousia.

Treatises IV, 3 (27), IV, 4 (28) and IV, 5 (29) were, before the editing of Porphyry, the second part of one long work on soul, the first part of which consisted of III, 6 just mentioned. III, 6 considered how the human soul is unaffected by bodily experience, whereas the subsequent three treatises explain how the hypostasis Soul and all posterior souls

originate from the Intelligence. IV, 4 in particular describes the ascent of the human soul to levels of Soul and of Intelligence. IV, 5 contains some remarks on energeia and emanation, which clarify Plotinus' doctrine of production. All three of these works affirm (as does Text A) that soul, whether the hypostasis or a lesser soul, is act.

The next treatise that Plotinus wrote, III, 8 (30), is among the most important in his entire corpus and is entitled "On Nature and Contemplation and the One." In this work he explains that contemplation is the basis of all production. The Intelligence results from its eternal contemplation of the One and, in turn, produces all subsequent lives and acts by its contemplation.

V, 8 (31), "On the Intelligible Beauty," explains in Platonic fashion how the world of Forms is perfect beauty. V, 5 (32), "That the Intelligibles are not outside the Intelligence and On the Good," is informative on the nature of the Intelligence and the primacy of unity but contains little on energeia. Nor are the remaining five treatises directly relevant to our study. Two of them are purely polemical: II, 9 (33), "Against the Gnostics," and II, 7 (37), "On Complete Intermingling," which is an evaluation of certain cosmological views of the Stoics. VI, 6 (34), "On Numbers," expresses a metaphysical theory of numbers that, while interesting in itself, has little bearing on energeia in the

---

2See Text B, n. 44.

3Several passages in III, 8 (esp. ch. 8) contain some noteworthy observations on life and the nature of the Intelligence, to which we will refer later in our comments.

4We referred to this treatise in Text A, n. 12, when commenting on Plotinus' use of energeia in his criticism of the Stoic doctrine of mixture.
intelligible world. The remaining treatises are not, on the whole, metaphysical in content, as their titles indicate: II, 8 (35), "How Distant Objects Appear Small"; I, 5 (36), "Whether Well-Being depends on Extension in Time."

Now we are ready to examine VI, 7 itself. Since we do not encounter the first part of the key text until its chapter thirteen, our first task is to construct a brief synopsis of the initial chapters so as to understand how the key text relates to the development of the whole treatise. In particular this synopsis will help us to eventually relate the first part of the treatise (chs. 1-14), in which Intelligence is defined as energeia, to the second part (chs. 15-42), in which energeia is denied of the One.

Philosophers err (Plotinus begins) by assuming that Plato intends his account of production in the Timaeus to be understood literally (ch. 1).5 A literal interpretation of the Timaeus obscures the unique nature of the divine Intelligence by likening it to a human craftsman. When the Intelligence knows its own contents, it knows the eternal reasons for all beings. In other words, it knows simultaneously a being and its why. In this respect it differs from human intelligence, for which (as Aristotle shows) knowledge of a thing and knowledge of its why often differ (ch. 2).6

---

5Taken literally the Timaeus implies that the sensible world is the product of divine planning. But this is impossible (Plotinus argues in chapter one) because planning or reasoning must proceed from premises immediately known. But neither sensation nor intelligence can account for such premises in the divine Intelligence, for sensation does not exist before sensation is produced and, if intelligence provided immediately known premises about the sense-world, sense-knowledge would be a science.

6Plotinus' discussion in chapter two is based on the Posterior
If the Intelligence knows perfectly and embraces everything, then there is nothing produced in the sensible world that does not first exist in the intelligible world. But this would seem to imply serious difficulties, for many aspects of the sensible world seem incompatible with the intelligible world. First, how can sense-powers exist in pure Intelligence? This question presents no difficulty if one remembers that the product must be inferior to the producer. Accordingly, it is not necessary to assume that, because intelligible existents are the principles of sensible existents, the imperfect characteristics of the latter belong to the former. While both the producer (the intelligible existent) and the product (the sensible existent) are knowers, they are not equal.

Analytics Alpha, ch. 13, 78 a 22-78 b 3. There Aristotle explains that certain types of knowledge do not immediately disclose the why (διότι γιὰ τὸ κατὰ τὸ) or cause of a thing, but require an inference to discover it. "Knowledge of the thing differs from knowledge of the thing's why. To begin with they differ within the same science and in two ways: (1) when the premises of the syllogism are not immediate (for then the proximate cause is not contained in them—a necessary condition of knowledge of the why of a thing); (2) when the premises are immediate, but instead of the cause the better known of the two reciprocals is taken as the middle; for of two reciprocally predicable terms the one which is not the cause may quite easily be the better known and so become the middle term of the demonstration." This second kind of reasoning is inductive and he contrasts two examples showing under what conditions the why of a thing can and cannot be proven. "Thus (2) (a) you might prove as follows that the planets are near because they do not twinkle: let C be the planets, B not twinkling, A proximity. Then B is predic able of C; for the planets do not twinkle. But A is also predic able of B, since that which does not twinkle is near—we must take this truth as having been reached by induction or sense-perception. Therefore A is a necessary predicate of C; so that we have demonstrated the planets are near. This syllogism, then, proves not the why but only that the thing is: since they are not near because they do not twinkle, but, because they are near, they do not twinkle. The major and middle of the proof, however, may be reversed, and then the demonstration will be of the why. Thus: let C be the planets, B proximity, A not twinkling. Then B is an attribute of C, and A—not twinkling—of B. Consequently, A is predic able of C, and the syllogism proves the why, since its middle term is the proximate cause." (I have followed, except for a few adjustments, W. D. Ross in this translation, Aristotelis Opera [Oxford: 1908-52] Vol. , pp. ).
as knowers, for the product is merely an image or logos of the producer. Sensation and sense-powers are the consequence of the production of imperfect knowers and therefore do not belong to the universe of Forms or perfect knowers (chs. 3-7).

Secondly, how can the Forms of irrational beings exist? There? Unlike sense-powers irrational beings (or rather their Forms) can exist in the intelligible world. First, the Forms of beasts are lives and perfections and, therefore, compatible with the Intelligence. Indeed, forms qua forms are equal, for every form is really the whole of the intelligible world (ch. 9). Secondly, if the Intelligence did not admit an infinite plurality of forms and did not comprehend all beings in a single, living moment, it would be deficient and there would be no ground for the sense world (ch. 10). For the same reason that the Forms of beasts inhabit the intelligible world, the forms of plants and elements do so likewise. They are perfections and lives and are compatible with the Intelligence (ch. 11).\(^7\)

Overcoming these misconceptions about the Platonic account of production has shown that the Intelligence is a perfect knower and a universe of diverse forms, teeming with life (ch. 12). This brings us to the initial portion of the key text, where it is shown how the Intelligence as a unity-in-multiplicity involves energeia.

Section One:

"[1] For intelligence is not simple, nor is the Soul which is

\(^7\)Plotinus actually argues in chapter eleven (lines 17-71) that the elements have a kind of life, as is demonstrated by the variety of surface and subsurface chemical changes and the growth of metals deep inside the earth.
from it, but all beings are multiple insofar as they are simple [i.e., beings are multiple in inverse proportion to their simplicity]. [2] And they are such [=simple] not insofar as they are composites but to the extent they are principles and to the extent they are acts. [3] For the act of the last [intelligible] is simple as a fading-out [of act], but [the act] of the first [intelligible is simple as the totality of] all acts.8

VI, 7, 13, 1-4:

"Εστι γὰρ οὐτε νοῦς ἁπλοῦς, οὔτε ἡ ἐξ αὐτοῦ ψυχή, ἀλλὰ ποικίλα πάντα ὅσω ἁπλὰ, τούτο δὲ ὅσῳ μῆ σύνθετα καὶ ὅσῳ ἀρχαί καὶ ὅσῳ ἐνέργεια. Τοῦ μὲν γὰρ ἐσχάτου ἡ ἐνέργεια ὡς ἄν λήγουσα ἁπλὴ, τοῦ δὲ πρώτου πᾶσαι.*

"[4] The Intelligence moves with a movement that one expects to find in multiple beings which are forever the same, and certainly its unity is not the same as something [divisible] into parts, but is everything together, since something in parts is indeed not a unity, but is divisible into an infinity.9 [5] And do we say that [the Intelligence] is from something [i.e., has an origin] and in addition [moves] toward something as to a term? [6] But then is what is between the All [and its term] like a line or like something else such as a body, homogeneous and unvaried? [7] But what would be the value of that? For if there were no change nor if anything brought it into a life of diversity, it would not

8The translation of this last sentence (#3) agrees with Brehier: "L'acte de l'être qui occupe le dernier rang dans le monde intelligible est simple; mais l'acte de l'être qui occupe le premier rang c'est tous les actes" (Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 83).

9See Text A, comments on infinity.
be act, for in no way is such a condition different from the absence of energéia. [8] And if [its] movement were of this sort, it would be only a single life and not the whole of life. [9] And it is necessary that life be all and be all-encompassing and that nothing be without life. [10] The Intelligence must move itself into everything, or rather have always been so moved.

13, 4-16: νοῦς τε κινούμενος κινεῖται: μὲν ωσαύτως καὶ κατὰ ταύτα καὶ ὅμοια δεὶ, οὐ μέντοι ταύτῳ καὶ ἐν τῷ ἐν μέρει, ἀλλὰ πάντα· ἐπει καὶ τὸ ἐν μέρει αὐτῷ εὐχ ἐν, ἀλλὰ καὶ τοῦτο ἀπειρον διαμορφώμενον. Ἄπο τῶν δὲ φαμέν ἂν καὶ πάντως ἔπι τί ἦς ἔσχατον; Τὸ δὲ μεταξὺ πάν ἄρα ὀσπερ γραμμῆ, ἢ ὀσπερ ἕτερον σώμα ὁμοομορφής τι καὶ ἀποίκιλον; Ἄλλα τί τὸ σεμνὸν; Εἰ γὰρ μηδεμίαν ἔχει ἐξαλλαγῇ μηδὲ τις ἐξεγειρεῖ αὐτὸ εἰς τὸ ζήν ἄπερτης, οὐδ' ἀν ἐνέργεια εἰς· οὐδὲν γὰρ ἄν ἡ τοιαύτη κατάστασις μὴ ἐνεργείας διαφέρει. Κἂν κίνησις δὲ ἂ τοιαύτης, οὐ πανταχώς, μοναχῶς δ' ἂν εἰς ζωῆ· δεὶ δὲ πάντα ζήν καὶ πανταχόθεν καὶ οὐδὲν μὴ ζήν. Ἑπὶ πάντα οὖν κινεῖσθαι δει, μάλλον δὲ κεκινήσθαι.

"[11] A simple existent [=the Intelligence], if it moves, is only that [which is moving or knowing], and either it does not advance into anything or if it does advance it [in a sense] remains and, thus, is a duality.10 [12] But if one is the same as the other [i.e., if the first member of the duality is the same as the second], the unity remains and there has been no advance.11 [13] But if there is a difference [between

10 Brehier translates this sentence as follows: "Si c'était un terme simple qui se ment, elle ne contiendrait que ce terme unique; ou bien elle même ne procède pas, ou bien, si elle procède, il y a autre chose qui reste immobile; il y a alors deux termes" (Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 84). Richard Harder renders it as follows: "Ferner, entweder bleibt er er selbst und schreitet zu nichts hinaus, oder, wenn er hinausschreitet, ist er als BLEIBENDER etwas anderes: folglich Zwei" (Härder-Theiler, Plotins Schriften, Band III, a, p. 283).

11 Again Brehier: "si le second est le même que précédent, l'unite reste, et il n'y a pas eu veritablement procession (Plotin, Vol.
them], the original unity has advanced with differentiation and has produced out of a certain sameness and difference a third unity. This generation out of sameness and difference is a product that has a nature which is same and different. And it is not a particular different something, but it is an all which is different, for [just as] its sameness is an all. Since it is an all which is the same and an all which is different, it is not something that lacks other things. It has a nature, then, that introduces difference into the All. If all these different beings were before it, it would be influenced by them. But it is not subsequent to them, it produced all of them, or rather was all of them.

13,16-28: "Α-
πλοῦν δὴ εἰ κινοῖτο, ἐκεῖνο μόνον ἔχει· καὶ ἦ αὐτὸ καὶ οὐ προῆβη εἰς οὐδὲν, ἦ εἰ προῆβη, ἄλλο μένον. ὡστε δύο· καὶ εἰ ταῦτον τούτο ἑκεῖνῳ, μένει ἐν καὶ οὐ προελήλυθεν, εἰ δ' ἑτέρον, προῆλθε μετὰ ἑτερότητος καὶ ἐποίησεν ἐκ ταὐτοῦ τινος καὶ ἑτέρου τρίτου ἐν. Γενόμενον δὴ ἐκ ταῦτοῦ καὶ ἑτέρου τὸ γενόμενον φύσιν ἔχει ταῦτον καὶ ἑτέρον εἶναι· ἑτέρον δὲ οὐ τί, ἀλλὰ πάν ἑτέρον· καὶ γὰρ τὸ ταύτων αὐτὸν πάν. Πᾶν δὲ ταῦτον δὲν καὶ πάν ἑτέρον οὐκ ἔστων δ' τι ἀπο-
λεῖπεν τῶν ἑτέρων. Φύσιν ἄρα ἔχει ἐπὶ πάν ἑτεροιούσας. Εἰ μὲν οὖν ἔστι πρὸ αὐτοῦ τὰ ἑτερα πάντα, ἦδη πάσχοι ἃν ὑπ' αὐτῶν· εἰ δὲ μὴ ἔστιν, οὐτος τὰ πάντα ἐγέννα, μᾶλλον δὲ τὰ πάντα ἦν.

"[17] These beings could not exist except as actuated by the Intelligence, which actuates always [so as to produce] one being after another, as if wandering down every path but wandering [always] within itself--such beings the Intelligence, since real in itself, generates

6, Part 2, p. 84). Harder-Theiler: "Und ist dies Zweite mit dem anderen identisch, so bleibt er immer noch eines und ist nicht hinausgeschritten" (Plotins Schriften, Band III, a, p. 283).

12A triad is evident here: sameness, difference and the synthesis of sameness and otherness.
by its wandering. This wandering which it has by nature is in real beings who travel along with its wanderings. [18] But it is always itself. And its wandering is stationary. Wandering for it is in the plain of truth, from which it does not stray.

"[19] It has and embraces everything and makes for itself and for its movement, as it were, the place where it moves. [20] And this plain [of truth] is varied, so that traveling about in it may occur. [21] If it were not in every respect and always varied, [that is] if it were simply without diversity, it would stand still. [22] But if it stood still, there would be no intellection. And thus, if it stood still at all, it would not have intellected. [23] But [in fact] if this were the case, it simply would not be. It is, then, intellection. [24] And its movement completely fills all being, and all being is wholly intellection and encompasses all life and [produces] eternally one being after another. [25] It is something which is the same and different, and it is ceaselessly separating out different beings and making them manifest. [26] And its entire journey is through life and is entirely through living beings, just as for a traveller over the earth everything which he traverses is earth, even though earth admits differences [as to countries, cities, etc.]. And so it is with the life [of the Intelligence]: that through which it passes is itself, although it is always other and not itself. But always it has the same passage through what is not itself because it does not change; rather it is present to all differences precisely in the same way and according to its sameness. [27] For if there were not something that related to the different beings in precisely the same way and by virtue of its sameness, nothing would be--nothing in act, nor any act itself.
13, 28-51:

"[28] These other beings are, in fact, itself; thus, it is everything. If it is truly itself [=the Intelligence], then it is everything. But if it is not everything, it is not [in fact] itself. [29] But if it is everything and everything is it, because it includes all beings and if it is without nothing because nothing is incomplete in this totality, then there is nothing belonging to it which is not different. For this reason both the other and this Intelligence complete each other. [30] For if it had no difference but were the same rather than different, that would lessen its own proper being since it has not brought about the completion of its own nature."

13, 51-57:

"Εστι δὲ καὶ τὰ ἄλλα ἀυτὸς, ὠς τὸ πᾶς ἀυτὸς. Καὶ εἰπέρ αὐτὸς, πᾶς, εἰ δὲ μὴ, οὐκ ἀυτὸς. Εἰ δὲ πᾶς αὐτὸς καὶ πᾶς, ὅτι τὰ πάντα, καὶ οὐδὲν ἔστιν, ὁ τι μὴ συντελεῖ εἰς τὰ πάντα, οὐδὲν ἔστιν..."
Plotinus closes the first part of the treatise (chs. 1–14) by employing an analogy common to the Enneads. The Intelligence is comparable to an organism, which is a unity of diverse parts and functions. Each part of an organism has its own nature but exists for the good of the whole. The unity of the Intelligence is even greater because its parts are really identical with one another (ch. 14).

[Plotinus closes the first part of the treatise (chs. 1–14) by employing an analogy common to the Enneads. The Intelligence is comparable to an organism, which is a unity of diverse parts and functions. Each part of an organism has its own nature but exists for the good of the whole. The unity of the Intelligence is even greater because its parts are really identical with one another (ch. 14).]

[Part two of the treatise (chs. 15–42) aims to answer the following question: what is the nature of goodness which appears in the intelligible beings? Plotinus begins by explaining the origin of the Intelligence from the Good. The nature of production forbids that the Intelligence is the Good, upon which the Intelligence depends for its being. The Intelligence results from an eternally prior moment in which it is an active power, a sight; this sight needs an object and it turns to behold the Good, which it cannot completely grasp. The inadequacy of its vision turns its objects into multiple forms, which are the essential contents of the Intelligence and the eternal reasons for all successive existents. The Intelligence unites all this multiplicity into one nature and thus it is a cosmos of sameness and difference (ch. 15). In addition to these stages of active power (formless sight) and reversion to the object (determination of that sight), there is a vision of the illum-

13Of this second part of the treatise Brehier says the following: "l'on aborde une des œuvres qui font le mieux comprendre la nature de la mystique de Plotin; la transcendance du Bien au-dessus de toute détermination, l'union de l'âme avec le Bien au-dessus de toute connaissance, tels en sont les deux motifs essentiels” (Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, pp. 51–52).
ining light of the Good, which is simultaneous with the stage of determination or fragmentation of the object (ch. 16).

[The next section of the key text begins with chapter seventeen.]

Section Two:

"[31] But how do the beings [=the Forms] in the Intelligence and the Intelligence itself arise if these beings were not There in That [=the One] which fills nor indeed in that [=the Nous] which is filled? For when it was not yet filled, they were not [yet in it]. But is it not necessary that the giver have what it gives? [32] But it is necessary in these matters that the giver be thought of as superior and the gift as inferior to the giver. For such is the case in the production of real beings. [33] For first there must be something in act; and the posterior things are potentially whatever is prior to them [and in act]. [34] And the first transcends the secondary things and the giver transcends the gift because it is superior. [35] If therefore something is prior to act, it transcends act and thus transcends life. [36] If then there is life in the Intelligence, there is a giver of life who is greater and of more worth than life. [37] The Intelligence has life but not because it requires a giver who has plurality. Its life is a certain vestige of That

14The question of the precise nature of this light present to the Intelligence is what Plotinus aims to answer in this second part of the treatise.

15Chapter sixteen slightly amends the account of conversion (epistrophê) to the Good found in chapter fifteen. In chapter fifteen the Intelligence is, at first, a formless vision which beholds the Good and secondly, becomes a vision of the forms (its own contents). In the following chapter, however, out of the initial stage of formlessness comes a twofold vision: first, a vision of the infinite variety of forms; secondly, of the illuminating light of the Good. (See Brehier, Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, pp. 53-54.)
[=the Good], but it is not the life of That [=the Good]. [38] As life looked towards That, life was indeterminate. [39] But after life looked There it was determined [i.e., bounded, made distinct], but That had no determination. [40] For as soon as something looks at the One it is determined by this and takes into itself boundary and limit and form. [41] And [in this case] the form was in the shaped; but the shaper was without shape. [42] And the limit was not external, as if it were something drawn around a magnitude; but the limit was that of the totality of life There; the boundary was diverse and infinite, as radiating out from such a nature [i.e., from the One who is infinite]. [43] Life was not that of something definite, for then it would be defined as already an individual. [44] [While it is not defined as an individual thing,] yet it is nonetheless defined. It is defined then as a certain unity-in-multiplicity. [45] Each item of the multitude is also defined. [46] The whole Intelligence is defined as multiple through the multiplicity of life, and yet it is a unity by virtue of its limit.

17, 1-25:

'Αλλά πώς ταύτα ἐν αὐτῷ καὶ αὐτός, ούκ ὄντων ἐκεῖ ἐν τῷ πληρώσαντι οὐδ' αὐ ἐν αὐτῷ τῷ πληρομένῳ; "Οτε γὰρ μῆτω ἐπληροῦτο, ούκ εἶχεν. "Η οὕκ ἀνάγκη, ὅ τις δίδωσι, τούτῳ ἐχειν, ἀλλὰ δεῖ ἐν τοῖς τοιούτοις τὸ μὲν διδόν μείζων νομίζειν, τὸ δὲ διδόμενον ἐλαττον τοῦ διδόντος· τοιαύτη γὰρ ἡ γένεσις ἐν τοῖς οὐσι. Πρῶτον γὰρ δεῖ τὸ ἐνεργεία ἐλναι, τὰ δ’ ὄστερα ἐλναι δυνάμει τὰ πρὸ αὐτῶν· καὶ τὸ πρῶτον δὲ ἐπέκεινα τῶν δευτέρων καὶ τοῦ διδομένου τὸ διδόν ἐπέκεινα ἥν· κρείττον γὰρ. Εἰ τι τοῖνοι ἐνεργείας πρότερον, ἐπέκεινα ἐνεργείας, ὡστε καὶ ἐπ- ἐκείνα ζωῆς. Εἰ οὖν ζωῆ ἐν τούτῳ, ὁ διδός ἐδωκε μὲν ζωῆν, καλλίων δὲ καὶ τιμιωτέρος ζωῆς. Εἶχεν οὖν ζωῆν καὶ οὐκ ἔδειτο ποικίλον τοῦ διδόντος, καὶ ἤτο τῇ ζωῇ ἰχνός τι ἐκείνου, οὐκ ἐκείνου ζωῆς. Πρὸς ἐκείνο μὲν οὖν βλέπουσα ἀόριστος ἦν, βλέψασα δ’ ἐκεὶ ὑφιστα ἐκείνου ὄρον οὐκ ἐμνους. Εὐθὺς γὰρ πρὸς ἐν τῷ ἰδούσα ὑφισταται τούτῳ καὶ Ἰσχεῖ ἐν αὐτῇ ὄρον καὶ πέρας καὶ εἴδος· καὶ τὸ εἴδος
What then is this 'defined unity'? It is the Intelligence. For determined life is the Intelligence. But what is its 'multiplicity'? It is the multitude of the intelligences. All [the contents of the Intelligence] are intelligences. On the one hand, there is the totality of the Intelligence; on the other, the many individual intelligences. But is the whole Intelligence that has each intelligence identical with any one intelligence that it has? But then it would embrace solely one king of thing. If then they are many, there must be differentiation [in the Intelligence]. Again, then, how does each intelligence have differentiation? It comes to have differentiation because of what it is in itself and how it relates to the whole. For the totality of the Intelligence is not identical with any of the individual intelligences.

17, 25-32:

Ti oûn to « ἐν ὁρίσθη »; Νοûs· ὁρισθείσα γὰρ ἵων νοûs. Ti δὲ τὸ « πολλά »; Νόες πολλοὶ. Πάντα οὖν νοûs, καὶ ὁ μὲν πᾶς νοûs, οἱ δὲ ἑκατῶν νοûs. 'Ο δὲ πᾶς νοûs ἑκατῶν περιέχων ἀρα ταῦταν ἑκατὸν περιέχει; 'Αλλ' ἐνα ἂν περιέχειν. Εἰ οὖν πολλοὶ, διαφορὰν δεῖ εἶναι. Πάλιν οὖν πῶς ἑκατὸς διαφορὰν ἔσχεν; Ἡ ἐν τῷ καὶ εἰς ὅλως γενέσθαι εἴχε τὴν διαφορὰν· οὐ γὰρ ταὐτὸν ὕποθεν νοû τὸ πᾶν.

I follow Ficinus in translating the phrase ἀρα ταῦταν ἑκατὸν περιέχει: "numquid uelut eundem continet unumquemque."
"[55] The life of the Intelligence was a universal power and the vision which then occurred. There was the power of all beings, and the generated Intelligence is itself the manifestation of all these beings. [56] And the Intelligence is placed over these beings, not so that it may be established, but so that [through its vision] of that which is without form [i.e., the One] it may establish the form of the first forms. [57] And the Intelligence becomes as a light to the Soul, just as the One does to the Intelligence. [58] And whenever the latter determines the Soul it makes it rational, giving to it a trace of what it has itself. [59] Intelligence then is a trace of the One. [60] And since the Intelligence is a form and in going out [from the One] is made plural, the One is formless and shapeless, for thus it makes form. [61] If the One were a form, the Intelligence would be a logos. [62] It is necessary that the First be utterly without plurality, for its plurality would make it dependent on another existing before It.

17, 32-43: [Hv oν ἕ μὲν ζωὴ δύναμις πᾶσα, ἣ δὲ ὑπασί ἡ ἐκεῖθεν δύναμις πάντων, ὁ δὲ γενό-

17 Here I basically follow the Brehier translation "L'Intelligence seigne en eux, non pas pour y trouver un fondement, mais pour être le fondement des êtres premiers grâce à la vision qu'elle a de ce qui est sans forme" (Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 89).

18 Of this precise text (#63-#64) Rist remarks as follows: "The only possible conclusion from this passage must be that a logos is the representative of something determinate and informed. It must not be the representative of the One, but only the representative of Noûs. It must be connected first and foremost, as at 5.1.3.13, with the representation of the Forms at the next level of reality, the level of Soul" (The Road to Reality, p. 85). While this may be for Plotinus the strict or preferred sense of logos, it is nonetheless true that he elsewhere uses logos to refer to "the representative of the One" (See esp. V, 1 [10] 6, 48ff.; VI, 4 [22] 11, 16). Logos appears, in addition, to refer sometimes to the seminal reason of a thing—the productive principle or form of something as it exists eternally in the Intelligence (see earlier, n. 8).
μενος νος αυτα ανεφανη τα παντα. Ο δε επικαβηται αυτοις, ουχ ινα ιδρυθη, άλλ ινα ιδρυση ειδος ειδων των πρωτων ανειδεων αυτο. Και νος δε γινεται προς ψυχην ουτως φως εις αυτην, ως εκεινος εις νον και οτων οριση την ψυχην, λογικην ποιει δους αυτη δι ε αιχεν ιχνος. Ιχνος ουν και νος εκεινον επει δε ο νος ειδος και εν εκταει και πληθει, εκεινος ομορφος και ανειδεος ουτω γαρ ειδοποιει. Ει δη ην εκεινος ειδος, ο νος ην αν λογος. Εδει δε το πρωτον μη πολυ μηδαιμος ειναι ανηρ- τητα γαρ αν το πολυ αυτο εις ήτερον αυ προ αυτου.

"[63] But in what way are the contents of the Intelligence like the Good?19 Is it because each being is a form or all are beautiful or what? [64] If something comes from the Good, it has in every respect a trace and type of That from which it comes, just as fire is a trace of the fire from which it comes and sweetness is a trace of the sweetness from which it originates.20 [65] Now life came into the Intelligence from the Good—for the Intelligence originated out of the act from the Good and—the Intelligence exists because of the Good and the beauty of the Forms is from There also. [66] All these things—life, intelligence, form21—are like the Good. [67] But what do they have in common? For the fact that they come from the Good is not enough for there to be

19Plotinus obviously regards this question as equivalent to the alternative formulation: "what is the nature of that light which illuminates the intelligible world?" This seems correct, for his answer in chapter thirty-six—that the light or goodness There is the Good Itself, who is, at once, immanent to all beings (as their internal reality) and transcendent (as the indeterminate source of determination, Intelligence and being)—adequately solves both formulations of the question.

20See Text B, comments on fire.

21In this passage Plotinus divides the intelligible order into three distinct acts, the first of which is prior, atemporally, to the second and the second to the third. These acts are life, Intelligence and form (See Brehier, Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 54).
identity [among them]. [68] For there must be something common in them. for what may be produced from something might not be identical but rather diverse according as difference comes about in multiple recipients, since that which is given to the first act is different from that which is given by the first act.22 And that which these [prior acts] produce here is also different. [69] But there is nothing to prevent that each thing is good, more or less according to its own difference. [70] What then explains the highest good?

18, 1-15: 'All' áγαθωειδή κατά τί τὰ ἐν τῷ νῷ; Ἄρα ἦ ἐλθὸς ἐκαστον ἦ καλά ἦ τί; Ἐι δὴ τὸ παρὰ τοῦ ἀγαθοῦ ἢκον πάν ἔχει τύποιν ἔχει ἔκεινον ἦ ἀπ' ἔκεινον, ὥσπερ τὸ ἀπὸ πυρὸς ἔχων πυρὸς καὶ τὸ ἀπὸ γυλκέος γυλκέος ἔχων, ἦκεὶ δὲ εἰς νοῦν καὶ ἦ καὶ ἔκεινον — ἐκ γὰρ τῆς παρ' ἔκεινον ἐνεργείας ὑπέστη — καὶ νοῦς δὲ δι' ἔκεινον καὶ τὸ τῶν εἰδῶν κάλλος ἐκείθεν, πάντα ἤν ἀγαθωειδή εἶναι καὶ ἦ καὶ νοῦς καὶ ἔδεα. Ἄλλα τί τὸ κοινὸν; Οὐ γὰρ δὴ ἀρκεῖ τὸ ἀπ' ἔκεινον πρὸς τὸ ταύτον ἐν αὐτοῖς γὰρ δεῖ τὸ κοινὸν εἶναι. καὶ γὰρ ἤν γένοιτο ἀπὸ τοῦ αὐτοῦ μὴ ταύτον ἦ καὶ δοθὲν ὡσαύτως ἐν τοῖς δεξομένωις ἄλλο γίνεσθαι. ἐπεὶ καὶ ἄλλο τὸ εἰς πρῶτην ἐνεργείαν, ἄλλο δὲ τὸ τῆς πρώτης ἐνεργείας δοθέν, τὸ δ' ἐπὶ τούτως ἄλλο ὡς. Ἡ οὐδὲν καλλίερε καθ' ἐκαστον μὲν ἀγαθωειδές εἶναι, μάλλον μὴν καθ' ἄλλο. Τι οὖν καθὸ μάλιστα;

"[71] But before [we know what explains the highest good], it is necessary to know whether life is good, life in and of itself, life contemplated in its simplicity and stripped bare of all other qualities. [72] And surely the life which results from Life is something different from such life There. [73] But again what is [the goodness of] this latter life? It is the life of what is good. But it is not the life of the Good itself, but rather the life from It. [74] But if in that life

22In other words, the first act, life, is different from the second act, Intelligence, and from the third act, form.
there should be something form the One and this life is truly life, and if we must affirm that nothing worthless may be from That; life in and of itself is indeed good. [75] And [if] indeed we are to speak truthfully about the Intelligence, we say it is good [because] it is from the First. [76] And it is evident that each form is good and is like the Good. [77] Every form must have something good, or something common [to all] or rather something different, whether as the first or as the second of things in a series. [78] It follows that we have established that each thing here has in it something and, because of this fact, is itself good. For life is not good absolutely [i.e., without a cause], but we say that life is truly what it is because it is from the Good; this is also true of the Intelligence; one must see a certain identity in them.

18, 15-31:

"Αλλα προτερον 'εκεῖνο 'αναγκαίον ἰδεῖν: ἀρα γε ἄγαθόν ἡ ζωή ἡ ἄυτο τούτο ζωή ἐπιθυμεῖται καὶ ἀπογεγυμνωμένη; "Ἡ ἡ ζωή ἡ ἄν' αὐτῶ, τὸ δ' ἄν' αὐτῶ ἄλλο τι τῇ τοιαύτῃ. Πάλιν οὖν τι τῇ τοιαύτῃ ζωή; "Ἡ ἄγαθον. 'Αλλ' οὖκ αὐτῶ ἦν, ἀλλ' εὖ αὐτῶ. "Αλλ' εἰ ἐν τῇ ζωῇ ἐκείνῃ ἐνίοιτο ἐὰν ἐκεῖνο καὶ ἵστον τῇ ὄντως ζωή, καὶ ὦδὲν ἄτιμον παρ' ἐκείνου λεκτέου εἶναι, καὶ καθὸ ζωή, ἄγαθόν εἶναι, καὶ ἐπὶ νοῦ δὴ τοῦ ἀληθινοῦ ἀνάγκη λέγειν τοῦ πρώτου ἐκείνου, ὅτι ἄγαθόν καὶ δῆλον ὅτι καὶ εἰδος ἐκαστὸν ἄγαθόν καὶ ἄγαθοειδές. "Ἡ οὖν τι ἐχει ἄγαθον, εἰτε κοινον, εἰτε μᾶλλον ἄλλο, εἰτε τὸ μὲν πρῶτως, τὸ δὲ τῷ ἐφεξῆς καὶ δευτέρως. 'Επει γὰρ εἰλήφαμεν ἐκαστὸν ὥς ἔχων ήδη ἐν τῇ οὐσίᾳ αὐτῶ ἄγαθόν τι καὶ διὰ τοῦτο ἦν ἄγαθόν — καὶ γὰρ ἡ ζωή ἢν ἄγαθόν οὐχ ἀπλῶς, ἀλλ' ὅτι ἐλέγετο ἀληθινή καὶ ὅτι παρ' ἐκείνου, καὶ νοὺς ὅ ὄντως — δεῖ τι τοῦ αὐτοῦ ἐν αὐτοῖς ὀράσαθαν.

"[79] When, given all their differences, we attribute sameness to [the contents of] life and Intelligence, nothing prevents us from holding that this sameness exists in their very entity, and yet this sameness
may be considered apart in one's thought. [80] For example, life [mentally separated] from a man and a horse brings about [the notion of] animal; also heat we may derive from water and fire. The genus [of animal or of heat] belongs primarily [to the first term in the above examples] and secondarily [to the other terms]. Each part [together] or each separately, then, could be commonly called 'good'.

"[81] But then does this establish goodness in their very entity? [82] Truly each as a whole is good, but not like the goodness which belongs to the One. [83] How then? As parts [of the Good]? No, the Good is without parts. [84] The good itself is a unity, but each [plural] thing may have unity according to its own manner of being. [85] For the first act is good and the limit associated with the first act is good, as well as the union of the act and the limit [i.e., the resultant entity]. [86] And the first act is good because it comes from the Good; the second, because it is an ordered All out of the prior good; the third because it is a union of the two. [87] [These lesser goods] are derived, then, and are not identical [with one another], just as out of the same person issue speech and walking and other characteristics, all of them rightly there.

18, 31-45: \(\text{Διαφόρων γάρ ὃντων, δὴν τὸ αὐτὸ αὐτῶν κατηγορήται, κωλύει μὲν ὦδὲν ἐν τῇ οὐσίᾳ αὐτῶν τοῦτῷ ἐνυπάρχειν, ὥσς ὅστι λαβεῖν αὐτὸ χωρὶς τῷ λόγῳ, ὥσιν καὶ τὸ ζῷον ἐπὶ ἀνθρώπου καὶ ἵππου, καὶ τὸ θερμὸν ἐπὶ ἔδαθος καὶ πυρός, τὸ μὲν ὦς γενός, τὸ δὲ ὦς τὸ μὲν πρῶτος, τὸ δὲ δευτέρως ἡ ὁμοιότης ἐν ἐκάστῳ ἡ ἐκαστον λέγοντο ἀγαθὸν. Ἀρ' οὖν ἐνυπάρχει τῇ οὐσίᾳ αὐτῶν τὸ ἀγαθόν; 'Ἡ ὁλον ἐκαστον ἀγαθὸν ἐστιν, οἷ' καθ' ἐν τῷ ἀγαθῷ. Πῶς οὖν; ἡ ὦς μέρη; Ἀλλὰ ἀμερὲς τὸ ἀγαθόν. Ἡ ἐν μὲν αὐτῷ, ὀὔτως δὲ τόδε, ὀὔτως δὲ τόδε. Καὶ γὰρ ἡ ἐνέργεια ἡ πρώτῃ ἀγαθῷ καὶ τὸ ἐπὶ αὐτῇ ὀρισθὲν ἀγαθὸν καὶ τὸ συνάμφως καὶ τὸ μὲν ὦτι γενόμενων ὑπ' αὐτοῦ, τὸ δ' ὀτι κόσμος ἀπ' αὐτοῦ, τὸ δ' ὀτι συνάμφως. Ἀπ' αὐτοῦ οὖν, καὶ οὐδὲν ταύτων, οἷον ἐι ἀπὸ τοῦ αὐτοῦ φωνῇ καὶ βάδισι καὶ ἀλλο τὶ, πάντα καταρθοῦμεν.\)
"[88] Here [=in this world] goodness depends on order and rhythm. But what accounts for goodness There? [89] A certain answer is possible: here the good is derived wholly from outside because the ordered is different from the orderer, but There they are the same [and therefore good in and of themselves].

"[90] But why are they good in themselves? For it is not just because they derive from There that we must profess our belief that they are good. True, we must agree that beings [There] have worth because they derive from the Good, but we nonetheless should undertake an explanation of how they are [intrinsically] good—i.e., to comprehend that by which they are good.23

18, 45-51:

"Η ἐνταῦθα, διὶ πάντως καὶ δυνατός· ἐκεῖ δὲ τί; Ἀλλὰ εἶποι τις ἀν., ὡς ἐνταῦθα ἄλον εἰς τὸ καλὸς ἔξωθεν διαφόρων δυνάων τῶν περὶ ἡ πάντως, ἐκεῖ δὲ καί αὐτά. Ἀλλὰ διὰ τί καὶ αὐτά; Οὐ γὰρ ὅτι ἀπ’ ἐκεῖνον δεῖ πιστεύοντας ἄφεναι· δεῖ μὲν γὰρ συγχωρεῖν ἀπ’ ἐκεῖνον δότα εἶναι τίμια, ἄλλα ποθεὶ ὁ λόγος λαβεῖν, κατὰ τί τὸ ἄγαθον αὐτῶν.

23The question of the intrinsic perfection of realities keeps the interest of Neoplatonists long after Plotinus. Proclus, in particular, refines the issue through his notion of ἀὐθεντικός. This notion, usually translated "self-constituting," refers to that perfection which a reality (or, more precisely, a participant) receives from a monad directly or immediately (such as what soul receives from an intelligence, intelligence from a being or a being from a henad) and which intrinsically constitutes the participant's nature. Such a perfection is "self-constituting" because it is an immanent cause.
Having now rejected various solutions to the question, "what is the goodness present to the intelligible beings" (ch. 18; #66-#84), Plotinus proposes and rejects two additional solutions (ch. 19). He proposes yet another in chapter twenty: the Intelligence is itself the Good. But several difficulties follow from this solution. First, analysis of the desire of the soul shows that this position is untenable, because the soul's love for the good has priority over any desire for intelligence. Moreover, the soul values the Intelligence because it conducts the soul to the Good; the soul is not content to end its search with the Intelligence. Thirdly, intelligence is one among many goods, the desirability of which is variable. Consequently, the Intelligence depends on something prior for its goodness (ch. 20).

Proclus contrasts these authypostata with a perfection which a participant receives from a monad indirectly or mediate (as soul from a being [through the mediation of an intelligence] or an intelligence from a henad [through the mediation of a being]) and which belongs to the participant only intermittently or transiently.


These two arguments are brief. Perhaps the good is simply any object of desire. But in that event the good becomes an extrinsic condition of being and not the very cause of its being. Also objects of desire are variable and therefore the good would not be common to all beings.

Perhaps (Plotinus continues) we should follow Plato [Republic 352e] and assume that the good of a being is its virtue. But we understand what virtue is because of its contrast to vice; since there is no vice in the intelligible world, we cannot know what virtue means There. Also virtue is an addition to a being, but an intelligible is simply what it is, without anything extraneous.
If the soul will appeal to its own internal experience of love for the Good rather than the method of intellection, judgment and analysis, it will see clearly that the Intelligence is inferior to the Good. The Good alone can provoke indubitable and essential love of the soul (ch. 21). Following Plato's "amorous folly" of the Phaedrus (251 c), one can further explain why the Intelligence is lovable, for an object may be loved not because of what it is itself but by virtue of the light that shines upon it. The Intelligence is illumined by the light of the Good and is therefore lovable (ch. 22). The love of the light that illumines the Intelligence is not like desire that dissipates and distracts the soul. It is an experience of that reality which is most interior to the Intelligence and to all beings (ch. 23).

Before directly answering the question, "what is that in the intelligibles which make them good?" or, as he now puts it, "what is the nature of that light which shines on the intelligibles," Plotinus devotes six chapters (24-30) to solving seven aporiai, which pertain to the relationship of any being to the good. With these aporiai dissolved,

---

25In the Phaedrus Plato speaks of the love of an object because it reflects the light of Beauty itself; the lover appreciates sensible beauty because it causes a recollection of intelligible Beauty—that Beauty which makes beauty possible. For Plotinus the beauty and goodness of the intelligibles is the result of the light of the Good; intelligible goodness and beauty make possible an ascent to the Good, which transcends the intelligible order altogether (see chs. 32-36).

26As early as chapter sixteen (lines 21, 24-31) Plotinus identifies the Good with a light which illumines the intelligibles and thereby makes them good. Prior to chapter twenty-four he refers to light in this sense several times (ch. 17, lines 36-37; ch. 19, lines 19-21; ch. 21, lines 13-17; ch. 22; ch. 23, line 1).

27Here follows a list of these aporiai and their respective solutions. (1) Is the Good itself good as the good of a certain being or as the good of all beings? As the internal reality of each and every
he addresses the central issue again.)

[The internal experience of the soul testifies that the light which radiates on the intelligible beings has its source in the most lovable of objects (ch. 31). This source cannot be the Intelligence, for the Intelligence admits of some measure of imperfection, however minute, and

being, the Good is good of all beings (ch. 27). (2) Is the Good desired because of that which is received from It or for the sake of the enjoyment it provides? Since the Philebus (21 c and 65a) has shown that the good is neither intelligence nor pleasure alone but their mixture, it is not incorrect to say the Good is desired for the joy It may bring us (ch. 25). (3) The above two aporiai each entails a difficulty: (a) the first implies that the good for a being consists in that which it receives; Plotinus answers affirmatively, but with a qualification: the good of a being is its form (that which is received) but the source of that form, the Good, that which all desire, is transcendent (ch. 27); (b) the second requires that we determine whether it is the Good or something else that makes us have enjoyment; Plotinus replies it is the Good, for we desire something, seek pleasure in something, only to the extent it is good (ch. 29). (4) Is the Good itself good by virtue of what it is intrinsically or because of something added to it? Of course, the Good is all-perfect and thus is good intrinsically (chs. 28-29). (5) Is the Good simultaneously the good of itself and of others? Ultimately the question makes no sense because only that in need or with desire can seek the Good; the perfect Good, however, has no needs or desires (ch. 25); if the question were to make sense, we would answer that the Good is indeed the good for itself, for It is the indeterminate ground of its own perfect reality (ch. 41). (6) Is the Good and the good for all of nature? Beings seek the Good by acquiring form; however, because matter is alien to form, it is excluded altogether from the Good (ch. 28). (7) Does one actually want to know that the Intelligence is good because the transcendent Good is present to It or merely because it brings us pleasure and self-love? Plotinus' answer is twofold: first, the desire for the Good is other than self-love (because true love of our own nature consists in desiring union with our source; ch. 27); secondly, that the Intelligence brings us pleasure does not imply that we do not seek the Good (rather than the Intelligence), since we have already seen (ch. 25) that we quite reasonably seek the Good for pleasure (ch. 29). (In this summation I have largely followed Bréhier, Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, pp. 56-60.)

Plotinus describes this experience of the Good by recounting characteristics of the soul in love from the Phaedrus, which Bréhier summarizes as follows: "impression d'une lumière et d'une vie plus grand qu'elle venue jusqu'à elle; choc de la rencontre; désir passionné; effort pour imiter ce qu'elle voit; mepris des beautés sensibles, souillées et périssables; affermissement de son être propre et sentiment de sa réalité, tels sont les caractères de cet état supérieur" (ibid., p. 60).
therefore requires a perfect source, whose simplicity precludes any attributes belonging to the intelligible order. Consequently, the Good Itself is the source of the intelligible light and is beyond form (chs. 32-33).

[Because the Good transcends form and Intelligence, the soul is not content to know Its products. It experiences joy and absence of disquiet not through intellecction but through union with that light which illumines Intelligence but which has its source in that which is beyond Intelligence (ch. 34). Reflection and cognition are preparatory stages for ascent to the Good, but It can be reached only by abandoning cognition (ch. 35). Finally, we can explain the light present to the Intelligence which causes its worth: it is an immediate intuition with which we may unite but which no reflective determination can replace. This light is the radiance of the Good Itself (ch. 36).]

[Having explained that the light present in the Intelligence is the radiance of the Good which is beyond form, being and noesis, Plotinus, in the remaining chapters of VI, 7, replies to certain objections which maintain that the Good must have knowledge. We pick up the key text with

29 Plotinus is here inspired by the Parmenides (137 c-142 a) to develop what Dionysius the Areopagite would later call "negative theology," which consists in denying of the One every trait that presupposes determination or ousia. Accordingly, in chapter thirty-two Plotinus argues that, since Its products are form, the Good is without form.

30 Plotinus also introduces beauty in chapters thirty-two and thirty-three and, as Breheri observes (Plotin, Vol 6, Part 2, p. 61), makes beauty appear as an intermediate between the Good and the forms.

31 Breheri describes well the culmination of Plotinus' quest in chapter thirty-six: "Qu'est-ce que cette lumière que le Bien rayonne sur la pensée? On voit maintenant cette solution; elle est dans un intuition immediate qui nous identifie à cette lumière et que ne saurait remplacer aucune determination réfléchie (ibid., pp. 62-63)."
"[91] Those who attribute knowledge to Him [the Good] have not supposed that He thinks about the inferior existents coming from Him, although some say it is absurd that He not know other things. [92] But those who hold that he does not know anything else still give Him self-knowledge, finding nothing nobler, as if by intellection He could be made more majestic and could be stronger by thought than by being what He is in Himself. [93] But intellection [itself] is not valuable unless it is from Him. [94] For in what is His value—in His intellection or in Himself? If His value is in intellection, He will be of less worth; if in Himself, He is perfect prior to intellection and is not perfected by intellection. [95] But if He is act and not potency, He must have intellection. But if He is such an entity that eternally knows and this, they say, is His act, they admit that He is a duality—namely, entity and intellection. Accordingly, they would say He is not simple but rather something else has been added to Him, [96] just as to the eyes are added the seeing which is act, even though the eyes are always seeing. [97] But if they say He is in act because He is act and intellection, then being intellection He would not intellect, just as movement is not itself moved. What then?

"[98] But are not the beings There said to be entity and act? [99] We agree that beings are many and yet are also different, whereas the First Existent is simple."

37, 1-19:

Ωί μὲν οὖν τόπους αὐτῷ δόντες τῷ λόγῳ τῶν μὲν ἐλαττώνων καὶ τῶν ἐξ αὐτοῦ οὐκ ἔδοσαν· καὶ τούτῳ
The source of intellection itself (Plotinus continues) does not intellect. It has no prior which can be its object of knowledge. Hence, it must be beyond knowledge so as to be the source of knowledge. The absence of knowledge in the Good is not a privation. He is without knowledge because He is too perfect to be a knower (ch. 37, 19-31). Moreover, the One is beyond knowledge because He has no desire and, therefore, does not seek an object. For Him to be a knower would mean that He would seek Himself as a prior reality, which is absurd, since He is the First Existent. While He is without noēsis, He is not without a transcendent and indeterminate kind of self-awareness (ch. 38). Thought is based on form and sameness and difference, which the simplicity of the Good excludes (ch. 39). Our key text closes with the fortieth chapter of VI, 7.

"[100] That there must be no intellection in the Good is evident to those who are in touch with this nature. [101] It is necessary to be persuasive in these discussions, if indeed words may convey the matter."
One must mingle persuasion with the necessity [of demonstration]. [In other words, it is now necessary to complement the method of demonstration employed in earlier chapters with the method of persuasion.] [102] Hence, it is necessary for knowledge that all intellection be from something and be of something [i.e., have an object]. [103] The Intelligence is the combination of the substratum from which it comes [=itself in the moment of active potency] and the objects of which it thinks. [104] And by such a determination of substratum, Intelligence becomes act, and it completes what is in potency There, while it does not produce anything. [105] For it is what it is only when completed. For if the intellection is united with entity and that entity, then the entity could not be in that from which it comes. For it would not generate anything which is already there in it. [106] But it [=the prior potency or substratum] is a power for production and produces out of itself. [107] And its act is its entity. And it is with and in entity. And its intellection and its entity are not different [except in thought.] [108] And it is a nature which knows itself and not another; for its intellection and its entity are not different except in our way of thinking about them as that which is intellected and that which intellects; thus, the Intelligence is a plurality as has often been observed. [109] And this is first act, which brings an hypostasis into being, and it is the image of another, which is something so great that entity is produced.

40, 1-20:

Καὶ ὁτι μὲν μὴ δεὶ νόησιν περὶ αὐτὸν εἶναι, εἰδεὶς δὲν οἱ προσαφάμενοι τοῦ τοιοῦτον. δεὶ γε μὴν παραμύθια ἄττα πρὸς τοῖς εἰρημένοις κομίζειν, εἰ πῆ οἶνον τὸ τῶν λόγων σμαμῖν. δεὶ δὲ τὴν πειθῶ μεμυμένην ἕχειν τὴν ἀνάμικτην. δεὶ τοῖνυν γιγνώσκειν ἐπιστήματα, ὡς νόησις πᾶσα ἐκ τινὸς ἐστὶ καὶ τινός. Καὶ ἦ μὲν συνοῦσα
"[110] If the Intelligence were the Good and not from the Good, then it would be nothing other than the Good and not be of itself an hypostasis. [111] It is first act and first intellection, and thus there is neither act nor intellection before it. [112] If then one goes beyond this entity and this intellection, he does not come to [another] entity and intellection but comes to something wonderful beyond entity and intellection—this something has in itself neither being nor thought but is free in itself and of itself from these factors so that it has no need of them. [113] For there is no giving of act before act is produced, because otherwise it would be already [act] before it was produced. [114] Nor [can there be] intellecting which produces intellection. For already there would be intellection before intellection comes to be. [115] For it is altogether true that intellection, even of the Good, is beneath the Good. [116] Thus, intellection does not belong to the Good. I do not mean that the Good escapes intellection [by the Nous]—for such intellection is a fact—but that in the Good there is no intellection. [117] Otherwise, the One would be the Good together with something less than itself, namely, the intellection of itself. [118] But if intellec-
tion is beneath it, then intellection and entity would be on the same level. [119] If intellection is better [than the Good], then its intelligible object is beneath it. [120] But intellection is not in the Good; it is less than the Good and it is through the Good that it has worth. [121] And thus intellection is different from the Good; for the Latter is pure and free from other beings and from intellection. [122] The Good, since free of intellection, is purely what it is and it is not restricted by the presence of intellection; [hence], it is not impure but is one. [123] And if someone makes this [the Good] at once an intellection and a thought, [then] he makes it entity and thought united with entity, and thus makes the One be Intelligence itself. Thus, one must find another before [or above] the One. For this act and this intellection are either the completion of another substrate or co-hypostasis existing before the One. And thus the One would have another nature which would very likely be intellection i.e., [the Intelligence].

40, 21-49:

Εἰ δὲ ἂν ἔκεινον καὶ μὴ ἀπ' ἔκεινον, οὐδ' ἄν ἄλλο τι ἢ ἔκεινον ἂν, καὶ οὐκ ἄν ἐφ' ἐαυτῆς ὑπόστασις ἂν. Πρώτη δὴ οὖσα αὕτη ἐνέργεια καὶ πρώτῃ νόσις οὐκ ἂν ἑχοὶ οὔτε ἐνέργειαν πρὸς αὐτὴς οὔτε νόσιαν. Μεταβαίνων τοῖν τις ἀπὸ ταύτης τῆς οὐσίας καὶ νοσεῖσι οὔτε ἐπὶ οὐσίαν ἢξει οὔτ' ἐπὶ νόσιαν, ἀλλ' ἐπεκείνα ήξει οὐσίας καὶ νοσεῖσι ἐπὶ τινὰ βαθμαστὸν, δὲ μὴ ἔχει ἐν αὐτῷ οὐσίαν μὴ ἐπὶ νόσιαν, ἀλλ' ἔστω ἐρημοὶ αὐτὸ ἐφ' ἐαυτοῦ τῶν ἢ αὐτοῦ οὖθεν δεόμενον. Οὐ γὰρ ἐνεργήσας πρὸ- τερον ἐνέγνωσεν ἐνέργειαν· ἦδη γὰρ ἰν ἤν, πρὶν γενέσθαι· οὐδὲ νοσίας ἐνέγνωσε νόσιαν· ἦδη γὰρ ἰν νεονεῖκη, πρὶν γενέσθαι νόσιαν. ὃλος γὰρ ἦ νόσις, ἐὰν μὲν ἁγαθὸς, χεῖρον αὐτοῦ· ἐστε οὐ τοῦ ἁγαθοῦ ἦν εἰς· λέγω δὲ οὐ τοῦ ἁγαθοῦ, οὐχ ὅτι μὴ ἔστι νόσια τὸ ἁγαθόν· τοῦτο γὰρ ἔστω· ἀλλ' ὅτι ἐν αὐτῷ τῷ ἁγαθῷ οὐκ ἦν εἰς νόσια· ἦ ἐν ἔσται ὅμοι τὸ ἁγαθὸν καὶ τὸ ἑλαττὸν αὐτοῦ, ἢ νόσις αὐτοῦ. Εἰ δὲ χείρων ἔσται, ὅμοι ἢ νόσις ἔσται καὶ ὡς οὐσία. Εἰ δὲ κρείττον ἢ νόσις, τῷ νοσεῖν χεῖρων ἔσται. Οὐ δὲ ἐν τῷ ἁγαθῷ ἢ νόσις, ἀλλὰ χεῖρων οὖσα καὶ διὰ τοῦτο τὸ ἁγαθὸν.
[124] For it has an object that it intellects, because there is another prior to it. [125] And [consider] when it knows itself: even in its self-knowledge it has that [prior] object and it is out of that other that it contemplates itself. [126] Anything which has nothing prior to it or with it from which it originates—how can it have intellection and how can it know itself? For what could it seek or desire? What would be its power? Would its power not be external to itself in knowledge? [127] I mean consider whether the power which it knows is different from the power by which it knows. If these be one, what is there to seek?"32

40, 49-56: Καὶ γὰρ ἐχει ὁ νοησει, ὅτι ἄλλο πρὸ αὐτῆς καὶ ὅταν αὐτὴ αὐτὴν, οἷον καταμανθάνει ἀ ἐσχεν ἐκ τῆς ἄλλου θέας ἐν αὐτῇ. Ὡς δὲ μήτε τι ἄλλο πρὸ αὐτοῦ μήτε τι σύνεσεν αὐτῷ ἐκ ἄλλου, τί καὶ νοησεὶ ἡ πῶς ἑαυτόν; Τί γὰρ ἐξῆτε τι ἐπάθει; "Ἡ τὴν δύναμιν αὐτοῦ ὅση, ὡς ἐκτός οὐσίας αὐτοῦ, καθὸ ἐνοῦ; Δέιγμα δὲ, εἰ ἄλλη μὲν ἡ δύναμις αὐτοῦ, ἦν ἐμανθάνειν, ἄλλη δὲ, ἡ ἐμανθάνειν· εἰ δὲ μία, τί ἐπήτει;

32In chapter forty-one Plotinus continues the argument that the Good cannot intellect because intellection is a response to need and is consigned to inferior existents so that they might live better. He closes the chapter by repeating his negative theology: predicates imply imperfection and therefore cannot describe the One. In chapter forty-two Plotinus concludes the treatise with two final statements: first, he presents the order of the highest realities (the Good, the Intelligence, the Soul); secondly, he invokes the authority of Plato (Letters 312 e) to justify excluding the Intelligence form the First Existent.
Comments

Now we must undertake to express clearly and concisely the movement of thought in Text D. The initial twelve chapters of Text D explain that, because everything in the sensible universe originates from the intelligible, the intelligible world is a universe of infinite variety. After these chapters we encounter the first of several passages which comprise the key text. Taken together these passages fall into three sections. Section One (ch. 13) explicates how and why the Intelligence is a sameness-in-difference (unity-in-multiplicity) and is, thereby, act and encompasses all beings. Section Two (chs. 17-18) describes how what is prior passes from dynamis to energēia and thus gives rise to Intelligence and makes evident its dependence on the Good. Section Three (chs. 37, 40) replies to those who object that the Good is Intelligence and act.

Section One.

a. Every being is multiple in inverse proportion to its degree of simplicity. This is true of the Intelligence and also of its product, the Soul. [Since simplicity denotes perfection or reality,] a being is a principle and an act in proportion to its degree of simplicity. [Because all intelligible beings are principles,] the first and the last of them are simple. But the act of the last being is simple as a diminution of act or being, whereas the act of the first being is simple as the totality of all acts (§1-§3).

b. What kind of totality is the first of the intelligibles [=the Intelligence]? It cannot be a collection or something separable into [really distinct] parts, for such is not a true unity. But the Intelligence is a true unit because its [act or] movement takes place in itself and is, thus, forever the same (§4).
c. But the Intelligence cannot remain perfectly the same, for its movement must have a beginning and a terminus, between which there must be diversity; otherwise, there would be no distinct stages in its [life or] movement and, consequently, there would be no act. Moreover, if its movement were uniform, it would be without differentiation and, therefore, it would not encompass all lives and acts. Instead, it would be only a single, undifferentiated life. In order for there to be a totality of lives, the Intelligence must move through all beings (#5-#10).

d. The movement of a simple existent retains its unity but in one of two ways: either by not advancing into anything or by so advancing. If the latter kind occurs, the Intelligence is a duality, a unity-in-difference. If the former kind of movement takes place [where the one member of the duality is really and logically the same as the other], there is only pure unity and no true movement (#11-#12).

e. If there is duality, sameness and difference issue from the original advance and out of this sameness and difference another unity results [e.g., the Soul is a totality which results from the Intelligence]. But this product is not a pure unity but is also a sameness-in-difference and a totality. For also as a sameness present to differences it encompasses multiple beings. In other words, its nature, too, is to distinguish beings in a whole (#13-#14).

f. The differences which the Intelligence encompasses are [in nature] either prior or posterior to it. If they were before it, the Intelligence would be influenced by them. But in such a case they would be its source, [but it is absurd to hold that simplicity can be caused by diversity]. The multiple beings have no explanation without the Intelligence (#15-#16).
g. Consequently, the Intelligence is the principle of all beings. Its movement and act produces all beings, one after the other. Its movement is analogous to a wanderer who journeys to many places, except this wanderer never strays outside itself. It is the same as the places to which it moves; it is the space for its own movement. It is as though all the places in its wanderings travel along with it. Since it never journeys outside itself, its wandering may be called stationary. It wanders in a plain of truth, from which it cannot stray (#17-#19).

h. This plain of truth has differentiation; otherwise, there could be no movement through it. Without differences, then, there is no movement [or act]—simply, a cessation [of life and] of being. Moreover, without movement there could be no intellection; hence, there could be no Intelligence and, therefore, no being. Intellection, as a result, must move everywhere, producing and encompassing all beings. To repeat: the Intelligence is the same and different. It is forever distinguishing and manifesting beings [through its movement and act]. Its movement through all lives may be likened to a traveller over the earth: he journeys always on the same earth but to many different places. The Intelligence is the same as the many differences to which it moves, for there can be no act if sameness is not forever present to all the different beings (#25-#27).

i. If the very nature of the Intelligence is to be sameness-in-difference, then all beings are it and it is all beings. If it is not everything, then it cannot be itself. It must encompass all differences, or else it is incomplete in nature (#28-#30).

[In summary: Section One argues that act involves simplicity-in-multiplicity, which describes the Intelligence, a simple existent that
embraces all beings, each of which, in turn, is an act because each is a simplicity-in-multiplicity. The Intelligence actuates all beings because it is a kind of movement that, through reversion, completes itself. This completion or determination results in the plurality of beings. As a movement present to the plurality of beings, the Intelligence is a sameness-in-difference. Hence, act is the completed movement of the Intelligence, that is, sameness-in-difference.

Section Two.

[After showing in chapter fourteen that the Intelligence is like an organism, i.e., a unity of parts and functions, Plotinus begins the second part of the entire treatise, which considers how the Intelligence relates to the transcendent Good. In chapter fifteen and sixteen he explains that the Intelligence is a sameness-in-difference because it originates out of an active power, which contemplates the perfectly simple source and, thereby, brings about its own determination.]

a. [Someone might object as follows to Plotinus' account of the origin of the Intelligence: How can a reality that is differentiated originate from pure simplicity [for is not all production from "like to like"]? Must not the cause have or be what it gives? [Plotinus replies:] In the production of real beings the giver or producer is necessarily superior to the gift or the product. [Hence, it is possible that the cause is unlike the result by virtue of its superiority] (#31-#32.)

---

33Brehier notes that Plotinus has Aristotle in mind during this line of reasoning. Aristotle distinguishes two kinds of production: one in which the cause has the same nature as the effect (e.g., man begetting man); the other in which the cause is totally unlike the effect and greater in power (e.g., the sun generating man). The mistake of the above objection, Plotinus insists, is the presumption that all production is like the former (Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 54).
b. Moreover, that which is in potency requires a cause which is in act. But if the product, that which is at first only potency, is first act and its cause is superior to and unlike it, then that cause transcends act and life. The Intelligence has life because it originates from something that is more perfect than life. Hence, life is unlike its source in nature and is only a vestige of that source [=the Good] (#33-#37).

c. Life was originally indeterminate but was limited and made determinate by reversion back to its source in contemplation. But that source is superior to and unlike its product and is, therefore, without determination. The One determines another but remains Itself indeterminate (#38-#41).

d. What is the nature of this limit [=determination or form] that the Intelligence has? It does not have an external limit, such as a magnitude would have [for such limitation is imposed from without and would make the Intelligence a passive potency]. Its limit is, instead, internal: as the totality of life the Intelligence is limited by intrinsic distinctions and forms and thereby encompasses infinite differences as it images (as best it can) its infinite source (#42).

e. [As proven already (Section One #c, #h-#i)] the Intelligence is a life that must encompass all lives, or else it is incomplete and there can be no being or act. Its limit therefore is not that of a single, defined life [cf. #8], but it is determinate nonetheless as a unity-in-multiplicity, the totality of all lives (#43-#46).

f. But what precisely is this "defined unity" [this unity-in-diversity]? As the Intelligence it is a unity; as having multiple forms and intelligences as its contents and objects it is a multiplicity (#47-#49).
g. Is the Intelligence the same as any one of the intelligences it has as an object? No, since in that case the nature of the Intelligence would be destroyed, for it would not be the totality of different beings but only a particular being. Each intelligence or being exists because of its relation to the whole Intelligence [i.e., each difference is what it is because of the sameness which is the Intelligence] (#50–#54).

h. In order to be the totality of all intelligences or beings, the Intelligence was, as we have seen [Section Two, #c], at first an indeterminate, active power and then was determined and became the universe of [acts] forms or beings. And it is prior to all the different forms, not so as to be one among them [see Section Two, #g], but so as to be their principle insofar as it is an image of the formless One (#55–#56).

i. The Soul relates to the Intelligence, just as the Intelligence relates to the One. It is a light that illumines the Soul, just as the One illumines it. Moreover, the Soul has a vestige of the Intelligence in that it intellects also [although discursively], just as the Intelligence has a vestige of the Good [in that it is good, although in multiplicity]. But the Good [as we have seen, Section Two, #a–#b] transcends the Intelligence. Whereas the Intelligence is form and determinate, the Good is formless and indeterminate. If the Good were a form, the Intelligence would be a logos. [For the Intelligence to be a logos the Good would have to possess the reasons for all things, but that would make it multiple.] The Good, however, must be absolutely without differentiation, for if differentiated, it would require something prior, on which it would depend for determination (#57–#62).

j. How is the Intelligence like the Good? Because it has form or
beauty? Or is there another reason that it is good? We know, of course, that it is good because it is a vestige of the Good. All these acts, then, are vestiges of the Good: life, intelligence and form (#63-#67).

k. But it is not enough to hold that these realities are good because they have a common origin in the Good. We may still ask: what is intrinsically present to each that makes it good? This is a difficult question, which can be answered only by discovering in these distinct acts [namely, life, Intelligence and form] a common characteristic which makes them good. These realities [life, Intelligence and form] are distinct; the first act can be different from its results, since it may produce perfections which become manifest in diverse recipients. Nonetheless, to the extent that each is a trace of the Good, each is good in proportion to its own difference. We must now investigate what constitutes the good of the highest beings (#68-#70).

m. [It may now be asked:] if it cannot be known in what the goodness of the intelligible world consists, how can it be known to be good at all? It is obvious that the intelligibles are good because of their origin. [Their common origin does not indicate what intrinsically makes them good, but it does demonstrate that they are good], for what is without worth could not come from the Good [Section Two, #j]. Thus, life is good and also Intelligence and form are good (#71-#78).

n. [But now someone might object:] If Intelligence, life and form are distinct from one another [and they are distinct logically], how can there be something (namely, goodness) common to them? [Would not their separate identities be destroyed if they were in some respect the same?] No, each retains its entity, for the mind [through abstraction] may identify something common to diverse things; e. g., the notion of life
may be derived from different animals--horse and man; heat from water and fire (#79-#80).

o. The very fact that their goodness is mixed with differentiation demonstrates that they are unlike the Good. [Nonetheless, they are good, and thus, must share in the Good in some way.] Do they share in the Good as parts of the Good? Certainly not, for the Good is without parts. They share in the Good in that they have a trace of unity [and to have a trace of unity is to have a trace of the Good, since the Good is the One] in their plurality. For example, the first act [=life] and the second act, limit [=Intelligence] are good, as is the completed entity [=the order of forms] resulting from these prior realities. None of these goods, however, is the same as the Good because each is derived from that dependent on the Good (#81-#87).

p. Again, the original question recurs: what is present to the intelligible beings that accounts for their goodness? Obviously, in the sensible world it is order and rhythm that constitute goodness. But what accounts for it in the intelligible world? For it cannot be rhythm and order and constitute goodness There, for the good here is derived from outside because the ordered is different from the orderer, but no such separation exists There. Thus, goodness is intrinsic to the intelligibles and the question remains: what is this goodness? (#88-#89).

q. So the search for what makes the intelligible good must continue. Their derivation from the Good explains that they are good but does not explain what intrinsically makes them good (see immediately above, #m; #90).

[The central points concerning energeia in Section Two are as follows. Since the Intelligence is first act and first life, the cause
of the Intelligence is beyond act and life. If act requires sameness and difference (as demonstrated in Section One), then the One, which is without difference, must transcend act. Nevertheless, as the source of the realm of sameness and difference, i.e., of the Intelligence, whose nature is a threefold act (life, intelligence and form), the One is the source of act (and is act through extrinsic denomination). Furthermore, the acts of the Intelligence are good, despite their inferiority to the Good, for they are vestiges of their source by virtue of their sameness or simplicity. The One is present to these acts as a kind of light, the precise nature of which occupies those chapters intervening between Section Two and Section Three.

Section Three

Plotinus has searched for an answer through chapters nineteen to thirty-six to the question, "What is the nature of the light present to the intelligible realities that makes them good or desirable?: He finally answers this question in chapter thirty-six: the light present to the intelligibles which makes them good is an immediate intuition of that reality internal to all existents; it is a direct experience of the real, which transcends cognition and Intelligence; it is union with the radiance of the Good itself, who transcends act and Intelligence.

a. [The Peripatetics and others object to Plotinus' conclusion that the Good, while the illuminating source of all knowledge, is not Himself a knower on the following grounds:] While it may not be a perfection for the Good to know other things, it is a perfection for Him to know Himself, for self-knowledge is the supreme perfection (#91-#92).

b. [Plotinus replies as follows:] But intellection, even self-intellection, is not the supreme perfection. Intellection only has worth
because of the Good. The Good is without intellection because He is more perfect than intellection. If He is more perfect than intellection, it is a mistake to think that knowledge will add to His perfection. As all-perfect and the source of all perfection, intellection has perfection from Him (#92–#93).

c. [The matter may be considered in this way:] What accounts for the perfection of the One? Is it Himself or intellection? But if His value consists in intellection, He admits imperfection [for intellection implies duality and dependence]. He must be prior to intellection to make intellection possible. Hence, He is prior to intellection and not perfected by it (#94).

d. [The Peripatetics object again.] Is not the Good pure act, rather than potency, and therefore Intelligence? [Plotinus replies:] But if He is Intelligence, He cannot be the First Existent, for intellection implies duality (intellect and object). While it remains a simple existent, the Intelligences may be analyzed into a duality. Its parts may be eternally united (just as the eyes and their act of vision are always together) but are logically separable (#95–#96).

e. Consequently, to insist that the One intellects and is act and yet retains His perfection as simple is to admit that He is an intellect that does not intellect, just as movement does not move. No, intellection is incompatible with the perfection of the Good. Intelligible beings are entity and act and they differ from the Good (#97–#99). [In the remainder of chapter thirty-seven and in chapters thirty-eight and thirty-nine, Plotinus further argues that the One must transcend noesis, energeia and ousia, for if the One does not transcend the intelligible world, the latter cannot exist. The One has no need of noesis because He is perfect and
therefore free of desire. He seeks nothing. Intelligence presupposes sameness-in-difference, which the pure simplicity of the One excludes.]

f. There are two ways to know that the Good is beyond knowledge. First, we know this through mystical union with Him. We can enter into this Reality and associate with Him only if we leave behind noesis. Secondly, we may know His transcendence not mystically but philosophically, although this is far less satisfactory and has value mainly to persuade those who have never enjoyed mystical experience with the Good (#100–#101). [But let us attempt this philosophical explanation.]

g. Knowledge must come from a prior power and have an object. Knowledge is the determination of a prior power, which may be called the substratum for knowledge [and also for form, limit and act]. Knowledge is the determination of this substratum, but the resulting entity is not altogether different from the indeterminate, prior potency: through determination one and the same existent becomes completed [or actualized]. In other words, out of this prior potency the Intelligence becomes itself. In conclusion, this potency [=the first moment in the production of the intelligible world] is prior to intellection, entity and act, for these are all the same (#102–#107).

h. The Intelligence admits plurality, however, even if its intellection, act and [entity] are all the same, for these are logically distinct. [As unity-in-multiplicity and the completion of the active power for intellection,) the Intelligence is the first act and second hypostasis (#108–#109).

i. The Intelligence is sameness and difference and, therefore, is

34See Text B, comments on katanoësis.
derived from a prior existent. Since it is entity, that from which it derives (and of which it is merely an image) is beyond entity. Since act is the same as entity, the source of the Intelligence is also beyond act. As completely transcendent, the Good is perfect, self-sufficient and first Reality (#110–#113).

j. The Good is beyond act because He is unproduced [and yet is the ultimate source of all production], while act is produced out of a prior potency. Intelligence is act, produced from and by potency, and therefore beneath the Good. Consequently, the Good, although He may be the object of the Intelligence, does not Himself intellect. If He intellected, He would be imperfect; He would be a unity-in-multiplicity, for intellect and entity are together (#113–#118).

k. [Let us consider another objection.] Perhaps intellectation is prior to the Good. [Plotinus replies:] This is absurd, for in that case intellectation would have its object posterior to it. Intellection, then, would exist before that which makes intellectation possible, for intellectation requires a prior object that it may actuate its own potency for knowledge. Consequently, intellectation exists and is good because of the Good which exists before it (#119–#122).

m. It follows that the Good is simple and perfect because removed from and unmixed with intellectation. Intellection, then, is imperfect; i.e., it is dependent on a reality before it (because it is an active power requiring an object so as to bring itself into act). So if the Good is Intelligence, He must have a prior object, for there are only two alternatives: the Good is determining principle for the Intelligence or He is Himself Intelligence and requires a principle. Therefore, the First Existent cannot be Intelligence (#123).
n. Furthermore, if the Good were intellection, He would need and seek something. But if He is the First Existent, He could only need and seek Himself. He would be His own object for knowledge; He would have to be His own prior. But this is absurd, for the Good would have to exist before He in fact exists in order to be the object He seeks [i.e., the result would have to be prior to the cause] (#124-#127).

[Section Three in essence elaborates on the findings of Section Two. Contrary to Greek philosophical tradition, the One is not Intelligence, because He is not a duality or sameness-in-difference. Consequently, He is not act.]

Presenting this movement of thought has shown how Text D contributes in important ways to Plotinus' doctrine of energeia. In general Plotinus has argued the following: the intelligible world, the world of sameness-in-difference, in which the kinesis of the Intelligence manifests all beings, is the world of energeia (Section One), which the One, since it is perfectly simple and without difference, transcends (Section Two and Three.)

We must now study the following issues in Text D to further refine our knowledge of energeia: first, the role of kinesis, ousia, tauton and heteron in the intelligible world; secondly, the nature of life; finally, the transcendence of the Good over energeia.

Ousia, Kinesis, Tauton and Heteron in the Intelligible World

Plotinus' description of the intelligible world in Text D (especially #1-#30; Section One, #a-#l) relies heavily on four notions: entity (ousia), movement (kinesis), sameness (tauton) and difference (heteron). Plotinus employs these notions so as to explain how, by generating and
encompassing all beings, the Intelligence is a unity-in-multiplicity. Since as a one-in-many the Intelligence is *energeia*, a knowledge of these four notions is important for our study.

The conjunction of these four expressions in Text D reflects the influence of Plato's *Timaeus*, where Plato depends on them (except that he uses *thateron* for Plotinus' *heteron*) to explain the formation of the World Soul. Hence, in order to understand how these expressions figure in Text D, we must first summarize how they belong to the *Timaeus*.

Plato's relevant remarks begin at 30 a. When constructing the sensible universe, the Demiurge realized that, if the sensible world was to be beautiful, intelligent and good, i.e., if it was to be a worthy image of the eternal living All or the world of Forms, it must contain soul. Since the soul is superior to body, the Demiurge desired that soul rule body (34 b-c). This precedence demanded that soul be composed of three ingredients: *ousia*, *tauton* and *thateron*, each in a state intermediate between sheer indivisibility of the Forms and divisibility of things; that these three be blended into a sort of unity (35 a); that this unified whole be marked off into divisions measured by numbers forming two geometrical proportions and corresponding to the intervals of a musical scale (35 b-36 b). The Demiurge next cut this whole lengthwise and bent it round into circles, of which the outer belongs to sameness, the inner to difference (36 b-d). He set these circles in locomotion,

35Explanation of how these four notions reflect the influence of Plato's *Sophist* will be postponed until Text E (VI, 2 [43]), which presents Plotinus' interpretation of all the *megista gene* (*ousia*, *kinesis*, *stasis*, *tauton* and *thateron*).

36In other words, the components of soul are intermediate between that which is always "self-same" (the eternal Forms) and that which "becomes and is divisible" (bodies).
for, unless they move, they cannot constitute soul, whose very nature is to be everlasting self-movement. The visible manifestation of this movement is the planets (planēta) and the stars (astra), whose local motions are regular and thus make possible time (36 e; 38-a-e). But there is also an invisible counterpart of this locomotion of the World Soul. As invisible participant of reason and harmony, as the best of existents brought into being by the best and eternal beings, the Soul has true knowledge of immutable beings and true belief of sensible beings through the moving circles of sameness and difference (37 a-c).

In summary the Timaeus uses our four notions in the following ways—

ousia: the World Soul is an ousia because the Demiurge fashions it according to the divine exemplars so as to be a distinct existent with a definite nature; tauton and thateron: that nature is specifically constituted by two circles, an inner circle of difference and an outer circle of sameness; kinesis: Soul is kinesis in two respects: first, as the principle moving itself cognitively through the circles of sameness and difference, which thereby forms the heavenly bodies, including the "wanderers" or planets, and imparts to them their circular locomotion; secondly, as an intellection of the intelligible All and the sensible All through the circles of sameness and difference.

37 Plato does not literally mean that the Demiurge set the Soul in locomotion, for already in the Phaedrus (245 c-246 a) he has defined Soul as the eternal self-moving existent necessary for all cosmic movement. This position is expressed again in the tenth book of the Laws (893 b-895 a), where Plato identifies Soul as the cause of all other kinds of kinesis.

38 For this distillation of the Timaeus I am indebted to L. Sweeney, Infinity in Plato's Philebus: A Bibliographical and Philosophical Study (forthcoming), Ch. IV: "Participation of Things in Forms," pp. 89-140 (typescript).

39 The necessary association between soul, kinesis and intellection
Now before explaining how Plotinus applies this exposition to his conception of the intelligible world and ultimately to energeia, we must first ask how such application is possible in the first place, given that Plato in the *Timaeus* focuses on Soul, whereas Plotinus in Text D focuses on Nous. The answer appears to rest with Plotinus’ doctrine of *logos*, according to which what constitutes an inferior being also constitutes, except in a more perfect way, its superior. Accordingly, since Soul as a vestige of Nous (#58) is defined as *ousia, kinesis, tauton* and *heteron*, the Intelligence may likewise be defined.

Let us begin with *kinesis* to explain how Plotinus adapts these notions to his metaphysics and relates them to energeia. Plotinus is able to ascribe *kinesis* to the Intelligence by accepting Plato’s definition of *kinesis* as intellection. If *kinesis* defines Soul, which is imperfect intellection (#57-#58), then *kinesis* may certainly define Nous, which is perfect intellection. This judgment, that *kinesis* is intellection, would seem the only feasible interpretation of Plotinus’ remarks describing the life and the act of the Intelligence as a “movement” which manifests everything (#4-#8; #10; #19). Since Plotinus maintains consistently throughout Text D (e.g., #24; #95; #97; #111) and elsewhere in the *Enneads* (e.g., V, 9 [5]; V, 4 [7]; III, 8 [30]; III, 7 [45]; V, 3 [49]) that the life and the act of the Intelligence is intellection, it must be assumed that he also intends *kinesis* to mean intellection. This assumption seems especially confirmed by the observation that, if the movement of the Intelligence were stopped, there would be no intellection (#22).

With the knowledge of *kinesis* as intellection, it becomes possible

---

Plato stresses in the *Sophist*, 248 a-251 a, on which we will comment in Text E.
to explain precisely how kinesis is operative in the intelligible world. If kinesis is intellection, the word will express the operative states of the Intelligence in the same way that "intellection" does. In other words, kinesis is simply an alternative way of expressing the role of intellection in the intelligible world. This is the key to understanding how kinesis relates to energeia, for just as intellection is described as undergoing the moments of prohodos or dynamis and epistrophē or energeia, so kinesis may be identically described.

We have already witnessed when discussing intelligible matter in Text C how kinesis relates to dynamis. There we quote II, 4 (12), 5, 28-39, where Plotinus describes the overflow of the One as kinesis. We interpreted this remark to mean that without kinesis nothing posterior to the One can exist. Indeed, we concluded, following Fielder,40 that kinesis is the necessary condition in the production of every hypostasis. Based on what we now know of kinesis, we realize that by affirming the necessity of kinesis in II, 4 Plotinus is simply affirming the necessity of intellection. More precisely, the overflow of kinesis produces intelligible matter as an active dynamis, which in turn produces actual intellection, and is thus the first necessary stage in the generation of every hypostasis.

While Text D does not altogether neglect kinesis as dynamis (as implied in #5) it focuses mainly on reversion and therefore kinesis as energeia. To explain exactly how kinesis relates to energeia, Plotinus introduces the notion of ousia in Text D (#17;#24). And in this discussion he exhibits further reliance on the Timaeus by likening kinesis to a

40John Fielder, "Chorismos and Emanation in the Philosophy of Plotinus," p. 114; see Text C, n. 50.
"wandering" (planethentos) as it actuates all ousiai. These ousiai are the energeiai which terminate this wandering of Nous (#17). Hence, ousiai or energeiai are necessary to the extent that reversion is necessary in production, for they mark the end of production, the finished hypostasis. If kinesis terminated in procession, the universe of beings would remain forever in potency (#55;#106,#107). That is to say, if there were no impetus (ephestis) beyond the initial movement from the One, the universe of beings would remain indeterminate and there would be no act (#7). Only as determinate is kinesis the actuation of lives and being (#9–#10).

This distinction between Nous as intelligible matter and Nous as beings or acts also explains how sameness and difference relate to kinesis in Text D. We discovered the close relationship of heteron with kinesis in the same passage from II, 4 to which we referred above. There (II, 4, 5, 28–39) Plotinus states that not only kinesis but also heteron is necessary in production. That difference must define kinesis in procession follows from the fact that, if an existent moves from its source, it necessarily separates itself or becomes distinct from that source. Difference, then, is a necessary characteristic of intelligible matter or active dynamis.

However, text D makes it clear that what constitutes difference in procession constitutes sameness in reversion. This follows since intelligible matter in reversion what remains constant, common and present to all beings or acts (#26–#30). Indeed, it is intelligible matter which

---

41 In fact Plotinus uses planethentos (or some other form of the verb planao) eight times in seven lines (#17–#19) of chapter thirteen.

42 Plotinus connects kinesis with ephesis at III, 9 (13), 9, 4. For other remarks on ephesis see III, 8 (30), 7, 5; 11, 23.
makes the ousia possible, for they are (logically posterior to it (#15-#16). Hence, what constitutes difference in reversion must be opposed to intelligible matter in the duality of Nous. Accordingly, heteron refers not to Nous but to the multiplicity of beings that determine Nous. Since these beings are forms or acts, difference must signify energeia in reversion.

So far we have considered sameness and difference separately. Taken separately each denotes one of the dual aspects of the second hypostasis. Sameness denotes Nous or active dynamis (that which is determined); difference denotes Noēta or energeia (that which determines). But sameness and difference, since they are only different aspects of a single existent,⁴³ may be taken together as defining a unified whole. Understood in this way, sameness and difference define the universe of intelligible beings and therefore define energeia itself. Thus, we discern one of the important findings of Text D: to be energeia is to be sameness-in-difference.

If one reflects on how Plotinus interrelates these four notions, ousia, kinesis, tauton and heteron, one must observe that kinesis is central. By integrating all the other notions with kinesis, Plotinus defines kinesis as energeia and thereby exhibits how creatively he interprets his predecessors, for the union of kinesis and energeia represents a synthesis of both Plato's and Aristotle's conceptions of intellection. This synthesis is remarkable since Aristotle's conception of intellection as energeia would seem at first to be altogether incompatible with Plato's conception of intellection as kinesis. According to

⁴³How the various aspects of Nous are logically distinct ways of expressing a single reality will be explained in Text E.
the Stagirite kinesis cannot mean intellecction, for, if so, it could be
ascribed to the Separate Intelligence. This ascription, however, is
forbidden by Aristotle's ontology, according to which what is supremely
real is perfect and complete and, therefore, immutable and immobile
(akinetos). For Aristotle kinesis implies mutability, imperfection and
dependence and therefore cannot belong to the supreme existent, the
Separate Intelligence. Accordingly, Nous is energeia, not kinesis, for
energeia signifies perfection and completion.

Since Plato and Aristotle are at odds on the nature of intellecction,
how can Plotinus logically combine their conceptions of intellecction in
Text D? Plotinus achieves the synthesis by employing kinesis and energeia
in complementary rather than conflicting ways. He uses Platonic kinesis
to explain the emergence of Nous in reality and Aristotelian energeia to
explain the nature of that existent as a completed or perfected hypostasis.
In essence, kinesis and energeia do not conflict in Plotinus' conception
of intellecction, because he combines them in such a way as to express
different aspects of a single existent.

This union of Plato and Aristotle results from Plotinus' refusal
simply to mimic Plato's conception of kinesis in the Timaeus. Plotinus
is willing to transcend Plato and apply kinesis to the intelligible world

44This view of kinesis contrasts dramatically with Plato's, accord­
ing to which kinesis is so perfect as to exist on the same level as the
eternal Forms (see Sophist, 248 e).

45See Physics Theta, esp. ch. 5 (256 a 3-258 b 9); Metaphysics
Lambda, chs. 5-7 (1071 a 1-1073 a 12). Also see the following works from
the secondary literature: J. B. Skemp, The Theory of Motion in Plato's
Later Dialogues (Amsterdam: Hakkert, 1967), p. 33, n. 2; J. L. Ackrill,
"Aristotle's Distinction between energeia and kinesis" in New Essays on
Plato and Aristotle (New York, 1965), pp. 121-141; Philip Merlan,
itself, the world of Forms. And it is his motive behind this elevation of \( \text{kinesis} \) to the intelligible world that explains why he is attracted to Aristotle's doctrine of \( \text{energeia} \). Plotinus realizes that Aristotle's theory of potency and act provides him with a means to explain what Plato cannot help him explain: the relationship of the \text{Nous} to the transcendent Good. From a Plotinian point of view Plato cannot explain this problem, because he does not fully realize that a sound metaphysics must be an \text{henology}. Once one fully understands that to be real is to be one, however, then he will realize that \text{Nous}, since it is a one-in-many, is dependent and therefore relates to the One as product to producer. It is this relationship of product to producer that makes Aristotle's conception of \text{Nous} appropriate in an otherwise Platonic explanation. Since, according to Aristotle, production in general consists in a movement from indeterminacy or \text{potency} to determinacy or \text{act}, the production of the \text{Nous} (Plotinus concludes)\(^{46}\) may likewise be said to consist in such a movement. The Aristotelian conception of \text{Nous} as \text{energeia}, then, perfectly defines for Plotinus the final stage in the production of \text{Nous}.

Thus, Plotinus achieves a synthesis of two positions so as to explain how the Intelligence is a one-in-many. He achieves this synthesis through a long and complex discussion based on the multiple relationship of four notions: \text{kinesis}, \text{ousia}, \text{tauton} and \text{heteron}, which Plotinus extracts for his own special purposes from Plato's \text{Timaeus}, a dialogue whose influence on Text D will further appear in our next section of comments.

\(^{46}\)Aristotle himself, of course, does not explain \text{Nous} as emerging into \text{act} out of \text{potency}, because the \text{Nous} of Aristotelian philosophy is the first existent. Hence, \text{Nous} is simply eternal, independent \text{act}. 
Plotinus' treatment of life (zoe), which we have already glimpsed in prior key texts, is central to his conception of the intelligible world, and occupies the attention of several important treatises. VI, 7 figures among these important treatises because it explains how life relates to the universe of beings, to the One Himself and, most importantly, to energeia.

Text D introduces life along with kinesis (#7-#9). This association is not accidental, for the second existent can only be kinesis if it is life (#24;#50). This judgment, that Intelligence is life, has the authority of Plato, who elevates life to the same level as the Forms in the Sophist, and of Aristotle who attributes life to the Separate Intelligence in the Metaphysics. Moreover, this judgement would seem to have inductive support, for, since the best lives in the sensible world are intelligent, the perfect union of life and intelligence would seem to be necessary in the intelligible world.

If the Intelligence is life, life must consist of two distinct stages, identical with the moments in the production of the Intelligence. Life, therefore, is dynamis or energeia, depending on whether one considers Nous as indeterminate or as determinate (#7; #41-#42;#58). Intelligible matter, Nous as dynamis, is life because it is an underdetermined

47 See Text B (#6) and Text C (#35;#39).

48 For example, see VI, 9 (9), 9; III, 8 (30), 8-10; III, 7 (45), 3; 5; 10-11; I, 4 (46) passim.

49 For Plato, see Sophist, 248 e; for Aristotle, see Metaphysics Lambda, ch. 7, 1072 b 13-29.

50 Plotinus argues precisely this point at III, 8 (30), 8, 1-8.
perfection empowered of itself to contemplate the One (#42;#58).51 Life in its first moment is itself a power dependent on another power, the One (#126-#127; cf. #36). But it is the completed Nous, Nous as energeia, that is life in the most definite and perfect sense (#50).

Nous is truly actual because it actuates all beings (#9;#24;#58). Its nature would remain forever a potency, incomplete and imperfect, if it did not actuate and make manifest all beings (#17;#24;#30). Life, then, is complete act to the extent that it actuates and encompasses all Forms. Since every Form is itself a nous, every Form is a life. Hence, by comprehending all Forms, the Nous comprehends all lives. Accordingly, Nous is not a single or individual life (#8) but is the totality of all lives, because it is the actuation of all lives. The intelligible world, thus, may be said "to boil with life."52

This account of the Nous as all-encompassing life has implications regarding the production of all beings posterior to Nous. If Nous is life and if its own infinite contents are lives, then all inferior beings are lives as well, for all perfections posterior to Nous are what they are as its logos and ichne (#58). Because all logos of the Intelligence must themselves be contemplations, they must also be lives. For this reason the procession of all beings below the intelligible world is a procession of gradually diminishing lives. Plotinus expresses this point

51Later Neoplatonists (e.g., Proclus, Platonic Theology, VI, 9, 365), partly because of the influence of the Chaldean Oracles, hold that life (strictly speaking) is only dynamis or the second existent as indeterminate, and is (as indeterminate) a separate hypostasis; once this second hypostasis undergoes reversion or is in energeia, it should no longer be considered life but the third hypostasis, Intelligence.

52VI, 7, 12, 23; VI, 5 (23), 12, 9.
when contrasting the Intelligence with its *logoi* in III, 8 (30).

For the other lives [=those less real than the *Nous*] are thoughts in a way, but one is a growth-thought, one a sense-thought and one a soul-thought. How, then, are they thoughts? Because they are *logoi*. And every life is a thought, but one is dimmer than another, just as life [has degrees of clarity and strength]. But this life [=the life of *Nous*] is clearer; this is first life and first intelligence in one. So the first life is thought, and the second life is thought in the second degree, and the last life is thought in the last degree. All life, then, belongs to this kind and is thought. But perhaps men may speak of different kinds of life, but do not speak of different kinds of thought but say that some are thoughts, but others not thoughts at all, because they do not investigate at all what kind of thing life is. 53

---

53III, 8 (30), 8, 14-24 (following mainly Armstrong's translation).

Nousis μὲν γὰρ πως καὶ ἄλλα· ἄλλα ὡς μὲν φυτικὴ νόησις, ἡ δὲ αἰσθητικὴ, ἡ δὲ ψυχική. Πῶς οὖν νόησις; "Οτι λέγοι. Καὶ πᾶσα ζωὴ νόησις τίς, ἄλλα ἄλλα ἄλλης ἀμιδοτέρα, ἄσπερ καὶ ζωῆς. Ἡ δὲ ἐναγωγή αὐτή καὶ πρώτη ζωῆς καὶ πρῶτος νοῦς εἰς. Νόησις οὖν ἡ πρώτη ζωῆς καὶ ζωῆς δευτέρα νόησις δευτέρα καὶ ἡ ἐσχάτη ζωῆς ἐσχάτη νόησις. Πάσα οὖν ζωή τοῦ γένους τούτου και νόησις. "Αλλὰ ζωῆς μὲν ἵσως διαφορὰς τάς· ἀν λέγουν ἀνθρωποί, νοησεῖς δὲ οὐ λέγουσιν, ἀλλὰ τάς μὲν, τάς δ᾽ ὁλως οὐ νοησεῖς, οτι ὁλως τὴν ζωῆν ὁ τι ποτὲ ἐστιν οὐ ζητοῦσιν.

In III, 6 (26), 6, 10-16 (which is chronologically very close to III, 8) Plotinus, before taking up the question of the impossibility of matter, describes *Nous* in these terms: "being, what one could truly call being, is real being; and this is that which has nothing lacking to its being. Since it is completely, it has no need of anything for its preservation and being but is cause to the other beings, which merely seem to be. If this is correct, it must necessarily be in life, and in perfect life; or, if it falls short of this, it will be no more existent than non-existent. But this means that it must be intellect and wisdom in its fullness" (again, mainly after Armstrong).

"Εστι γὰρ τὸ ὅν, ὃ καὶ κατ᾽ ἄλλῃς ἄλλας αὕτης ἐν τὶς εἶσιν ὧν, ὅτως ὧν τοῦτο δὲ ἐστιν, ὃ πάντω ἐστὶν ὧν τοῦτο δὲ, ὃ μηδὲν ἄποστατεῖ τοῦ εἶναι. Τελείως δὲ ὃν οὐδενὸς δεῖται ἵνα οὐδίνοι καὶ ὧν, ἀλλὰ καὶ τοῖς ἄλλοις αἵτινος τοῖς δοκοῦσιν εἶναι τοῦ δοκεῖν εἶναι. Ἐν δὴ ταῦτα ὑπόθεσις λέγεται, ἀνάγκη αὕτῳ ἐν ζωῇ καὶ ἐν τελείᾳ ζωῆς εἶναι ἡ ἐλλείπον ὡς μάλλον ὧν ἡ μή ὧν ἔσται. Τούτῳ δὲ νοῦς καὶ πάντη φρόνησις.
In sum the universe is a hierarchy of lives because it is a hierarchy of thoughts and acts.

The Intelligence is supreme in this hierarchy of lives because its intellection is perfect. It is perfect because it comprehends all beings at once. In a late but important treatise, III, 7 (45), Plotinus comments on this all-embracing life so as to distinguish the energeia of Nous from the energeia of its principal logos, Soul. The multiple aspects of Nous, i.e., entity, sameness and difference, movement and rest, are really identical. They reflect the unity of an existent whose life or energeia is eternity. While a person may analyze this existent into multiple parts, eventually one puts it all together again into one, so as to be only life, compressing the otherness in these intelligible realities [=ousia, sameness, differences, movement and stability], and seeing the endlessness and self-identity of their act, and that it is never other and is not a thinking or life that goes from one thing to another but is always the selfsame without extension or interval; seeing all this one sees eternity in seeing a life that abides in the same, and always has the all present to it, not now this, and then again that, but all beings at once, and not some beings, and then again others, but a partless completion.

54III, 7, (45), 3, 7-10.

55III, 7, 3, 10-18 (after Armstrong).

Οὐτω δὴ καὶ συνθεὶς πάλιν
αὖ εἰς ἐν ὅμως εἶναι ζωὴν μόνην, ἐν τούτοις τὴν ἑτερότητα συστείλας, καὶ τῆς ἐνεργείας τὰ ἀπαντῶν καὶ τὸ ταῦτα καὶ οὐδέποτε ἄλλο καὶ οὐκ εἰς ἄλλον εἰς ἄλλο νόησιν ἡ ζωή, ἀλλὰ τὸ ὑστατός καὶ ἀλλὰ ἄδιαστάτως, ταῦτα πάντα ἴδων αἰώνα εἰδών ἴδων ζωὴν μένουσαν ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ ἀλλὰ παρόν τὸ πᾶν ἔχουσαν, ἀλλ' οὐ νῦν μὲν τὸδε, αὕτης δ' ἐτερον, ἀλλ' ἁμα τὰ πᾶντα, καὶ αὐ νῦν μὲν ἔτερα, αὕτης δ' ἐτερα, ἀλλὰ τέλος ἄμερες,
Thus, the act of the Intelligence is life as eternal and represents the plotinian equivalent of the "eternal living being" of Plato's Timaeus.\textsuperscript{56}

Soul is less perfect than the Intelligence and therefore cannot encompass all beings at once. Its intellection is not intuitive but discursive and thus must manifest its acts successively.

For as Soul presents one act after another, and then again another in ordered succession, it produces the succession along with act, and goes on with another thought coming after that which it had before, to that which did not previously exist because discursive thought was not in action, and Soul's present life is not like that which came before it.\textsuperscript{57}

Because it manifests its life successively, Soul is time. And just as Nous is the equivalent of Plato's "eternal living being" (to autozoon), the Soul is the equivalent of the "moving image of eternity".\textsuperscript{58}

If eternity is life at rest, unchanging and identical and already unbounded, and time must exist as an image of eternity (in the same relation as that which this All stands to the intelligible All), then we must say that there is, instead of the life There, another life having, in a way of speaking, the same name as this power of the soul, and instead of intelligible movement there is the movement of a part of Soul; and instead of sameness and self-identity and abiding, that which does not abide in the same but does one act after another, and, instead of that which is one without distance or separation, an image of unity . . . for this is the way in which it will imitate that which is

\textsuperscript{56}Timaeus, 37 d.

\textsuperscript{57}III, 7 (45), 11, 35-40 (Armstrong).

\textsuperscript{58}Timaeus, 37 c-38 c.
already whole, already all together and unbounded, by intending to be always making an increase in its being of the intelligible world. But one must not conceive time as outside Soul, any more than eternity is outside real being. It is not an accompaniment of Soul nor something that comes after (any more than eternity There) but something which is seen along with it and exists in it, as eternity does There [with real being].

Thus, both Intelligence and Soul as lives are energeiai. They differ, however, because one is energeia and life in a perfect sense, whereas the other is a participant in energeia and life. The one is energeia so perfect as to comprehend reality in an eternal "now". The other is energeia in a less perfect way, and therefore is destined to comprehend reality as best it can—in successive moments or in time.

So far we have explained life only as it relates to beings, but

---

Text D also considers how life relates to the One. In the course of that discussion Plotinus explains that the One is not life but instead transcends life. Since the One transcends life for the same reasons that He transcends act, it will be simpler to combine our exposition of the transcendence of the One over zoe with out discussion of his transcendence over energeia.

The Transcendence of the One Over Energeia

The single most important finding in Text D is that the One by transcending life transcends energeia (#35). This, of course, follows from the fact that life, as defined and determined, is energeia. Although VI, 7 is not the first treatise to explicitly state that the One transcends energeia, 60 nor is it the last, 61 it is the first of our key texts to do so. Thus, Text D corroborates our conclusion reached in every prior key text that the One transcends energeia.

Plotinus' reason for denying energeia and zoe of the One is that both imply plurality and therefore are incompatible with the pure simplicity of the One. The One cannot be life, because life is intellection,

60 Of course, the transcendence of the One over energeia is implied wherever Plotinus remarks that He transcends ousia or Nous (e.g., I, 6 [1], 9, 37-41; V, 4 [7], L, 10; 2, 38-40; VI, 9 [9], 11, 42; V, 1 [10], 8, 7-8; I, 2 [19], 3, 31; L, 3 [20], 5, 7; IV, 4 [28], 16, 27; III, 8 [30], 9, 2; VI, 6 [34], 5, 37; VI, 2 [43], 3, 7-10; 17, 18-22; III, 7 [45], 2, 8; V, 3 [49], 10, 5; LI, 2-28; 12, 47-48; 17, 13-14; I, 7 [54], 1, 8). But the first treatise where he explicitly argues His transcendence over energeia is III, 9 (13), 9, 8-12; followed eleven treatises later by V, 6 (24), 6, 3. Here we should also mention that against the above texts which deny energeia of the One stands VI, 8 (39) which repeatedly affirms energeia of the One. This treatise, however, is not a reliable representation of Plotinus' doctrine of energeia, as we will explain in our context to Text E.

61 See I, 8 (51), 2, 1-9 and L, 7 (54), 19-20.
which implies duality. The One also cannot be energy, because energy is life or intellection as determined. Because of their plurality life and energy depend on a prior existent. But since the cause of first life and first act must be purely simple, the cause is beyond life and act.

By arguing that the One is totally dissimilar to energy, Plotinus must reconsider the common Greek philosophic assumption that every producer must be like its product. Plotinus refers to this assumption while responding to an imaginary interlocutor, probably a Stoic, early in chapter seventeen (§31-§37). His response invokes the peculiar character of his monistic metaphysics. In an ontology the producer in every case must have the same nature as the product, because determinate being follows upon determinate being, nature upon nature. But in a henology, in which there is only one reality, there must be a producer, namely, the First Existent, which is unlike its product, since the product admits multiplicity or unreality. To make the One like His product would be to regard Him as a being, for the very notion of likeness has its basis in ousia, and would destroy His unique nature and His pure unity.

Plotinus' denial of energy in the One is simply a corollary of his negative theology, which forbids positive ascriptions of the One because they are based on ousia or unity-in-multiplicity. Since energy is equivalent to ousia, i.e., sameness-in-difference, energy is something the One cannot be.

Summary and Conclusions

Let us close our treatment of Text D with a careful summary. Text D is a study of energy in Ennead VI, 7 (38), a long and difficult
treatise consisting of two parts. Part One (chs. 1-14) of VI, 7 is a detailed examination of the nature of the Intelligence; Part Two (chs. 15-42) is an examination of the relationship of the Intelligence to the Good. Within this two-part treatise fall three separate sets of passages which contain very important information on energia. These sets of passages we label "Sections" so as to avoid confusing them in our references with the two general "Parts" of the treatise. Specifically, Section One (ch. 13) falls within Part One of the treatise; Sections Two (chs. 17-18) and Three (ch. 37, lines 1-19 and ch. 4) fall within Part Two. Let us begin by summarizing the context which prepares for Section One.

In the opening twelve chapters of VI, 7, Plotinus interprets Plato's Timaeus to hold that Divine Intelligence (=the Demiurge) knows and encompasses the eternal Forms, the reasons for all beings. This implies that everything in the sensible world first exists in the intelligible world. Plotinus answers two important questions in order to explain precisely how the Nous is the cause of all sensible beings. First, how can sense-knowledge exist in the intelligible world? Plotinus answers that, while sense-knowledge qua sense-knowledge cannot exist There, sense-knowledge can exist There in the sense that all the principles of knowledge, which make sense-knowledge possible exist There. In other words, sense-knowledge is a logos of the Intelligence and thus has its source in the intelligible world.

Secondly, how can the Forms of irrational animals, plants and

---

62 We found it convenient to label these passages "Sections" when charting the movement of thought in Text D.
minerals exist there? Plotinus replies that the Forms of all things are perfections and therefore are compatible with the nature of the Intelligence. Furthermore, all Forms qua Forms are intelligences, regardless of the qualities or imperfections of their participants, and are therefore one in nature with the Intelligence.

By answering these questions (chs. 1-12) Plotinus demonstrates that the Intelligence is a perfect knower whose nature consists of an infinite plurality of noeta or Forms. The Intelligence is a single nature that comprehends the reasons for all beings. Chapter thirteen (Section One) aims to explain how this unity-in-multiplicity is energēia. This explanation centers around four notions: kinesis, ousia, tauton, heteron, which Plotinus acquires from Plato's Timaeus. In that dialogue Plato employs these four notions to describe the formation of the World Soul. According to Plato the Demiurge formed the World Soul so that it would be the best existent in the sensible universe. This superiority required that soul be composed of three ingredients: ousia, tauton and thateron (which Plotinus renders as heteron). The Demiurge blended these ingredients into a whole. He cut this unity into two strips, bending them round into circles, an inner circle of difference and an outer circle of sameness. He next set these circles into cognitive motion and thereby produced the circular cycles of the celestial bodies, which make time possible. Through the circles of sameness and difference, the Soul has both true knowledge, since it apprehends the eternal Forms, and true belief, since it knows all sensible beings.

Plotinus adopts these four notions of the Timaeus and boldly elevates them to the intelligible world. Accordingly, kinesis, ousia, tauton and heteron become no longer merely constituents of Soul but of
Nous as well. Plotinus is justified in so elevating these notions by authority of his doctrine of logos, which maintains that Soul is simply a less perfect instance of the Nous itself. Hence, if kinesis, ousia, tauton and heteron are constitutive of Soul, they are constitutive of Nous.

Kinesis in particular belongs to Nous because Nous is intellection. If, according to Plato, Soul is intellection because of its eternal self-motion, then, Plotinus concludes, Nous as pure intellection and cause of Soul is certainly self-motion. That Plotinus intends kinesis to signify intellection is confirmed by several passages in Text D, where the movement of Nous is identified as the cause of all beings. Since elsewhere Plotinus describes intellection as the cause of all beings, we may assume that in Text D he intends to link kinesis with intellection. This connection explains how kinesis relates to dynamis and energeia. Since kinesis is so closely linked with the role of intellection in reality, then kinesis relates to dynamis and energeia precisely as intellection does.

In Text C we witnessed how kinesis relates to dynamis. Quoting II, 4 (12), 5, 28-39, we discovered that kinesis as intellection is first indeterminate and potential before becoming determinate and actual. Moreover, since intellection is necessary in all production, we concluded that kinesis as dynamis is a necessary condition for the production of every hypostasis.

Text D complements these remarks from II, 4 by explaining how kinesis is energeia. Essentially, kinesis becomes energeia by moving from indeterminacy to determinacy. What is first only active power in prohodos becomes complete act in epistrophe. To explain exactly how kinesis becomes energeia, Text D introduces ousia, the second of the four notions from the Timaeus. Plotinus states that the movements or
"wanderings" (planēthentos, a word that echoes the planēta of the Timaeus) of the Nous actuate all ousiai, all intelligible beings. These ousiai are the energēiai which complete the Nous. By contemplating its source the Nous produces the universe of beings. This contemplation constitutes the stage of reversion, without which all beings remain forever in potency.

Section One introduces the remaining Platonic notions, tauton and heteron, to further explain how Nous is dynamis and energēia. Heteron has a wider application than tauton, since heteron applies to both procession (dynamis) and reversion (energeia). We have seen how heteron belongs to procession in the same passage from II, 4 which we cited above. In that passage (ch. 5, 28-39) Plotinus states that heteron is a property of kinesis in the first moment of an hypostasis, because, if an existent moves from its source, it is necessarily different from that source. Heteron in procession is therefore another name for intelligible matter or active dynamis.

Text D adds to the discussion in II, 4 by demonstrating that heteron in reversion no longer refers to intelligible matter or dynamis but to form or energēia. The form of intelligible matter is actually the infinite plurality of beings. These ousiai constitute difference because they are opposite the unifying nature of intelligible matter.

What then constitutes sameness? Whereas difference characterizes intelligible matter in procession, sameness characterizes intelligible matter in reversion. This is because intelligible matter is that which is common to all Forms. Intelligible matter is sameness in the sense that it is eternal intellection present to all beings.
The separation of sameness and difference is the result of philosophical analysis, rather than the result of any real separation. The Nous is in reality one nature, a unified existent. Accordingly, the Nous is neither sameness nor difference but sameness-in-difference. Since the Intelligence as a whole is pure energeia, sameness-in-difference may be taken as the very definition of energeia.

Of these four notions, kinesis, ousia, tauton and heteron, kinesis appears to be fundamental, for, in the final analysis, the remaining three notions represent various aspects of kinesis. In fact, these other notions relate to kinesis so as to define it as energeia. By integrating these notions with kinesis in this way, Plotinus achieves a synthesis of Plato's and Aristotle's conceptions of intellect. This would at first seem impossible since Aristotle's Separate Intelligence is pure energeia because it is purely immobile (akinētos). Plotinus, however, achieves the synthesis by employing Aristotle's and Plato's conceptions of intellect in complementary rather than conflicting ways. Platonic kinesis explains the generation of Nous and Aristotelian energeia explains the completion of Nous as an hypostasis. Plotinus is willing to incorporate the Aristotelian notion of energeia so as to explain the relationship of Nous to the transcendent Good, a relationship which Plato does not explain because his metaphysics is not a fully developed henology. As an henologist, however, Plotinus realizes that Nous, since it is a one-in-many, must be dependent on the One as product to producer. Accordingly, Aristotle's theory of energeia becomes a valuable way for Plotinus to explain the final stage in the production of Nous.

In addition to these four important notions, kinesis, ousia, tauton and heteron, Plotinus introduces in Section One of Text D a fifth notion,
zoe, which also reflects the influence of Plato's Timaeus. Plotinus associates life with kinesis in Text D. This association is necessary, because, if kinesis is intellection, then kinesis must be life. Hence, the Intelligence as perfect kinesis is perfect life. This conviction, that Intelligence is life, not only has the authority of Plato and Aristotle but also empirical support, for the best lives in the sensible world are intelligent.

If life is intellection, then life must consist of two stages, just as intellection does. Life in its first stage is active dynamis and in its second, energeia. Life is dynamis or energeia depending on whether one considers intellection as indeterminate or determinate. In its initial stage, as indeterminate, life is an active power that proceeds from the Power of all beings, the One. By contemplating this original Power, life achieves its completed stage and is act. Only as act is life fully realized and determined. Therefore, energeia is the most perfect kind of life.

If life is the same as Nous, then life is energeia as it actuates all being or Forms. Since every Form is itself a nous, every Form is also a life. Hence, Nous is life not as a particular life but as the universe of all lives. From this conclusion follows a remarkable observation: if Nous is life, then all beings, from Soul and below, are lives, because they are logoi and vestiges of Nous. Since the sensible world is a gradation of intelligences, it is also a gradation of lives. Moreover, because to be an intelligence or life is to be an act, the sensible world is also a hierarchy of acts.

Beyond the sensible world is the source of all these gradations of lives or acts, the Nous itself. The Nous is their source because it is
perfect life and act. Its perfection lies in encompassing all beings in a single moment. Hence, the Intelligence is eternity and the equivalent of Plato's autozoon, "the eternal living being" of the Timaeus.

Soul, the principal logos of Nous, is inferior to its source and therefore cannot comprehend all beings at once. Its life or act must manifest itself successively and thus in not eternity but time, equivalent to Plato's "moving image of eternity" of the Timaeus.

Life is the last important subject to illumine energeia in Section One. Three chapters intervene between Sections One and Two of Text D. The first of these chapters (ch. 14) closes Part One of the treatise. In this last chapter Plotinus concludes that, as a totality of lives, the Intelligence is like an organism, a unity of diverse parts and faculties. Thus, Plotinus concludes Part One by stressing that the Intelligence is a unity-in-multiplicity.

Chapters fifteen and sixteen introduce Part Two of the treatise. These chapters explain that the Intelligence is dependent on the One as product to producer. In particular they state that as an active power or sight the Nous requires the One as its cognitive object. Without a prior object the Nous would remain forever in potency.

This brings us to Section Two, chapters seventeen and eighteen, whose chief points are reiterated in Section Three, chapters thirty-seven (lines 1-19) and forty.63 These sections focus on the single most impor-

63In the eighteen chapters that span Sections Two and Three, Plotinus explores the relationship between the Intelligence and the Good by asking a specific question: what is the cause of the goodness present to the intelligible beings? Before answering this question Plotinus devotes seventeen chapters to considering various possible solutions. In chapter nineteen he proposes and rejects two of them. First, he considers whether the intelligibles are good because they are simply desirable. This solu-
tant finding of Text D: the One transcends energeia. By transcending energeia, of course, the One transcends intellection and life. All three of these aspects of Nous presuppose duality and therefore are incompatible with the pure simplicity of the One. An existent that has some measure of multiplicity cannot be the first existent, for multiplicity is the same as perfection. Hence, without a perfectly simple prior existent (i.e., an existent which altogether transcends multiplicity), the Nous would have no cause. In other words, the One must transcend energeia for energeia to exist.

It is the nature of his henology that forbids Plotinus to attribute energeia of the One. If the ultimate source of reality must be pure unity, then all products of that Source must be wholly unlike It because they admit multiplicity. Thus, Plotinus cannot wholly accept the traditional philosophic principle that the producer must be like its product. He admits the truth of this principle for the universe of beings (where nature follows nature) but denies it for all of reality. There is one producer, namely, the One, that must be totally dissimilar to its products.

tion must be rejected since desire has to do with something outside any good being. Secondly, he rejects the possibility that the good of a being is the same as its virtue. Virtue is posterior to the nature of a being and therefore cannot be the very cause of the good of a being. Chapters twenty to twenty-three consider whether the Intellige is itself the Good. If this were true, the love of the soul would be content with knowledge alone, but instead the soul aspires to a higher good than knowledge.

After considering several aporiai (chs. 24-30), which aim to clarify how any being must relate to the good, Plotinus reiterates (chs. 31-35) that the intelligible world is not sufficient to explain its own goodness. Again, this conclusion turns on the earlier observation (chs. 20-23) that cognition i.e., union with Nous, does not satisfy the soul's love. Hence, what causes goodness in the Intelligibles is that which transcends Intelligence altogether. The cause of goodness is the illumination of the Good Itself, which makes possible an intuition of reality that no cognition can replace (ch. 36).
Without this original dissimilarity, the universe of beings cannot exist.

As a closing observation it appears that Plotinus develops *energeia* as he does in Text D to help accomplish the over-all task of the treatise, which is to distinguish the Intelligence from the transcendent Good. This means that *energeia* is a way of reinforcing Plotinus' negative theology. In other words, *energeia* is introduced in VI, 7 as a way of expressing what the *Nous* is and what the One cannot be.64

Ultimately, what separate the *Nous* from the One is the former's nature as a plural existent. Specifically, Text D explains this plural nature by relating *energeia* to four specific aspects of *Nous*: *kinesis*, *ousia*, *tauton* and *heteron*. Text D, however, does not exhaust Plotinus' comments on these four notions. In a later treatise, VI, 2 (43), he again discusses them (along with a fifth notion, *stasis*), but mainly under the influence of Plato's *Sophist* rather than the *Timaeus*. To see how this discussion develops and how it involves *energeia*, let us now turn to VI, 2 as our Text E.

64 This emphasis on negative theology explains why Plotinus is careful in Text D to avoid describing the *Nous* in ways that suggest too close a similarity with the One. This caution even leads him to deny (ch. 17; #61), contrary to other treatises, that the *Nous* is a *logos* of the One. Plotinus must avoid such a way of explaining the relationship of *Nous* to the One because it would threaten the very task of Text D. The very notion of *logos* implies intelligibility, which Text D argues the One must transcend. Thus, in Text D Plotinus must restrict *logos* to the universe below the Intelligence. In other treatises, where the interests of negative theology are not as pressing, he is willing to apply *logos* to the *Nous*. See n. 18.
Our final key text is taken from VI, 2, the forty-third treatise in chronological order. VI, 2 was originally the second part of a single project, which Porphyry entitled "On the Genera of Being" and divided into three treatises, VI, 1 (42), VI, 2 (43), VI, 3 (44). Although these three treatises originally formed a single composition, they are not all identical in purpose and scope. Whereas VI, 1 and VI, 3 are mainly polemics against the Stoics and Aristotelians on the categories of being, VI, 2 is a constructive exposition of Plotinus' own position on the subject. Specifically, VI, 2 aims to demonstrate how the five supreme genera of Plato's Sophist are the logically distinguishable constituents of the intelligible world. This demonstration is especially rewarding for our purposes because of the relationship of energeia to each of these genera.

Only four treatises intervene between Text D (VI, 7 [38]) and Text E. Two of these may be dismissed as irrelevant. II, 1 (40), "On the Universe," is mainly a cosmological treatise and fails to even mention energeia. IV, 6 (41) is a psychological study, "On Sense-Perception and Memory," and yields nothing new on energeia. Of the remaining two treatises, VI, 1 (42), of course, is important because it introduces the entire discussion περὶ τῶν γενεσεων τοῦ ὄρτος and speaks of energeia often. But in spite of its importance, VI, 1 will not be treated as a

2VI, 8 (39) will be discussed in the subsequent paragraph.
The reason for this rests primarily in the purely negative intent of the treatise. Since VI, 1 is a polemic, it is relatively unreliable as a source of Plotinus' own views concerning the categories of energeia. Any positive information it contains is negligible. Hence, we shall subordinate relevant points from VI, 1 to an investigation of VI, 2, which is a direct and positive presentation of Plotinus' views.

The remaining intervening treatise, which also happens to be immediately subsequent to VI, 7 (Text D) in both chronology and Porphyry's arrangement, is VI, 8 (39). This composition, entitled "On Free Will," would seem to demand the closest inspection, because at first glance it appears to constitute one of Plotinus' most important treatises on energeia. The treatise not only abounds with instances of energeia, the word occurring 66 times in 21 chapters (compared with 44 occurrences in the 42 chapters of VI, 7), but also it uses energeia in ways and contexts alien to most other treatises. For instance, consider the following remarkable passage from chapter seven (lines 46-54):

The hypostasis [of the Good] would be, so to speak, the same as His act, for there would be no difference; how could there be a difference [in

3Likewise we must subordinate relevant points from VI, 3, which seeks to resolve some of the sporia that Plotinus sets up in VI, 1 concerning Aristotle's categories. Both VI, 1 and VI, 3 appear to argue that sensible ousiai are transitory and thus ultimately unable to support a genuine theory of categories. Nonetheless, Plotinus allows that sensible ousiai have at least momentary stability and can admit certain predicates, namely, the first five of Aristotle's original ten categories. By no means, however, could the Aristotelian categories, even if reduced to five, ever apply to intelligible ousiai, as VI, 2 makes clear.


5Concerning the number of times energeia appears in any treatise, II, 5 (Text C) is the most remarkable. Energéia occurs there 61 times in five brief chapters.
the Good], if there is no difference in the Intelligence. The act [There] belongs as much to the being as the being to the act. Thus, "acting according to nature" does not apply [to the Good], for neither act nor life, so to speak, issues from His entity. But the entity accompanies and is associated eternally with act, and out of both He makes Himself and is self-complete and [dependent on] nothing.  

Here, in spite of his repeated statements throughout the Enneads that the One is not ousia and energeia, Plotinus unabashedly attributes both traits to the One.

A passage from chapter twenty (lines 9-15) is even more extreme.

For one should not fear that we posit the first act [the Good] to be without entity. On the contrary, His act is posited, so to speak, as His very hypostasis. If any hypostasis were without act, then the principle of all beings would be imperfect and the most complete would be incomplete. And if act were added [to entity], unity would be destroyed. If then act is more perfect than entity, and the First is most perfect, the First is act.  

6The translation is mine.

"Οταν δὲ
δὴ ὁ οἶνον ὑπόστασις αὐτοῦ ἡ ὁλὴν ἐνέργεια ἠ — οὐ γὰρ ἡ μὲν ἐπερον, ἡ δὲ ἐπερόν ἐστιν, εἰ γε μὴ δὲ ἐπὶ τοῦ νοῦ τούτο, ὅτι μέλλων κατὰ τὸ εἶναι ἡ ἐνέργεια ἡ κατὰ τὴν ἐνέργειαν τὸ εἶναι — ἢστε οὐκ ἔχει τὸ ἀλὸς πέφυκεν ἐνεργεῖν, οὐδὲ ἡ ἐνέργεια καὶ ἡ ὁλὴν ζωὴν ἀνεγερθῆσαι εἰς τὴν οἶλον οὐσίαν, ἀλλὰ ὁ οἶλον οὐσία συνοδεύα καὶ οἶλον συγγενομένη εἰς ἀμφὸν τῇ ἐνέργειᾳ ἐξ ὅμοιον αὐτὸ αὐτῷ ποιεῖ, καὶ ἐαυτῷ καὶ οὐδενὸς.

7Again, my translation.

"Οὐδὲ γὰρ φοβητέον ἐνέργειαν τὴν πρώτην τίθεσθαι ἄνευ οὐσίας, ἀλλ' αὐτὸ τοῦτο τὴν οἶλον
This passage not only further violates Text D by affirming energeia of the Good, but it also offends another central conclusion of our study by separating energeia from ousia.

These are only a sampling of many such passages in VI, 8,8 and therefore we must answer the following question before taking up Text E: why is VI, 8 not a key text—indeed, a most important key text? The answer lies in the peculiar purpose of VI, 8, which is not disclosed until chapter seven of the treatise. At lines 12-15 of chapter seven Plotinus refers to a group of thinkers outside his own school9 who endorse a certain "presumptuous discourse" (tōleros logos), consisting of two assertions offensive to Plotinus' position on the One: "[the Good] is what He is by chance, and only by chance, and is not master of what He is;" and, secondly, "[since] it is not by Himself that He is what He is, He is without freedom or arbitrium,10 and either acts or does not

8Consider, for example, ch. 12 (lines 22-37); ch. 13 (lines 5-11); ch. 16 (lines 12-18); ch. 20 (lines 34-39).

9That these thinkers are outside his own school I take to be the meaning of the Greek phrase ἑτέρωσεν εἰς τάλεις.

10For the prepositional phrase ἐπὶ αὐτή, translated literally as "it is for him," there is no single corresponding word in English. The phrase means freedom of choice or free-will, which is easily translated into the German Verfügung, but I shall follow Ficinus, who translates it as arbitrium.
act on account of necessity." Plotinus' task in VI, 8 is to refute the "presumptuous discourse," and especially its first assertion, although Porphyry's title wrongly suggests that Plotinus focuses on the second. In essence the "discourse" presents Plotinus with a dilemma: either the One has a cause and a determinate nature and, then, He is being and not the transcendent principle of being; or the One does not have a cause and a determinate nature and, then, He exists only by chance.

Now, one would expect Plotinus to make short work of this dilemma by invoking negative theology. Instead, he takes a far more elaborate route by invoking the notion of will. He presumes that by granting the

11The Greek is as follows:

\[\omega_{\tau} \tau\chi\omega\iota\sigma\alpha \sigma\sigma\alpha \varepsilon\chi\varepsilon\iota, \omega_{\tau} \varepsilon\chi\varepsilon\iota, \kappa\alpha \iota\kappa \omega \sigma\alpha \kappa\iota\iota\alpha \tau\iota\delta \varepsilon\iota\tau\iota\nu, \sigma\sigma\alpha \tau\tau\tau\iota\delta \varepsilon\iota\tau\iota\nu \nu \eta\iota\nu\iota\chi \tau\iota\delta\eta\gamma\kappa\alpha\sigma\tau\iota \pi\omega\iota\sigma\sigma\alpha \eta \mu\iota \pi\omega\iota\sigma\sigma\alpha, \sigma \eta\varepsilon\gamma\kappa\alpha\sigma\tau\iota \pi\omega\iota\varepsilon\iota \eta \mu\iota \pi\omega\iota\varepsilon\iota.\]

Brehier expresses the two assertions thus: "l'Un n'a d'autre origine que le hasard et n'existe que par accident; l'Un ne tenant pas son être de lui-même n'est pas libre et fait nécessairement tout ce qu'il fait" (Plotin, Vol 6, Part 2, p. 119). Harder-Theiler writes as follows: "dieses Wesen sei in seinen Zustande nur von Ungefahr, habe nicht Vollmacht über das, was ist, sei das, was es ist, nicht aus sich selber und besitze daher weder Freheit noch freie Verfugung, indem es tue oder nicht tue, was zu tun oder nicht zu tun es gezwungen sei" (Plotinus Schriften, Band IV a, p. 19).

12Brehier makes this observation, ibid.

13Ibid., p. 122.

14An appeal to negative theology would be appropriate because, according to Plotinus' general position on the One, the "discourse" is a false dilemma, assuming mistakenly that the One is subject to the attributes of ousia, to which alone chance and nature can apply.
One a will, he can show that the One has a raison d'ètre and is free.  

In order to do this, however, he must violate negative theology, for will would seem to belong properly only to an intellect. This abandonment of negative theology allows Plotinus to ascribe not only will to the One but also energeia. But why does Plotinus follow this more difficult course when he could dismiss the "discourse" abruptly? Apparently, he regards the "discourse" as so important that it demands refutation on its own terms. Since the "discourse" ignores negative theology in its description of the One, Plotinus himself is willing to ignore negative theology in order to refute the "discourse."

But why does Plotinus invest the "discourse" with such importance? It is in answering this question that we can begin to see why VI, 8 is not a key text. The answer appears to be that Plotinus perceives the "discourse" as a Gnostic threat within his own school. That the "discourse" would interest Plotinus' students is not surprising, since to some degree it resembles Plotinus' own view concerning the One. Hence,

---

15To accomplish this a certain period of preparation is necessary, for the will is primarily a human faculty and considerable explanation is required to grasp how it can belong to the One. Accordingly, VI, 8 divides into two parts. Part One (chs. 1-6) investigates human will and arbitrium and in what sense these notions may be ascribed to divine beings; Part Two (chs. 7-21) investigates will as ascribed to the One so as to reply to the "presumptuous discourse."

16Plotinus argues this in chapters three to five.

17In a forthcoming article, "Two Views of Freedom: A Christian Objection in VI, 8 (39), 7, 11-15," A. H. Armstrong argues that the "presumptuous discourse" has orthodox Christian rather than Gnostic authorship. For our purposes the origin of the "discourse" makes no difference. Our point stands: VI, 8 was written in response to an alien philosophical threat within Plotinus' own school.

18This resemblance consists in the fact that the One is without cause and nature and hence would seem to exist by chance and to be without
it is possible that careless students might regard the "discourse" as the logical outcome of Plotinus' own theology. Plotinus himself is aware of the resemblance and personally struggles against the persuasive logic of the "discourse," as he admits in chapter twelve (lines 2-3): "Take hold, my soul, lest you be foully persuaded by these reasons and fall into uncertainty." Plotinus realizes that the Gnostic position is close enough to his own to cause profound intellectual disturbance or confusion, which Bréhier likens to a kind of vertigo. It is to avoid this vertigo and to safeguard his disciples that Plotinus has written the entire treatise.

It is this personal and pedagogical purpose behind Plotinus' refutation of the "discourse" that disqualifies VI, 8 as a key text. In order to safeguard his students from Gnosticism (or some such alien school), Plotinus is willing to suspend momentarily his negative theology and to describe the One in positive terms, including energeia. That Plotinus is conscious of straining language beyond the limits of sound philosophy is evident in his constant qualification of sentences with the adverb εἰπον. In fact, he explicitly regrets his abuse of language at the opening of chapter thirteen.

We must introduce these names [=e.g., energeia, kurion, ousia] to what we are seeking, though it is not accurate to do so; let us say again that, speaking accurately, we must not admit

arbitrium. Only a student thoroughly familiar with Plotinus' view of the transcendence of the One could distinguish Plotinus' theology from the Gnostic error.

19 Πάλιν γὰρ ἢ ψυχῇ αὐθέν τι πειθεῖσα τοῖς εἰρήμενοι ἀπορός ἐστι.


21Ibid.
even a logical duality in the One, but we are using this present language in order to persuade our opponents, though it involves some deviation from accurate thought.22

In this quotation Plotinus is, in effect, asking the reader to excuse the aberrant nature of VI, 8, because it is written primarily as a refutation and not as a statement of his own position, and therefore he also disqualifies the treatise for our purposes. A treatise inspired mainly by the interests of pedagogy and refutation is not likely to furnish reliable insights into its author's own position. Hence, contrary to what one might originally expect, VI, 8 is not Text E. Let us now turn to VI, 2, which is rightfully Text E.

Having criticized Aristotle and the Stoics in VI, 1,23 Plotinus endeavors in VI, 2 to defend the Platonic theory on the genera of being.24 This defense, of course, requires Plotinus to adjust Plato's theory to his own unique vision of the intelligible world. Since the relationship

---

22 Translation mine.

23 Plotinus criticizes the Aristotelian categories from chapter one through twenty-four of VI, 1; he criticizes the Stoic categories from chapter twenty-five through thirty.

24 Plotinus makes it clear from the opening lines of the treatise (ch. 1, 1-5) that his task is to defend his conception of the Platonic megista gene. "After having examined the position concerning the ten categories [of Aristotle] and having spoken of [the Stoics], who reduced everything to a single genus, placing as subordinate to this unity its four forms, we should next make evident our own opinions on the subject [of the genera of being], striving to show the agreement of our convictions with the opinion of Plato."
between the Platonic genera and *energeia* does not begin to appear until chapter seven of VI, 2, it is necessary first to summarize important points in its opening six chapters. In this summary we will emphasize how Plotinus perceives the fundamental role of the genera in the intelligible world so as to simplify our task of relating them to *energeia*.

Before defending the Platonic division of being into five supreme classes (Plotinus begins), the meaning of the expression "genera of being" must be determined. Accordingly, there are several questions to answer at the outset. (1) Is being comprised only of a single genus or of several genera? (2) If several, are the genera also principles? (3) Is being truly a primary genus or is it a species of a higher genus, whose other species is becoming? Plotinus answers this third question immediately, declaring it absurd, for it would entail that reality and unreality, being and non-being, are of the same kind (ch. 1).

Plotinus' answer to the first question is that being is comprised of several genera, which are the most universal Forms. His answer to the second question is that the genera are principles, for they are the constituents of intelligible being. But these answers (Plotinus goes on

> 'Επει δὲ περὶ τῶν λεγομένων δέκα γενῶν ἐπέσκεπται, εἰρηται δὲ καὶ περὶ τῶν εἰς ἐν ἀγόντων γένος τὰ πάντα τέτταρα ὑπὸ τὰ ἐν οἷων εἰς τιθεμένων, ἀκάλουθον αὖ εἰν ἐπεὶν, τι ποτε ἡμῶν περὶ τούτων φαίνεται τὰ δοκοῦντα ἡμῶν περιομένους εἰς τὴν Πλάτωνος ἀνάγεσιν δόξαι.

25 From lines 7 to 13 of chapter one Plotinus considers all the logical possibilities concerning the relationship of principles of being to its genera.
to say) entail certain difficulties. How do the genera relate to one another so as to constitute being? Do they relate as a mixture of really distinct elements? If they are a mixture, does this imply that separately each is only in potency and not an independent act? Most importantly, does not admitting a plurality of genera destroy the unity of being? And can unity be retained except by admitting a superior genus to which all the others are subordinated? It certainly is not permissible to explain the various genera as the result of differences added to being, the supreme genus. If being were a single genus, multiple beings could not exist, for differences must be added to a genus extrinsically. This last difficulty consists of a dilemma: if there is no supreme genus, being loses its unity; if there is a supreme genus, being loses its multiplicity (ch. 2).

How can this dilemma be overcome? The solution lies in positing as the source of the genera of being a unity which is not itself a genus. This unity is the One Himself, who transcends being and nonetheless is the cause of being. As the product of the One, being is a unity; in fact, being is unity, but only on a diminished (more multiple) level of perfection. As a manifestation of the One, being is really a whole, and yet it is analyzable into distinct genera. The genera of being are the logically distinguishable constituents of intelligible being (ch. 3).

As unities of distinct parts body and soul are useful analogies for grasping the unitary but diverse character of intelligible being. The body is a whole, whose inseparable components, entity, quantity, quality and movement, are distinguishable by abstraction. The same is true of the soul. The soul comprehends multiple logoi, all of which are really
identical with, but logically distinct from, the soul. The soul is itself a logos of Nous and, accordingly, reflects in its own way the five genera of being (chs. 4–6).

It is in identifying certain genera in soul that Plotinus makes the transition to identifying genera in the Intelligence. Here our key text begins.

"[1] What factors, then, and how many are observable [in soul]? [2] We have already discovered entity and life in the soul. [3] Entity is common to every soul and life is common to every soul, but life is also in the Intelligence. [4] Having introduced the Intelligence and its life, let us posit a single genus, movement, which is common to all life. [5] Entity and movement, which is first life, let us posit as two genera. [6] For even if they are [really] one, they are separable in thought, which finds them to be one and yet not one; otherwise they could not be separated.

7, 1–8:

Τίνα οὖν ἐστι καὶ πόσα τὰ ἐνορώμενα; Ἑπειδή ἐν ψυχῇ εὑρομεν οὐσίαν ἐμα καὶ ζωὴν — καὶ τοῦτο κοινὸν ἡ οὐσία ἐπὶ πάσης ψυχῆς, κοινὸν δὲ καὶ ἡ ζωή, ζωή δὲ καὶ ἐν νῷ — ἐπεισαγαγότες καὶ τὸν μοῦ καὶ τὴν τούτου ζωήν, κοινὸν τὸ ἐπὶ πάση ζωῇ τῆν κίνησιν ἐν τῷ γένος θεοσμέθα. Οὐσίαν δὲ καὶ κίνησιν τήν πρῶτην ζωῆν οὐσαν δύο γένη θεοσμέθα. Καὶ γὰρ εἰ ἐν, χαρίζει αὐτὰ τῇ νοήσει ὃ ἐν οὐχ ἐν εὑρόμεν· ἡ οὐκ ἐν δυνάμει, χαρίζεια.

"[7] Witness also that in other things there is clearly a separation of movement and life from being; if not in true being, then at least in the shadow of being and in that which is being in name only. [8] For as in the image of a man, many things are omitted and, above all, the principal thing, life, so it is that the being of sensible things is but
a shadow of [true] being, and is separated from the greatest being, which
is life in the primary sense. [9] Thus, we can here [i.e., in the sensible
world] separate being from life and life from being.

7, 8-15:

"Ora de kai en
alleis saphos tou' einai tin' einou 'In tin' zvhn chario-
menvn, ei kai mou en to' altheinov einai, all' tin' skia kai to'
ominymw tou' einai. 'Ose ga'p en to' eikoni tou' anbrou to
polla' elleipei kai malista to' koum, 'In zvhn, ou'to kai en
tois aioshtoiso' einai: skia tou' einai afpymenou tou'
malista einai, o en to' arxititpe' zvhn. 'Allov' ouv' esxomev
enteubh chariso' tin' zvhn to' einai kai tou' einai tin' zvhn.

movement neither is subordinate to being nor is in it; rather, it is with
being, and is found in being but not as in a substrate. [12] For movement
is the act of being and neither of the two exists apart the other except
in thought, but the two natures are [really] one. [13] For being is in
act, not in potency. [14] And if each of the two is considered separately,
movement appears in being and being in movement, just as in the one which
is [i.e., the One of the Parmenides],26 each [of the two—one and being—]
is distinct from the other and yet is the other. [15] Nonetheless,
intellection says that there are two terms and that each form is twofold
and one.

26Here Plotinus refers to the second hypothesis of the Parmenides
(142 b-157 b), where "the one which is" (which Plotinus identifies with
the second hypostasis) is a unity having many parts. So when Plotinus
here says that "in the one which is each [of the two—one and being] is
distinct from the other and yet is the other," he is saying that the
whole, the complete Nous, has the part (one of its aspects or genera,
e.g., movement) and the part has the whole (e.g., movement has the whole
intelligible world because movement is the eternal contemplation of all
beings).
7, 16-24:

"Ουτος μεν δὴ εἰδὴ πολλὰ καὶ γένος κίνησις δὲ οὔτε ὑπὸ τὸ δὲ τακτέα οὖτ' ἐπὶ τῷ δυτὶ, ἀλλὰ μετὰ τοῦ οὖτος, εὔφρενείσα ἐν αὐτῷ οὐχ ὡς ἐν ὑποκειμένῳ ἐνέργεια γὰρ αὐτοῦ καὶ οὐδὲτερον ἄνευ τοῦ ἑπερῶν ἢ ἐπινοις, καὶ αἱ δύο φύσεις μιὰ καὶ γὰρ ἐνεργεῖα τὸ ὅν, οὐ δυνάμει. Καὶ εἰ χειρὶς μέντοι ἐκάτερον λάβοις, καὶ ἐν τῷ ὄντι κίνησις φανῆσεται καὶ ἐν τῇ κίνησις τὸ δὲ, οἷον καὶ ἐπὶ τοῦ ἐνός οὖτος ἐκάτερον χειρὶς εἴξε βάτερον, ἀλλ' ἐμεῖς ἡ διάνοια δύο φησὶ καὶ εἴδος ἐκάτερον διπλῶν ἑν.

"[16] The movement which appears with being does not alter the nature of being but rather is made complete in this being. [17] It is eternally of such a nature and thus is permanent in its movement. [18] [Hence,] if one were not to introduce rest [into being], he would be even more mistaken than he who would not give movement [to being]. For it is more evident to reflection and intellection that rest accompanies being than that movement does. [19] For existents There remain themselves and unaltered and they have a single intelligibility.

7, 24-31:

Κινήσεως δὲ περὶ τὸ δὲ φανερῆς οὐκ ἐξιστάσης τῇ ἐκείνῳ φύσιν, μᾶλλον δ' ἐν τῷ εἶναι οἷον τέλειον ποιεύσης, ἀπὶ τῆς τοιαύτης φύσεως ἐν τῷ οὕτω κινεύει μενοῦσας, εἰ τις μὴ στάσιν ἐπεισόδου, ἀποτιθετός ἃν εἰη τοῦ μὴ κίνησιν διδόσως· προχειροτέρα γὰρ ή τῆς στάσεως περὶ τὸ δὲ ἐνόμισα καὶ χόρησις τῆς περὶ τὴν κίνησιν οὔσης· τὸ γὰρ κατὰ ταὐτὰ καὶ ὡσαυτῶς καὶ ἐνα λόγον ἔχον ἐκεῖ.

"[20] One may regard rest as a single genus, distinct from movement; in fact, it appears as the contrary of movement. [21] That rest is also different from being is clear for several reasons. [22] If rest were the same as being, then, quite rightly movement should be the same as being.
For why would rest but not movement be the same as being, when movement is the very life and act of being itself? However, just as we separate movement from being, as both the same [in reality] but as not the same [in thought], and thus we say they are two and yet one, in like manner we separate rest from being and yet do not separate it (except by thought), so as to posit it as another genus among real beings.

"[25] But if we totally combine rest and being into a unity, saying that there is absolutely no difference [between them], and in like manner combine being with movement, then we would make rest and movement the same through the mediation of being, and we would make movement and rest one.

"[26] One must posit these [entity, movement and rest] as three, since the Intelligence knows each separately. [27] Simultaneously the Intelligence knows them and simultaneously it posits them since it knows
them, and they are since they are known. [28] For those things which have their being with matter do not have their being in the Intelligence. [29] But these three genera are without matter, and for beings without matter, when thought, the thought [of the Intelligence] is their very being. 27

8, 1-5:

Ala chr tria tauta t ritesai, eiper o nois xwris ekas-
ton noei: ama de noei kai thetai, eiper noei, kai estin, eiper
nevota. Ois mev gar to eina meta ulyhs esti, touwm
ouk en tw vph to einais [alla estin auila] a de estin auila,
ei nevota, toui estin autois to eina.

[30] Observe the Intelligence in its purity and intensely contemplate it, but not with these bodily eyes. [31] You see the hearth of being and a sleepless light on it; 28 and you see how beings rest in it and are distinct and yet are all together; and you see abiding life and an intellection which is not in act with reference to the future but with reference to the present or rather to that which is now and always is now, and the present is eternal, a thought thinking in itself and not outside.

27 In translating this last sentence I have not followed the suggestion of Henry-Schwyzer to delete the bracketed words, alla estin auila, since they supply a premis in Plotinus' argument. Instead I follow the majority of translators who retain them. Bréhier: "mais les etres qui sont dans l'intelligence sont sans matiere" (Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 107); Harder-Theiler: "die Klassen aber sind immateriell" (Plotins Schriften, Band IV a, p. 194; Ficinus: "aliquin forent a materia segregata" (Creuzer-Moser [eds.] Plotini Eneades cum Marsillii Ficini Interpretatione Castigata, p. 398).

28 This remark, of course, is reminiscent of VI, 7 (Text D), chapters 15-36 passim, which states that the Good is the eternal light which illumines and brings goodness to the intelligible beings.
By analyzing the intellection of Nous, Plotinus now contrasts act and movement with being and entity only to connect them.] In thinking there is act and movement, but in the Nous thinking itself there is entity and being. [33] For the Nous thinks provided it is and by thinking itself [it provides] beings and being is that in which thinking is grounded. [34] For act with reference to itself is not entity, and act with reference to that which results from thinking is being, [35] for that which is seen is being; being, however, is not the seeing itself. Even the seeing itself has being [only] because it is from being and is directed to being [and thereby] also is being. [36] But seeing is being in act and not in potency and thereby it combines and does not separate the two [couplets—i.e., act and movement vs. being and entity]. For thinking makes itself be that [=being and entity] and makes being and entity be itself [=thinking].29

29 Is Plotinus in this passage (§32–§36) distinguishing being (έν) from entity (οὐσία)? Could it be as Inge suggests (The Philosophy of Plotinus [Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1968], p. 60) that on signifies only the genus, whereas οὐσία refers to the genus in union with the other four genera? While there are some grounds to believe such (e.g., see II, 6 [17], L, 1–13), it is unlikely that Plotinus intends to make the distinction in Text E. Throughout most of the treatise he appears to use the terms interchangeably. Thus, if there is such a distinction in the passage in question (§32–§36), it does not appear to be of a technical sort crucial to our understanding of VI, 2.
8, 11-18:

"[37] Being is the most firmly established of all and that about which all else have established their rest. [38] Being has a rest which does not come to it by borrowing but it has rest from itself and in itself. [39] Being is that at which intellection comes to a stop, though intellection is a rest which has no beginning and being is that from which intellection starts, though intellection is a rest that never started; for movement does not begin or end in movement. [40] Again, the Form at rest is the limit of Intelligence, and Intelligence is the movement of the Form. Accordingly, every being is both movement and rest, which themselves are all-pervading genera; and everything subsequent is a particular [sort of] being, a particular [sort of] rest and a particular [sort of] movement.

8, 18-27:

"Ω δὲ τὸ πάντων ἐδραίοτατον καὶ περὶ δὲ τὰ ἀλλὰ, τῷ στάσιν ὑπεστήσατο καὶ ἔχει οὐκ ἐπακτῶν, ἀλλ’ ἐξ αὐτοῦ καὶ ἐν αὐτῷ. "Εστὶ δὲ καὶ εἰς δὲ λήγει ἡ κίνησις οὐκ ἀρχαμένη στάσις, καὶ ἀφ’ οὗ ἀπειρηται οὐχ ὀρμήσασα στάσις. οὐ γὰρ ἐκ κινήσεως κίνησις οὐδ’ εἰς κίνησιν. "Εστὶ δὲ ἡ μὲν ἕδέν εἰ στάσει πέρας οὖσα νοῦ, ὁ δὲ νοῦς αὐτῆς ἡ κίνησις.

"Ωστε δὲ πάντα καὶ κίνησις καὶ στάσις, καὶ δὲ ὅλων ὅλα γένη, καὶ ἑκάστῳ τῶν ὑπερέχου τι δὲ καὶ τῆς στάσεως καὶ τῆς κίνησις.
"[41] Now when anyone sees these three, having come into contact with the nature of being, he sees being by the being in himself and sees the other two in themselves by the movement and rest in himself, and fits his own being, movement and rest to those in Intelligence. [42] They come to him together in a sort of confusion, and he mingles them without distinguishing them; then, as it were, by distancing himself a little from them, he sees them both as the same but nonetheless as distinct, namely, as being, rest and movement. These three are the same and [yet] each is one. [43] Does he not then say that they are different from each other and distinguish them in difference, and see the difference in being when he posits them as three, though each of them is [really] one? [44] Again, when he brings them back to unity and sees them in a unity, all one, does he not collect them into sameness and, as he looks at them, see that sameness has come to be and is? [45] So we must add these two, the same and the different, to those first three so that there will be in all five genera: the last two give to subsequent beings the characters of being different and same; for each such being is a particular 'same' and a particular 'different.' 'Same' and 'different' taken simply and without the 'particular' are the [supreme] genera.

8, 27-43:

Τρία δὴ ταῦτα ἰδὼν τις, ἐν προσβολῇ τῆς τοῦ ὄντος φύσεως γεγενημένος, καὶ τῷ παρ' αὐτῷ ὃντι τὸ ὄν καὶ τοῖς ἄλλοις ἱδὼν τὰ ἄλλα, τῇ κίνησιν τῆς ἐν αὐτῷ τῇ ἐν ἑαυτῷ κινήσει, καὶ τῷ στάσει τῆς στάσει, καὶ ταῦτα ἐκείνοις ἐφαρμόσας, δομοῦ μὲν γεγομένως καὶ οἷον συγκεκριμένοις συμμίμας οὐ διακρίνωσι, οἷον δὲ ἀλλίθων διαστήσας καὶ ἐπισχέως καὶ διακρίνας εἰσδεδω ὅν καὶ στάσιν καὶ κίνησιν, τρία ταῦτα καὶ ἑκατὸν ἐν, ἀν' οὐχ ἐπερ ἀλλιθών ἐφήκε καὶ διέστησεν ἐν ἐπερόττητι καὶ εἶδε τῇ ἐν τῷ ὄντι ἐπερόττητα τρία τιθέεις καὶ ἐν ἑκατον, πάλιν δὲ ταῦτα εἰς ἐν καὶ ἐν ἐνὶ καὶ πάντα ἐν, εἰς ταὐτὸν ὁ οὐ συμέγει καὶ βλέπων ταὐτότητα εἶδε γενο-
μένην καὶ οὕσαν; Ὀὐκοῦν πρὸς τρισὶν ἐκείνοις ἀνάγκη δύο
tαύτα προστιθέναι, ταύταν, διάτον, ἢοτε τὰ πάντα γένη
gιγνοσθαί πέντε πάσι, καὶ ταύτα διδόντα τοῖς μετὰ ταύτα τὸ
ἐτέρως καὶ ταὐτός εἶναι: καὶ τί γὰρ ταύτων καὶ τί ἐτέρων
ἐκαστῶν· ἀπλῶς γι ταύτων καὶ ἐτέρων ἀνευ τοῦ «τι» ἐν γένει
ἀν εἶη.

"[46] These are the primary genera, because you cannot apply any
[other] predicates to them which would express what they are. [47] For
[although] you will certainly predicate being of them, for they are beings,
still [you do not predicate being of them] as their genus, for they are
not particular beings; nor can you predicate being as the genus of move-
ment and rest, for they are not species of being. All beings are either
species of being or participants of it. [But the other four genera are
neither species nor participants.] [48] Nor does being participate in
them as its genera, since they are neither higher nor prior to being."

8, 43-49:

Καὶ πρῶτα δὲ γένη, ὡς μηδὲν αὐτῶν κατηγοροῦσιν
ἐν τῷ «τι» ἐστι. Τὸ γὰρ ἐν κατηγορομένοις αὐτῶν· διότι γὰρ· ἄλλῳ
οὐχ ἢ γένος· οὐ γὰρ ἔτερ ἐν τῷ. Οὕτως αὖ τῆς κατηγορίας
οὔτε τῆς στάσεως· οὐ γὰρ εἴδη τοῦ ἄντων· οὔτα γὰρ τὰ μὲν
ὡς εἴδη αὐτοῦ, τὰ δὲ μετέχουσα αὐτοῦ. Οὕτως αὖ τὸ ὅν
μετέχον τούτων· ὡς γενόμενα αὐτῶ· οὔτε γὰρ ἐπαναβεβηκέν
αὐτῷ οὔτε πρότερα τοῦ ἄντων.

[The five genera of being, then, are entity, sameness, difference,
movement and rest. That these alone are the primary genera of being can
be proven indirectly by dismissing all alternatives. For example, as has
already been argued (chs. 3-4), the One is not a primary genus, because
He transcends being and cannot be a predicate or admit differences (chs.
9-12).]

[Neither is quantity a primary genus. Quantity is either discontin-
uous, i.e., number, or continuous, i.e., extension or magnitude. But the unity of intelligible being, in which all genera are really identical with one another, precludes number. And the genera cannot be magnitudes, since they do not contain matter. Hence, quantity is posterior to the primary genera (ch. 13).

[The key text resumes by dismissing quality as a primary genus.]

"[49] Concerning quality, why is it not in the primary genera? [50] Quality is not There because it is posterior to and subsequent to entity. [51] It is necessary that primary [sensible] entity have [accidental] qualities following upon it, but not as though it was constituted by them nor as though it was completed through them. If so, it would be posterior to quality and quantity.

[52] In entities composed of multiple parts, there are numbers and quantities which make these entities distinct, and yet qualities can be seen in them as something they have in common.

[53] But in the primary genera there is no differentiation that must be made between simples and composites, but the difference is between simples and those realities [=other Forms, which themselves are simples] that complete entity as such and not any particular [sort of] entity.

14, 1-11:

Περὶ δὲ τοῦ ποιητῆς, διὰ ποὺ ἐν τοῖς πρῶτοις; "Ἡ δὲ καὶ τοῦτο ὅστερον καὶ μετὰ τὴν οὐσίαν. Δεῖ δὲ τὴν οὐσίαν παρακολουθοῦσα τεῖτα ἔχειν τὴν πρώτην, μὴ ἕκ τούτων δὲ τὴν αὐτασθενέα ἔχειν μηδὲ διὰ τούτων συμπληροῦσθαι. ἢ εἰ τὰ ὅστερα ποιητῆς καὶ ποιητῆς. Ἐν μὲν οὖν ταῖς συνθέταις οὐσίαις καὶ ἕκ πολλῶν, ἐν αἷς καὶ ἄριστοι καὶ ποιητῆς διαλλακῆ ἔσοισαν αὐτῶν, καὶ ποιητῆς εἰλα ἕν καὶ κοινότης τις ἐν αὐταῖς βεωρθῆσαι, ἐν δὲ τοῖς πρῶτοις γένοι τῆς διαίρεσις οὐχ ἀπλῶν καὶ συνθέτων δεῖ ποιητᾶς, ἄλλα ἀπλῶν καὶ τῶν τὴν οὐσίαν συμπληροῦσαν, οὗ τῇ των οὐσίαιν.
"[54] Now it is not absurd that a particular [sort of] entity should be completed by quality; it has its entity prior to quality. [This entity completes itself with] a particular quality as though the quality [like accidental qualities] came from a source external to the entity; but the entity it has belongs to it essentially. [55] Nonetheless, we have maintained elsewhere that the completions of entity are qualities in name only. 30 [56] Those things which are external and are posterior to entity [alone] are strict qualities. [57] And those factors which are essentially in entities are their acts, whereas those which are subsequent upon them are what they undergo from outside. [58] We may now state that what completes a particular [sort of] entity does not belong to entity generally—[that is, to entity as entity]. For nothing is added to man qua man [that is, man on the human level] that might constitute his entity: entity comes from above ["animal"] before

30Here Plotinus refers to a distinction made in the much earlier treatise, II, 6 (17). At several places in that treatise (e.g., ch. 1, lines 7, 20-23, 31-32, 36-39) he indicates that the verb φυλαττων, and its various forms, should refer only to the specific differences of entities (see especially ch. 1, lines 19-24; however, he later—ch. 2, lines 3-8—allows one to occasionally call accidental qualities "completions," since they further complete an entity already perfected by its specific difference). He goes on in II, 6 to conclude that specific differences are the acts of the logos of sensible entities (ch. 2, lines 20-25). For example, heat is an act of the logos, fire (ch. 2, lines 14-20; ch. 3, lines 14-20). Only those things which are not acts of the logos of entities are true qualities (ch. 3, 20-22). (However, even accidental qualities are traces or shadows of acts. These acts are eternal Forms which have necessary and intrinsic relationships with other Forms.)

In Text E Plotinus resurrects this distinction between essential qualities (qualities in name only, #55) or completions (symplerotika or diaphoral) and accidental qualities (pathē) so as to strengthen his argument for refusing quality a place among the megista gene. Specifically, he attempts to prove (#59-#66) not only that accidental qualities cannot belong to the supreme genera but also that the very essential qualities, which are the intrinsic energeiai of sensible entities, cannot belong there.
specific difference is added; thus, man is already animal before rational is added as a specific difference.

14, 11-22:

Τῆν μὲν γὰρ τινὰ οὐσίαν συμπληρώσθαι καὶ ἐκ ποιότητος οὐδὲν ἰσος ἄτοπον, ἐχούσῃς ἥδη τὴν οὐσίαν πρὸ τῆς ποιότητος, τὸ δὲ τοιόνδε ἐξωθεθεῖ, αὐτὴν δὲ τὴν οὐσίαν ἄ ἐχει οὖσῳδὴ ἐχειν. Καίτοι ἐν ἄλλοις ἥξιομεν τὰ μὲν τῆς οὐσίας συμπληρωτικά ὁμο-νύμως ποιὰ εἶναι, τὰ δὲ ἐξωθεθεῖ μετὰ τὴν οὐσίαν ὑπάρχοντα ποιὰ, καὶ τὰ μὲν ἐν ταῖς οὐσίαις ἐνεργειας αὐτῶν, τὰ δὲ μετ’ αὐτὰς ἥδη πάθη. Νῦν δὲ λέγομεν οὐκ οὐσίας ἄλλας εἶναι συμπληρωτικὰ τὰ τῆς πνεύμονας οὐσίας, οὐ γὰρ οὐσίας προσθήκη γίνεται τῷ ἄνθρωπω καθὸ ἄνθρωπος εἰς οὐσίαν ἀλλ’ ἔστω οὐσία ἄνωθεν, πρὶν ἔπι τὴν διαφοράν ἐλθεῖν, ὥσπερ καὶ ζῷου ἥδη, πρὶν ἔπι τὸ λογικὸν ἥκειν.

"[59] How then do the four [other] genera complete entity [which is the primal genus] without causing the entity to be qualified [i.e., without the four other genera being its qualities or specific differences]? For it is not a particular [sort of] entity. [60] It is said that being is first and yet it is clear that being is not other than movement or rest or difference or sameness. [61] And that movement itself does not act as a quality is equally apparent, but to say more will make it even clearer. [62] For if movement is the act of entity and if being is in act, and if in general the primary genera are in act, then movement cannot be an accident but is an act of being in act, nor [if one were to speak with complete accuracy] can it even be said to be a completion of being [as a specific difference] but to be being itself.

15, 1-10:

Πῶς οὖν τὰ τέταρτα γένη συμπληροῖ τὴν οὐσίαν οὗτῳ ποιώς οὐσίαν ποιοῦσι; Οὐδὲ γὰρ τινὰ. "Οτι μὲν οὖν τὸ δὲ πρῶτον, εἶπεντο, καὶ ἕνη κύριοις οὐκ ἄν εἰς ἄλλο οὖδ’ ἐκτὸς οὓς ἔστων οὐδὲ ταύτων, δῆλον. καὶ δὴ οὐ ποιότητα ἐνεργάζεται ἡ κύριος αὐτῇ, ἰσως μὲν φανέρων,
Thus, movement has not been rendered into something posterior, or into a quality, but has been placed on the same level as being. 

For it is not the case that being is and then is moved; nor is it the case that being is and then is at rest. Nor is rest something happening to being from outside. Nor are sameness and different posterior to being, as though being entails multiplicity only by this latter addition [of sameness and of difference]. No, being is what it always was—a one-many. But if being is a multiplicity, then difference belongs to it, and if being is a many which is one, then sameness belongs to it. And these are added to being. 

But when we turn to consider the lower realm, there are other things which do not make entity exist precisely as entity but only render entity qualified and quantified, and they generate genera but not the primary genera.  

31 Of the remaining seven chapters of VI, 2, three (chs. 16-18) continue to discuss why certain realities cannot be among the primary genera. Relation, the fourth of Aristotle's categories, cannot be a primary genus because it presupposes multiple beings, which by their reference to one another make relation possible (ch. 16). Neither is the Good a primary genus, for the Good is above ousia and thus cannot be among the genera of being (ch. 17). Also beauty is not a genus, because beauty is reducible either to being, which is already a genus, or to the Good, who is above all genera (ch. 18). The last four chapters no longer consider the main theme of the treatise, namely, what and how many are the primary genera, but take up a new discussion and therefore may be said to comprise what Richard Harder calls an Anhang (Plotinus Schriften, Band IV b, p. 475). These chapters aim to explain how each form (in itself) is act and (in relation to every other) is potency. While these remarks on energeia are helpful, we need not presently discuss them, having referred to them already in Text B (see our comments on the energeia of noesis).
The movement of thought in Text E proceeds as follows.

In the opening six chapters of VI, 2 Plotinus argues the following important points: (1) the five Platonic genera are the constitutive principles of intelligible being; (2) these genera are logically independent of and equal to one another; (3) the union of these genera is not the result of subordination to a higher genus but the result of participation in the One; (4) body and soul (since each is a one-in-many) are useful analogies for understanding how intelligible being is a unity that encompasses multiplicity; especially soul (since it is the logos of Nous) is useful because in its own imperfect way it reflects the unity of intelligible being. While still discussing what perfections belong to soul, Plotinus introduces chapter seven, where he begins to explain how the five genera belong to the Intelligence and are acts.

a. What factors and how many are observable in soul? At least two factors are evident in soul: entity and life. These are present to soul because soul is independent of body and brings life to body. But because entity and life are in soul, they must be Intelligence as well [for soul is the logos of Intelligence]. Moreover, movement is common to all lives
b. Having moved from soul to Intelligence, one must posit not only life in the Intelligence but the genus, movement, as well, [for life or intellection is movement]. Since Intelligence is also entity [as a perfect, independent being], then both entity and movement are primary genera. [Because entity and movement are two aspects of the intelligible world (which is a unity),] they are [really] identical but logically distinct (#4-#6).

c. Whereas in the intelligible world life and movement are not [really] distinct from being, in the sensible world life and movement are really distinct from being. This is because sensible being is a shadow of true being and thus cannot attain the unity of true being. Sensible being is to [true or] intelligible being as an image of a man is to that man himself. Just as in the image many things are omitted, especially life, so in sensible being (since sensible being is only an image of true being) many perfections are absent [or, at least, greatly diminished], especially life. Hence, in the sensible world life appears as really distinct from being, but it certainly is not distinct from being (#7-#9).

d. [As a unity of logically distinguishable elements,] being is a genus having many species. Being also has movement as an eternal accompaniment. But being does not have movement in such a way that movement is subordinate to being [as, for example, a species is subordinate to a genus]. Nor does movement belong to being as a form in a substrate [where one, the form, is the perfection, and the act, while the other,

---

32 See our comments on the nature of zoe in Text D.
the substrate, is the (passive) potency]. No, movement is neither distinct from being nor subordinate to being, because it is really the very act of being. Being is act and because it is act it is movement; otherwise it would be in potency [for only that which is in potency (=passive potency), namely, prime matter or non-being, exists without movement (=life)]. Because movement is the very act of being [and because being is never without its act], movement and being are not [really] distinct; they are separable only in thought (#10-#13).

e. Even though being and movement are logically distinct, their real and necessary association is very evident [for movement must be, and being, if perfect, requires life or movement], just as in the case of "the One which is" [of Plato's Parmenides], the whole is really the same as the part and the part the same as the whole. In other words, intellect separates movement and being and yet grasps that they are united. Being is one and yet two because it is also movement (#14-#15).

f. Movement is a necessary and eternal aspect of true being; otherwise being would be incomplete [for only imperfect being lacks movement]. But if movement must accompany being, then rest must accompany being, for it is clearer that being necessitates rest than that being necessitates movement. This is because without rest being is neither eternal nor one (#16-#19).

g. [While rest and movement are really the same as being,] rest

33The Nous cannot be in potency to the Forms, for it actually produces the Forms, although it requires a coexistent producer, the One. Nous is the very power (αύτος τῇ ευναυτίᾳ) of the Forms not a passive recipient (τῷ αὑτοῦ αὐτοῦ) of their power. Its act is possible only because of its prior active power. If its objects were permanently and really distinct from it, the Nous would forever be dependent on them (again, see comments on the energésis of noésis in Text B).
and movement are [logically] distinct from one another. Indeed, they are contraries. That rest is also logically distinct from being is clear. If rest were [logically] the same as being, then movement also would be the same as being, for movement is the life and act of being. But one does not [logically] identify rest with being, just as one does not [in the same way] identify movement with being. Because they are logically distinguishable from being, rest and movement may be considered as genera together with being. If one identified rest with being and movement with being, he would have to conclude through the mediation of being that rest is the same as movement. [But instead they are contraries] (#20-#25).

h. So far, then, there are at least three genera of intelligible being: entity, movement and rest. These genera are known by the Intelligence, which posits them when it knows them. Since these genera exist in the Intelligence, they exist without matter, which cannot exist There. Their independence of matter means that they depend on the Intelligence, for what is incorporeal can exist only through intellection (#26-#29).

i. [To understand how the intelligence is a unity that encompasses multiple Forms,] one must contemplate the Intelligence, not with one's eyes [but with one's own intelligence]. By this contemplation one will discover that the Intelligence is the hearth of being [that it is the universe of true being]; that the light [of the Good] eternally illuminates it; that perfect beings, which are [really] one with but [logically] distinct from each other, rest There eternally; that life and intellection are There; that the intellection There is eternal act and, simply by knowing itself, comprehends [everything] in a single, eternal "now" (#30-#31).
j. [Plotinus now briefly interrupts his reflections on being, rest and motion by contrasting act and movement with being and entity, and then by linking them through his doctrine of intellection.] Act, as well as movement, is present in thinking but in order for there to be entity and being Intelligence must have an object that is; it must think itself (#32-#33), even though it can only think if it is (#33). Act itself is not automatically entity but is so only in reference to that which results from thinking or act (#34) or seeing. This, however, is being only as from and directed to being (#35). But because seeing is in act and not in potency, it unites act, movement, being and entity, for seeing or thinking makes itself be being and entity, which also constitutes thinking itself (#36).

k. [After that digression Plotinus continues to speak of being, rest and movement.] As what is most firmly established, being from and in itself entails rest, since it is the terminus of intellection (#37-#39). Being or form at rest determines intellection but form as moving is identical with intellection itself. Thus, being, movement and rest are primal genera common to all, although particular sorts of being, of rest and of movement are operative on subsequent levels (#40).

m. One such subsequent level is that of an individual knower, who in order to successfully contemplate being, rest and movement, must unite himself with being. [In other words, he must ascend through contemplation to the intelligible world itself.] He can ascend to Nous and know being by the being in himself; likewise he can know rest and movement by the rest and movement in himself. When he knows being, rest and movement, he knows them at first intuitively and as they exist all together in unity. But if he detaches his thinking somewhat from this union of being,
movement and rest, he can analyze being and separate it from movement and rest (#41-#42).

n. Being, movement and rest are distinct from one another [if only by philosophical analysis]. This means that differentiation is also an aspect of being. [In other words, to (logically) separate being, rest and movement from one another is to make difference a part of being.] On the other hand, to realize that being, movement and rest are [really] one is to make sameness also a part of being. Hence, to the original three genera there must be added a fourth and a fifth, sameness and difference. Accordingly, all beings are "same" and "different." But "same" and "different" here refer to particular kinds of beings. However, what is "same" and "different" There is being itself, not any particular sort of being. In other words, sameness and difference There are genera of being (#43-#45).

o. "Same" and "different" as applied There must be primary genera because one cannot predicate anything of them which would differentiate them as though they were particular sorts of things. As aspects of being they are neither prior to being nor posterior to it. They are not genera for being [for that would mean they are prior to being]; nor is being a genus for them [because that would mean being is prior to them] (#46-#48).

[In essence chapters seven and eight (#1-#49) of the key text argue the following: the world of Intelligible being consists of five logically distinct genera or forms. The first of these is entity, because the Nous (which encompasses all beings) is a separate, complete existent; the second is movement, because the Nous is an eternal life and intellection; the third is rest, because the Nous knows, causes and is constituted by the
eternal beings or Forms; the fourth and fifth genera are sameness and difference, because the Nous is a single intellection (a unity) of the plurality of beings (a multiplicity). Each of these genera is an act in that it represents a logically distinct aspect of the Nous itself, which as a whole is pure act.]

[The chapters that intervene between chapter eight and chapter fourteen (which begins the latter portion of the key text) argue that the One is not a primary genus (chs. 9-12) and that the Aristotelian category of quantity cannot be a primary genus (ch. 13). The key text resumes with Plotinus taking up another Aristotelian category, quality.]

p. [Plotinus asks why quality is not among the primary genera?] He answers that quality cannot be among them because quality is [really] posterior to and dependent on ousia [whereas the primary genera are only logically posterior to ousia]. It is necessary that qualities belong to sensible ousia [for through its qualities sensible ousia becomes completed,] although this is not to say that sensible ousia qua ousia is perfected or constituted by its qualities, for, then, it would be posterior to its qualities (#49-#51).

q. In entities that are composed of multiple parts, there are numbers and quantities which distinguish them from one another, as well as qualities which these entities have in common. These quantities and qualities are composite and are posterior to the entities, which are simple. But in the primal genera there is no [real] difference between the simple ousia and completions which make it composite, but the difference is between a simple ousia [the genus ousia, i.e., ousia as such] and those other simples [the other primal genera] which complete ousia as such rather than any particular sort of ousia. [The other genera complete
the genus ousia in the sense that they are logically distinct aspects of ousia] (#52-#53).

r. [While it is unreasonable to hold that the primal genus ousia is completed by qualities,] it does not seem unreasonable to hold that a particular sort of ousia (e.g., man) is completed by its qualities. It has ousia prior to its qualities and it brings about those qualities which are its completions [=specific differences] as if they were [like its accidental qualities] from an external source. But the completions of an ousia are not from an external source and therefore [as was shown in II, 6 (17)] are qualities in name only. The completions of ousia [i.e., its specific differences] are not its qualities but its acts. Only those factors which are altogether unrelated to the ousia, only those which are pathē, are, strictly speaking, qualities (#54-#57).

s. But even though the completions of a particular sort of ousia are its acts, they do not belong to the ousia qua ousia. The completions are posterior to the ousia, just as man is already "animal" before his specific difference "rational" is added (#58).

t. But if one allows that the other genera There are acts and completions of the genus ousia, are they completions after the fashion of specific differences? No, specific differences are posterior to ousia and thus cannot belong to the primal genus ousia but only to a particular sort of ousia. Everything There—being, movement, rest, sameness and difference—is the same [and therefore there is nothing distinct or posterior which could be a specific difference or a quality] (#59-#60).

u. For example, while movement is an act of being, it is not an act after the fashion of a specific difference. This becomes clearer if one considers kinesis further. Movement is an act of being because
everything There, including entity and being, is act. This unity of act means that movement is neither an accident of being nor a completion of being [that would make being really distinct from other acts There] but is being itself (#61-#62; also see #32-#36).

v. The various genera, then [as acts of being], represent how being is at once really one but logically many. Everything There [is act and] really the same and thus [accidental] qualities do not belong There. Nor do specific differences belong There because, even though they are acts, specific differences belong only to particular [sorts of] entities rather than to entity as such. But certain beings [=specific differences and accidents] here make entity qualified and quantified. These completions and accidents generate genera, but, of course, not the primary genera (#63-#66).

[The principal argument of chapters 14 and 15 (#49-#66; #p-#v) is as follows. The supreme genera cannot be true qualities (i.e., accidental qualities) because such qualities are always posterior to ousia, whereas nothing is posterior to anything else in the intelligible world. Moreover, the supreme genera cannot be qualities after the fashion of specific differences, even though, like specific differences, they are acts. For the acts of a particular sort of ousia are posterior, whereas the act which are the intelligible genera are neither prior nor posterior but are the logically distinct aspects of Nous itself.]

In sum: Text E argues that the intelligible world consists of five logically distinct Forms or genera, each of which is an act because it reflects a different aspect of the Nous itself, which is pure act.

To fully understand  
emergeia  in this our last key text, let us examine and clarify two important issues: Plotinus' interpretation of the
Plotinus' Interpretation of Plato's Megista Gene

Plotinus' development of energeia in Text E results largely from his interpretation of megista gene of Plato's Sophist. Hence, to ultimately understand Text E, we must take up Plotinus' handling of the megista gene, focusing especially on how he modifies Plato's position so as to accommodate energeia. To introduce this discussion we will turn to the Sophist.

Let us begin by summarizing certain important portions of the Sophist which lead to Plato's treatment of the megista gene. Early in the dialogue (217 a) Plato considers whether there is any difference between the sophist, the statesman and the philosopher. After judging that they differ from one another, he states that the task for the remainder of the dialogue is to define the first of the three, the sophist.34 Plato next (218 a-221 c) chooses to explain his method of

34Plato takes up the second of these three characters in the Statesman. Since he wrote dialogues on the sophist and the statesman, it is likely that he intended to write one on the philosopher as well. There are at least three indications of this, which Cornford has conveniently summarized: "(1) At Soph. 253 e, after the description of Dialectic, the Stranger says: 'In some such region as this we shall find the philosopher now and hereafter, if we look for him.' (2) That Plato did not think of this account of Dialectic as sufficiently describing the philosopher seems to be implied at the beginning of the Statesman (257 a-c), where Theodorus speaks as if the Sophist had accomplished only one-third of the task and asks the Stranger whether he will now take the Statesman first or the Philosopher. (3) Later (258 a), Socrates, discussing who shall act as respondent in the Statesman, remarks that Theatetus has already served in the Theaetetus as Socrates' respondent and in the Sophist as the Stranger's and suggests that the young Socrates should answer the Stranger in the Statesman (as he does) and 'myself on another occasion'" (Plato's Theory of Knowledge, [New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1957], p. 168).
Dialectics or Collection (synagoge) and Division (diairesis) which he will use to define the sophist. This method consists of identifying a genus and dividing it into its various species and sub-species. He next, in a half-playful manner, illustrates the method by defining the angler. Afterward (221 c-237 b) he applies the method directly to defining the sophist. Beginning with the genus "hunting" (at which he had arrived when considering the illustration of the angler), Plato identifies six

35Plato has briefly characterized the method of Dialectics (Collection and Division) 265 d. There he states that Collection must precede Division, because otherwise one will not understand how the many divisions belong under a single genus or Form.

36Plato begins this illustration with the genus Art. He divides this genus into three species: the acquisitive, the separative and the productive. He further divides acquisitive art into subspecies so that the entire division may be diagrammed as follows.

```
Art
   /    \
 Acquisitive  Separative  Productive
   |       |          |
  by capture |
  /       /   |
Hunting Hunter Angler
```
divisions (221 c-231 c), each of which expresses a characteristic of the sophist. After summarizing and criticizing these six divisions (231-235 a)37 he chooses a new genus (which also was discovered when defining the angler), the image-making division of productive art. Starting with this genus, Plato eventually concludes (235 a-236 c) that, because the sophist provokes disputation in every field of knowledge, he promotes falsehood and illusion, for no one can be an expert in all knowledge. With this tentative definition Plato faces a new task, for, if his description of the sophist is to stand, he must solve the traditional Greek problem concerning the possibility of false statements and false appearances. This problem is of special importance for Plato, because to affirm that either false statements or false appearances are possible is to offend the Eleatic tradition which he respects. If false statements are possible, then there can be, contrary to Parmenides, meaningful statements concerning what is not, for a false statement affirms that something is not what it is or is what it is not. If false appearances are possible, then there can be, contrary to Parmenides again, things which are not, for an appearance (eidolon) is not what it seems to be or is what it does not seem to be. This problem, concerning how what is not in some sense is, occupies the remainder of the dialogue, and it is within this discussion that Plato introduces the meigista gene.

In the passages of the Sophist which remain before the meigista gene appear, Plato evaluates his own commitment to the Eleatic position, which

37These six divisions identify the sophist as a hunter, three kinds of a salesman, a lover of eristics and a deceitful employer of cathartic method. Plato concludes that none of these characteristics precisely defines the essence of the sophist. He undertakes in the next passage (235 a-237 b) to find what these characteristics have in common.
holds dogmatically that what is cannot in any sense not be and that what is not cannot in any sense be. Plato agrees with Parmenides that absolute non-being can never in any sense be (237 c-239 c). What absolutely is not can never be the object of meaningful discourse. He disagrees with Parmenides, however, by holding that in some sense non-being has meaning (239 c-242 b). Before explaining how what is not can in some sense be, Plato (242 c-251 a) decides to investigate that which truly is (to pantelos on), thinking that, if one first understands that which is, he will be better prepared to eventually understand that which is not. What is significant in this passage is Plato's dramatic break with the Eleatic tradition, which comes with the announcement that among the class of that which truly is belongs not only the unmoved (the Forms) but also the moved (intelligence or soul). 38

At this point Plato finally introduces the megista gene, the purpose of which is twofold: first, to prove once and for all against the Eleatics that there can be meaningful statements about what is not; secondly, to further demonstrate the science of Dialectics by showing how Forms

38 Plato argues (248 a-251 a) that, since both the unmoved (the eternal Forms) and the moved (intellect and soul) are necessary for knowledge, kinesis must belong to the order of the truly real. He expresses this realization emotionally at 248 e: "But tell me, in Heaven's name: are we really to be so easily convinced that in actual fact movement, life, soul and understanding have no place in that which truly is—that it has neither life itself nor thought, but stands unmoving, solemn and holy, without intelligence?" (translation mine).
participate in Forms.39

Plato begins (251 a) by considering, without any explicit justification,40 three of the megista gene: being (ousia), motion (kinesis) and rest (stasis). The best way to understand these Forms, Plato says, is to consider how they relate to one another. Both motion and rest are; therefore, motion and rest combine with or participate (metechein) in being.41 Motion and rest, of course, cannot combine with each other, for each is the contrary of the other. Since motion and rest combine with being, being is the most universal of the three Forms. Nonetheless, motion and rest are truly megista gene, for they divide all

39The Sophist differs from earlier dialogues by holding that an existent may participate in more than one Form and that Forms may themselves participate in other Forms. Thus, Plato has expanded his doctrine of participation to involve not only the relationship of individual sensible objects to Forms (monoeides) but also the relationship of Forms to other Forms (polueides). This change in participation has impact on Plato's theory of Dialectics: now genuine knowledge will not just consist in understanding how sensibles relate to Forms but in the way Forms relate to each other. It is Plato's task to consider some of those relationships in his treatment of the megista gene (251 a-259 d).

40Plato probably begins with these three Forms because he has just finished explaining (248 a-251 a) that the realm of ousia must admit the moved and the unmoved. However, it is important to point out that Plato apparently does not intend to identify the kinesis which is the megiston genos of 251 a-259 d with the kinesis which is intellection of 248 a-251 a. The latter, kinesis as intellection, belongs to the order of the truly real but is not itself the same as the Form of kinesis which is one of the supreme genera and noëta of Dialectics. As we shall discover in our comments below, Plotinus, unlike Plato, does identify kinesis as intellection with kinesis as megiston genos, in keeping with his radical and dynamic interpretation of Plato's theory of Forms. See Cornford, Plato's Theory of Knowledge, p. 272; see also J. B. Skemp, The Theory of Motion in Plato's Later Dialogues, p. 19.

41As Cornford notes (ibid., p. 256) participation of Forms in Forms is not the same as participation of individual things in Forms. Participation of Forms in Forms is a symmetrical relationship and therefore may be called a kind of combining or blending. In contrast participation of things in Forms is asymmetrical and therefore should not be called a blending.
beings between themselves; something either moves or rests. In addition, it is also evident that motion and rest are not reducible to being. If they were the same as being, each would be the same as the other. But this is absurd, since motion and rest are contraries.

Besides these three (being, motion and rest), there are at least two other megista genē. First, since every Form is distinct from every other, difference (heteron) must belong among the supreme classes or Forms (Plato appears to use genos or eidos synonymously). Secondly, since every Form is identical with itself, sameness (tauton) must also belong among the megista genē. Like being, difference and sameness combine with every Form and therefore are more universal than motion and rest. These considerations have prepared Plato to solve the problem concerning non-being raised in the earlier part of the dialogue. He has shown that both motion and rest participate in being and thus are. Also motion and rest participate in sameness, since each is itself, and in difference, since each is separate from everything else. Now, it is this last genos, i.e., difference (heteron), that enables us to explain how what is not in some sense is. When one says "something is not", he may not mean "something absolutely is not" but only that "something relatively is not," that it "is not something else." In other words, the expression "something is not" does not necessarily mean something is opposite

42Plato nowhere indicates that his list of the five megista genē is exhaustive. Plotinus, however, does appear in Text E to regard the list as complete. His position there is probably the result of his aim to provide a set of categories which will replace the Aristotelian ones. It is probably only as years passed that he began to appreciate how Plato's mere list of five could satisfy that aim, for in the much earlier treatise, V, 1 (10), 4, 34-41, Plotinus includes Nous among the supreme genera.
Having reached this conclusion that not-being is, Plato has now proven that falsehood and illusion are possible. He next shows that not-being can combine with discourse in such a way as to make false expressions. Thus, through the analysis of the megista gene, Plato has vindicated his definition of the sophist, as one who mistakes what is not for what is and what is for what is not.

Let us now examine how Plotinus adopts Plato's doctrine of the megista gene.

A careful reading of Text E reveals that he does not simply repeat Plato's position regarding the megista gene but recasts it for the sake of his own philosophy. This recasting of the Sophist leads Plotinus to deviate from Plato in several respects. These modifications are important because they bear on how and why energeia is operative in Plotinus' philosophy, as we will show in the comments that follow.

Plato realizes that simply proving the possibility of not-being does not complete his task. He still must prove that not-being can combine with discourse and thus make falsehood and sophistry possible. Plato (261 a-264 b) analyzes language to prove that not-being combines with discourse. There are two main classes of words: nouns and verbs. Verbs are symbols of actions (praxeis) and nouns are names (onomata) of persons or things. For discourse to be meaningful, nouns must combine with verbs. The simplest discourse consists of a single noun and a single verb, e.g., "a man understands." Furthermore, every statement has a certain quality (poies tis): it is either true or false. Consider the following statements: "Theatetus now sits"; "Theatetus now flies." The first statement has the quality of truth, but the second has the quality of falsehood. From these observations it is clear that false thoughts can be expressed through words, thereby making the art of sophistry possible (264 b-268 d).

In my comments on this Plotinian recasting of the Sophist I am indebted to John Anton's fine article, "Plotinus' Approach to Categorical Theory" (in The Significance of Neoplatonism, edited by R. Baine Harris, pp. 83-99) and to John Rist's book, Plotinus: The Road to Reality (especially chapter 8 on the sensible existent).
The first, and perhaps most conspicuous, difference between Plato and Plotinus on the *megista gene* lies in the latter's description of the intelligible world as a realm not only of *noēta* but also of *noēsis* (§29-§31; §32-§36). This difference, of course, results from Plotinus' interpretation of the Platonic Forms as the logically distinct contents of the Demiurge or divine *Nous*. Accordingly, for Plotinus the *megista gene*, the most universal Forms, are not just Forms or the supreme objects of the science of Dialectics but are those *ousiai* which most perfectly represent the nature of the living Intelligence, the second hypostasis. This recasting of the *megista gene* is best illustrated by *kinesis*. Whereas for Plato there appears to be no identification of *kinesis* as *megiston genos* with *kinesis* as intellection (*Sophist*, 248 e-249 d), for Plotinus this identification is fundamental to his conception of the intelligible world (§4-§6; §23-§24; §32-§36; §40). Plotinus involves *kinesis* in his explanation of each of the two logically distinct aspects of the intelligible world, *noēta* and *noēsis*. *Kinesis* is the eternal *noēsis* which actuates the intelligible realities (§12; §23; §26-§29; §31; §32-§36). *Kinesis* also pertains to the *noēta*, for every Form is also an intelligence which contemplates from its own point of view the whole of the intelligibles (§35-§36; §40-§42; §47). Moreover, each of the other *megista gene* denote in some way either one or both of the dual aspects of *Nous*. *Stasis* describes *Nous* to the extent it is a universe of eternal, stable Forms which are the contents of its eternal contemplation (§18-§19; §40; §64).45 *Tauton* is *Nous* in that all the logically distinct

45We have already explained (Text A, comments on the priority of the superior to the inferior in Plotinus' thought; Text C, comments on the application of the four expressions to the intelligible world) that
aspects and contents of the intelligible world are really identical (#43–#45). Nous, the whole, is the same as its parts (#14). Heteron denotes the diversity in Nous: the distinctions of Forms and the logical separation of noesis from noeta (#42–#45). Ousia signifies that the contents of the intelligible world are determinate natures, true beings and perfect Forms (#18–#19; #31; #32–#36).46

Now one should have no difficulty in seeing how Plotinus connects energeia to his conception of the megista gene, for energeia figures prominently in his interpretation of the intelligible world as union of noesis and noeta. Energeia mainly refers to the noeta which are the products and the objects of the contemplation of Nous.47 This contemplation is at first only an active dynamis. The latter, however, reverts back to its source by contemplation and thereby acquires content or energeia, which consists in the plurality of the intelligibles. For this reason energeia may be generally defined as the content of the contempla-

Nous (as well as every hypostasis) undergoes two moments in its production, the first moment of which is the emanation of dynamis from the One. The second is the contemplation which that active dynamis engages in—a contemplation which is both operative state and content. This last especially deserves the title of energeia and is in turn contemplation as both operative state and content, and it thus produces the next level of reality. As lower and lower levels of energeia are reached, lower and lower levels of contemplation are also reached, so that eventually contemplation is no longer productive but ends against the empty and passive dynamis of matter.

46That ousia means determination explains why neither matter nor the One is ousia. Both matter and the One are indeterminate: the former because of its inferiority to ousia; the latter, because of its superiority.

47As we have already seen (#32–#36; also see n. 28) energeia sometimes refers to noesis rather than noeta. Strictly and more properly speaking, however, energeia refers to the noeta, since the Forms are the complete realization (or actuation) of the active power of noesis.
tion of an hypostasis (see above, n. 45). Accordingly, the **megista gene**
since they are the most universal contents of the divine mind, are the
most perfect **energeiai** (#61-#65). Because each **megiston genos** denotes an
aspect of **Nous**, each may be said to reflect in its own way the entire
actuality of **Nous**. Accordingly, **kinesis** represents the act of **Nous** as
intellection (#32); **stasis**, as immutability and eternity (#18); **tauton**,
as unity (#44); **heteron**, as diversity (#43); **ousia**, as intelligibility or
form (#35).

A second basic difference between the two thinkers regarding the
megista gene is that Plotinus conceives them as categories of being.
That this is a radical departure from Plato is evident, since the **Sophist**
owhere speaks of the megista gene as categories. Indeed, Plato never
uses the word **kategoria** to signify a property of being.48 It is Aristotle,
not Plato, who first uses **kategoria** in this sense.

But why would Plotinus be anxious to treat the megista gene as
categories and genera? The answer is that these gene provide him with an
alternative to the Aristotelian categories, which he regards as inadequate
since they are based on sensible **ousia**. To Plotinus the Aristotelian
theory of categories is problematic because it mistakenly assumes that
sensible **ousia qua** sensible **ousia** is real and therefore a fit object for
science. Against Aristotle Plotinus holds that the sensible **ousia qua**
sensible **ousia** is unreal and only a shadowy image of an intelligible
**ousia**. To find the reality of sensible **ousia**, one must refer to its **logos**,
which exists in the intelligible world. Hence, genuine science can only
be of intelligible beings.

---

What the Aristotelian theory lacks, Plotinus argues, the Platonic doctrine of the *megista gene* can supply. The five supreme Forms or genera are real and therefore can ground true *episteme*. *Energeia* is part of this new conception of the categories, for *energeia* describes the true beings (§62). The five *megista gene* are true categories because they are acts. The Aristotelian categories are only images of acts, or at best only ephemeral, shadowy acts, and thus are inadequate to ground *episteme*.

In a third respect Plotinus differs from Plato by not allowing participation among the *megista gene* (§47-§48). This may be because for Plotinus participation is associated with the doctrine of *logos*, the purpose of which is to explain the hierarchy of realities. Accordingly, Plotinus employs participation only to describe the relationship of lower existents to higher ones. A second reason he does not permit participation among the highest Forms is that his conception of participation, since it is designed for the needs of an *henology* rather than an *ontology*, is far more literal than Plato's. According to Plotinus, when one existent participates in another, it actually acquires the reality of that other. The participant, to the extent it is real, is identical with that in which it participates and, ultimately, is identical with the One. But since the product must be less perfect than the producer (and participation is a kind of production), participation is always between a lower and a higher and never between the *megista gene* which are equal in reality.

By rejecting participation Plotinus must find a substitute which will explain the interrelationships between the *megista gene*. This substitute he finds in his doctrine of *energeia*. Through *energeia* he explains how each *megiston genus* is distinct from the remaining *gene* and yet is also identical with them. Since through abstraction every genus
is separable from all the others, each may be thought of as a distinct act. Considered separately each genus represents from its own point of view the entire actuality of Nous. For example, kinesis represents the energeia of Nous as intellection (#32) producing its own noēta, which are represented by the acts of stasis and heteron (#31; #40; #43). In reality, however, all the genera are identical (#44). Together they are a real unity which constitutes the pure actuality of Nous. Accordingly, the Intelligence may be defined as a real union of five logically distinct energeiai: ousia, kinesis, stasis, tauton and heteron. These genei together represent the contemplation of Nous and its contents. Clearly, since energeia very suitably explains the interrelationships of the genera as well as their individual natures, Plotinus has no need to depend on Plato's doctrine of participation.

Plotinus differs from Plato in a fourth respect by denying that the megista genei are the primal realities. For Plato the megista genei as the supreme principles of Dialectics are also the supreme beings. As the supreme beings the genei are also the supreme realities, for Plato's metaphysics is an ontology. Plotinus' metaphysics, however, is a heno-logy and therefore the megista genei as the supreme beings are subordinate to the One, the supreme reality. The genera are the contents of the contemplation of Nous and therefore are derivative rather than primary in reality.

---

49John Anton has carefully pointed out ("Plotinus' Approach to Categorical Theory," pp. 87-90; 96-97) that Plotinus' interpretation of the Platonic genera is guided largely by his mysticism, whereby the megista genei are not just objects of Dialectics but also are important objects in the Soul's journey back to God. The megista genei are the penultimate stage in this journey. When Soul unites with these Forms, it may contemplate God through the Nous itself and may ultimately unite with the One so as to transcend cognition altogether.
Although the *megista gene* do not constitute for Plotinus the primal reality, they nonetheless serve the same purpose for his metaphysics as they do for Plato's, namely, to ground *epistēmē*. For Plotinus, since the One transcends cognition, the supreme objects of knowledge can exist only on the second rather than the first level of reality. Because the second level of reality is the universe of acts, Plotinus ironically employs the Aristotelian notion of *energeia* to reject Aristotle's conception of *epistēmē*, which is based on sensible *ousia*, in favor of a Platonic conception, which is based on intelligible *ousia*. To provide further support for this Platonic position on *epistēmē*, Plotinus criticizes in the latter portions of VI, 2 (specifically, chapters 13-16) certain Aristotelian categories, one of which, quality, is especially relevant because it involves *energeia* in several important respects.

**The Nature of Quality**

In chapters 14 and 15 (#49-#56) of Text E Plotinus basically argues that the *megista gene* as the true objects of cognition cannot admit qualities. In explaining why the Intelligible world precludes qualities, Plotinus, by way of brief, obscure and elliptical arguments, makes an important contribution to his doctrine of *energeia*. This contribution is more implicit than explicit and is essentially twofold, revealing (1) how *energeia* as content of contemplation on the sensible level contrasts with *energeia* as content of contemplation on the intelligible,

50The argument in chapters fourteen and fifteen implies several remarkable conclusions so long as one realizes that Plotinus is relying somewhat on his earlier discussion of quality in II, 6 (17) and that he is at once presenting his own position on quality and criticizing Aristotle's.
and (2) how \textit{energeia}, although originally an Aristotelian doctrine, conforms to a Platonic explanation of the sensible existent and the categories. To witness how Text E develops this twofold contribution, let us first briefly recapitulate its central argument concerning quality. Essentially, the argument is as follows. The \textit{megista gene} are such perfect \textit{energeiai} that none of them is prior or posterior to any other (#62-#65). All qualities, however, whether essential (=\textit{diaphorai} or \textit{symplerotika}) or accidental (\textit{pathë}) are less perfect \textit{energeiai} (#49-#51; #55-#58) and therefore are posterior to the \textit{ousiai} which they modify.

An accidental quality (e.g., whiteness in man) presupposes an \textit{ousia} (man) to which it may attach itself as an external \textit{energeia}. Moreover, an essential quality (e.g., rationality in man) presupposes an \textit{ousia} (animal; #58) for which it can be a differentiation and necessary \textit{energeia}. In conclusion qualities, even though they are \textit{energeiai}, cannot belong among the \textit{megista gene}, the supreme intelligibles, where there is only perfect \textit{energeia}, the absence of real distinctions and nothing prior or posterior (#53; #60; #62-#66).

This argument aims not only to present Plotinus' own position on quality but also to criticize Aristotle's. As a criticism of Aristotle, however, this argument does far more than focus exclusively on quality. It is also an indictment of Aristotle's entire theory of categories, because the same reason that excludes qualities from the intelligible

\footnote{Text E does not explicitly identify accidental qualities as acts; however, we know them to be such from II, 6 (17); (see also n. 29). To supply this detail here is appropriate since it helps to stress how the first part (the refusal to admit accidental qualities into the intelligible world) of Plotinus' argument parallels the second (the refusal to admit essential qualities into the intelligible world).}
world likewise excludes the remaining categories, especially Aristotle's primary ousia (tode τι). Since for Aristotle all categories, like quality, are sensible, none of them, Plotinus concludes, can be genuine objects of epistēmē. According to Plotinus, then, Aristotle's theory of categories, as well as his entire philosophy of the sensible existent, fails because it mistakenly assumes that sensible ousia, which for Plotinus is only pseudo-ousia, can ground epistēmē. Only immutable and eternal ousia is a true noēton and can form the basis of authentic science. Thus, the argument on quality in Text E betrays Plotinus' conviction that without the Platonic Forms knowledge is impossible.

In place of an Aristotelian theory of quality Plotinus substitutes a Platonic one.52 Essentially, this Platonic explanation, as we have seen, holds that qualities can exist only in the sensible world, where there are only images and traces of true beings. Qualities are condemned to this lower level because they require real distinctions, which the intelligible world precludes. By examining the role of energeia in this position, we can see precisely why qualities belong exclusively to the sensible world.

If qualities are energeiai, they must be the products and the contents of contemplation.53 But qualities are the energeiai of precisely what contemplation? We have already discovered that they are not the qualities of Nous, for they entail that things are really prior or posterior. Qualities, therefore, are the result of the inferior con-

52 This Platonic substitution, of course, also holds true for all the Aristotelian categories.

53 See n. 43.
templation of Soul or Nature. 54 Whereas Nous can comprehend all beings intuitively and in a single eternal moment, Soul can comprehend them only discursively and in successive moments. 55 The contents of Nous form a great unity and are really indistinct from each other. The contents of Soul, however, form a lesser unity and to a degree are really distinct from each other. It is on this level of lesser unity, where there are real distinctions, that qualities can appear. In the intelligible world all acts are really united. This is because Nous can at once grasp how one and the same nature (or Form) can have multiple, although really indistinct, characteristics. Thus, there is no fragmentation or separation in the intellection of Nous. For example, Nous can grasp intuitively and immediately how human nature can at once and in one real respect be both rational and musical.

This is because all perfections There are Forms that constitute a unity in which there are only logical distinctions. The Intelligence sees at once how the Form, Man, is really the same as The Rational and The Musical. The contemplation of Soul, however, is weaker and thus cannot intuitively and immediately know how all Forms are really identical. Soul can know how rational and musical relate to the ousia, man, only as they are really distinct from one another. The contemplation of Soul is fragmented and in time; hence, it can only know perfections when they are prior or posterior to each other.

54 According to III, 8 (30), 1-5 Nature is the reality that produces qualities. However, since Plotinus is somewhat unclear on whether Nature is a separate hypostasis, I will regard the Soul (but in its function as Nature) as the source of qualities. This is appropriate since the contrast we discussed between Soul and Nous in Text D will apply here.

55 Our comments in Text D on life explain how Nous as eternity differs from Soul as time.
The contents of the contemplation of \textit{Nous} are the archetypes of qualities. These archetypes themselves, however, are not qualities. Qualities are these natures as they are subject to the contemplation of Soul in time and as \textit{logoi} in a fragmented, imperfect world. What are pure acts? There are here only imperfect acts and inferior \textit{ousiai}.

In conclusion, Plotinus' theory of quality is complex, resulting from his general position on production and from his reaction to the Aristotelian theory of categories. Quality is \textit{energeia} because it is the content of Soul in its reversion to \textit{Nous}. However, because only the \textit{energeias} of \textit{Nous}, the archetypes of the contents of Soul, are true \textit{onta} and true \textit{noêta}, qualities belong to a world which is largely unreal and illusory and which by no means can ground the science that Aristotle sought.

\textbf{Summary and Conclusions}

Our final task is to summarize our conclusions on \textit{energeia} in Text E, a study of Ennead VI, 2 (43), 7-8 and 14-15. This treatise is the second part of a trilogy concerning the genera of being (\textit{περὶ τῶν γενῶν τοῦ ὀντού}), the first and third parts of which are VI, 1 (42) and VI, 3 (44) respectively. Unlike VI, 1 and VI, 3, which are polemics against the Aristotelians and Stoics, VI, 2, while it contains polemical passages, is primarily a statement of Plotinus's position on the primary genera.

Before taking up VI, 2 we found it obligatory to explain why VI, 8 (39)-- a treatise containing many remarkable passages on \textit{energeia}-- is not a key text. We concluded that VI, 8 is not rightfully Text E because Plotinus wrote it for reasons that make it unreliable as a statement of
his view on energeia. The purpose of VI, 8 is to refute an argument brought against Plotinus' position on the One by certain contemporary critics (perhaps Gnostics). This argument, which Plotinus labels (ch. 12, line 11) a "presumptuous discourse" (tolmeros logos), presents essentially the following dilemma: either the One has a cause and a determinate nature and, therefore, He is a being and not the transcendent source of being; or the One does not have a cause and a determinate nature and, therefore, He exists by accident or chance. Rather than dismiss this argument as irrelevant, since it fails to take into account his negative theology, Plotinus appears to accept it as a legitimate challenge. This acceptance, however, is only a pretense so as to allow him to refute these critics on their own terms, presumably for the benefit of his students. To accomplish this end, Plotinus is willing temporarily to suspend (as he explicitly tells us in chapter 13, line 1-5) his negative theology and to describe the One in positive terms, such as ousia and energeia. Accordingly, the exceptional character of VI, 8 renders it unsuitable for a study of energeia and, thus, we pass on to VI, 2 (43) as the legitimate Text E.

Text E divides generally into two parts, the first consisting of chapters seven and eight (#1-#48) and the second of chapters fourteen and fifteen (#49-#66). The six chapters that precede the first part of Text E makes several important points. (1) The Platonic genera are the logically distinct components of intelligible being; (2) each genus represents from its own point of view the entire nature of Nous and therefore is equal to every other genus; (3) although logically distinct from each other, the genera really constitute a single, living reality, the unity of which results from participation in the One; (4) the unity
of the genera is analogous to the unities of body and soul, which first should be studied before one examines the intelligible realities.

In chapters seven and eight (#1-#48) Plotinus, following Plato, identifies the five most universal Forms or megista gene (ousia, kinesis, stasis, tauton, and heteron) of the intelligible world. However, he does not simply repeat Plato but modifies Plato's treatment of the subject to suit his own metaphysics. Specifically, he departs from Plato in four important respects. First, whereas for Plato the noesis of the Demiurge is really separate from the noeta (the eternal Forms) for Plotinus the Demiurge (=Nous, the second hypostasis) and the noeta together form a single nature. Consequently, according to Plotinus the megista gene are not only the ultimate objects of cognition but are also the necessary living principles of all beings. As a logically distinct constituent of Nous, each megiston genos represents either one or both of the dual aspects of Nous: noesis and noeta. Kinesis, for instance, may signify both noesis and noeta. As the former kinesis is the eternal intellection (after Sophist 248 e-249 d) which actuates the eternal Forms. As the latter kinesis is one of the Forms, the supreme objects and contents of intellection. Kinesis, therefore, is at once energeia as intellection and energeia as noeton. The remaining genera are also energeiai. Stasis refers to the diverse energeiai which are the immutable and eternal products of the noetic energeia of Intelligence. Tauton expresses that the multiple energeiai of Nous are unified into one nature. Heteron, in contrast to tauton, expresses that the unity of Nous can be divided by abstraction into plural energeiai. Ousia refers to the actuality of Nous as both a sameness and a difference. Ousia signifies sameness because Nous is a complete, unitary energeia with a determinate nature. Ousia
signifies difference because Nous is comprised of multiple energeiai, each of which is a determinate nature.

Secondly, Plotinus, unlike Plato, regards the megista gene as categories. Plato has no reason to regard them as such because the whole question of categories or predicamenta did not arise until Aristotle. With the Aristotelian legacy before him, however, Plotinus conceives the Platonic genera as constituting a theory of categories. He not only posits the genera as categories but also considers them an alternative to the Aristotelian categories. Essentially, Plotinus argues that the megista gene, since they are immutable noêta and energeiai, can alone ground knowledge of the nature of being. The Aristotelian categories, since they are transitory noêta and shadowy energeiai, can provide only the illusion of knowledge. True epistême, the knowledge of immutable and eternal being, requires the supreme objects of the intelligible world, i.e., the principles of Dialectics, and not the objects of the sensible world, i.e., the principles of Aristotelian philosophy.

Thirdly, Plotinus does not employ Plato's doctrine of participation to explain the interrelationships of the megista gene. There appear to be three reasons he does not rely on participation. (1) According to Plotinus an existent participates in another to the extent it is a logos of that other. In other words, a participant is an inferior manifestation of a superior reality. Since the doctrine of logos mainly describes the causal relationship of higher to lower, participation, by its association with logos, cannot express relationships between the megista gene, which are equal realities. (2) Plotinus' conception of participation is very literal, according to which a participant actually is its archetype on a lower level, a level of greater multiplicity and unreality. Thus, for
the same reason as above, participation cannot apply to the interrelationships between the *megista gene*. (3) Plotinus does not require participation since he can rely on *energeia* to explain the interrelationships of the genera. As *energeia* the genera are in one respect identical in that each is really the same as the entire actuality of *Nous*. However, they differ in that each may be considered by abstraction as a distinct act representing from its own point of view the unitary nature of *Nous*.

Finally, Plotinus parts with Plato by denying that the *megista gene* are the primary realities. Except for his provocative remark in the *Republic* (509 c), Plato's metaphysics is essentially an ontology. Accordingly, the *megista gene* as the supreme Forms or *onta* are the supreme realities. However, since Plotinus' metaphysics is monistic, the *megista gene* in his philosophy have derivative rather than primary status in reality. The primal reality must be purely One. Since the genera as *energeia* and *ousia* presuppose some measure of multiplicity, they cannot constitute the first reality. The ultimate reality transcends *energeia* and *ousia* and therefore cognition. Thus, for Plotinus Plato's science of Dialectics cannot discover reality but only bring us to its threshold.

After presenting his interpretation of Plato's *megista gene*, Plotinus attempts to strengthen his position indirectly by explaining why certain realities cannot be true categories. In particular he criticizes certain Aristotelian categories. When he takes up the category of quality (chapters fourteen and fifteen; 649-666) he introduces the second part of Text E.

His comments on quality argue that neither essential nor accidental qualities belong among the *megista gene*. This is true even though qualities are acts. The very nature of qualities presuppose real dis-
tinctions so that some things can be prior or posterior to others. Even essential qualities (=specific differences), while they are necessarily related to their ousia,\textsuperscript{56} are really posterior to them and therefore cannot have a place in the intelligible world. In other words, none of the megista gene completes (sympleratai) the primal genus ousia in the way specific difference completes a sensible ousia.

This criticism of quality betrays an almost complete rejection of Aristotelian philosophy, for by denying quality a place in the intelligible world, Plotinus denies it a place in genuine epistēmē. Since Aristotelian science is based on the assumption that qualities disclose ousia or eidos, such a science is only illusory. The ousia that qualities disclose are imperfect and not genuine noēta.

Qualities are not true objects of epistēmē because they result from contemplation of Soul rather than contemplation of Nous. As an inferior power Soul contemplates and produces energēiai which contain many real distinctions and which manifest themselves in time rather than in eternity.

These energēiai resulting from the fragmented and diminished contemplation of Soul are qualities. They presuppose real distinctions and therefore cannot belong in the intelligible world where everything is apprehended intuitively and as a unity. What appear here as qualities are there really perfect Forms. For example, in the sensible world the

\textsuperscript{56}Plotinus' illustration at §58 makes it clear that the logos of the sensible ousia which a completion differentiates is itself a genus. It deserves to be an ousia by virtue of its greater universality. This shows a Platonic conception of ousia: the greater the universality, the greater the reality. Hence, "animal" is the ousia which "rational" differentiates.
ousia man exists with qualities which are really distinct from it. This is because the inferior contemplation of Soul is unable to grasp how a single nature can have at once distinct and yet really identical characteristics. However, in the intelligible world the superior contemplation of Nous can immediately grasp how human nature can be really the same as other Forms. Whereas Soul can only grasp how man is both musical and grammatical by making real distinctions between these characteristics and the ousia, Nous can grasp how Man is both Musical and Grammatical by knowing precisely in what way such Forms are all really identical.

In essence Text E shows that one can understand quality only if he sees it in connection with Plotinus' view of production. Qualities are the inevitable products of a contemplation which has begun to diminish as it achieves lower and lower levels of reality. Qualities are energeiai to the extent they are images and participants of the energeiai There, which are not qualities because they are only logically separable from each other.

In conclusion Text E depends on Plato and Aristotle to accomplish certain very important demands on Plotinus' metaphysics. The first of these is to provide a ground for epistēme. Plotinus relies on the Platonic doctrine of the megista gene to satisfy this provision. They support epistēme by enabling Plotinus to show how a Platonic theory of being, knowledge and the categories has advantages over an Aristotelian theory. However, Plotinus relies on Aristotle to help establish the second demand of his metaphysics. Under Aristotle's influence Plotinus comes to understand that the ultimate being must be an Intelligence. Then, by transcending both Plato and Aristotle he concludes that the
megista gene are the living eternal constituents of this Intelligence. They are not separate from Intelligence, as Plato thought, but are the very nature of Intelligence. This enables Plotinus to give the megista gene a function that even Plato could not have foreseen. The megista gene are not only Forms but are also the necessary penultimate stage on the soul's journey back to God. Accordingly, the megista gene at once satisfy the demands of epistêmen and mysticism.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Let us now close our study of energeia in Plotinus with a general summary and some final conclusions.

**Text A: Plotinus Adapts Aristotle's Doctrine of Energeia**

Our project opened with an examination of energeia in three chapters of Ennead IV, 7, chronologically the second of Plotinus' fifty-four treatises. The object of this treatise is to defend the Platonic theory of the human soul against opposing theories, including Aristotle's. This polemic against Aristotle, however, does not prevent Plotinus from adopting as his own the former's doctrine of energeia. This becomes immediately apparent in chapters 82 and 83 (#1-#8) of Text A, where Plotinus employs energeia in a series of criticisms against the Stoics. Energeia first emerges when he attacks the Stoic position that the soul is corporeal. Plotinus interprets the Stoics as maintaining that the union of soul and body is really a kind of mixture (krasis). Such a mixture, however, would destroy the very being (to einai) of the soul, for the components of a mixture are in potency and not in act. The actuality of soul, therefore, militates against Stoic materialism.¹

This criticism, however brief, is sufficient to indicate what energeia means for Plotinus. If dynamis signifies a nature altered by or

¹It should be noted that a Stoic would immediately object to Plotinus' argument on the grounds that it fails to respect the Stoic distinction between mikton and krasis. The latter is a kind of mixture which consists of elements interpenetrating each other so that each retains its actuality. (See Text A, n. 14).
subordinated to elements of a mixture, *energeia* signifies a nature free from such alteration or subordination. So understood, what Plotinus means by *energeia* accords with Aristotle's meaning when the latter speaks of *energeia* as it pertains to mixture in *De Generatione* (Bk. I, 10, 327 b 22-26), a passage Plotinus himself may have had in mind:

Since some things are in potency while others are in act, the ingredients of a compound can be in one sense and yet not be in another sense. The compound may be in act other than the ingredients from which it has resulted; nevertheless each of the ingredients may still be in potency what it was before they combined.2

Supported by this quotation as well as by other passages from Aristotle,3 we may take Aristotle to be saying specifically that *energeia* refers to that which is a distinguishable or determinate or intelligible nature, namely, an *eidos* or *ousia*. We may take Plotinus to be implying the same in his criticism. Thus, the opening lines of Text A are remarkably informative, revealing at once what *energeia* primarily means for both Aristotle and Plotinus. This agreement we will discover again and

2Here we reproduce the Greek text which we recorded in Text A (see n. 13):

3See *Metaphysics* Gamma 2, 1003 b 25-27; Theta 8, 1050 b2-3.
again throughout our study of the Enneads.

Despite this concord between the two thinkers, it must be remembered that Plotinus is a Neoplatonic, rather than an Aristotelian, metaphysician and therefore must give energeia a subordinate, rather than a primary, role in his explanation of reality. Aristotle, of course, is under no such restraint and may conclude that energeia signifies the reality of every existent. This follows from the fact that Aristotle is an ontologist, for whom reality is being (ousia or to on or eidos). As a henologist, however, Plotinus cannot hold such a view. For him reality is not being, but unity. Accordingly, energeia by signifying being presupposes some measure of multiplicity and therefore cannot refer to the reality of every existent but only to that which has already to some degree fallen away from reality. Moreover, while Aristotle can apply energeia to the supreme reality, Plotinus cannot. He may agree with Aristotle that energeia describes perfectly the divine Nous; however, for Plotinus, the divine Nous is derivative, not primary, in reality. Consequently, if Plotinus is consistent with his basic philosophic principles, energeia must never apply to the One and must never be taken to mean unity but only unity-in-multiplicity.

Energeia appears also in Plotinus' second criticism of the Stoics in Text A (#2-#3). If soul were corporeal, as the Stoics maintain, it would be divisible into infinitesimal parts, whereby it could interpenetrate the whole body. Plotinus concludes that this interpenetration would result in an actual infinity (energeia ta apeira) which he, like Aristotle, considers absurd.

He follows Aristotle in a third respect (#4-#8) by appealing to the principle that energeia is ontologically prior to dynamis. Plotinus
invokes this principle so as to uncover another absurd implication of the stoic psychology. Since the Stoics argue that the divine Intelligence and even God are only the results of the alterations of the cosmic pneuma, they imply that the superior can come from the inferior. This is impossible, however, because the superior (the actual) must exist before the inferior (the potential). Of course, it is not surprising to find Plotinus drawing on this Aristotelian principle since it is compatible with the third of the three basic principles of his philosophy, namely, that whatever is prior in the universe is more real than whatever is posterior.

However, we must be cautious at this point and not assume that Plotinus intends his third principle to be fully equivalent to Aristotle's principle regarding the priority of act to potency. The reason for this is that Plotinus cannot hold the priority of act to be absolute since the One, by transcending being is beyond energia. Act may be prior in the order of beings (in the realm of Nous and all subsequent existents), but it cannot be prior in the order of reality. Indeed, the One is not act but sheer active power: dynamis tôn panton (III, 8 [30], 10, 1; cf. V, 4, 1, 25).

Finally, we find Text A (§9-§10) accepting Aristotle's doctrine of

---

4 It is important to note that Plotinus does not deny that infinity is a perfection of the One. The One is infinite (apeiron or aoriston) by transcending the limitation (peras) and determination (horos) of energia which is identical with the Intelligence. For illuminating texts see VI, 9, (9), 3, 4-39; V, 5 (32), 6, 4-5; 11, 1-5; VI, 7 (38), 17, 15-40; 28, 28; 32, 9; 33, 13-21.

5 The first two principles are that whatever is one is real and that whatever is one is also good. For our full discussion see Text A, especially those passages contained in the pages corresponding to notes 29 through 37.
energeia but rejecting his doctrine of entelecheia. Whereas Aristotle appears to regard the two doctrines as basically identical, Plotinus regards them as distinct, considering entelecheia to be exclusively bound up with Aristotle's psychology. Along with rejecting Aristotle's theory of soul, then, Plotinus rejects entelecheia. However, he is willing to accept energēia, interpreting it as a genuinely ontological doctrine rather than a purely psychological one. Energēia does not just describe the human soul but all beings, and especially the hypostases Nous and Soul since both are true ousiai.

Text B: Plotinus Has Dynamis Prior to Energeia in Distinguishing the One from the Intelligence

Although as brief as its predecessor, Text B, consisting of the second chapter of Ennead V, 4 (7), presents a far more elaborate picture of energēia, for it indicates some of the most important ways by which the theory is operative in Plotinian metaphysics. Plotinus must treat of energēia in order to achieve the primary objective of Text B. This is to explain the relationship of Nous, the meeting-place of the eternal Forms, to its principle, the One. Specifically, Plotinus draws on Aristotle's doctrine of energēia to describe the production of the second hypostasis out of the First.

When describing the Intelligence as energēia, Plotinus of course is following Aristotle for whom energēia as perfect ousia most suitably applies to Nous. In Text B (§2) Plotinus specifies that this ousia is one whose very energēia is noēsis. This description, when complemented by relevant observations from V, 9 (5), provides the clue for explicating Plotinus' brilliant but complex conception of the intelligible world.
Because of our discovery in Text A that *energeia* primarily means *ousia*, we can justly conclude in Text B that, by defining Nous as the *energeia* of *noēsis*, Plotinus means that Nous is nothing less than pure intellection. While other beings, such as Soul and Nature, may share in *noēsis* or, as we may say, have *noēsis*, the Intelligence simply is *noēsis*, thereby constituting the very first *noēsis*. Indeed, all subsequent beings have *noēsis* only because they are *logoi* of that which is *noēsis*.

Several other perfections must belong to Nous if it is an existent whose *energeia* is intellection. First, Nous is an eternal knower. This follows because Nous does not merely have the power to know but is knowing *per se*. Accordingly, Nous must be an intuitive knower, because discursive knowledge requires becoming and time. Secondly, as an eternally actual, rather than potential, knower, Intelligence must be its own object of knowledge. If its object were separate from itself, it would be dependent on and in potency to that object. Thus, Plotinian Nous is comparable to Aristotelian *noēsis* *noēseos*. However, Plotinus goes beyond Aristotle, explaining that, when the Nous contemplates itself, it contemplates the Platonic Forms which are the contents of the divine Mind. Consequently, Plotinus' vision of the intelligible world is a synthesis of Platonic Forms and Aristotelian Intelligence.

Thirdly, we may infer that, if eidos is the same as *ousia* and if Nous is identical with every eidos, the divine Intelligence is perfect being and is really the whole universe of beings, a conclusion which Plotinus takes to vindicate Parmenides' famous statement (fragment 3) that thinking and being are the same.6

---

6See Text B, n. 10.
From this analysis of Nous as the energeia of noesis, it follows that Nous must be the second and not the first reality (#1). The plurality of the noeta, even though comprised of only logically distinct elements, admits some disunity and thus is necessarily derivative rather than primary in reality. Nous is being and composite and therefore requires ultimate simplicity as its cause. Thus, Plotinus in Text B confirms what we concluded in Text A that energeia by denoting being cannot denote the First Reality. While energeia may describe the ens perfectissimum (where ens signifies only being), it cannot describe the res perfectissima (where res means reality).

After this critically important description of the nature of the Intelligence as energeia of noesis, Plotinus considers exactly how the Nous originates out of the One. In doing so he incorporates (#3) a term borrowed from the "Unwritten Doctrines" (agrapha dogmata) of Plato, namely, the "Indefinite Dyad" (aoristos dyas). By this obscure term Plotinus designates intelligible matter or the first moment of the emanation of Nous. This first moment, which Plotinus calls the stage of prohodos of procession, is dynamis in the sense of active power. This moment is necessary for the Intelligence to become a distinct hypostasis, because it first must separate itself from the One before it can, inspired by love, undergo epistrophe or reversion which consists of a contemplation producing the universe of Platonic Forms and the energeia of Nous.

Plotinus' appropriation of the Indefinite Dyad proves that dynamis is significantly prior to energeia in his system. Hence, Text B confirms our interpretation of Text A where, for Plotinus' philosophy, the Aristotelian principle of the priority of act to potency was cautiously limited to the order of beings alone. Text B supports this restriction
in two ways: first, by showing that *Nous* is indeterminate and is *dynamis* until *Nous* contemplates the One and thus becomes *energeia* and, secondly, by showing that the One Itself is absolute power (*pantōn tōn onτōn dynataton*, cf. ch. 1, lines 23–26 or V, 4).

We have already seen that Text B (§2) defines *Nous* as an *energeia* consisting of eternal intellecction. However, Text B (§6), even at the apparent risk of Plotinus' negative theology, also ascribes knowledge (*katanoësis* and *synaísthesis*) to the One.

There are three alternative interpretations one can give to this ascription of knowledge to the One: the One knows through intrinsic denomination (in and of *His* very nature *He* has knowledge); secondly, the One knows through extrinsic denomination (*He* causes knowledge in the Intellect); and, thirdly, *He* knows through mediation (*He* knows inasmuch as the Intellect has knowledge; i.e., *He* knows through the Intellect). The first two interpretations are unacceptable since neither has the support of the key text. The first interpretation is particularly objectionable since it contradicts other parts of the key text (§1–§2; §12), as well as the chapter that precedes it (V, 4, 1, 9–10), where Plotinus emphasizes the One's transcendence over intellecction and being. Accordingly, the correct interpretation appears to be that the One has knowledge through the Intellect. This interpretation is made plausible by Plotinus' selection of *katanoësis* and *synaísthesis*, rather than simply *noësis* and *aisthesis*, to signify the One's knowledge. These terms indicate that the One is not a knower in his own intrinsic nature but through or with *Nous*, which is the One on a lower level of reality. In other words, the One has knowledge by *virtue* of the relation of Intellect to *Him*. Hence, *katanoësis* and *synaísthesis* may be predicated of the One.
through "mediation" rather than through intrinsic or extrinsic denomination.  

One may wonder why Plotinus feels a need in Text B to ascribe Katanoesis to the One. The answer appears to be that he wants to reply to opponents, imaginary or otherwise, who would insist that the First Reality has intellection. It is only natural for Plotinus to anticipate an objection of this kind, since his commitment to the One's radical transcendence challenges the traditional Greek supposition that intellection is the consummate perfection. By replying as he does (that the One in a sense has intellection), Plotinus is able to concede something to the Greek tradition but also to preserve his general position on the transcendence of the One.  

The heart (#5–#11) of Text B shows how energeia is basic to Plotinus' account of the production of the hypostases. Since all things, even inanimate objects, must strive to communicate their perfections to other existents, we may infer that the One, who is unlimited in power and perfection (so unlimited in fact that his reality is altogether undiminished in its productivity), must certainly strive to so communicate his perfection. This necessary communication of the Good brings about another existent, also superabundant in goodness, namely, the Intelligence. As we have seen, this existent is generated in two eternal (not temporal) moments: a moment of procession and dynamis and a moment of reversion and

7As explained above in Text B (n. 2), however, predication through mediation is a specific sort of predication through extrinsic denomination.

8See Text D, n. 59, for a list of passages in Plotinus stating the transcendence of the One over energeia, as well as over ousia and noesis.
energeia. These two moments not only apply to the generation of Nous but to all levels of production. All hypostases are produced through a stage involving dynamis and one involving energeia. As a hypostasis becomes energeia, its own perfection must overflow and produce the next level of reality. Hence, in this way, energeia may be said to generate energeia.

Plotinus attempts to explain this priority of energeia in production (as it applies to the levels of Nous and below) by distinguishing between the energeia "of" an ousia and the energeia "from" an ousia (#9-#11). Plotinus' writings furnish certain analogies to help clarify this distinction. One of these analogies, that of fire, he mentions in Text B (#10-#11). In our experience of natural phenomena, we often find certain entities, such as fire, consistently producing certain effects. The perfection which empowers an entity to emanate a certain product may be called the energeia "of" an ousia, while the effect itself may be called the energeia "from" an ousia. For example, fire (the energeia "of" an ousia) radiates heat (the energeia "from" an ousia) and snow radiates cold. Plotinus regards this relationship of energeiai as true on all levels of being and invokes it as a principle necessary for explaining production of the hypostases. Accordingly, Nous is an energeia "of" an ousia as it emanates Soul, an energeia "from" an ousia. Likewise Soul is an energeia "of" an ousia as it produces Nature (or whatever we may wish to call the subsequent living cosmos), an energeia "from" an ousia. Nature takes its turn as a prior energeia and so does every subsequent level of being until perfection and energeia are exhausted, terminating against the darkness, sterility and unreality of prime matter.

Because of what we know about the nature of the One, it would appear incorrect to extend this relationship of energeiai to the level of the
One itself. To say the One is *energeia τῆς ουσίας* would contradict other important passages of V, 4, (e.g., ch. 1, lines 9-10 and #12 of the key text) in which Plotinus declares that the One transcends *ousia*. Hence, we must seek another interpretation of lines 34-36 (Text B, #11):

\[ \text{ἐκ τῆς ἐν αὐτῷ τελειωμένης καὶ συνεστάθη ἐνεργείας ἡ γνωσθείσα ἐνεργεία ἐνωστασίων λαβοῦσα}, \]

The answer seems to rest with "predication through mediation" which we employed earlier to explain #6. Accordingly, *energeia* belongs to the One in the same way *katanoeisis* belongs to Him. The One is not *energeia* intrinsically but only through His product, the Intelligence, which depends on Him. If we look at the One from the standpoint of this relationship of dependence, then He can be said to have *energeia* present to Him (*synousees energelas*) in light of the fact that the perfection present in Him (*ek τῆς ἐν αὐτῷ τελειωτητος*) and proper to Him allows Him to be the source of the *energeia τῆς ουσίας* of the Intelligence. This latter simultaneously is applicable to the One through mediation as though the One involved also an *energeia τῆς ουσίας* from which the *energeia* of the Nous came.

Thus, while Text B implies that every *energeia ek τῆς ουσίας* requires an *energeia τῆς ουσίας* which is an altogether separate existent, the relation of the Nous to the One must be an exception. In other words, the One cannot be *energeia τῆς ουσίας*, simply because He is not *ousia*. Moreover, if the One were *energeia τῆς ουσίας*, consistently He would also have to be an *energeia ek τῆς ουσίας*, in the sense that another reality would be above Him as His cause. Hence, Intelligence, not the One, is the very first *energeia τῆς ουσίας*, although the One may be said to involve both *energeia τῆς ουσίας* and *energeia ek τῆς ουσίας* through mediation.
Text C: *He Dynamis* as Intelligible Matter is Prior to *He Energeia* as Achieved Eidos; and the Two Constitute *To Energeia* On in Nous

Texts A and B do not study *energeia* as their primary subject, and, therefore, we must extract what they tell us about *energeia* from their treatment of different, albeit related, topics, such as a Soul (Text A) and Intelligence (Text B). With Text C, however, we take up a treatise, II, 5, (25), which studies *energeia* as its main subject. Consequently, Text C demands our closest attention.

A very important contribution of Text C is its distinction between two types of *energeia* as well as two types of *dynamis*. The first two chapters of II, 5 (#1-#30) state that *he energeia* differs from *to energeia* on, just as *he dynamis* differs from *to dynamei* on. The former distinction we translate as that between "act" and "being in act," and the latter as that between "potency" and "being in potency."

To understand these distinctions, it is best to begin with *to dynamei* on since it characterizes sensible matter and thereby is the basis of helpful inductive illustrations. In simplest terms being in potency is something which can become something else (#5-#6). Bronze, for instance, is being in potency because it can become a statue; water, because it can become something else altogether, e.g., air or bronze (#6-#9). Such examples indicate that something is a being in potency if it can receive

---

9The two kinds of *energeia* distinguished in Text C are more analytical and technical than the two kinds distinguished in Text B (i.e., than the distinction between *energeia têς ousias* and *energeia ek têς ousias*). For this reason the distinction in Text C appears repeatedly throughout the Enneads.
either accidental or substantial form from an extrinsic cause. Hence, being in potency is passive *dynamis*: that which can be a substrate (#15) for another or rather that which can be formed by another (*par* *allou*; #29).

So understood, *to dynam ei* on compares readily with elements in the Aristotelian philosophy. First, Aristotle himself uses the Greek phrase *to dynam ei* on to mean passive potency. Secondly, Plotinus' example of bronze (*chalkos*; #6-#9; #17; #20-#21; #26-#27; #50) echoes one of Aristotle's favorite illustrations of passive potency. Thirdly, by saying that being in potency makes change possible (from which it follows that being in potency cannot belong in the immutable intelligible world), Plotinus accepts Aristotle's position that being in potency is the principle of change. Because of this third parallel Plotinus is willing to largely accept Aristotle's doctrine of prime matter as pure passive potency. Furthermore, since prime matter is always being in potency and never being in act, for both thinkers it is the ultimate substratum of change. Finally, Plotinus also accepts Aristotle's distinction between prime matter (*prote hylē*) and second (*eschata hylē*) matter, as is indicated by his illustrations regarding bronze (#16-#17; #50). Prime matter is being in potency in an absolute sense, while second matter is such only relatively.

A grasp of *to dynam ei* on prepares one for its correlate, *to energ sia* on, an expression which also appears in Aristotle. Being in act refers to any existent which is completed by form (#17). Thus, *to energ sia* on, unlike *to dynam ei* on, may belong in the intelligible world, for intelligible beings are also completed by form. However, the matter which is There completed by form is "intelligible" and potency (*he dynamis*) rather
than being in potency (to dynamei on). Unlike sensible matter, the matter
There is indeterminate but real and, as such, truly unites with form. In
other words, intelligible matter and form are only logically distinct.
In the intelligible world there is no sensible matter, no being in potency,
and therefore no change. In the sensible world, however, every being in
act is subject to change and therefore is also a being in potency. Each
sensible thing is a composite of matter and form but is in potency to
some extrinsic being. We may say generally, then, that with the exception
of prime matter every being in potency is also a being in act.

Plotinus asks (#17) an important question regarding the relationship
of being in potency to being in act: where there is change, does being in
potency really become being in act or is the resulting being in act
altogether different from the prior being in potency? There is no simple
answer to this question. The resulting being in certain ways is the same
and in certain ways is different from the prior being in potency. This
is true whether one considers the being in potency as second or as prime
matter. If second matter is considered in itself, i.e., as being in act,
then it is different from the product it becomes, because every being in
act is a distinct composite of matter and form. But if second matter is
considered not in and of itself but relatively to that form it will
acquire, then it is partly the same as the resulting being in act. In
other words, if second matter is considered as a being in potency, it may
be said in a sense to be the same as the product. It is the same in that
it remains as the substrate for the newly received form. This is true,
however, only of accidental change; in substantial change the form is
altogether lost and therefore cannot be said to be a part of the product.

Like second matter, prime matter is also partly distinct from and
partly identical with the resulting being in act, depending on one's point of view. Since matter is never itself in act, matter is necessarily different from the resulting composite. But matter is certainly a part of the composite, since it is the ultimate substrate of the latter.

This brings us to he energēia itself. Here Plotinus says the energēia is form (#27). Thus, Text C further confirms the finding of our prior key texts that Plotinus follows Aristotle by identifying energēia with eidos. How does act (energēia) relate to the prior two distinctions, being in potency and being in act? Being in potency receives and becomes substrate of act. Since being in potency is passive dynamis, act comes to being in potency only through the agency of another (par'allou; #29). The resulting union of being in potency (substrate) and of act (form) brings about a being in act. Hence, to energēia on denotes the whole, whereas he energēia denotes the part. At times Plotinus uses he energēia and to energēia on interchangeably. This is permissible in that an existent is an intelligible unity because of its form.

Finally, we come to he dynamis, which we translate "potency." How exactly does he dynamis differ from to dunamei on? Plotinus answers that the former is active potency or power but that the latter is passive potency. Whereas being in potency is determined by another (par'allou; #29), potency (he dynamis) determines itself, or rather the agent who exercises the potency determines it. Plotinus explains this through his allusion to the sculptor (kata to polein; #10-#11). The sculptor's perfections (his talent, imagination and artistic judgment) cause operations perfecting not only external objects but also the sculptor's active powers themselves. Through the sculptor's active powers, he perfects himself. One and the same agent is origin and recipient of act.
Plotinus further elaborates this point through the illustrations of the knower (112-1125) and the moral agent (1130). Knowledge is possible through knowing powers which belong to a subject who himself is perfected (i.e., acquires *energeia*) through the exercise of those powers. Moral conduct is the result of powers (habits) which themselves are further perfected by that conduct.

Potency, therefore, is the active power of a living agent. The agent, moreover, has act through his own active power, because an agent perfects himself through his powers and their immanent operations.

These technical distinctions furnish the principles for an analysis of the intelligible world which appears in chapter three of Text C (1131-1139). As noted earlier, if *to dynamai* is the principle of change, it cannot belong in the intelligible world. Hence, while it is correct to call intelligible beings potencies (more precisely, active powers), it is incorrect to call them beings in potency.

Being in act applies to the intelligible world because intelligible beings are composites of matter (albeit intelligible matter) and form. True, the matter There is a potency rather than a being in potency; nonetheless it is a logically distinct constituent of an intelligible being which, as composite, may be called a being in act. Because an intelligible being is a composite of potency and act rather than of being in potency and act, it is a real unity of parts only logically distinct. This differentiates it sharply from sensible beings, for the latter are composed of sensible matter which repels form and thus never really unites with its act. It is for this reason that sensible beings are poor imitations, mere shadows, of intelligible beings.

All intelligible beings are pure acts, because each is really
identical with its form, having intelligible matter only in a logically
distinguishable way. The beings are the logically distinct contents of a
single, divine nature, namely, the second hypostasis which by comprehending all acts may itself be called pure act.

Without *energeia* belonging to the intelligible order, there could be no *energeia* in the sensible, for the sensible exists as a participant or *logos* of the intelligible. As the *logoi* of *Nous* reflect a descending hierarchy of perfections, the entire universe of beings may be considered a gradation of *energeiai*.

How precisely does potency (*he dynamis*) belong in the intelligible world? Potency is the procession out of the One which, through its own perfection and tendency (*ephesis*), reverts back to its source so as to become *energeia*. Potency is that indeterminate perfection which makes possible an order of existents (*energeiai*) which are distinct from the One. Thus, Plotinus applies to production (which he explains in greater detail in Text B) the realization that active power and act can describe the same existent. Just as a knower or moral agent may under his own power perfect himself, so *Nous* may under its power perfect itself. This it does by reverting to its source, contemplating It and becoming thereby *energeia*. Hence, Text C repeats a central finding of Text B: *dynamis* is necessary in explaining the nature of the Intelligence (as well as of every hypostasis).

The indeterminate power (*he dynamis*) which accounts for intelligible being is, of course, intelligible matter, which Text B calls "the Indefinite Dyad." The kinship of intelligible matter to the indeterminacy of the One makes it a perfection even greater than that of being itself. This sharply contrasts intelligible matter with its sensible counterpart,
sensible matter, which Plotinus paradoxically describes in the closing passages of Text C (#40-#56) as "truly false" and "really unreal." As pure being in potency sensible matter is nothing in itself; yet it is in potency all beings since it may serve as the substrate successively of all forms. In order to be the substrate of all forms, matter must never be any single form and therefore is unable to truly unite with any form. As the eternal capacity for form, matter is never itself in act. As being in potency matter is powerless to acquire form without an extrinsic agent.

Although matter is alien to being (an "outcast," ekritheisa, of reality; #51) and indeed repels being, it nonetheless has a kind of nature, which can be known only to the "bastard reasoning" described in Plato's Timaeus (52 b). Like intelligible matter, sensible matter is an otherness (heterotes). Just as intelligible matter is the otherness which makes it possible for a distinct hypostasis to exist; so sensible matter is the otherness by which sensible forms can exist. Whereas, however, the otherness of intelligible matter is real and perfect, the otherness of sensible matter is unreal and imperfect. Plotinus' treatises unfortunately do not consistently specify in what way sensible matter is other than the One. His texts at different times support opposite views. On the one hand, Plotinus regards matter as the final product or stage of emanation, as the darkness and sterility which comes as emanation is exhausted. On the other, matter is the unproduced, unreal something eternally opposite the One, it is the darkness and sterility against which (not into which) emanation gives out.10

10Emerging out of Plotinus' very latest treatises is the dualist position that matter does not emanate (see I, 8 [51]). This is contradicted by the early treatise, III, 4 (15), 1. Each of these treatises follows
Text D: Plotinus Elevates the Cosmological Principles (Kinesis, Ousia, Tauton and Heteron) of Plato's Timaeus to Explain How the Energia of Life of the Intelligence Differentiates it from the One.

While very informative Text C is irritatingly brief, particularly in its remarks on energia in the intelligible world. This terseness, however, is corrected by Text D (VI, 7 [38], 13; 17-18; 37 and 40), which elaborates on the nature of energia in the intelligible world, explaining also why the One transcends energia.

The nature of Nous is the focus of Part One (chs. 1-15) of VI, 7, in which the first Section, chapter thirteen (§1-§30), of Text D occurs. Prior to chapter thirteen Plotinus presents an interpretation of Plato's Timaeus, holding that the Demiurge is equivalent to the Plotinian Nous, one nature comprehending the plurality of Platonic Forms. Since the Demiurge is the cause of the sensible world, Plotinus concludes that there is nothing here that does not have its archetype There. But such a position, he admits, entails difficulties. How can the imperfections and deficiencies that appear here belong There, where there is only perfect being? Plotinus explains (chs. 1-12) that inferior beings in the sensible world result from the fact that as logoi they cannot be equal in reality to their causes. All beings in the intelligible world are equal and perfect. They only display imperfections as they appear in the world of becoming. Hence, the forms of even irrational and inanimate beings are.

periods of uncertainty. Plotinus expresses uncertainty in two treatises which antedate III, 4: namely, IV, 8 (6), 6 and II, 4 (12). Likewise he is uncertain in the following later treatises: IV, 5 (23), 8; II, 5 (25), 5; III, 6 (26), 14; V, 8 (31), 7; VI, 3 (44), 7; III, 2 (47), 2. Again, see William J. Carroll, Plotinus on the Origin of Matter (M. A. Thesis, Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C., 1973), p. 132.
proper to the nature of **Nous**, for they are perfect beings and are themselves (as they exist There) intelligences. Such beings only have imperfections insofar as imperfections appear in their participants. Plotinus concludes from this analysis that the intelligible world is a universe teeming with living, perfect, intelligible beings, each of which is a form or an act.

Chapter thirteen of VI, 7, which is Section One of Text D, undertakes to describe more fully the unity-in-multiplicity of **Nous**. To accomplish this Text D borrows four special principles from Plato's *Timaeus*: **kinesis**, **ousia**, **tauton** and **heteron**. In the *Timaeus* Plato employs these principles to explain the World Soul. First, the Soul is an **ousia** because the Demiurge fashions it according to the divine exemplars so as to be a distinct existent with a definite nature. It entails **tauton** and **thateron** insofar as that nature also is specifically constituted by two circles, an inner circle of difference and an outer circle of sameness. Soul is **kenesis** in two respects: first, as cognition of the intelligible All and of the sensible All through the circles of sameness and difference; secondly, as the principle cognitively moving itself and thereby imparting to all heavenly bodies their circular locomotions, which in turn reflect the order and harmony of time as "the moving image of eternity."

In chapter thirteen of VI, 7 Plotinus simply elevates these Platonic principles to the level of **Nous**. He employs them in particular to explain how the diverse nature of **Nous** is the result of its cognition. **Kinesis** is this eternal intellection which brings about the infinite plurality of **noeta** or forms (#4-#8; #10; #19). Of course, **kinesis** is at first only the active power for intellection and is not intellection in the full sense. It is the indeterminate **ephesis** or tendency which is separate
from the One and is preparatory for reversion, for full contemplation and energeia. To express more precisely how kinesis is necessary for the full realization of all intelligibles, Plotinus connects kinesis with energeia. This connection is evident in Plotinus' conception of life (zoe) as presented in Sections One (ch. 13) and Two (chs. 17-18) of Text D.

Plotinus agrees with Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics that life in the truest sense is intellection. Accordingly, the highest life will not be the One, which transcends intellection, but the Nous, which is the very energeia of intellection. If life is best exemplified by Nous, then life will consist of two stages, prohodos (dynamis) and epistrophe (energeia). As Nous exists in procession, it is only life as indeterminate, like its source, the One. By contemplating its source, life is completed and becomes energeia. Fully realized and determined life, therefore, is the actuated Nous (#50).

Intelligence actuates the plurality of Forms and beings as it actuates itself. Accordingly, Nous is not just a single life but all lives, a universe teeming with life (ch. 12), equivalent to "the eternal living being" of Plato's Timaeus. Since every being subsequent to Nous is really only Nous on an inferior level of reality, every sensible being is a life and an act (#58). Indeed, the logoi of Nous, by virtue of reflecting ever decreasing levels of perfection, reflect a diminishing hierarchy of lives. The sensible hierarchy of lives and acts is the product of the contemplation of Soul, the third hypostasis and the principal logos of Nous. Because its life is realized only successively and in time, its products represent Plotinus' equivalent of "the moving image of eternity" depicted in the Timaeus.

Of course, if life is Intelligence, then the One must transcend
life and energeia. Text D is the first of our key texts to explicitly state this transcendence of the One over energeia, arguing this point on grounds that life and act rest on duality, whereas the Source of these perfections must be sheer simplicity (#31-#41).

Text E: The Megista Gene are the Logically Distinct Energeiai Constituting the Second Hypostasis and Existing as the Supreme Objects of Dialectics

The four principles (ousia, kinesis, tauton and heteron), which Text D employs to explain the role of energeia in the intelligible world, also appear (along with a fifth principle, stasis) in our final key text—though this text is more under the influence of Plato's Sophist than of his Timaeus. Text E (VI, 2 (43), 7-8; 14-15) is the second of a three-part study. It includes VI, 1 (42) and VI, 3 (44), the aim of which is to clarify and defend Plotinus' interpretation of the Platonic theory of the megista gene against the alternative theories of the Aristotelians and Stoics. VI, 2 in particular argues that the Platonic megista gene are the true noēta, onta and energeiai, each of which is one in reality with the divine Nous, the Plotinian equivalent of the Platonic Demiurge.

It was necessary to preface our treatment of the Text E with a brief discussion of Ennead VI, 8 (39), which chronologically follows right after VI, 7 (Text D). Although VI, 8 refers to energeia often and in ways apparently in conflict with Texts A through D, it nonetheless does not warrant attention as a key text. This conclusion follows from a careful evaluation of the purpose of VI, 8. The objective of the treatise is to uncover the mistake in the Gnostic position (which Plotinus calls a tolmeros logos—ch. 12, line 11) that the One is either an ousia or the product of chance or accident. Although this position clearly shows a
failure to appreciate negative theology, Plotinus responds to it in VI, 8, as though it were a respectable position and a fair challenge, presumably for the sake of showing once and for all to his students the error of Gnosticism. In pretending to respect this Gnostic argument, Plotinus is willing to speak of the One in positive terms, including ousia and energia. However, Plotinus is still quite aware that such a practice conflicts with sound philosophy, as his disclaimer in chapter thirteen (lines 1-5) indicates. Since the presentation of VI, 8 is largely contrived for the benefits of a polemic against the Gnostics, the treatise cannot be regarded as a faithful representation of Plotinus' views on energia. For this reason VI, 2 (43) rather than VI, 8 (39) is Text E.

Text E falls into two parts, the first consisting of chapters seven and eight (#1-#48) and the second of chapters fourteen and fifteen (#49-#66). Part One is a direct statement of Plotinus' own position on the meigista gene, while Part Two is a criticism of one aspect of Aristotle's position on the categories and the genera. Both parts have significant bearing on energia in Plotinus' philosophy.

Chapters seven and eight of Text E culminate a discussion that originates in the opening chapters of the treatise. Chapters one through seven lay down several important conclusions. First, the meigista gene are not only the ultimate objects of the science of Dialectics but are also the logically distinct constituents of the intelligible world which are identical with the second hypostasis. Secondly, each genus is equal to every other, since each is really identical with every other. Thirdly, the real unity of the intelligible world results from its participation in the One. Lastly, the unities of body and soul are analogous to the intelligible unities and therefore make helpful beginnings toward a
knowledge of the intelligible world.

In chapters seven and eight (#1-#48) Plotinus shows that an analysis of the intelligible world yields five supreme Forms: ousia, kinesis, stasis, tauton and heteron. While he follows Plato in accepting these Forms as the ultimate beings and objects of knowledge, Plotinus parts from his predecessor in several respects. First, whereas Plato separates the noesis of the Demiurge from the Forms, Plotinus unites them. This union of noesis and noeta unlocks Plotinus' whole account of the role of the megista gene in the intelligible world. Each genus represents either one or other of those two logically distinct components of Nous: noesis and noeta (#29-#31; #32-#36). Kinesis is the noesis which actuates the eternal Forms (e.g., #12; #25-#29). But kinesis from another point of view is itself a Form, since every Form is an intellection and, therefore, also a noeton (#35-#36; #40-#42; #47). Furthermore, in these two respects kinesis is energeia. Kinesis is energeia in that it is the actuation of all Forms and in that it itself is numbered among the totality of acts.

The other four megista gene are likewise energeiai. Stasis is the energeia of Nous signified by the Forms which are the termini of kinesis (#18-#19; #40; #64). Ousia is energeia in two respects: first in that Nous as a whole, i.e., as the second hypostasis, is the Plotinian equivalent of Aristotle's noesis noeseos and thus is pure act; secondly, in that each of the Forms (each an ousia) is a logically distinct act (#18-#19; #31; #32-#36). Heteron is energeia since it also refers to the plurality of the Forms (#42-#45). Finally, tauton is energeia in that it denotes the unity of all Forms comprehended by the divine noesis (#43-#45).
Secondly, Plato does not regard his *megista genē* as categories, yet Plotinus interprets them as such in order to refute the Aristotelian and Stoic theories of categories. In fact, Plotinus holds that the Platonic genera are the only true categories because they are modes of perfect or intelligible being, which alone is a true *noēton*. Accordingly, Plotinus rejects the Stoic and Aristotelian categories because they are grounded on sensible being which is unreal and a false *noēton*. Consequently, Dialectics, the science of Platonic Forms, is genuine *epistēme*, while Aristotelian and Stoic wisdom is a pseudo-science.

It is important to see that Text E involves *energeia* in this conception of the categories because *energeia* describes these supreme *onta* and *noēta* (*#62*). The *megista genē* are genuine categories, the most comprehensive modes of being, because they are acts. The Aristotelian categories are only pseudo-ousiai and therefore pseudo-energeiai. Accordingly, they can only support pseudo-*epistēme*.

Thirdly, Plotinus' indebtedness to *energeia* frees him from the Platonic doctrine of participation when he explains the interrelationships of the *megista genē* (*#47-#48*). Since participation, as Plotinus understands it, is between lower and higher realities, it is not suited to an account of the supreme genera, which are equal realities. This equality is, in the final analysis, due to the real identity of the genera. As identical with *Nous* they may collectively be defined as pure act. As logically distinct they are each an act. Thus, *energeia* rather than *metechein* explains the nature and relationships of Forms for Plotinus.

Fourthly, Plotinus does not admit with Plato that the *megista genē* are the primary realities. As the supreme objects of Dialectics, the genera are the supreme beings, but Plotinus relegates them to a secondary
place in reality since, for him, being entails some measure of multiplicity and imperfection. The First Reality, however, must be purely one and thus perfect. For Plotinus ontology must give way to henology; moreover, Dialectics must ultimately give way to negative theology and mysticism, the object of which transcends the genera.

After Plotinus' presentation in chapters seven and eight of VI, 2, he highlights several questions to illumine further his conception of the megista gene. First, he responds at length to the question of whether the One can be Himself a genus (chs. 9-12). Secondly, he considers whether the Aristotelian category of quantity can belong among the megista gene (ch. 13). After replying negatively to this last question, he next (chs. 14-15; #49-#66) explains why the Aristotelian category of quality cannot belong there. His comments in these chapters form the second part of Text E in which he clarifies how energeia in the sensible world contrasts with energeia in the intelligible.

In general Plotinus argues here (#49-#66) that quality presupposes real distinctions and therefore cannot belong in the intelligible world. This is true whether one considers essential or accidental qualities (symplerotika or pathē) even though both, like the megista gene, are energeiai. Essential qualities are acts that flow directly from an ousia, but are nonetheless really distinct from those ousiai and thus cannot belong where there are only logically distinct existents. Accidental qualities certainly cannot belong there since they are acts altogether extrinsic to ousiai. In essence, then, the megista gene do not complete (sympleratai) intelligible ousia in the way that qualities complete sensible ousia. In the sensible world the completion is between the really distinct and the prior ousia and the posterior qualities. However,
in the intelligible world the completion is between what is really identical and what is only logically distinct (#53; #60; #62-#66).

When Plotinus denies quality a place among the intelligibles, he denies quality a place in science as well, for the intelligibles are the only true objects of science. Qualities are part of sensible ousia which are, according to Platonism, shadows and phantoms of true reality. Obviously, such a view veils a serious criticism of Aristotelian philosophy, since, according to that school, sensible qualities and ousia are the proper objects for science. Thus, Text E betrays a purely Platonic conception of science and implicitly charges Aristotelian science with the pursuit of illusions.

Since qualities, as well as sensible ousia, appear on an inferior level of reality, it must be assumed that they are not objects of the contemplation of Nous. Qualities result from the inferior contemplation of Soul. The contemplation in the intelligible world would forbid qualities, since the object of contemplation There is a real unity, only logically fragmented. Accordingly, the Nous through its contemplation is able at once to comprehend how one Form or act is really the same as (i.e., neither prior nor posterior to) another. Nous knows that The Human is in real union with The Grammatical and The Musical. The contemplation of Soul, however, fragments its object, producing real distinctions and thereby producing qualities and separate ousia.

Accordingly, Soul cannot know the real identity of man and musical. It knows them as really distinguishable acts—the one as an ousia and the other as a quality.

Thus, Text E shows, as did our other key texts, that energeia is bound up with Plotinus' account of production and is fundamental to his
contrast of the intelligible with the sensible world.

What shall we say by the way of some final conclusions concerning *energeia* in Plotinus? The first is simply that *energeia* is a central doctrine in his metaphysics. This conclusion is clearly implied by the preceding summary of our key texts which show that *energeia* and/or its correlate, *dynamis*, is involved with almost all significant subjects in Plotinus' philosophy: e.g., the production of the hypostases out of the One; the transcendence of the One over being, life and Intelligence; the nature of contemplation; the hierarchy of beings and lives; the nature of the intelligible world, the universe of Plato's *megista gene*; the nature of the One itself (who is not *energeia* but pure active *dynamis*); and the nature of prime matter (which is not *energeia* but pure passive *dynamis*).

Plotinus' commitment to *energeia* is further demonstrated by the simple fact that he devotes an entire treatise (indeed one from his middle period, in which, as Porphyry says, he produced works "of the highest perfection"),¹¹ namely, II, 5 (25), our Text C, to the *energeia/dynamis* distinction. He there presents certain technical distinctions which, on the whole, prevail throughout the Enneads, namely the expressions *he energeia* vs. *he dynamis* and to *energeia* on vs. to *dynamis* on. These distinctions are critical in Plotinus' accounts of the intelligible and the sensible worlds¹² and, thus, they are important to his philosophical project as a whole.


¹²Three of the distinctions--namely, to *energeia* on, *he energeia* and *he dynamis*--are operative in both the intelligible and the sensible worlds. However, the final distinction--to *dynamis* on--is operative only in the sensible world (see Text C, #31-#34).
On the basis of such evidence, then, we must conclude that Philip Merlan (in *The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy*, as quoted in our Introduction) is quite mistaken in his remark that Plotinus has no need for either *energeia* or *dynamis*. On the contrary, our study has shown that without *energeia* Plotinus' entire ontology is quite inexplicable.

By studying precisely how *energeia* is operative in that ontology, we have come to a second conclusion: *energeia*, which is synonymous with contemplation (*noēsis*) and being (*ousia; eidos; to on; noēton*), should be translated in various ways out of respect for the fact that there are different levels of contemplation and being and that there are different ways of looking at being. Of course, in its most perfect sense, i.e., when signifying Divine Mind and the intelligible world, *energeia* should be translated as "act" or "achieved perfection." These seem to be the best English equivalents for reality which is perfect thought or being, i.e., for reality which is fully realized unity-in-multiplicity. It is important to note that these terms will also apply to any *logos* of Intelligence, in that every *logos* is a certain thought or being realized on a certain level of perfection.

In addition to "act" or "achieved perfection" it is also correct to translate *energeia* as "actuation," since form and intellection emerge out of a prior *dynamis*. If *energeia* properly describes the stage of *epistrophē*, then *energeia* has in a sense "become" and thus may be translated as "actuation," signifying that which has become act.

Additionally, as it refers to the level of human *praxis*, a weakened
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13See *Introduction*, p. 1 and note 3.
kind of contemplation that entails the development of moral habits and conduct, *energeía* may be correctly translated as "activity." This is a translation of the term that we uncovered in our comments on Text C.14

Thirdly, we come to one of the most important conclusions of our study: Plotinus' handling of *energeía* may be generally described as a reaction, in both positive and negative ways, to the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle. Of course, a response to Aristotle is demanded by the simple fact that in the first place Plotinus adopts Aristotle's neologism, *energeía*. Upon accepting this term, Plotinus finds it reasonable to follow Aristotle in several applications of its doctrine. Of these applications, of course, the most conspicuous is the description of the second hypostasis as pure act. Here it is important to recall that, while Plotinus denies *energeía* of the highest reality, he agrees with Aristotle that *energeía* signifies *ousia* and form and therefore most perfectly applies to the divine *Nous*, the Separate Intelligence. By so describing perfect Intelligence, *energeía* (Plotinus agrees) must signify perfect life, for, as Aristotle argues in Book Lambda of the *Metaphysics*, to contemplate most fully is to live most fully.

Additionally, we find Aristotelian influence in the way Plotinus separates *he dynamis* (active potency or power) from *to dunameón* (passive potency). The former expression, as it applies to the order of beings, denotes perfection that is rooted in *energeía*. Active power follows from the presence of form (act). The latter expression, *to dunameón*, applies only to that which from a certain point of view lacks form or determination.

But such a translation is accurate only with reference to *praxis*, not elsewhere as others (e.g., A. H. Armstrong and S. MacKenna) would have it.
(act). In the strictest sense passive potency characterizes prime matter, which is never form but the eternal capacity for form (act). This general analysis clearly harmonizes with Aristotle's conception of active and passive potency and witnesses to Plotinus' willingness to remain faithful to Aristotle's idea of dynamics as well as energeia. That he is faithful regarding the latter notion is particularly evident in his conception of he energeia as form and to energeia on as a completely realized or informed being. This interpretation of these expressions accords perfectly with Aristotle's conception of them.

The influence of Aristotle is evident even when Plotinus takes up ostensibly Platonic tasks, such as his handling of the Sophist's megista genê. His task here is to justify the Platonic categories over the Aristotelian ones, and yet he does not hesitate to employ Aristotelian energeia to achieve this objective. He defines each of the megista genê as energeia. This definition follows from the fact that each megiston genos is only logically distinct from the second hypostasis which is pure act. Accordingly, each Form, logically or abstractly considered, is also act.

We may note a certain irony arising from this treatment of the Platonic genera. Because the megista genê, Plotinus concludes, are perfect energeiai, they are true objects of science; however, the Aristotelian categories are imperfect energeiai and not true objects of science. Hence, we find Plotinus employing Aristotle to condemn the latter's theory of science.

We should add that Plotinus is even indebted to Aristotle's potency/act distinction when Plotinus offers a dynamic account of the intelligible world. He draws on Aristotle because, unlike Plato, Plotinus
argues that the universe of Forms (while eternal) is dependent on the One and thus "emerges" into being. To explain this emergence of the second hypostasis, Plotinus employs act and potency in ways Aristotle himself could not have foreseen. Plotinus incorporates the act/potency principle by explaining that out of a prior potency, indeed, the ultimate potency (he dynamis tôn pantôn) which is the infinite active power of the One, the order of posterior hypostases (acts) originates.

But it is here that we also note a divergence from Aristotle in two important respects: (1) for Plotinus this emergence from potency to act is a movement not into perfection but imperfection; (2) for Plotinus the absolute priority of the One, who is sheer dynamis, renders objectionable the Aristotelian principle that energēia is ultimately prior to dynamis in reality. These divergences prove that, no matter how indebted he may be to Aristotle in many respects, Plotinus often qualifies his acceptance of Aristotle's doctrines. He does not follow Aristotle as if he were a disciple, that is, as if he were himself an Aristotelian. This is demonstrated by his rejection of Aristotle's notion of entelechēia (which we discussed in Text A). Plotinus, of course, agrees that soul is act (energeia), for it is a logos of the hypostasis, Soul, but denies that it is merely the act (entelechēia) of the body. Soul is an act because it is a complete, independent ousia, not because it is incomplete and dependent.

Plotinus does not follow Aristotle uncritically, because he thinks of himself primarily as a Platonist. In fact, as Brehier observes,\(^\text{15}\) he often perceives himself as an enemy of Aristotelianism. For this reason Plotinus' adaptation of energēia is largely governed by Platonic principl-

\(^{15}\text{Plotin, Vol. 6, Part 1, p.8}\)
ples. This is evident, for example, in the way he appropriates *energeia* to his Platonic conception of that most fundamental *megiston genos*, *kinesis*. He satisfies the demands of Aristotelian philosophy by characterizing the Separate Intelligence as pure act but also satisfies Platonic philosophy by describing the second hypostasis as motion. This synthesis would at first seem impossible since Aristotle infers that the Separate Intelligence as pure act must be *akinētos*. But Plotinus can achieve this synthesis because he makes Platonic *kinesis* prior to Aristotelian *energeia*, in the sense that *kinesis* is the eternal pre-condition for the actuation of the divine *ousiai* and *eidē* which constitute the second hypostasis. The Intelligence is at once *kinesis* and *energeia* because the former condition is logically prior to the latter.

Plato's doctrine of participation, although reinterpreted somewhat by Plotinus, also governs the incorporation of *energeia* into Plotinus' philosophy. According to Plotinus every lower being is an act because it is a participant in a higher being or higher act. Because Plotinus' philosophy is a monism, he interprets participation in a far more literal sense than Plato. For Plotinus a lower existent participates in a higher because it really is that higher but only as manifested on a lower, more fragmented, more multiple, more unreal level of being. Thus Plotinus' conception of participation is expressed in his *logos* doctrine: a *logos* is a higher existent on a lower level of reality. Since every *logos* is an act, we can say that Plotinus adapts *energeia* to his interpretation of the Platonic doctrine of participation.

Of course, Plato's theory of Forms is a basic theme in Plotinus, as we have seen in our treatment of the *megista genē*. He does not hesitate to refashion *energeia* to suit the Platonic theory of Forms, at least as
he understands it. If, according to Aristotle, *energeia* belongs to Intelligence, then it should also, Plotinus infers, belong to the Platonic Forms, for they are the logically distinct but really identical constituents of Divine Mind, resulting from its act of *epistrophe*. Accordingly, Plotinus concludes that each Form is itself an intelligence and a separate life. Each Form is an act that contains all other lives and acts. This is so because in its intellection it comprehends the eternal reasons for all beings. Thus, the second hypostasis is, considered individually, pure act and is also, considered universally, the totality of acts.

Given the above observations, we may conclude that isolating the Platonic and Aristotelian influence on Plotinus' doctrine of *energeia* is a chief contribution of this study.

Let us append a fourth and fifth conclusion. Fourthly, we observe that *energeia* is at the heart of Plotinus' negative theology, according to which the philosopher can never adequately express what the One is, only what it is not. Plotinus often implies that the One is unknowable and ineffable on grounds that it is not *energeia*. This, of course, becomes quite clear given what we now know about *energeia*. If *energeia* signifies the universe of *ousia* and *eide*, the divine *noēta*, and the objects and conditions of all knowledge, then it cannot signify the One. *Ousia* is one-in-many, not purely one. Another way of saying this is that, since the One is not *energeia* or form, it is unknowable and beyond predication. Thus, our reflections on *energeia* deepen our appreciation for the paradox of Plotinian mysticism: the One must be "known" through
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16See especially III, 9 (13), 9, 8-12; V, 6 (24), 6, 3; III, 8 (30), 10, 3; VI, 7 (39), 17, 9-11; V, 3 (49), 15, 32-34; I, 8 (51), 2, 1-9; I, 7 (54), 19-20.
Lastly, *energeia* does not appear to fundamentally change or develop throughout the *Enneads*. The issues in which *energeia* emerges often vary from treatise to treatise, but the basic notion itself perdures from the early to the late treatises. The stability of *energeia* is further indicated by the fact that the distinctions between nominative and dative uses of *energeia* and *dynamis* (which are emphasized in Text C) occur in the very earliest treatises (see especially IV, 7 [2] and V, 9 [5]) and persist throughout the *Enneads*.

Despite the fact that the meaning of *energeia* remains stable throughout the *Enneads* and despite the fact that Plotinus inherited the word and, to some extent, the doctrine from Aristotle, still its meaning was considerably altered when Plotinus inserted it into his own metaphysics. This metaphysics is an *henology* and not an *ontology* and, thus, he transposes *energeia* into a different and higher key.

With these words we complete our investigation. We have now discovered what *energeia* is for Plotinus and how it is operative in his philosophy. But this achievement brings us to new questions. How influential is Plotinus' theory of *energeia*? How does *energeia* appear in the writings of his immediate successors: e.g., Porphyry, Proclus, Iamblichus, Damascius, Pseudo-Dionysius? Can one discern the influence of Plotinus' handling of *energeia* in the writings of the Church Fathers? Is such influence as evident in the Latin Fathers (who translate *energeia* as "actus" and "actualitas") as it is in the Greeks? Indeed, if it were not for Plotinus, would the doctrine of *energeia* have been generally lost

---

17See VI, 9 (9), 7-10.
to medieval philosophers until the recovery of Aristotle in the thirteenth-century? Furthermore, altogether apart from the question of Plotinus' influence, it would be of intrinsic interest to ask about the theories of act that appear in medieval, modern and contemporary thinkers generally. Also there would be no small value in inquiring into one's own personal position regarding energeia. These are all questions that we might, and perhaps should, address at a later time.
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